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FROM THE PAGES OF
COMMON SENSE AND
OTHER WRITINGS
That some desperate wretches should be
willing to steal and enslave men by
violence and murder for gain, is rather
lamentable than strange. (from “African
Slavery in America,” page 5)

Society is produced by our wants, and
government by our wickedness. (from
“Common Sense,” page 17)

There is another and greater distinction

for which no truly natural or religious
reason can be assigned, and that is the
distinction of men into KINGS and
SUBJECTS. Male and female are the
distinctions of nature, good and bad the
distinctions of Heaven; but how a race
of men came into the world so exalted
above the rest, and distinguished like
some new species, is worth inquiring
into, and whether they are the means of
happiness or of misery to mankind.
(from “Common Sense,” pages 22-23)

When we are planning for posterity, we
ought to remember that virtue is not
hereditary. (from “Common Sense,”

page 54)

These are the times that try men’s souls.
(from “The Crisis,” page 73)

Tyranny, like hell, is not easily
conquered; yet we have this consolation
with us, that the harder the conflict, the
more glorious the triumph. What we
obtain too cheap, we esteem too lightly:
it is dearness only that gives every thing
its value.
(from “The Crisis,” page 73)
Every child born into the world must be
considered as deriving its existence

from God. The world is as new to him
as it was to the first man that existed,
and his natural right in it is of the same
kind.
(from “Rights of Man,” page 128)

When it is laid down as a maxim, that a
King can do no wrong, it places him in a
state of similar security with that of
ideots and persons insane, and
responsibility is out of the question with
respect to himself. (from “Rights of
Man,” page 164)

All national institutions of churches,

whether Jewish, Christian, or Turkish,
appear to me no other than human
inventions set up to terrify and enslave
mankind, and monopolize power and
profit.
(from “The Age of Reason,” page 258)

When authors and critics talk of the
sublime, they see not how nearly it
borders on the ridiculous.
(from “The Age of Reason,” page 319)

The present state of civilization is as
odious as it is unjust. It is absolutely the
opposite of what it should be, and it is

necessary that a revolution should be
made in it. The contrast of affluence and
wretchedness continually meeting and
offending the eye, is like dead and living
bodies chained together.
(from “Agrarian Justice,” page 339)

As laws may be bad as well as good, an
empire of laws may be the best of all
governments or the worst of all
tyrannies.
(from “Letters to American Citizens,”
page 352)
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FIRST PRINTING

THOMAS PAINE
Thomas Paine was born in the village of
Thetford in Norfolk, England, on January
29, 1737, the son of Joseph Pain, a Quaker
who made stays for women’s corsets,
and Frances Cocke, the daughter of a
lawyer. Tom attended the village
grammar school, where he showed an
early talent for poetry, mathematics, and
the natural sciences. At age thirteen he
was put to work as an apprentice to his
father. Upon the outbreak of the Seven
Years War with France in 1756, he ran
off to sea, enlisting as a crewman on a
privateer; his father stopped him from
boarding that ship, but he served as a

crewman on another for six months,
returning to England in August 1757.
While in London he pursued his interest
in natural science, attending lectures at
the Royal Society.
Paine returned to staymaking, first in
Dover, then, in 1759, setting up his own
business
in
Sandwich,
Kent.
Subsequently he secured a position as an
excise officer in Lincolnshire, collecting
taxes from merchants and smugglers, but
was discharged in 1765. He returned to
staymaking again briefly, then in 1766
took a teaching position in London for a
few months. In May of that year he was
readmitted into the Excise Service and
in early 1768 was appointed as an excise

officer at Lewes, Sussex, where he
remained for the next six years. He found
his political voice as a representative
for his fellow excise officers in their
petition to Parliament for better wages,
writing The Case of the Officers of
Excise (1772); he spent several months in
London distributing copies of his
pamphlet, to no avail. During his time
there he was admitted into a
distinguished circle of intellectuals and
political thinkers that included English
historian Edward Gibbon and Benjamin
Franklin, America’s colonial agent for
Pennsylvania.
In 1774 Paine was again dismissed from
the excise service. At age thirty-seven,

he had failed at every enterprise and
was virtually penniless. At Franklin’s
urging, and with his letter of
recommendation, Paine immigrated to
Philadelphia in the fall of 1774.
Arriving in the thick of political tumult,
he found work as an editor at the
Pennsylvania Magazine and wrote
articles condemning British tyranny.
Impassioned by the revolutionary zeal
around him and the outbreak of war,
Paine
published Common Sense in
January 1776 to enormous popularity.
The pamphlet’s clear and powerful
argument for American independence
from Great Britain sounded the
revolutionary call as the voice of the
common citizen. He followed with the

first of his American Crisis Papers
(1776-1783). “These are the times that
try men’s souls,” he began, in an address
so inspiring that General George
Washington had it read to his troops. But
Paine was not merely a propagandist; his
articles were brilliantly reasoned, and
he gained the ear of the Revolutionary
leadership. A prolific writer, he
published influential essays on political
theory, the war effort, foreign affairs,
taxes, and monetary policy. His
influence grew as the war progressed,
and he was rewarded upon victory with
secretarial posts in the new government.
In 1787 Paine traveled to Europe,
sometimes acting as an unofficial envoy

of the American government. The bloody
outbreak of the French Revolution in
1789 shocked the monarchy and many
progressive reformers in Britain, but
Paine vigorously defended it. In 1791 he
published the first part of Rights of Man
(the second appeared in 1792),
articulating the political necessity of the
revolution in France and calling for the
English to establish a constitutional
democracy. The pamphlet was wildly
successful; in response, in May 1792 the
English government charged Paine with
seditious libel and issued a warrant for
his arrest. Before his case came to trial
Paine left for France, never to return to
England, where he was tried and
convicted of treason in absentia.

Paine was made an honorary delegate
to the National Convention and helped
frame a new French constitution. He did
not escape the Reign of Terror led by
Maximilien Robespierre; in 1793 Paine
was arrested as an enemy of France and
sentenced to death. Shortly before his
imprisonment, he finished writing the
first part of The Age of Reason (1794),
an essay attacking organized religion and
the Bible. He spent ten months in prison
until James Monroe, the American
minister to France, secured his release
in late 1794. Seriously ill, he stayed at
Monroe’s home to recuperate and
finished writing the second part of The
Age of Reason (1796).

Paine remained in France for seven
more years, fearing arrest or seizure
should he attempt a return to England or
America. In 1797 he published his last
major work, Agrarian Justice, and for
the next few years attempted to advise
Napoleon Bonaparte. But life abroad
had become less and less tenable, and
when Paine’s old friend Thomas
Jefferson, newly elected president of the
United States, offered him safe passage
on an American warship, he returned to
his adopted country in 1802.
But America had changed since he had
left in 1787. Political partisanship was
rife. And Paine found that through a
number of his radical views—his attack

on religion with The Age of Reason, in
particular—he had alienated many of his
former friends. Common Sense and the
climate in which it had been written
seemed all but forgotten. Without family
or many close friends and in poor health,
he spent his remaining years in New
York City and at his farm in New
Rochelle, continuing his polemical
writing nonetheless. Thomas Paine died
on June 8, 1809.

THE WORLD OF THOMAS
PAINE
AND HIS WRITINGS

1737

Thomas Paine is born in the
English village of Thetford, in
Norfolk, on January 29, to
Joseph Pain, a Quaker
staymaker, and Frances
Cocke.

1743

Thomas Jefferson, third
president of the United States,
is born.
Charles-Louis de Montesquieu
publishes The Spirit of Laws,

1748

advocating government with
separation of powers.

1750

Joseph Pain takes Tom out of
grammar school, employing
him in his staymaking shop in
Thetford.

1756

The Seven Years War
between England and France
breaks out. Tom runs away
from home, enlisting for work
on a privateer, but his father
prevents him from boarding
ship.
Paine lives in London working
as a staymaker. He attends
lectures on science and

1757

mathematics. He joins the
crew of another privateer, the
King of Prussia, disembarking
in August of that year.

1759

Paine sets up a modest
staymaking business in
Sandwich, Kent. In September
he marries his first wife, Mary
Lambert, a maid. Voltaire’s
Candide is published.

1760

Mary Lambert dies. Paine
studies in preparation for a
post as an excise officer.

1764

Paine begins work as the tax
collector for the town of
Alford, in Lincolnshire, but

continues his study of science.

1765

Fired from his position as tax
collector, Paine works again
as a staymaker.

1766

In London, Paine takes a job
teaching English. The British
Parliament repeals the Stamp
Act, relieving tensions with
the American colonies.

1767

Paine applies to be readmitted
to the Excise Service.

1768

Paine is commissioned as tax
collector for the village of
Lewes, Sussex. He joins a
political debating club, where

he gains a reputation for acute
reasoning and obstinate
opinions.

1771

1772

In a marriage of convenience,
he weds Elizabeth Ollive, the
daughter of his deceased
landlord, inheriting the
management duties of her
father’s shop.
While petitioning Parliament
on behalf of his fellow excise
men, Paine writes and prints
his first pamphlet, The Case of
the Officers of Excise.
Through his friend George
Scott, a mathematician, Paine
joins an intellectual crowd in

London that includes Edward
Gibbon, Samuel Johnson, and
Benjamin Franklin.

1773

1774

The Boston Tea Party takes
place in Boston,
Massachusetts.
The 1772 petition fails, and
Paine is dismissed again from
his position as an excise
officer. He is impoverished,
and his goods are auctioned.
In June Paine separates from
his wife, Elizabeth. In
November he emigrates from
Britain to the American
colonies, arriving on

November 30 with an
introduction from Benjamin
Franklin. The First Continental
Congress meets in
Philadelphia. Paine writes
“Dialogue Between General
Wolfe and General Gage in a
Wood Near Boston” for the
local newspaper.

1775

In March Paine publishes
“African Slavery in America,”
an article denouncing the
hypocrisy of the American
slave trade. In April the
American Revolution begins
at the Battle of Lexington. In
October Paine publishes A
Serious Thought, in which he

predicts American
independence from Britain.

1776

On January 10 Paine publishes
Common Sense as an
anonymous fifty-page
pamphlet that denounces the
British monarch and monarchy
in general. Its popularity is
enormous; more than 150,000
copies are printed. Adam
Smith publishes The Wealth of
Nations. The Second
Continental Congress signs the
Declaration of Independence.
George Washington commands
the Continental Army. Paine
volunteers for the army,

working as a secretary to
General Nathanael Greene.
Following a string of defeats
by the British, Paine returns

1777

1778

to Philadelphia, where he
writes the first of his
American Crisis Papers. As
Paine continues writing the
Crisis Papers, his influence
with the leaders of the
Revolution grows.
Paine is appointed secretary to
the Committee for Foreign
Affairs and continues the
Crisis Papers. France allies
with America, thanks to the

1779

1780

efforts of Benjamin Franklin.
Amid controversy over his
attacks on war profiteers,
Paine resigns from his post as
secretary to the Committee for
Foreign Affairs and is
appointed clerk to the
Pennsylvania Assembly.
Paine works toward the
creation of a bank to finance
the war effort. He continues
the Crisis Papers and is
awarded an honorary degree
from the University of
Pennsylvania. He publishes a
pamphlet, Public Good.

1781

The leader of British forces,
General Charles Cornwallis,
surrenders to General George
Washington, ending military
conflict.

1782

The new government enlists
Paine as a propagandist,
agitating for the Articles of
Confederation. He publishes
essays 10, 11, and 12 of the
Crisis Papers.

1783

The Treaty of Paris formally
ends the war. Paine petitions
the new government for a
pension. He writes A
Supernumerary Crisis.

1785

Paine is granted $3,000 by
Congress in recognition of his
service to the nation.

1787

Paine travels to Europe.

1788

In England, Paine secures a
patent for an iron bridge
design. He corresponds with
Edmund Burke. The Marquis
de Lafayette drafts
“Declaration of the Rights of
Man and the Citizen.”

1789

The United States
Constitution, ratified in 1788,
takes effect. The French
Revolution begins at the

Bastille in Paris.

1791

In England, Paine publishes
the first part of Rights of Man,
in part a response to Edmund
Burke’s Reflections on the
Revolution in France (1790).
The treatise is banned, yet
more than 200,000 copies are
sold in England alone.

1792

Fleeing charges of treason,
Paine goes to France. The
second part of Rights of Man
is published. Paine is made an
honorary
French citizen and a delegate
to the National Convention.

1793

The Reign of Terror begins in
France. Paine is declared an
enemy of France and is
arrested by Maximilien
Robespierre.

1794

Robespierre is executed,
ending the Reign of Terror.
Paine publishes The Age of
Reason to great controversy.
James Monroe, the newly
appointed American minister
to France, secures Paine’s
release from prison.

1795

The essay “Dissertations on
First Principles of

1796

Government” is published.
The second part of The Age of
Reason is published. Paine’s
influence with the American
leadership wanes following
articles attacking Washington
and America.

1797

Paine’s last major treatise,
Agrarian Justice, is
published.

1799

George Washington dies.

1802

Paine returns to America. He
publishes open letters
attacking the Federalist
government.

1803

The American government
purchases the Louisiana
Territory from France. Paine
divides his time between New
York City and his farm in New
Rochelle. His health begins a
long decline.

1809

Thomas Paine dies on June 8.

INTRODUCTION
Thomas Paine, one of America’s most
illustrious immigrants, arrived in
Philadelphia at the end of 1774 with high
hopes, no money, and a letter of
introduction from Benjamin Franklin.
Like many who had already decamped
from Great Britain to the colonies, Paine
left behind him a record of failure with
frequent
job
switches,
multiple
bankruptcies, and two marriages ending
in death and separation. At age thirtyseven, he was an obscure figure, no
different in his outward aspect from the
hundreds of men and women who sailed
into Philadelphia every year. But Paine

brought with him powerful talents and a
forceful personality. Quickly he secured
a writing job and gained access to the
liveliest political circles in the colonies’
preeminent city. The publication of
Common Sense (1776) fourteen months
later turned him into a celebrity. During
the next two decades, Paine inspired his
admirers and vexed his critics with the
publication of Rights of Man (17911792), The Age of Reason (1794), and
Agrarian Justice (1797).
The
port
city
where
Paine
disembarked had far fewer people than
London, but it radiated prosperity.
Within the previous two decades a
building boom had doubled the number

of houses. It abounded with petty
enterprises, wide open to all comers
with a dynamism not to be found in all of
Great Britain. The presence of enslaved
men and women shocked Paine, but the
numerous servants, day laborers, and
apprentices signaled to him the success
of this busy hub in Britain’s far-flung
commerce. The English Quaker leader
and founder of the Pennsylvania colony
William Penn had laid out his green
country town in a grid pattern situated
between the Schuykill and Delaware
Rivers. A century of sustained
development had filled in the space with
wharves, warehouses, and workshops
where artisans, their family members,
and servants crowded into the upper

floors. New town houses attested to the
wealth of some merchants and crown
officials who distinguished themselves
from others with their elegant dress,
handsome carriages, and liveried
servants. Yet political participation had
broadened widely in the 1750s and ’60s.
And if Benjamin Franklin’s career can
serve as a gauge, ambition had few
checks when mixed with determination,
talent, and the capacity for hard work.
The self-made man who moved
smartly from apprentice to journeyman
to master and possibly beyond to
become an entrepreneur, like Franklin,
held up a model for Paine. The
animation and intelligence he exuded

undoubtedly account for the fact that
Franklin, then in England serving as a
colonial agent, gave Paine a letter of
introduction to his son-in-law, in which
he wrote that Paine was “an ingenious
worthy young man” suitable for
employment as “a clerk or school
teacher.”1 Franklin and Paine, both sons
of artisans and apprenticed in their early
teens, had many things in common: a
keen interest in the new science, zeal to
work for the betterment of society, and a
fine writing style. Yet they differed in
one striking characteristic: Franklin
strove to fit into the social order, while
Paine raged at its injustices. Franklin
had arrived in Philadelphia from Boston

a generation earlier and had worked
tirelessly to find a niche for himself as a
printer and shopkeeper. Franklin was an
assiduous self-improver who acquired
the personal habits that would appeal to
others, particularly his social superiors.
He too brought letters of introduction
that he used to cultivate patrons. His
only challenge to the inherited, serried
ranks that organized families in the
Anglo-American world was to outshine
everyone else in knowledge, enterprise,
and political connections.
The contrast only became more
apparent as time passed. Paine failed in
business. He did not establish a family,
and he remained indifferent to the

refined
tastes
that
conferred
respectability. He was as voracious a
reader as Franklin, self-taught as well in
natural philosophy, mathematics, and
mechanics, but the driving spirits of
Franklin and Paine pointed them in
opposite directions. Paine had none of
Franklin’s equanimity. Perhaps there
was a time when he would have gladly
fit in, but the hardships he encountered
as a corsetmaker, seaman, collector of
the excise, and sometime tutor
predisposed him to rage at the privileges
and preferential treatment accorded the
great men he saw all around him in
England.
Paine galvanized
his
considerable talents to tear down the
walls that the upper class had raised

against ordinary persons. One might
have expected the self-made man of the
New World to become the agent for
radical change, but it was the outcast
from the Old World who saw in his
adopted home the chance “to build the
world anew.”
Paine was a persuasive speaker and
vigorous debater. These qualities,
always in short supply, had gained him
entrance into reform circles in England.
How much more in demand were these
traits in the colonies, where even the
most prominent men and women knew
themselves to be cut off from the
sophisticated tastes of Europe. One can
imagine him, with his quick wit,

describing the conversations he partook
of in London. Franklin once gave vent to
the provincial’s sense of deprivation
when he wrote that of all the things he
loved about England, “I envy it most its
people.” “Why should that petty island,”
he asked, “which compared to America,
is but like a stepping-stone in a brook,
scarce enough of it above water to keep
one’s shoes dry; why, I say, should that
little island enjoy in almost every
neighborhood, more sensible, virtuous,
and elegant Minds, than we can collect
in ranging two leagues of our vast
Forest?”2
Mingling a bit with the “sensible,
virtuous, and elegant minds” of Great

Britain had given Paine a chance to test
through conversation the ideas he
gleaned from his readings. Men and
women were still grappling with the
implications of the revolutionary
concept of nature propounded by Sir
Isaac Newton, in which cause and effect
trumped royal will, religious authority,
and popular superstitions. During his
youth, Paine had saved all the money he
could from his meager income to pay for
books, scientific equipment, and
entrance fees to scientific lectures. For
him, Newton’s brilliance had greatly
enhanced the reputation of all human
reasoning. Paine crafted reason into a
potent weapon to wield against those
who insisted that men were too weak to

govern themselves, making it likely that
the world would continue as it always
had. The new science led thinkers to
question
the
assumptions
of
conservatives. Far from distinct areas,
science and politics were inextricably
bound up together in Paine’s mind, the
former offering hope for reforming the
latter.
When talk turned to politics in English
taverns and parlors, the much-vaunted
British constitution often came up.
England’s Glorious Revolution of 1688
had led to a constitutional monarchy and
a government respectful of the rights of
Englishmen, with the king-in-Parliament
as the sovereign. French intellectuals,

chafing at the arbitrary rule of their
kings, carried away from visits to
England profound respect for the
freedom of speech and protection from
arbitrary arrest there. Signs in front of
royal palaces—“trespassers will be
prosecuted”—captured the difference
between a king under the law and an
absolute monarch. In England suspected
criminals were prosecuted, not thrown
into prison without a trial.
European admiration for England’s
balanced government of king, nobles,
and commons (that is, commoners)
complicated matters for opponents of the
British government like Paine. They took
a much more jaundiced view of the

English institutions they were forced to
cope with in practice rather than discuss
in theory. Aristocratic privileges and
restricted access to votes and offices
gave the lie to the ideal of commoners’
participation. The fourteenth-century
distribution of seats in Parliament,
which still prevailed in Paine’s day,
gave seats to empty spaces—the “rotten
boroughs,” that is, election districts with
few
inhabitants—while
leaving
populous new manufacturing cities
without representation. All these things
rankled with Paine, who viewed
England’s government as corrupt and
unjust. He did not arrive in the American
colonies as an informal ambassador of
the mother country, but rather as a bitter

critic, as the next few months would
reveal.
Paine’s religious background played a
part in shaping his radical sensibilities.
His mother belonged to the established
Church of England, but he was reared
with the Quaker convictions of his
father’s family. 3 Influence is always an
elusive force in a person’s life, but there
seems little doubt that the Society of
Friends’ recent proscription of slavery
readied him to become slavery’s ardent
opponent in America. One in six
Philadelphia households contained at
least one slave. Franklin owned four of
the city’s some 1,500 slaves. 4 Within a
year Paine joined the Pennsylvania

Antislavery Society and wrote “African
Slavery in America” (1775) which
appeared in the Pennsylvania Journal
and the Weekly Advertiser, excoriating
those who participated in the “savage
practice ... contrary to the light of nature,
to every principle of Justice and
Humanity, and even good policy” (p. 5 ).
Always quick to get to the point, Paine
may have been the first person publicly
to advocate emancipation. In his journal
article, he was particularly effective in
dismissing claims of biblical support for
slavery. After becoming the new editor
of the Pennsylvania Magazine, he wrote
about the treatment of Indians and
women. All the arguments over rights
and abuses he had been carrying on for

two decades now became the subjects of
essays. A man with many arrows in his
quiver, Paine also composed humorous
verses, scientific treatises, and a ballad
for the journal. In a matter of months he
had honed his straightforward, lucid, and
cogent prose. The epigrams, metaphors,
and barbs that peppered his essays seem
to have come naturally.
Paine’s first publication, a plea to
Parliament for salary raises for the
underpaid excise men—The Case of the
Officers of Excise (1772)—only got him
sacked, but “African Slavery in
America” led in five years to an
invitation to compose the preamble to an
act providing for the gradual abolition of

slavery. In 1780 Pennsylvania passed a
landmark piece of legislation, the
world’s first abolition law, and Paine
had the satisfaction of reading it aloud to
the Pennsylvania Assembly in his
capacity as clerk. Other northern states
followed suit, and by 1801 slavery had
been put on the course toward extinction
in that part of America. The MasonDixon Line, the boundary that a team of
surveyors laid between Pennsylvania
and Maryland, now demarked something
even more portentous: the division
between free and slave labor in the
United States.
Paine’s reputation over the course of
two centuries has stressed the impact of

Common Sense on America. Less
attention has been paid to how colonial
society affected Paine. Exhilarated by
the absence of noblemen whose
conspicuous opulence and haughty
manners vivified for him the unjust
hierarchies in England, Paine felt
immediately at home in America. The
wealthy in Philadelphia were but pale
imitations of the English aristocracy.
Indeed he became the friend of many of
them. Here no group had a monopoly of
places of honor and power, as
Franklin’s career had demonstrated.
Paine loved the free exchanges in daily
life, the easy mingling of men and
women on the city’s streets. He even
found
a
different
kind
of

cosmopolitanism to boast about in this
provincial outpost: the integration of
diverse ethnic groups in Pennsylvania.
An inadvertent tolerance had sprung up
that showed that people might live in
peace despite the enmities fostered by
patriotic bombast and religious zeal.
Americans were cosmopolitan because
they had surmounted local prejudices.
They regarded people from different
nations as their countrymen and ignored
neighborhoods, towns, and counties, he
noted, as “distinctions too limited for
Continental minds” (p. 34). And of
course Paine’s success in finding a
position of responsibility and an outlet
for his writings could only have

enhanced his enthusiasm for his new
country.
No more propitious moment for a
Thomas Paine to arrive in British North
America could be imagined than the end
of 1774. The colonies had been resisting
the British government’s new measures
for regulating its empire for more than
eight years. They had opposed new taxes
and changes in admiralty law, as well as
new restrictions on their trade. They had
recoiled at invasions of their legislative
prerogatives, but all to no avail. British
reactions to their protests had
demonstrated to colonial leaders that
they had neither the power nor influence
to budge king or Parliament. While they

inveighed in vain for “no taxation
without representation,” the rights of
Englishmen that they had so long
extolled began to seem hollow. British
officials appeared determined to retract
the informal autonomy the colonies had
long enjoyed in the interest of making the
empire run better—better, that was, for
the mother country.
In the year before Paine’s arrival, a
group of Bostonians had stealthily
boarded three British ships laded with
tea and thrown the cargo into the harbor
to protest the detested tax on tea. Great
Britain retaliated with punitive laws,
closing the port of Boston, proscribing
town meetings in Massachusetts, and

ordering the billeting of British soldiers
in colonial homes. In September 1774
delegates from every colony except
Georgia arrived in Philadelphia for what
they called the Continental Congress, a
rather startling appellation coming from
twelve sparsely settled colonies located
between the Appalachian Mountains and
the Atlantic Ocean. Despite divisions of
opinion, the delegates managed to agree
to boycott all trade with Great Britain as
a way of insisting on their rights under
“the principles of the English
constitution.” An order for all colonies
to form militias of citizen soldiers
signaled their seriousness. In response,
George III declared that the colonies
were in a state of rebellion.

Like a metal filing drawn to a magnet,
Paine
found
the
places where
Philadelphians gathered to debate the
issue of the colonies’ relations with
Great Britain. There he heard the array
of positions circulating during these
tense months. He learned of the deep
pride most colonists felt for their British
citizenship. Local officials regularly
took oaths of loyalty to the king and
were loath to break them. And the status
of Americans as colonists made many
timid in the face of the grandeur, might,
and legitimacy of the British crown. All
of this was anathema to Paine, for whom
familiarity with the English King and his
grandees had bred contempt.5

In the ensuing year, Great Britain
beefed up its military position in the
colonies, sending instructions to the new
governor to disarm the Massachusetts
militia and arrest the leaders of the
resistance movement. From these orders
came the “shot heard round the world”
(the phrase is from Ralph Waldo
Emerson’s 1837 poem “The Concord
Hymn”), when minutemen stood their
ground before the British redcoats at
Lexington in April 1775. But even with
this spilling of blood, many colonists
recoiled from using force and pledged
their devotion to Great Britain. As
loyalists, they stepped up their campaign
to isolate the radicals—they argued that

more resistance would only bring down
the ferocious wrath of Great Britain.
Loyalists and patriots continued to argue
while the Second Continental Congress
meeting in May 1775 began actually to
govern the colonies.
Common Sense, with its defiant call
for independence, electrified readers
when it appeared in January 1776. Its
incredible success can best be
understood in the context of the
excruciating indecision that had gripped
the colonists. While there were radical
leaders
prepared
to
push for
independence—for instance, Samuel and
John Adams—too many men and women
were apprehensive, not just about the

dangers of a struggle for independence,
but about the rightness of such a move.
The British officials had a closed case
from their point of view. The rights of
Englishmen
were
protected
by
Parliament, and Parliament had rejected
the Americans’ interpretation of their
place in the empire. Common Sense
ministered to the deep longing for clarity
in those who had lived in a high state of
unresolved agitation for more than a
decade.
Paine was not a profound thinker. He
was more a vector for the radical
theorizing about the origins of
government that Thomas Hobbes and
John Locke began in the seventeenth

century. In Paine’s day these heady ideas
had bounced back to England from
French philosophes like Montesquieu,
Voltaire, and Rousseau, who were
wrestling with the problems of
monarchical
absolutism.
European
thinkers in the eighteenth century also
wrote eloquently about how to reform
penal codes, abolish slavery, and
eradicate privilege. Paine had taken this
all in, mixed it with his rage at the way
English institutions thwarted the
ambitions of ordinary men, and
discovered in the American struggle “the
cause of all mankind” (p. 13).
Paine stirred readers with the pungent
prose of a Speaker’s Corner incendiary.

He blended righteous indignation and
grandiosity, even going so far as to
implicate providence in the cause by
suggesting that the “Reformation was
preceded by the discovery of America:
As if the Almighty graciously meant to
open a sanctuary to the persecuted” (p.
35). He elevated the decisions of a group
of provincials on the remote side of the
Atlantic to enduring fame: “’Tis not the
concern of a day, a year, or an age;
posterity are virtually involved in the
contest, and will be more or less
affected even to the end of time, by the
proceedings now” (p. 31).
An instant best-seller, Common Sense
cut through the language of deference

with the scalpel of analysis. Paine
revealed the practicality of supporting
American independence. He also
provided a moral justification for armed
resistance
by
linking American
independence to progressive forces at
loose in the world—or at least Western
Europe! Effective without being orderly,
Common Sense exudes a haste that
heightens the urgency of his appeal. One
can imagine Paine coming home from the
tavern after an evening of contentious
debates on the merits of independence
and furiously writing down answers to
the arguments he had just heard. When he
could contain them no longer, he poured
his points into his pamphlet: Monarchy
is without biblical warrant; the English

monarchy, in particular, has failed the
colonies; the very idea of monarchy goes
against nature and common sense;
commerce in foodstuffs had created a
self-sufficient colonial economy; details
for building a constitution and navy
prove their viability; and finally, the
present precious moment for seizing
independence is fast disappearing.
Read carefully, Common Sense also
yields a running attack on the
unexamined assumptions of classical
republican thought that many American
leaders had imbibed from writings of the
English opposition. In this political
scheme it was assumed that government
was difficult to establish and maintain,

and that Britain’s special balance of the
one, the few, and the many in the shared
power of its king, lords, and commons
miraculously guaranteed freedom while
maintaining order. Fearful of change,
classical republicans harked back to a
purer time when men—gentlemen like
themselves—put the good of the whole
before their individual interests.
Adhering to the kinds of philosophies
that take their inspiration from a
previous,
golden
era,
classical
republican thinkers lamented the
declension of recent times and hoped to
check further corruption by rallying the
country’s leaders to the standard of civic
virtue.

Paine dismissed the whole classical
republican edifice with his stunning
opening lines: “Some writers have so
confounded society with government, as
to leave little or no distinction between
them; whereas they are not only
different, but have different origins.”
“Society,” he went on to explain, “is
produced by our wants, and government
by our wickedness; the former promotes
our happiness possitively by uniting our
affections, the latter negatively by
restraining our vices” (p. 17). Paine then
demonstrated
that
the
English
constitutional balance was unnecessarily
complicated, and outmoded to boot, its
sole utility being that of befuddling

disenfranchised subjects of the king. The
source of discord in society was not
human nature, Paine argued, but the
oppression from those given social
privileges: “Male and female are the
distinctions of nature, good and bad the
distinctions of Heaven” (p. 22). The
English constitution was “noble for the
dark and slavish times in which it was
erected” (p. 19). And with this pithy
comment he dispatched kings and nobles
to the dustbin of history.
The eighteenth-century concept of
nature does heavy-duty service in
Paine’s frontal attack on the English
monarchy and
its
philosophical
underpinning in Common Sense and all

subsequent writings. Paine announced
that he had drawn his “idea of the form
of government from a principle in nature
which no art can overturn, viz. that the
more simple any thing is, the less liable
it is to be disordered” (p. 19). Indeed,
nature comes in to support most of the
assertions Paine made in Common
Sense. Of independence, he wrote, “the
simple voice of nature and reason will
say, ’tis right” (p. 19). And he offered
the shrewd advice that he “who takes
nature for his guide, is not easily beaten
out of his argument.”6 He offered nature
as a contrast to the artifices that had
given kings and lords their unwarranted
power and intimidating prestige.

Nature had become the handmaiden of
most eighteenth-century reformers who
contrasted its regularity, simplicity, and
beneficence with the Byzantine qualities
of their archaic institutions. They drew
on a succession of philosophers of
nature from Newton through the Scottish
economist Adam Smith, who at this time
was preparing for publication his
Inquiry into the Nature and Causes of
the Wealth of Nations. In this mighty
synthesis, Smith drew together a century
of theorizing about the commercial
system. With trade generating new levels
of wealth, observers began speculating
about the dynamics behind this novel
system of enterprises and exchanges.

Gradually they recast the economy as a
natural system working invisibly to
produce harmony among buyers and
sellers instead of being a hodgepodge of
commercial transactions, necessarily
subject to political direction.
The reconceptualization of the
economy as a natural, unregulated
system of exchanges greatly influenced
Paine. He saw commerce as an
alternative to war in getting people what
they wanted. He described it as “a
pacific system, operating to cordialise
mankind” (p. 233). Self-interest,
formerly viewed as a tool of the devil,
figured benignly throughout Common
Sense as a prompter to good reasoning.

His opening lines drew a contrast
between society, with its voluntary
cooperation prompted by mutual
interests, and government, with its
coercive power used for the benefit of
the king and his courtiers. For those
living in a hierarchical society where
there was much fawning over patrons,
self-interest also breathed a spirit of
honesty, for when people followed their
interest, there was no hint of hypocrisy.
Ironically, royal revenue from this
ebullient economy that Paine so admired
had given the king the money to secure
compliant members of Parliament—the
corruption that so rankled him.
American readers were undoubtedly

more interested in reading what Paine
had to say about their situation than his
musings about social theory. More than
150,000 copies of Common Sense sold
within a year at a time when the number
of readers in the colonies could not have
exceeded 700,000. Editions quickly
appeared in London, Edinburgh, Paris,
and Copenhagen.7 Those who were
illiterate could listen to Paine’s rhetoric
read aloud to them in private parlors and
public gatherings. Soon everyone was
quoting such phrases as “the Continental
belt is too loosely buckled” (p. 61) or
descriptions of William the Conqueror
as “a French bastard landing with an
armed Banditti” (p. 27). American

colonies, Paine wryly commented, will
thrive as long as “eating is the custom of
Europe” (p. 32). Although Common
Sense was published anonymously as
“written by an Englishman,” readers
quickly identified the author as Paine.
An elixir to the spirits of the proindependence faction, Common Sense
reached a much larger audience than the
pamphlets that had been flowing from
colonial presses since the passage of the
Stamp Act in 1765. Paine’s simple syntax
was easy to understand, and his
exhilarating bravado was contagious.
When he referred to George III as “the
Royal Brute of Great Britain,” making “a
havoc of mankind,” readers could

hyperventilate over such a seditious
statement
(p. 44). Judging from
contemporary correspondence and diary
entries, Paine was responsible for
convincing
many
colonists
that
independence was not only the best
choice, but one that would put them on
the side of the angels. As he was to do
many times again, Paine had taken ideas
out of gentlemen’s conversations and
pushed them into the public arena for all
to talk about.
After Congress declared independence
in July 1776, Paine enlisted in a
Pennsylvania military outfit, serving as
aide-de-camp to General Nathanael
Greene. Witness to the disastrous early

months of the war, when New York fell
and the Continental army fled across
New Jersey, Paine took up his pen again
to write about the so-called American
crisis. Beginning with the famous
opening, “These are the times that try
men’s souls,” the dozen or so pieces that
constitute The American Crisis Papers
extended Paine’s commentary from 1776
to 1783, when the Treaty of Paris
between Great Britain and the United
States granted the latter independence.
Although Paine’s unflagging service won
gratitude and respect from Revolutionary
leaders,
particularly
George
Washington, his life began to acquire
some of the ragged edges it had had in
England. Always in debt, he got by with

government stipends and awards, a mark
of his carelessness with money as well
as a generosity that drained his pocket.
Paine gave freely to the causes he
believed in, donating all of his earnings
at one point to the Continental army. He
had argued strongly for an international
copyright, but he rarely received any
royalties from his works, best-sellers
that they were. In the after-math of the
war he secured some stipends, and
Washington successfully spearheaded an
effort to secure a 300-acre estate near
New Rochelle, New York, confiscated
from a British loyalist, to which Paine
would return many years later.
Paine went back to his love of science

and mechanics. He designed an
innovative 400-foot single-span iron
bridge and continued to write in
response to postwar issues. Yet Paine
was a true revolutionary; peace made
him restless. In 1787 he left the United
States with a 13-foot model of his
bridge, going first to France and then to
England, where eventually his bridge
was built. Most gratifying to Paine was
that his reputation preceded him. He
brought back to his birthplace the cachet
of both prophet and victor. Many English
political figures had reacted with
hostility to all things associated with
their former colonies, but others had
cheered the Americans in their struggle.
Edmund Burke, the great Whig leader in

Parliament, had judged the Americans
right. He cultivated Paine as an expert
on the terra incognita of the new United
States. Paine did not forget his American
friends either. He visited with Thomas
Jefferson, who was then serving as
minister to France, and corresponded
with Washington, Franklin, and Samuel
Adams, among others.
As early as 1782 Paine had predicted
that the example of the United States
would influence the French and English
and eventually resonate around the
world. He had an acute awareness of the
asymmetry of power and of the
arbitrariness
of
actual
social
arrangements that lay buried, like a land

mine, slightly beneath the surface of
daily life. His prediction did not take
long to come true. While British radicals
talked about reform, a fiscal crisis in
France actually forced the king, Louis
XVI, to convene an unprecedented
assembly, followed by the first
convocation of the Estates General in
more than a century. Backing the
American Revolution had broken the
royal bank; fixing it created an opening
for those who had been inveighing
against the government for decades. A
series of dramatic events ensued,
starting with the fall of the Bastille, the
formidable royal prison in the heart of
Paris. The great French Revolution had
begun and would continue in various

permutations until Napoleon Bonaparte
came to power a decade later.
With that mine actually exploding,
Paine rushed back to France, where he
consorted,
through
Jefferson’s
connections, with the leaders of the
Girondin party—the marquis de
Lafayette, the marquis de Condorcet, and
Jacques Brissot. Both Lafayette and
Brissot had actually been to the United
States, and Condorcet had written about
it. They were even called americanistes
because of their opposition to the French
anglomanes who wanted to copy the
British constitution. During these heady
days the members of the National
Assembly abolished feudal privileges

and pressed the king to accept their
drastic changes. Lafayette, who was then
riding high as the aristocratic champion
of radical reform, presented Paine with
the key to the Bastille, symbol of
oppression, with the request that he
forward it to General Washington.
As French leaders drafted the
“Declaration of the Rights of Man and
the Citizen” (adopted by the National
A s s e m b l y 1789),
their
English
counterparts recoiled from what they
considered
dangerous
social
engineering. Burke especially dreaded
any linkage of what was going on in
France with possible changes in
England. He had reacted strongly to

those who earlier had seized on the
centenary of the Glorious Revolution to
assert the right of the English nation to
reform its institutions. Although Burke
had supported the American cause, he
was actually conservative. At least, the
opening events in the French Revolution
brought out a deeply conservative side
in him. He discerned in rationality an
acid that would burn right through the
layers of respect and loyalty that he
considered the glue holding society
together. He hated appeals to the
Newtonian nature of consistency and
transparency that radicals on both sides
of the Atlantic made. Having enjoyed a
safe seat in Parliament since 1766, Burke

also saw the beauty in Britain’s peculiar
political traditions.
The thought of seemingly sane men
abandoning
their
time-honored
institutions for such chimeras as “liberty,
equality, and fraternity” compelled
Burke to sound the alarm with his
Reflections on the Revolution in France
(1790). In a sustained attack on the
theories spawned by the Enlightenment,
Burke lectured his readers on true
constitutional principles of kingship in
Britain, the true meaning of the rights of
men, and the true principle of social
stability. Nothing if not supremely
confident of his understanding of
political realities and the history that

produced them, Burke must be credited
with recognizing the difficulties of
replacing existing institutions with
innovative ones, a reality that often
escaped Paine. In his denunciation of the
rash theories circulating through Europe
in his Reflections on the Revolution in
France, Burke paused long enough to
compose an apotheosis to the beauty of
Queen Marie Antoinette. In an
unprecedented invasion of the royal
space, a mob had hustled her from her
chambers at Versailles in the summer of
1789, a fact that Burke reported under the
rubric “the outrages against the royal
family, aristocracy, and the clergy.”8
Burke’s tome seemed a worse outrage

to Paine, who had responded as both
prophet and patron to the French
people’s assertion of their rights against
the absolutism of the monarchy that
Louis XIV—Louis XVI’s great-greatgreat-grandfather—had perfected. Many
took up their pens to respond to Burke,
including Mary Wollstonecraft, whose
Vindication of the Rights of Man (her
Vindication of the Rights of Woman
came later) was a public letter to Burke.
Paine caused the greatest stir with
Rights of Man. In this, his largest and
most important work, he elaborated on
the principles he had introduced in
Common Sense. Paine was elated by
exactly what horrified Burke—the
possibility that the British might follow

the French and discard their ancient
institutions. Precedent reigned supreme
with Burke; only arrangements that had
stood the test of time deserved respect.
Challenged by criticism of a restricted
suffrage, English leaders had conjured
up the idea that those who couldn’t vote
had given their “tacit agreement” to the
laws. It was exactly this ingenious
concept that the Americans had rejected.
The lever Paine chose to upend
Burke’s position was the irrationality of
allowing one generation to make
political arrangements in perpetuity,
leaving the living tied to the
compromises of their ancestors. Having
challenged this assumption, Paine

proceeded to detail the rights men
carried with them naturally—their
capacity to speak out, believe, think.
And yet, it was exactly this competency
that the entire edifice of conventional
assumptions expressed in literature,
laws, and popular entertainment had
denied ordinary men and women. Paine
viewed France’s repudiation of the
privileges of the aristocracy and the
clergy as evidence of its “regenerating
itself from slavery” (p. 136). He
described the English as left with
customs dating back to William the
Conqueror. He could never resist the
chance to correct someone’s historical
facts, and Burke, as a beneficiary of the

corrupt system of parliamentary
representation that Paine hated, was an
especially appealing target.
Rights of Man rambled through
political theory, American precedents,
English history, and the provisions of the
new
French
constitution.
Paine
celebrated the French for their success
in lifting the dead hand of the past that
had been pressing upon their shoulders.
He constantly urged the disenfranchised
among his readers to insist upon popular
sovereignty, universal suffrage, and a
truly representative government. It was
exactly this proposition, that the English
nation had the right to create its own
constitution, that so frightened Burke and

other conservatives.
Building on Adam Smith’s idea of an
invisible hand guiding the private acts of
men and women to unintended, but
beneficent, consequences, Paine in
Rights of Man dwelt on the natural
sociability of human beings that
rendered them cooperative. Yearning for
much, men and women worked together
so they could better serve their needs
and wants.
Paine also chided Burke for his
indifference to the victims of the Ancien
Régime (a term used in reference to
France under the Bourbon monarchy),
like the men who had been languishing in
the Bastille before its fall. This attack

gave him the opening for addressing
Burke’s adoring remarks about the
Queen. “He is not affected by the reality
of distress,” Paine noted, because “He
pities the plumage, but forgets the dying
bird.” “His hero or his heroine must be a
tragedy-victim expiring in show,” he
continued, “and not the real prisoner of
misery, sliding into death in the silence
of a dungeon” (p. 117).
Paine’s hope that Rights of Man
would stir British leaders to respond
positively to events in France was
quickly dashed. Since Paine had failed
to take the measure of the political
nation, he reached out to a new audience
among the disenfranchised, using his

royalties to print cheap copies of Rights
of Man that various radical clubs
quickly distributed throughout Great
Britain. The artisans, storekeepers, and
white-collar workers in England were
overjoyed by Paine’s assertions of their
political capacity. They memorized his
rhetorical zingers. They delighted in his
descriptions of the shenanigans that their
“superiors” engaged in to keep them
from their legitimate role in the polity.
The French, he told them in his “Address
and Declaration of the Friends of
Universal Peace and Liberty” (1791),
“laid the axe to the root of tyranny” and
erected their new government “on the
sacred hereditary rights of man.” They
should do the same, Paine urged.

Events in France lured Paine back to
where his friends held power. When
King Louis XVI attempted to flee the
country rather than preside over a
constitutional monarchy, Paine and
others began to call for a republic. In the
midst of this turmoil Burke published a
reply to Paine’s Rights of Man that
drew Paine back to London to compose
a second part. Not content with
advocating the expansion of the suffrage
and
rationalizing
parliamentary
representation in England, Paine laid out
in the second part of Rights of Man an
array of radical goals like universal
public education, pensions for the aged,
state relief for the unemployed, and a

graduated income tax.
This time the British government was
ready. While various political groups,
again with help from Paine’s royalties,
distributed 100,000 copies of Paine’s
new work throughout the country, the
government charged Paine with seditious
libel. With characteristic bravado, Paine
wrote, “If, to expose the fraud and
imposition of monarchy, and every
species of hereditary government—to
lessen the oppression of taxes—to
propose plans for the education of
helpless infancy, and the comfortable
support of the aged and distressed ... and
to break the chains of political
superstition, and raise degraded man to

his proper rank; if these things be
libelous, let me live the life of a libeller,
and let the name of LIBELLER be
engraved on my tomb!”9 But he returned
to France.
In his summary of the case against
Paine, the British attorney general
played perfectly the role Paine cast for
British officials when he described
Paine’s audience as the ignorant,
credulous, and desperate. To inoculate
themselves against this affront of stirring
up ordinary people, the British
government distributed 2 million copies
of a cheap tract from Evangelical
philanthropist Hannah More urging
people to honor the king and fear God.10

Meanwhile, back in the United States,
the French Revolution had brought out
the conservatism in many Revolutionary
leaders. Under the banner of the
Federalists, the men in the first
Washington administration rejected any
comparison of their revolution with what
was going on in France. They turned
against Paine. John Quincy Adams,
whose father, John Adams, was George
Washington’s vice president from 1789
to 1797, answered Paine’s Rights of
Man in a series of anonymous essays,
signed “Publicola,” in a Boston
newspaper.
Just as France had its américanistes
and anglomanes when they were writing

their first constitution, so did politically
aware Americans divide between
“Anglomen” and “Gallomen” after
France executed the royal family and
turned itself into a republic.ll From 1793
until the 1800 election of Thomas
Jefferson, events conspired to embroil
Americans in the most fundamental
questions about government. Critics of
the Washington administration bemoaned
its pro-British policies, while the
Federalists castigated the French and
their American followers. The key issue
became how important government was
to
the
maintenance
of
order.
Conservatives claimed that ordinary men
were too unruly to handle too much

freedom. After all, if they had been so
tractable through the ages, why was
history replete with tales of riots and
rebellions, mayhem and anarchy?
Paine’s answer was ingenious. People
were naturally self-regulating if given a
chance to cultivate their reason and
independence through the exercise of
free choice. It was government, with its
abusive control, that was responsible for
this record of discord.
The British prosecution of Paine
turned him into a hero in Paris. He was
elected to a seat in the National
Convention, the latest legislative
embodiment of the French nation. But
events swept Paine’s French associates

onto the wrong side of history. The
Jacobins rose to power and dispatched
their opponents to the guillotine during
the Reign of Terror (1793-1794). The
Jacobins also arrested Paine as an
enemy alien; France and England were
now at war. Just before entering
Luxembourg Prison, Paine gave his
friend Joel Barlow, an American poet,
the manuscript for The Age of Reason,
yet one more outraged and outrageous
attack on the status quo.
Paine spent ten months incarcerated
before James Monroe, the new
American minister to France and an
ardent supporter of the French
Revolution, rescued him. Seriously ill at

the time of his release, Paine
convalesced in Monroe’s home, where
he completed the second part of The Age
of Reason.
Perhaps more than any other of his
writings, The Age of Reason resonates
today because the issues of revelation,
human divinity, and the contradictory
claims of the world’s religions that
Paine addressed are still being debated.
He started off his tract on religion flying
his colors: “My own mind is my own
church” (p. 258). From that declaration,
Paine plowed into the thicket of biblical
exegesis. He blithely compared the
gospels with Greek mythology because
both involved divinities visiting the

earth. Revelation, he argued, could
happen only to the person to whom God
was revealed. For all others, the account
was mere hearsay. Perhaps the most
radical aspect of his discourse on his
faith was the jaunty way he wrote about
beliefs that most of his contemporaries
considered sacred. Declaring himself a
Deist, Paine acknowledged the existence
of God and of an afterlife. The evidence
of a creator was the creation of the
world itself, he believed. The argument
for the existence of God from design had
been talked about for a long time, but
Paine, with his usual flair, reached a
larger audience with his promotion of
this religious position. What Paine took
on faith was the orderliness of nature

and the existence of a divine design.
Introducing people to this creationcentered religion was, for Paine, another
way of unshackling them from the
outworn ideas that restricted their Godgiven potential to develop freely.
Paine maintained that moribund ideas
acted like chains binding the imagination
of his contemporaries. As his many
writings attest, he knew the Bible
thoroughly. Along with Shakespeare’s
plays, the Bible represented the one
literary resource that all the people
knew. It was read aloud every Sunday.
What he had come to detest was the
literal interpretation of the Bible used by
conservatives to repel reform and instill

the fear of change in credulous people.
Leaders, in Paine’s view, should be
fighting superstition, not pandering to
people’s
fears.
Education,
not
indoctrination, would erase their
ignorance and timidity in tandem. Like
most Enlightenment reformers, Paine
was more anticlerical than antireligious.
He abhorred established religions that
operated as a monopoly of religious
truths. Equally, he rejected the claims of
all religions, relishing the observation
that their pretensions—whether about
Jesus, Muhammad, or Moses—were
contradictory.
Paine stayed on in France for the next
seven years, fearing arrest if he went to

England or seizure on the high seas were
he to attempt to return to the United
States. He maintained his position of
respect, even presenting various plans to
Napoleon Bonaparte, who had come to
power following the successive
downfalls of the Girondists, Jacobins,
and the Directory. In 1797 Paine
published Agrarian Justice, his last
major work. Emblazoned on the title
page was the proposition that every
person at age twenty-one should receive
fifteen pounds sterling “to enable HIM
or HER to begin the World!” (p. 323). A
radical proposition, Paine’s scheme was
integral to his critique of private
property within. In the beginning the

world was “the common property of
the human race,” he announced (p.
332), an assertion that John Locke had
popularized in the seventeenth century.
People who improved property added
greatly to the wealth and comforts of
modern society, but they should, Paine
argued, pay a ground rent, since that
property originally belonged to all. It
was from the revenues of this rent that
Paine projected financing his gift to
those passing into adulthood.
W h a t The Age of Reason was to
religious fidelity, Agrarian Justice was
to political and economic orthodoxy.
Paine’s goal was to eliminate existing
inequalities in wealth and make the

interests of all people converge with
those of the nation. Here his peculiar
blend of liberal and democratic
convictions appears most salient. He
believed in economic freedom and
limited government. He was no socialist,
but his indignation about poverty
compelled him to devise ways to invest
everyone with some stake in society.
Always ahead of his time, he went on in
Agrarian Justice to propose social
insurance for the aged and public
welfare programs financed through
progressive taxation. To demonstrate the
reasonableness of these proposals, he
detailed with typical brio the historical
trajectory of civilization from the equal
state within Indian tribes to the

egregious
social
contemporary society.

distances

of

An invitation from the newly elected
Jefferson offering Paine passage on an
American warship proved decisive. In
1802 Paine sailed back to an America
quite different from the one he had left
fourteen years earlier. Both Washington
and Franklin were now dead. Partisan
warfare between the Federalists and
their Democratic-Republican opponents
had replaced the cooperation among the
patriot leaders during the Revolution.
Jefferson’s
election
had
been
accompanied by a campaign filled with
vituperation. Publication of The Age of
Reason, which Paine had dedicated to

the citizens of the United States, had
wrecked his reputation, especially
among the Federalists. The New
England Palladium greeted news of
Paine’s return by characterizing him as
“that lying, drunken, brutal infidel who
enjoyed the opportunity of basking and
wallowing in the confusion, devastation,
bloodshed, rapine, and murder, in which
his soul delights.” A century later
Theodore Roosevelt called Paine “that
filthy little atheist.”12
The Federalists convinced themselves
that the success of the Jeffersonians was
ephemeral and that people would come
to their senses soon. Paine’s radicalism,
they believed, was out of step with the

sentiments of the American people, many
of whom had been swept up in the
religious revivals that were changing the
spiritual complexion of the United
States. Attacking Paine was one way of
getting at Jefferson, who was associated
with him in the public mind. And they
were probably right, but somehow
Jefferson remained popular while Paine
remained controversial. Ever the
polemicist, Paine plunged into politics
with his year-long series To the Citizens
of the United States, in which he
excoriated the Federalists’ betrayal of
what he and the Jeffersonians considered
the true principles of the American
Revolution.

Far from backing away from the
sentiments in The Age of Reason, he
carried on a running war with his critics
in published letters that continued his
examination of biblical prophecies and
introduced new themes like the use of
dreams in the New Testament. With one
of his best-known proselytes, Elihu
Palmer,
a
free-thinking
former
Presbyterian clergyman and fellow
Deist, Paine founded a theistic church in
New York City. Palmer’s journal, The
Prospect; or, View of the Moral World,
offered Paine an outlet for his neverending stream of commentary and
polemics. He also found a new friend in
inventor Robert Fulton, who shared

Paine’s love of mechanics, science,
Deism, and democracy with almost
equal fervor.
Paine was useful to the Federalists as
a brush for painting Jefferson as an
infidel, but America was essential to
Paine. Upon his return, he hailed the
United States as “the country of my
heart, and the place of my political and
literary birth” (p. 367). True enough, but
there was more. The success of ordinary
men and women establishing a society
with protected rights, open opportunity,
widespread
property
ownership,
religious freedom, and no political
privileges or social distinctions was all
the proof Paine needed to hammer home

the truth that the future would be
different. More than anyone else, Paine
made America “the cause of all
mankind” and used its example to show
how to make good on the Enlightenment
promise that people born with a capacity
for benign self-direction could work out
their own destinies and bring into
existence a world that reflected the
fulfillment of desire rather than a
compromise with despair.
Paine had been ill several years before
his death in 1809. He was buried on his
farm in New Rochelle. Having seen his
ideas ignite people all over the world,
he lived long enough to taste the
bitterness of a younger generation’s

indifference to his prescriptions. Paine
wanted his remains to rest in his adopted
country, but another English radical,
William Cobbett, had a different
scheme. Cobbett had lived in the United
States when the Federalists were
vilifying Paine and had himself
promoted their views in his Peter
Porcupine essays. Returning to England,
Cobbett became a convert to Paine’s
reforms. He turned his acerbic wit on
those who still blocked their adoption
twenty-five years after Paine had
proposed them. In 1819 Cobbett came
back to the United States and, in homage
to Paine, dug up his bones for
repatriation. Those were Cobbett’s
intentions, but somewhere along the line

the bones got lost.13
This was not a fitting tribute to Paine,
but an impulse that demonstrates the
powerful attachments he had generated
among those who were committed to
change. And his relevance continued. In
1821, when Latin America was on the
cusp of its great colonial revolutions, an
edition of Common Sense appeared in
Lima. And today, with this new edition
of his writings, Paine has moved into the
twenty-first century. His fame will
persist because his passion for human
rights never flagged, and his expression
of that passion has proved enduringly
contagious. Joel Barlow hit the mark
when he said that Paine’s writings were

“his best life.”14
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PUBLISHER’S NOTE
We have elected to preserve Thomas
Paine’s often erractic typography,
regardless of whether it agress with
modern usage or even itself (e.g. “GreatBritain”
vs.
“Great
Britain,”
“controuling” vs. “controlling”), as we
feel it best represents the mercurial
energy so essential to this storied
agitator.

AFRICAN SLAVERY IN
AMERICA
[1775]
AFRICAN SLAVERY IN
AMERICA.
To AMERICANS.

That some desperate wretches should
be willing to steal and enslave men by
violence and murder for gain, is rather
lamentable than strange. But that many
civilized, nay, christianized people

should approve, and be concerned in the
savage practice, is surprising; and still
persist, though it has been so often
proved contrary to the light of nature, to
every principle of Justice and Humanity,
and even good policy, by a succession of
eminent men,1 and several late
publications.
Our Traders in MEN (an unnatural
commodity!) must know the wickedness
of that SLAVE-TRADE, if they attend to
reasoning, or the dictates of their own
hearts; and such as shun and stiffle all
these, wilfully sacrifice Conscience, and
the character of integrity to that golden
Idol.
The

Managers

of

that

Trade

themselves, and others, testify, that many
of these African nations inhabit fertile
countries, are industrious farmers, enjoy
plenty, and lived quietly, averse to war,
before the Europeans debauched them
with liquors, and bribing them against
one another; and that these inoffensive
people are brought into slavery, by
stealing them, tempting Kings to sell
subjects, which they can have no right to
do, and hiring one tribe to war against
another, in order to catch prisoners. By
such wicked and inhuman ways the
English are said to enslave towards one
hundred thousand yearly; of which thirty
thousand are supposed to die by
barbarous treatment in the first year;
besides all that are slain in the unnatural

wars excited to take them. So much
innocent blood have the Managers and
Supporters of this inhuman Trade to
answer for to the common Lord of all!
Many of these were not prisoners of
war, and redeemed from savage
conquerors, as some plead; and they
who were such prisoners, the English,
who promote the war for that very end,
are the guilty authors of their being so;
and if they were redeemed, as is alleged,
they would owe nothing to the redeemer
but what he paid for them.
They show as little Reason as
Conscience who put the matter by with
saying—“Men, in some cases, are
lawfully made Slaves, and why may not

these?” So men, in some cases, are
lawfully put to death, deprived of their
goods, without their consent; may any
man, therefore, be treated so, without
any conviction of desert? Nor is this
plea mended by adding—“They are set
forth to us as slaves, and we buy them
without farther inquiry, let the sellers
see to it.” Such men may as well join
with a known band of robbers, buy their
ill-got goods, and help on the trade;
ignorance is no more pleadable in one
case than the other; the sellers plainly
own how they obtain them. But none can
lawfully buy without evidence that they
are not concurring with Men-Stealers;
and as the true owner has a right to
reclaim his goods that were stolen, and

sold; so the slave, who is proper owner
of his freedom, has a right to reclaim it,
however often sold.
Most shocking of all is alledging the
Sacred Scriptures to favour this wicked
practice. One would have thought none
but infidel cavillers would endeavour to
make them appear contrary to the plain
dictates of natural light, and Conscience,
in a matter of common Justice and
Humanity; which they cannot be. Such
worthy men, as referred to before,
judged otherways; MR. BAXTER2
declared, the Slave- Traders should be
called Devils, rather than Christians;
and that it is a heinous crime to buy
them. But some say, “the practice was

permitted to the Jews.” To which may be
replied,
1. . The example of the Jews, in
many things, may not be imitated
by us; they had not only orders to
cut off several nations altogether,
but if they were obliged to war
with others, and conquered them,
to cut off every male; they were
suffered to use polygamy and
divorces, and other things utterly
unlawful to us under clearer light.
2. . The plea is, in a great measure,
false; they had no permission to
catch and enslave people who
never injured them.
3. . Such arguments ill become us,
since the time of reformation

came, under Gospel light. All
distinctions of nations, and
privileges of one above others, are
ceased; Christians are taught to
account all men their neighbours;
and love their neighbours as
themselves; and do to all men as
they would be done by; to do good
to all men; and Man-stealing is
ranked with enormous crimes. Is
the barbarous enslaving our
inoffensive
neighbours,
and
treating them like wild beasts
subdued by force, reconcilable
with all these Divine precepts? Is
this doing to them as we would
desire they should do to us? If they

could carry off and enslave some
thousands of us, would we think it
just?—One would almost wish
they could for once; it might
convince more than Reason, or the
Bible.
As much in vain, perhaps, will they
search ancient history for examples of
the modern Slave-Trade. Too many
nations enslaved the prisoners they took
in war. But to go to nations with whom
there is no war, who have no way
provoked, without farther design of
conquest, purely to catch inoffensive
people, like wild beasts, for slaves, is
an hight of outrage against Humanity and
Justice, that seems left by Heathen

nations to be practised by pretended
Christians. How shameful are all
attempts to colour and excuse it!
As these people are not convicted of
forfeiting freedom, they have still a
natural, perfect right to it; and the
Governments whenever they come
should, in justice set them free, and
punish those who hold them in slavery.
So monstrous is the making and
keeping them slaves at all, abstracted
from the barbarous usage they suffer, and
the many evils attending the practice; as
selling husbands away from wives,
children from parents, and from each
other, in violation of sacred and natural
ties; and opening the way for adulteries,

incests,
and
many
shocking
consequences, for all of which the guilty
Masters must answer to the final Judge.
If the slavery of the parents be unjust,
much more is their children’s; if the
parents were justly slaves, yet the
children are born free; this is the natural,
perfect right of all mankind; they are
nothing but a just recompense to those
who bring them up: And as much less is
commonly spent on them than others,
they have a right, in justice, to be
proportionably sooner free.
Certainly one may, with as much
reason and decency, plead for murder,
robbery, lewdness, and barbarity, as for
this practice: They are not more contrary

to the natural dictates of Conscience, and
feelings of Humanity; nay, they are all
comprehended in it.
But the chief design of this paper is not
to disprove it, which many have
sufficiently done; but to entreat
Americans to consider.
1. With what consistency, or decency
they complain so loudly of
attempts to enslave them, while
they hold so many hundred
thousands in slavery; and annually
enslave many thousands more,
without any pretence of authority,
or claim upon them?
2. How just, how suitable to our
crime is the punishment with which

Providence threatens us? We have
enslaved multitudes, and shed
much innocent blood in doing it;
and now are threatened with the
same. And while other evils are
confessed, and bewailed, why not
this especially, and publicly; than
which no other vice, if all others,
has brought so much guilt on the
land?
3. Whether, then, all ought not
immediately to discontinue and
renounce it, with grief and
abhorrence? Should not every
society bear testimony against it,
and account obstinate persisters in
it bad men, enemies to their
country, and exclude them from

fellowship; as they often do for
much lesser faults?
4. The great Question may be—What
should be done with those who are
enslaved already? To turn the old
and infirm free, would be injustice
and cruelty; they who enjoyed the
labours of their better days should
keep, and treat them humanely. As
to the rest, let prudent men, with
the assistance of legislatures,
determine what is practicable for
masters, and best for them. Perhaps
some could give them lands upon
reasonable rent, some, employing
them in their labour still, might
give them some reasonable

allowances for it; so as all may
have some property, and fruits of
their labours at their own disposal,
and be encouraged to industry; the
family may live together, and enjoy
the
natural
satisfaction
of
exercising relative affections and
duties, with civil protection, and
other advantages, like fellow men.
Perhaps they might sometime form
useful barrier settlements on the
frontiers. Thus they may become
interested in the public welfare,
and assist in promoting it; instead
of being dangerous, as now they
are, should any enemy promise
them a better condition.
5. The past treatment of Africans

must naturally fill them with
abhorrence of Christians; lead
them to think our religion would
make them more inhuman savages,
if they embraced it; thus the gain of
that trade has been pursued in
opposition to the Redeemer’s
cause, and the happiness of men:
Are we not, therefore, bound in
duty to him and to them to repair
these injuries, as far as possible,
by taking some proper measures to
instruct, not only the slaves here,
but the Africans in their own
countries? Primitive Christians
laboured always to spread their
Divine Religion; and this is

equally our duty while there is an
Heathen nation: But what singular
obligations are we under to these
injured people! These are the
sentiments of
JUSTICE AND HUMANITY.

COMMON SENSE
[1776]
INTRODUCTION.
PERHAPS
THE
SENTIMENTS
CONTAINED in the following pages,
a r e not yet sufficiently fashionable to
procure them general Favor; a long
Habit of not thinking a Thing wrong,
gives it a superficial appearance of
b e i n g right, and raises at first a
formidable outcry in defence of Custom.
But the Tumult soon subsides. Time
makes more Converts than Reason.

As a long and violent abuse of power
is generally the means of calling the right
of it in question, (and in matters too
which might never have been thought of,
had not the sufferers been aggravated
into the inquiry,) and as the King of
England hath undertaken in his own
right, to support the Parliament in what
he calls Theirs, and as the good People
of this Country are grievously oppressed
by the Combination, they have an
undoubted privilege to enquire into the
Pretensions of both, and equally to reject
the Usurpation of either.
In the following Sheets, the Author
hath studiously avoided every thing
which is personal among ourselves.

Compliments as well as censure to
individuals make no part thereof The
wise and the worthy need not the triumph
of a Pamphlet; and those whose
sentiments are injudicious or unfriendly
will cease of themselves, unless too
much pains is bestowed upon their
conversions.
The cause of America is in a great
measure the cause of all mankind. Many
circumstances have, and will arise,
which are not local, but universal, and
through which the principles of all
lovers of mankind are affected, and in
the event of which their affections are
interested. The laying a country desolate
with fire and sword, declaring war

against the natural rights of all mankind,
and extirpating the defenders thereof
from the face of the earth, is the concern
of every man to whom nature hath given
the power of feeling; of which class,
regardless of party censure, is
THE AUTHOR.
P. S. (Postscript to Preface in the
third edition.) The Publication of this
new Edition hath been delayed, with a
view of taking notice (had it been
necessary) of any attempt to refute the
Doctrine of Independence: As no answer
hath yet appeared, it is now presumed
that none will, the time needful for
getting such a Performance ready for the
Public being considerably past.

Who the Author of this Production is,
is wholly unnecessary to the Public, as
the Object for Attention is the Doctrine
itself, not the Man. Yet it may not be
unnecessary to say, That he is
unconnected with any party, and under
no sort of Influence, public or private,
but the influence of reason and principle.
PHILADELPHIA, FEBRUARY 14,
1776.
COMMON SENSE;
ADDRESSED TO THE
INHABITANTS OF AMERICA,
ON THE FOLLOWING
INTERESTING SUBJECTS:
I. Of the Origin and Design of
Government in general, with

concise Remarks on the English
Constitution.
II. Of Monarchy and Hereditary
Succession.
III. Thoughts on the present State of
American Affairs.
IV. Of the present ability of
America, with some miscellaneous
Reflections.
A NEW EDITION, with several
Additions in the Body of the Work. To
which is Added an APPENDIX; together
with an Address to the People called
QUAKERS.

Man knows no Master save creating
HEAVEN,
Or those whom choice and common
Good ordain.
THOMSON.

COMMON SENSE.
On the Origin and Design of
Government in General, with Concise
Remarks on the English Constitution.
SOME
WRITERS
HAVE
SO
confounded society with government, as
to leave little or no distinction between
them; whereas they are not only

different, but have different origins.
Society is produced by our wants, and
government by our wickedness; the
former
promotes
our
happiness
possitively by uniting our affections, the
l a tte r negatively by restraining our
vices. The one encourages intercourse,
the other creates distinctions. The first is
a patron, the last a punisher.
Society in every state is a blessing, but
Government, even in its best state, is but
a necessary evil; in its worst state an
intolerable one: for when we suffer, or
are exposed to the same miseries by a
Government, which we might expect in
a country without Government, our
calamity is heightened by reflecting that

we furnish the means by which we
suffer. Government, like dress, is the
badge of lost innocence; the palaces of
kings are built upon the ruins of the
bowers of paradise. For were the
impulses of conscience clear, uniform
and irresistibly obeyed, man would need
no other law-giver; but that not being the
case, he finds it necessary to surrender
up a part of his property to furnish means
for the protection of the rest; and this he
is induced to do by the same prudence
which in every other case advises him,
out of two evils to choose the least.
Wherefore, security being the true design
and end of government, it unanswerably
follows that whatever form thereof
appears most likely to ensure it to us,

with the least expence and greatest
benefit, is preferable to all others.
In order to gain a clear and just idea of
the design and end of government, let us
suppose a small number of persons
settled in some sequestered part of the
earth, unconnected with the rest; they
will then represent the first peopling of
any country, or of the world. In this state
of natural liberty, society will be their
first thought. A thousand motives will
excite them thereto; the strength of one
man is so unequal to his wants, and his
mind so unfitted for perpetual solitude,
that he is soon obliged to seek assistance
and relief of another, who in his turn
requires the same. Four or five united

would be able to raise a tolerable
dwelling in the midst of a wilderness,
but one man might labour out the
common period of life without
accomplishing any thing; when he had
felled his timber he could not remove it,
nor erect it after it was removed; hunger
in the mean time would urge him to quit
his work, and every different want
would call him a different way. Disease,
nay even misfortune, would be death; for
though neither might be mortal, yet either
would disable him from living, and
reduce him to a state in which he might
rather be said to perish than to die.
Thus necessity, like a gravitating
power, would soon form our newly

arrived emigrants into society, the
reciprocal blessings of which would
supercede, and render the obligations of
law and government unnecessary while
they remained perfectly just to each
other; but as nothing but Heaven is
impregnable to vice, it will unavoidably
happen that in proportion as they
surmount the first difficulties of
emigration, which bound them together
in a common cause, they will begin to
relax in their duty and attachment to each
other: and this remissness will point out
the necessity of establishing some form
of government to supply the defect of
moral virtue.
Some convenient tree will afford them

a State House, under the branches of
which the whole Colony may assemble
to deliberate on public matters. It is
more than probable that their first laws
will have the title only of Regulations
and be enforced by no other penalty than
public disesteem. In this first parliament
every man by natural right will have a
seat.
But as the Colony encreases, the
public concerns will encrease likewise,
and the distance at which the members
may be separated, will render it too
inconvenient for all of them to meet on
every occasion as at first, when their
number was small, their habitations
near, and the public concerns few and

trifling. This will point out the
convenience of their consenting to leave
the legislative part to be managed by a
select number chosen from the whole
body, who are supposed to have the
same concerns at stake which those have
who appointed them, and who will act in
the same manner as the whole body
would act were they present. If the
colony continue encreasing, it will
become necessary to augment the number
of representatives, and that the interest
of every part of the colony may be
attended to, it will be found best to
divide the whole into convenient parts,
each part sending its proper number: and
that the elected might never form to
themselves an interest separate from the

electors, prudence will point out the
propriety of having elections often:
because as the elected might by that
means return and mix again with the
general body of the electors in a few
months, their fidelity to the public will
be secured by the prudent reflection of
not making a rod for themselves. And as
this frequent interchange will establish a
common interest with every part of the
community, they will mutually and
naturally support each other, and on this,
(not on the unmeaning name of king,)
depends the strength of government,
and the happiness of the governed.
Here then is the origin and rise of
government; namely, a mode rendered

necessary by the inability of moral virtue
to govern the world; here too is the
design and end of government, viz.
Freedom and security. And however our
eyes may be dazzled with show, or our
ears deceived by sound; however
prejudice may warp our wills, or
interest darken our understanding, the
simple voice of nature and reason will
say, ’tis right.
I draw my idea of the form of
government from a principle in nature
which no art can overturn, viz. that the
more simple any thing is, the less liable
it is to be disordered, and the easier
repaired when disordered; and with this
maxim in view I offer a few remarks on

the so much boasted constitution of
England. That it was noble for the dark
and slavish times in which it was
erected, is granted. When the world was
overrun with tyranny the least remove
therefrom was a glorious rescue. But that
it is imperfect, subject to convulsions,
and incapable of producing what it
seems
to
promise,
is
easily
demonstrated.
Absolute governments, (tho’ the
disgrace of human nature) have this
advantage with them, they are simple; if
the people suffer, they know the head
from which their suffering springs; know
likewise the remedy; and are not
bewildered by a variety of causes and

cures. But the constitution of England is
so exceedingly complex, that the nation
may suffer for years together without
being able to discover in which part the
fault lies; some will say in one and some
in another, and every political physician
will advise a different medicine.
I know it is difficult to get over local
or long standing prejudices, yet if we
will suffer ourselves to examine the
component parts of the English
constitution, we shall find them to be the
base remains of two ancient tyrannies,
compounded with some new Republican
materials.
First.—The remains of Monarchical
tyranny in the person of the King.

Secondly.—The
remains
of
Aristocratical tyranny in the persons of
the Peers.
Thirdly.—The
new
Republican
materials, in the persons of the
Commons, on whose virtue depends the
freedom of England.
The two first, by being hereditary, are
independant of the People; wherefore in
a constitutional sense they contribute
nothing towards the freedom of the State.
To say that the constitution of England
is
an union of three powers,
reciprocally checking each other, is
farcical; either the words have no
meaning, or they are flat contradictions.

To say that the Commons is a check
upon the King, presupposes two things.
First.—That the King is not to be
trusted without being looked after; or in
other words, that a thirst for absolute
power is the natural disease of
monarchy.
Secondly.—That the Commons, by
being appointed for that purpose, are
either wiser or more worthy of
confidence than the Crown.
But as the same constitution which
gives the Commons a power to check the
King by withholding the supplies, gives
afterwards the King a power to check
the Commons, by empowering him to
reject their other bills; it again supposes

that the King is wiser than those whom it
has already supposed to be wiser than
him. A mere absurdity!
There is something exceedingly
ridiculous in the composition of
Monarchy; it first excludes a man from
the means of information, yet empowers
him to act in cases where the highest
judgment is required. The state of a king
shuts him from the World, yet the
business of a king requires him to know
it thoroughly; wherefore the different
parts, by unnaturally opposing and
destroying each other, prove the whole
character to be absurd and useless.
Some writers have explained the
English constitution thus: the King, say

they, is one, the people another; the
Peers are a house in behalf of the King,
the commons in behalf of the people; but
this hath all the distinctions of a house
divided against itself; and though the
expressions be pleasantly arranged, yet
when examined they appear idle and
ambiguous; and it will always happen,
that the nicest construction that words
are capable of, when applied to the
description of something which either
cannot exist, or is too incomprehensible
to be within the compass of description,
will be words of sound only, and though
they may amuse the ear, they cannot
inform the mind: for this explanation
includes a previous question, viz. how
came the king by a power which the

people are afraid to trust, and always
obliged to check? Such a power could
not be the gift of a wise people, neither
can any power, which needs checking,
be from God; yet the provision which the
constitution makes supposes such a
power to exist.
But the provision is unequal to the
task; the means either cannot or will not
accomplish the end, and the whole affair
is a Felo de se:3 for as the greater
weight will always carry up the less,
and as all the wheels of a machine are
put in motion by one, it only remains to
know which power in the constitution
has the most weight, for that will govern:
and tho’ the others, or a part of them,

may clog, or, as the phrase is, check the
rapidity of its motion, yet so long as they
cannot stop it, their endeavours will be
ineffectual: The first moving power will
at last have its way, and what it wants in
speed is supplied by time.
That the crown is this overbearing part
in the English constitution needs not be
mentioned, and that it derives its whole
consequence merely from being the giver
of places and pensions is self-evident;
wherefore, though we have been wise
enough to shut and lock a door against
absolute Monarchy, we at the same time
have been foolish enough to put the
Crown in possession of the key.
The prejudice of Englishmen, in favour

of their own government, by King, Lords
and Commons, arises as much or more
from national pride than reason.
Individuals are undoubtedly safer in
England than in some other countries:
but the will of the king is as much the
law of the land in Britain as in France,
with this difference, that instead of
proceeding directly from his mouth, it is
handed to the people under the
formidable shape of an act of
parliament. For the fate of Charles the
First hath only made kings more subtle—
not more just.
Wherefore, laying aside all national
pride and prejudice in favour of modes
and forms, the plain truth is that it is

wholly owing to the constitution of the
people, and not to the constitution of
the government that the crown is not as
oppressive in England as in Turkey.
An inquiry into the constitutional
errors in the English form of
government, is at this time highly
necessary; for as we are never in a
proper condition of doing justice to
others, while we continue under the
influence of some leading partiality, so
neither are we capable of doing it to
ourselves while we remain fettered by
any obstinate prejudice. And as a man
who is attached to a prostitute is unfitted
to choose or judge of a wife, so any
prepossession in favour of a rotten

constitution of government will disable
us from discerning a good one.
Of Monarchy and Hereditary
Succession.
Mankind being originally equals in the
order of creation, the equality could only
be destroyed by some subsequent
circumstance: the distinctions of rich and
poor may in a great measure be
accounted for, and that without having
recourse to the harsh ill-sounding names
of oppression and avarice. Oppression
is often the consequence, but seldom or
never the means of riches; and tho’
avarice will preserve a man from being

necessitously poor, it generally makes
him too timorous to be wealthy.
But there is another and greater
distinction for which no truly natural or
religious reason can be assigned, and
that is the distinction of men into KINGS
and SUBJECTS. Male and female are
the distinctions of nature, good and bad
the distinctions of Heaven; but how a
race of men came into the world so
exalted above the rest, and distinguished
like some new species, is worth
inquiring into, and whether they are the
means of happiness or of misery to
mankind.
In the early ages of the world,
according to the scripture chronology

there were no kings; the consequence of
which was, there were no wars; it is the
pride of kings which throws mankind
into confusion. Holland, without a king
hath enjoyed more peace for this last
century than any of the monarchical
governments in Europe. Antiquity
favours the same remark; for the quiet
and rural lives of the first Patriarchs
have a happy something in them, which
vanishes when we come to the history of
Jewish royalty.
Government by kings was first
introduced into the world by the
Heathens, from whom the children of
Israel copied the custom. It was the most
prosperous invention the Devil ever set

on foot for the promotion of idolatry.
The Heathens paid divine honours to
their deceased kings, and the Christian
World hath improved on the plan by
doing the same to their living ones. How
impious is the title of sacred Majesty
applied to a worm, who in the midst of
his splendor is crumbling into dust!
As the exalting one man so greatly
above the rest cannot be justified on the
equal rights of nature, so neither can it
be defended on the authority of scripture;
for the will of the Almighty as declared
by Gideon, and the prophet Samuel,4
expressly disapproves of government by
Kings. All anti-monarchical parts of
scripture, have been very smoothly

glossed
over
in
monarchical
governments, but they undoubtedly merit
the attention of countries which have
their governments yet to form. Render
unto Cesar the things which are
Cesar’s, is the scripture doctrine of
courts, yet it is no support of
monarchical government, for the Jews at
that time were without a king, and in a
state of vassalage to the Romans.
Near three thousand years passed
away, from the Mosaic account of the
creation, till the Jews under a national
delusion requested a king. Till then their
form of government (except in
extraordinary cases where the Almighty
interposed) was a kind of Republic,

administered by a judge and the elders
of the tribes. Kings they had none, and it
was held sinful to acknowledge any
being under that title but the Lord of
Hosts. And when a man seriously
reflects on the idolatrous homage which
is paid to the persons of kings, he need
not wonder that the Almighty, ever
jealous of his honour, should disapprove
a form of government which so
impiously invades the prerogative of
Heaven.
Monarchy is ranked in scripture as one
of the sins of the Jews, for which a curse
in reserve is denounced against them.
The history of that transaction is worth
attending to.

The children of Israel being oppressed
by the Midianites, Gideon marched
against them with a small army, and
victory thro’ the divine interposition
decided in his favour. The Jews, elate
with success, and attributing it to the
generalship of Gideon, proposed making
him a king, saying, Rule thou over us,
thou and thy son, and thy son’s son.
Here was temptation in its fullest extent;
not a kingdom only, but an hereditary
one; but Gideon in the piety of his soul
replied, I will not rule over you, neither
shall my son rule over you. THE LORD
SHALL RULE OVER YOU. Words need
not be more explicit; Gideon doth not
decline the honour, but denieth their right

to give it; neither doth he compliment
them with invented declarations of his
thanks, but in the positive stile of a
prophet charges them with disaffection
to their proper Sovereign, the King of
Heaven.
About one hundred and thirty years
after this, they fell again into the same
error. The hankering which the Jews had
for the idolatrous customs of the
Heathens, is something exceedingly
unaccountable; but so it was, that laying
hold of the misconduct of Samuel’s two
sons, who were intrusted with some
secular concerns, they came in an abrupt
and clamorous manner to Samuel,
saying, Behold thou art old, and thy

sons walk not in thy ways, now make us
a king to judge us like all the other
nations. And here we cannot but
observe that their motives were bad, viz.
that they might be like unto other nations,
i. e. the Heathens, whereas their true
glory lay in being as much unlike them
as possible. But the thing displeased
Samuel when they said, give us a King
to judge us; and Samuel prayed unto
the Lord, and the Lord said unto
Samuel, hearken unto the voice of the
people in all that they say unto thee,
for they have not rejected thee, but they
have rejected me, THAT I SHOULD
NOT REIGN OVER THEM. According
to all the works which they have done
since the day that I brought them up

out of Egypt even unto this day,
wherewith they have forsaken me, and
served other Gods: so do they also unto
thee. Now therefore hearken unto their
voice, howbeit, protest solemnly unto
them and show them the manner of the
King that shall reign over them, i. e. not
of any particular King, but the general
manner of the Kings of the earth whom
Israel was so eagerly copying after. And
notwithstanding the great distance of
time and difference of manners, the
character is still in fashion. And Samuel
told all the words of the Lord unto the
people, that asked of him a King. And
be said, This shall be the manner of the
King that shall reign over you. He will

take your sons and appoint them for
himself for his chariots and to be his
horsemen, and some shall run before
his chariots (this description agrees
with the present mode of impressing
men) and he will appoint him captains
over thousands and captains over
fifties, will set them to ear his ground
and to reap his harvest, and to make
his instruments of war, and instruments
of his chariots. And he will take your
daughters to be confectionaries, and to
be cooks, and to be bakers (this
describes the expense and luxury as well
as the oppression of Kings) and he will
take your fields and your vineyards,
and your olive yards, even the best of
them, and give them to his servants.

And he will take the tenth of your seed,
and of your vineyards, and give them to
his officers and to his servants (by
which we see that bribery, corruption,
and favouritism, are the standing vices
of Kings) and he will take the tenth of
your men servants, and your maid
servants, and your goodliest young
men, and your asses, and put them to
his work: and he will take the tenth of
your sheep, and ye shall be his
servants, and ye shall cry out in that
day because of your king which ye shall
have chosen, AND THE LORD WILL
NOT HEAR YOU IN THAT DAY. This
accounts for the continuation of
Monarchy; neither do the characters of

the few good kings which have lived
since, either sanctify the title, or blot out
the sinfulness of the origin; the high
encomium given of David5 takes no
notice of him officially as a King, but
only as a Man after God’s own heart.
Nevertheless the people refused to obey
the voice of Samuel, and they said, Nay
but we will have a king over us, that we
may be like all the nations, and that
our king may judge us, and go out
before us and fight our battles. Samuel
continued to reason with them but to no
purpose; he set before them their
ingratitude, but all would not avail; and
seeing them fully bent on their folly, he
cried out, I will call unto the Lord, and

he shall send thunder and rain (which
was then a punishment, being in the time
of wheat harvest) that ye may perceive
and see that your wickedness is great
which ye have done in the sight of the
Lord, IN ASKING YOU A KING. So
Samuel called unto the Lord, and the
Lord sent thunder and rain that day,
and all the people greatly feared the
Lord and Samuel. And all the people
said unto Samuel, Pray for thy servants
unto the Lord thy God that we die not,
for WE HAVE ADDED UNTO OUR
SINS THIS EVIL, TO ASK A KING.
These portions of scripture are direct
and positive. They admit of no equivocal
construction. That the Almighty hath here
entered his protest against monarchical

government is true, or the scripture is
false. And a man hath good reason to
believe that there is as much of kingcraft
as priestcraft in withholding the
scripture from the public in popish
countries. For monarchy in every
instance is the popery of government.
To the evil of monarchy we have
added that of hereditary succession ; and
as the first is a degradation and
lessening of ourselves, so the second,
claimed as a matter of right, is an insult
and imposition on posterity. For all men
being originally equals, no one by birth
could have a right to set up his own
family in perpetual pref erence to all
others for ever, and tho’ himself might

deserve some decent degree of honours
of his cotemporaries, yet his descendants
might be far too unworthy to inherit
them. One of the strongest natural proofs
of the folly of hereditary right in Kings,
is that nature disapproves it, otherwise
she would not so frequently turn it into
ridicule, by giving mankind an Ass for a
Lion.
Secondly, as no man at first could
possess any other public honors than
were bestowed upon him, so the givers
of those honors could have no power to
give away the right of posterity, and
though they might say “We choose you
for our head,” they could not without
manifest injustice to their children say

“that your children and your children’s
children shall reign over ours forever.”
Because such an unwise, unjust,
unnatural compact might (perhaps) in the
next succession put them under the
government of a rogue or a fool. Most
wise men in their private sentiments
have ever treated hereditary right with
contempt; yet it is one of those evils
which when once established is not
easily removed: many submit from fear,
others from superstition, and the more
powerful part shares with the king the
plunder of the rest.
This is supposing the present race of
kings in the world to have had an
honorable origin: whereas it is more

than probable, that, could we take off the
dark covering of antiquity and trace them
to their first rise, we should find the first
of them nothing better than the principal
ruffian of some restless gang, whose
savage manners or pre-eminence in
subtilty obtained him the title of chief
among plunderers: and who by
increasing in power and extending his
depredations, overawed the quiet and
defenceless to purchase their safety by
frequent contributions. Yet his electors
could have no idea of giving hereditary
right to his descendants, because such a
perpetual exclusion of themselves was
incompatible with the free and
unrestrained principles they professed to
live
by.
Wherefore,
hereditary

succession in the early ages of monarchy
could not take place as a matter of claim,
but
as
something
casual
or
complemental; but as few or no records
were extant in those days, and
traditionary history stuff’d with fables, it
was very easy, after the lapse of a few
generations, to trump up some
superstitious tale conveniently timed,
Mahomet-like, to cram hereditary right
down the throats of the vulgar. Perhaps
the disorders which threatened, or
seemed to threaten, on the decease of a
leader and the choice of a new one (for
elections among ruffians could not be
very orderly) induced many at first to
favour hereditary pretensions; by which

means it happened, as it hath happened
since, that what at first was submitted to
as a convenience was afterwards
claimed as a right.
England since the conquest hath known
some few good monarchs, but groaned
beneath a much larger number of bad
ones: yet no man in his senses can say
that their claim under William the
Conqueror6 is a very honourable one. A
French bastard landing with an armed
Banditti and establishing himself king of
England against the consent of the
natives, is in plain terms a very paltry
rascally original. It certainly hath no
divinity in it. However it is needless to
spend much time in exposing the folly of

hereditary right; if there are any so weak
as to believe it, let them promiscuously
worshipthe Ass and the Lion, and
welcome. I shall neither copy their
humility, nor disturb their devotion.
Yet I should be glad to ask how they
suppose kings came at first? The
question admits but of three answers,
viz. either by lot, by election, or by
usurpation. If the first king was taken by
lot, it establishes a precedent for the
next, which excludes hereditary
succession. Saul was by lot, yet the
succession was not hereditary, neither
does it appear from that transaction that
there was any intention it ever should. If
the first king of any country was by

election, that likewise establishes a
precedent for the next; for to say, that the
right of all future generations is taken
away, by the act of the first electors, in
their choice not only of a king but of a
family of kings for ever, hath no parallel
in or out of scripture but the doctrine of
original sin, which supposes the free
will of all men lost in Adam; and from
such comparison, and it will admit of no
other, hereditary succession can derive
no glory. For as in Adam all sinned, and
as in the first electors all men obeyed; as
in the one all mankind were subjected to
Satan, and in the other to sovereignty; as
our innocence was lost in the first, and
our authority in the last; and as both
disable us from re-assuming some

former state and privilege, it
unanswerably follows that original sin
and hereditary succession are parallels.
Dishonourable
rank!
inglorious
connection! yet the most subtle sophist
cannot produce a juster simile.
As to usurpation, no man will be so
hardy as to defend it; and that William
the Conqueror was an usurper is a fact
not to be contradicted. The plain truth is,
that the antiquity of English monarchy
will not bear looking into.
But it is not so much the absurdity as
the evil of hereditary succession which
concerns mankind. Did it ensure a race
of good and wise men it would have the
seal of divine authority, but as it opens a

door to the foolish, the wicked, and the
improper, it hath in it the nature of
oppression. Men who look upon
themselves born to reign, and others to
obey, soon grow insolent. Selected from
the rest of mankind, their minds are early
poisoned by importance; and the world
they act in differs so materially from the
world at large, that they have but little
opportunity of knowing its true interests,
and when they succeed to the
government are frequently the most
ignorant and unfit of any throughout the
dominions.
Another evil which attends hereditary
succession is, that the throne is subject
to be possessed by a minor at any age;

all which time the regency acting under
the cover of a king have every
opportunity and inducement to betray
their trust. The same national misfortune
happens when a king worn out with age
and infirmity enters the last stage of
human weakness. In both these cases the
public becomes a prey to every
miscreant who can tamper successfully
with the follies either of age or infancy.
The most plausible plea which hath
ever been offered in favor of hereditary
succession is, that it preserves a nation
from civil wars; and were this true, it
would be weighty; whereas it is the most
bare-faced falsity ever imposed upon
mankind. The whole history of England

disowns the fact. Thirty kings and two
minors have reigned in that distracted
kingdom since the conquest, in which
time there has been (including the
revolution) no less than eight civil wars
and nineteen Rebellions. Wherefore
instead of making for peace, it makes
against it, and destroys the very
foundation it seems to stand upon.
The contest for monarchy and
succession, between the houses of York
and Lancaster, 7 laid England in a scene
of blood for many years. Twelve pitched
battles besides skirmishes and sieges
were fought between Henry and Edward.
Twice was Henry prisoner to Edward,
who in his turn was prisoner to Henry.

And so uncertain is the fate of war and
the temper of a nation, when nothing but
personal matters are the ground of a
quarrel, that Henry was taken in triumph
from a prison to a palace, and Edward
obliged to fly from a palace to a foreign
land; yet, as sudden transitions of temper
are seldom lasting, Henry in his turn was
driven from the throne, and Edward recalled to succeed him. The parliament
always following the strongest side.
This contest began in the reign of
Henry the Sixth, and was not entirely
extinguished till Henry the Seventh, in
whom the families were united.
Including a period of 67 years, viz. from
1422 to 1489.

In short, monarchy and succession
have laid (not this or that kingdom only)
but the world in blood and ashes. ’Tis a
form of governmentwhich the word of
God bears testimony against, and blood
will attend it.
If we enquire into the business of a
King, we shall find that in some
countries they may have none; and after
sauntering away their lives without
pleasure to themselves or advantage to
the nation, withdraw from the scene, and
leave their successors to tread the same
idle round. In absolute monarchies the
whole weight of business civil and
military lies on the King; the children of
Israel in their request for a king urged

this plea, “that he may judge us, and go
out before us and fight our battles.” But
in countries where he is neither a Judge
nor a General, as in England, a man
would be puzzled to know what is his
business.
The nearer any government approaches
to a Republic, the less business there is
for a King. It is somewhat difficult to
find a proper name for the government of
England. Sir William Meredith calls it a
Republic; but in its present state it is
unworthy of the name, because the
corrupt influence of the Crown, by
having all the places in its disposal, hath
so effectually swallowed up the power,
and eaten out the virtue of the House of

Commons (the Republican part in the
constitution) that the government of
England is nearly as monarchical as that
of France or Spain. Men fall out with
names without understanding them. For
’tis the Republican and not the
Monarchical part of the constitution of
England which Englishmen glory in, viz.
the liberty of choosing an House of
Commons from out of their own body—
and it is easy to see that when
Republican virtues fails, slavery ensues.
Why is the constitution of England
sickly, but because monarchy hath
poisoned the Republic; the Crown hath
engrossed the Commons.
In England a King hath little more to

do than to make war and give away
places; which, in plain terms, is to
empoverish the nation and set it together
by the ears. A pretty business indeed for
a man to be allowed eight hundred
thousand sterling a year for, and
worshipped into the bargain! Of more
worth is one honest man to society, and
in the sight of God, than all the crowned
ruffians that ever lived.
Thoughts on the Present State of
American Affairs.
In the following pages I offer nothing
more than simple facts, plain arguments,
and common sense: and have no other

preliminaries to settle with the reader,
than that he will divest himself of
prejudice and prepossession, and suffer
his reason and his feelings to determine
for themselves: that he will put on, or
rather that he will not put off, the true
character of a man, and generously
enlarge his views beyond the present
day.
Volumes have been written on the
subject of the struggle between England
and America. Men of all ranks have
embarked in the controversy, from
different motives, and with various
designs; but all have been ineffectual,
and the period of debate is closed. Arms
as the last resource decide the contest;

the appeal was the choice of the King,
and the Continent has accepted the
challenge.
It hath been reported of the late Mr.
Pelham8 (who tho’ an able minister was
not without his faults) that on his being
attacked in the House of Commons on
the score that his measures were only of
a temporary kind, replied, “they will
last my time.” Should a thought so fatal
and unmanly possess the Colonies in the
present contest, the name of ancestors
will be remembered by future
generations with detestation.
The Sun never shined on a cause of
greater worth. ‘Tis not the affair of a
City, a County, a Province, or a

Kingdom; but of a Continent—of at least
one eighth part of the habitable Globe.
’Tis not the concern of a day, a year, or
an age; posterity are virtually involved
in the contest, and will be more or less
affected even to the end of time, by the
proceedings now. Now is the seed-time
of Continental union, faith and honour.
The least fracture now will be like a
name engraved with the point of a pin on
the tender rind of a young oak; the
wound would enlarge with the tree, and
posterity read it in full grown characters.
By referring the matter from argument
to arms, a new asra for politics is struck
—a new method of thinking hath arisen.
All plans, proposals, &c. prior to the

nineteenth of April, i. e. to the
commencement of hostilities, are like the
almanacks of the last year; which tho’
proper then, are superceded and useless
now. Whatever was advanced by the
advocates on either side of the question
then, terminated in one and the same
point, viz. a union with Great Britain; the
only difference between the parties was
the method of effecting it; the one
proposing force, the other friendship; but
it hath so far happened that the first hath
failed, and the second hath withdrawn
her influence.
As much hath been said of the
advantages of reconciliation, which, like
an agreeable dream, hath passed away

and left us as we were, it is but right that
we should examine the contrary side of
the argument, and enquire into some of
the many material injuries which these
Colonies sustain, and always will
sustain, by being connected with and
dependant on Great-Britain. To examine
that connection and dependance, on the
principles of nature and common sense,
to see what we have to trust to, if
separated, and what we are to expect, if
dependant.
I have heard it asserted by some, that
as America has flourished under her
former connection with Great-Britain,
the same connection is necessary
towards her future happiness, and will

always have the same effect. Nothing
can be more fallacious than this kind of
argument. We may as well assert that
because a child has thrived upon milk,
that it is never to have meat, or that the
first twenty years of our lives is to
become a precedent for the next twenty.
But even this is admitting more than is
true; for I answer roundly, that America
would have flourished as much, and
probably much more, had no European
power taken any notice of her. The
commerce by which she hath enriched
herself are the necessaries of life, and
will always have a market while eating
is the custom of Europe.
But she has protected us, say some.

That she hath engrossed us is true, and
defended the Continent at our expense as
well as her own, is admitted; and she
would have defended Turkey from the
same motive, viz. for the sake of trade
and dominion.
Alas! we have been long led away by
ancient prejudices and made large
sacrifices to superstition. We have
boasted the protection of Great Britain,
without considering, that her motive was
interest not attachment; and that she did
not protect us from our enemies on our
account; but from her enemies on her
own account, from those who had no
quarrel with us on any other account,
and who will always be our enemies on

the same account. Let Britain waive her
pretensions to the Continent, or the
Continent throw off the dependance, and
we should be at peace with France and
Spain, were they at war with Britain.
The miseries of Hanover9 last war ought
to warn us against connections.
It hath lately been asserted in
parliament, that the Colonies have no
relation to each other but through the
Parent Country, i. e. that Pennsylvania
and the Jerseys, and so on for the rest,
are sister Colonies by the way of
England; this is certainly a very
roundabout way of proving relationship,
but it is the nearest and only true way of
proving enmity (or enemyship, if I may

so call it.) France and Spain never were,
nor perhaps ever will be, our enemies as
Americans, but as our being the subjects
of Great Britain.
But Britain is the parent country, say
some. Then the more shame upon her
conduct. Even brutes do not devour their
young, nor savages make war upon their
families; Wherefore, the assertion, if
true, turns to her reproach; but it happens
not to be true, or only partly so, and the
phrase parent or mother country hath
been jesuitically adopted by the King
and his parasites, with a low papistical
design of gaining an unfair bias on the
credulous weakness of our minds.
Europe, and not England, is the parent

country of America. This new World
hath been the asylum for the persecuted
lovers of civil and religious liberty from
every part of Europe. Hither have they
fled, not from the tender embraces of the
mother, but from the cruelty of the
monster; and it is so far true of England,
that the same tyranny which drove the
first emigrants from home, pursues their
descendants still.
In this extensive quarter of the globe,
we forget the narrow limits of three
hundred and sixty miles (the extent of
England) and carry our friendship on a
larger scale; we claim brotherhood with
every European Christian, and triumph
in the generosity of the sentiment.

It is pleasant to observe by what
regular gradations we surmount the force
of local prejudices, as we enlarge our
acquaintance with the World. A man
born in any town in England divided into
parishes, will naturally associate most
with his fellow parishioners (because
their interests in many cases will be
common) and distinguish him by the
name of neighbour; if he meet him but a
few miles from home, he drops the
narrow idea of a street, and salutes him
by the name of townsman; if he travel
out of the county and meet him in any
other, he forgets the minor divisions of
street and town, and calls him
countryman, i. e. countyman: but if in

their foreign excursions they should
associate in France, or any other part of
Europe, their local remembrance would
be enlarged into that of Englishmen.
And by a just parity of reasoning, all
Europeans meeting in America, or any
other quarter of the globe, are
countrymen; for England, Holland,
Germany, or Sweden, when compared
with the whole, stand in the same places
on the larger scale, which the divisions
of street, town, and county do on the
smaller ones; Distinctions too limited
for Continental minds. Not one third of
the inhabitants, even of this province,
[Pennsylvania], are of English descent.
Wherefore, I reprobate the phrase of
Parent or Mother Country applied to

England only, as being false, selfish,
narrow and ungenerous.
But, admitting that we were all of
English descent, what does it amount to?
Nothing. Britain, being now an open
enemy, extinguishes every other name
and title: and to say that reconciliation is
our duty, is truly farcical. The first king
of England, of the present line (William
the Conqueror) was a Frenchman, and
half the peers of England are
descendants from the same country;
wherefore, by the same method of
reasoning, England ought to be governed
by France.
Much hath been said of the united
strength of Britain and the Colonies, that

in conjunction they might bid defiance to
the world: But this is mere presumption;
the fate of war is uncertain, neither do
the expressions mean any thing; for this
continent would never suffer itself to be
drained of inhabitants, to support the
British arms in either Asia, Africa, or
Europe.
Besides, what have we to do with
setting the world at defiance? Our plan
is commerce, and that, well attended to,
will secure us the peace and friendship
of all Europe; because it is the interest
of all Europe to have America a free
port. Her trade will always be a
protection, and her barrenness of gold
and silver secure her from invaders.

I challenge the warmest advocate for
reconciliation to show a single
advantage that this continent can reap by
being connected with Great Britain. I
repeat the challenge; not a single
advantage is derived. Our corn will
fetch its price in any market in Europe,
and our imported goods must be paid for
buy them where we will.
But the injuries and disadvantages
which we sustain by that connection, are
without number; and our duty to mankind
at large, as well as to ourselves, instruct
us to renounce the alliance: because, any
submission to, or dependance on, Great
Britain, tends directly to involve this
Continent in European wars and

quarrels, and set us at variance with
nations who would otherwise seek our
friendship, and against whom we have
neither anger nor complaint. As Europe
is our market for trade, we ought to form
no partial connection with any part of it.
It is the true interest of America to steer
clear of European contentions, which
she never can do, while, by her
dependance on Britain, she is made the
make-weight in the scale of British
politics.
Europe is too thickly planted with
Kingdoms to be long at peace, and
whenever a war breaks out between
England and any foreign power, the
trade of America goes to ruin, because

of her connection with Britain. The next
war may not turn out like the last, and
should it not, the advocates for
reconciliation now will be wishing for
separation then, because neutrality in
that case would be a safer convoy than a
man of war. Every thing that is right or
reasonable pleads for separation. The
blood of the slain, the weeping voice of
nature cries, ’TIS TIME TO PART.
Even the distance at which the Almighty
hath placed England and America is a
strong and natural proof that the authority
of the one over the other, was never the
design of Heaven. The time likewise at
which the Continent was discovered,
adds weight to the argument, and the
manner in which it was peopled,

encreases the force of it. The
Reformation was preceded by the
discovery of America: As if the
Almighty graciously meant to open a
sanctuary to the persecuted in future
years, when home should afford neither
friendship nor safety.
The authority of Great Britain over this
continent, is a form of government,
which sooner or later must have an end:
And a serious mind can draw no true
pleasure by looking forward, under the
painful and positive conviction that what
he calls “the present constitution” is
merely temporary. As parents, we can
have no joy, knowing that this
government is not sufficiently lasting to

ensure any thing which we may bequeath
to posterity: And by a plain method of
argument, as we are running the next
generation into debt, we ought to do the
work of it, otherwise we use them
meanly and pitifully. In order to
discover the line of our duty rightly, we
should take our children in our hand, and
fix our station a few years farther into
life; that eminence will present a
prospect which a few present fears and
prejudices conceal from our sight.
Though I would carefully avoid giving
unnecessary offence, yet I am inclined to
believe, that all those who espouse the
doctrine of reconciliation, may be
included
within
the
following

descriptions.
Interested men, who are not to be
trusted, weak men who cannot see,
prejudiced men who will not see, and a
certain set of moderate men who think
better of the European world than it
deserves; and this last class, by an illjudged deliberation, will be the cause of
more calamities to this Continent than all
the other three.
It is the good fortune of many to live
distant from the scene of present sorrow;
the evil is not sufficiently brought to
their doors to make them feel the
precariousness with which all American
property is possessed. But let our
imaginations transport us a few moments

to Boston;10 that seat of wretchedness
will teach us wisdom, and instruct us for
ever to renounce a power in whom we
can have no trust. The inhabitants of that
unfortunate city who but a few months
ago were in ease and affluence, have
now no other alternative than to stay and
starve, or turn out to beg. Endangered by
the fire of their friends if they continue
within the city, and plundered by the
soldiery if they leave it, in their present
situation they are prisoners without the
hope of redemption, and in a general
attack for their relief they would be
exposed to the fury of both armies.
Men of passive tempers look
somewhat lightly over the offences of

Great Britain, and, still hoping for the
best, are apt to call out, Come, come, we
shall be friends again for all this. But
examine the passionsand feelings of
mankind: bring the doctrine of
reconciliation to the touchstone of
nature, and then tell me whether you can
hereafter love, honour, and faithfully
serve the power that hath carried fire
and sword into your land? If you cannot
do all these, then are you only deceiving
yourselves, and by your delay bringing
ruin upon posterity. Your future
connection with Britain, whom you can
neither love nor honour, will be forced
and unnatural, and being formed only on
the plan of present convenience, will in
a little time fall into a relapse more

wretched than the first. But if you say,
you can still pass the violations over,
then I ask, hath your house been burnt?
Hath your property been destroyed
before your face? Are your wife and
children destitute of a bed to lie on, or
bread to live on? Have you lost a parent
or a child by their hands, and yourself
the ruined and wretched survivor? If you
have not, then are you not a judge of
those who have. But if you have, and can
still shake hands with the murderers,
then are you unworthy the name of
husband, father, friend, or lover, and
whatever may be your rank or title in
life, you have the heart of a coward, and
the spirit of a sycophant.

This is not inflaming or exaggerating
matters, but trying them by those feelings
and affections which nature justifies, and
without which we should be incapable
of discharging the social duties of life,
or enjoying the felicities of it. I mean not
to exhibit horror for the purpose of
provoking revenge, but to awaken us
from fatal and unmanly slumbers, that we
may pursue determinately some fixed
object. ’Tis not in the power of Britain
or of Europe to conquer America, if she
doth not conquer herself by delay and
timidity. The present winter is worth an
age if rightly employed, but if lost or
neglected the whole Continent will
partake of the misfortune; and there is no

punishment which that man doth not
deserve, be he who, or what, or where
he will, that may be the means of
sacrificing a season so precious and
useful.
’Tis repugnant to reason, to the
universal order of things, to all examples
from former ages, to suppose that this
Continent can long remain subject to any
external power. The most sanguine in
Britain doth not think so. The utmost
stretch of human wisdom cannot, at this
time, compass a plan, short of
separation, which can promise the
continent even a year’s security.
Reconciliation is now a fallacious
dream. Nature hath deserted the

connection, and art cannot supply her
place. For, as Milton wisely expresses,
“never can true reconcilement grow
where wounds of deadly hate have
pierced so deep.”
Every quiet method for peace hath
been ineffectual. Our prayers have been
rejected with disdain; and hath tended to
convince us that nothing flatters vanity or
confirms obstinacy in Kings more than
repeated petitioning—and nothing hath
contributed more than that very measure
to make the Kings of Europe absolute.
Witness
Denmark
and
Sweden.
Wherefore, since nothing but blows will
do, for God’s sake let us come to a final
separation, and not leave the next

generation to be cutting throats under the
violated unmeaning names of parent and
child.
To say they will never attempt it again
is idle and visionary; we thought so at
the repeal of the stamp act, yet a year or
two undeceived us; as well may we
suppose that nations which have been
once defeated will never renew the
quarrel.
As to government matters, ’tis not in
the power of Britain to do this continent
justice: the business of it will soon be
too weighty and intricate to be managed
with any tolerable
degree
of
convenience, by a power so distant from
us, and so very ignorant of us; for if they

cannot conquer us, they cannot govern
us. To be always running three or four
thousand miles with a tale or a petition,
waiting four or five months for an
answer, which, when obtained, requires
five or six more to explain it in, will in a
few years be looked upon as folly and
childishness. There was a time when it
was proper, and there is a proper time
for it to cease.
Small islands not capable of protecting
themselves are the proper objects for
government to take under their care; but
there is something absurd, in supposing a
Continent to be perpetually governed by
an island. In no instance hath nature
made the satellite larger than its primary

planet; and as England and America,
with respect to each other, reverse the
common order of nature, it is evident
that they belong to different systems.
England to Europe: America to itself.
I am not induced by motives of pride,
party, or resentment to espouse the
doctrine
of
separation
and
independence; I am clearly, positively,
and conscientiously persuaded that it is
the true interest of this Continent to be
so; that every thing short of that is mere
patchwork, that it can afford no lasting
felicity,—that it is leaving the sword to
our children, and shrinking back at a
time when a little more, a little further,
would have rendered this Continent the

glory of the earth.
As Britain hath not manifested the least
inclination towards a compromise, we
may be assured that no terms can be
obtained worthy the acceptance of the
Continent, or any ways equal to the
expence of blood and treasure we have
been already put to.
The object contended for, ought
always to bear some just proportion to
the expense. The removal of North, or
the whole detestable junto, is a matter
unworthy the millions we have
expended. A temporary stoppage of
trade was an inconvenience, which
would have sufficiently ballanced the
repeal of all the acts complained of, had

such repeals been obtained; but if the
whole Continent must take up arms, if
every man must be a soldier, ‘tis
scarcely worth our while to fight against
a contemptible ministry only. Dearly,
dearly do we pay for the repeal of the
acts, if that is all we fight for; for, in a
just estimation ’tis as great a folly to pay
a Bunker-hill price11 for law as for land.
As I have always considered the
independancy of this continent, as an
event which sooner or later must arrive,
so from the late rapid progress of the
Continent to maturity, the event cannot
be far off. Wherefore, on the breaking
out of hostilities, it was not worth the
while to have disputed a matter which

time would have finally redressed,
unless we meant to be in earnest:
otherwise it is like wasting an estate on
a suit at law, to regulate the trespasses
of a tenant whose lease is just expiring.
No man was a warmer wisher for a
reconciliation than myself, before the
fatal nineteenth of April, 1775, but the
moment the event of that day was made
known, I rejected the hardened, sullentempered Pharaoh of England for ever;
and disdain the wretch, that with the
pretended title of FATHER OF HIS
PEOPLE can unfeelingly hear of their
slaughter, and composedly sleep with
their blood upon his soul.
But admitting that matters were now

made up, what would be the event? I
answer, the ruin of the Continent. And
that for several reasons.
First. The powers of governing still
remaining in the hands of the King, he
will have a negative over the whole
legislation of this Continent. And as he
hath shown himself such an inveterate
enemy to liberty, and discovered such a
thirst for arbitrary power, is he, or is he
not, a proper person to say to these
colonies, You shall make no laws but
what I please!? And is there any
inhabitant of America so ignorant as not
to know, that according to what is called
the present constitution, this Continent
can make no laws but what the king

gives leave to; and is there any man so
unwise as not to see, that (considering
what has happened) he will suffer no
law to be made here but such as suits his
purpose? We may be as effectually
enslaved by the want of laws in
America, as by submitting to laws made
for us in England. After matters are
made up (as it is called) can there be any
doubt, but the whole power of the crown
will be exerted to keep this continent as
low and humble as possible? Instead of
going forward we shall go backward, or
be
perpetually
quarrelling,
or
ridiculously petitioning. We are already
greater than the King wishes us to be,
and will he not hereafter endeavor to
make us less? To bring the matter to one

point, Is the power who is jealous of our
prosperity, a proper power to govern
us? Whoever says No, to this question, is
an Independant for independency means
no more than this, whether we shall
make our own laws, or, whether the
King, the greatest enemy this continent
hath, or can have, shall tell us there
shall be no laws but such as I like.
But the King, you will say, has a
negative in England; the people there can
make no laws without his consent. In
point of right and good order, it is
something very ridiculous that a youth of
twenty-one (which hath often happened)
shall say to several millions of people
older and wiser than himself, “I forbid

this or that act of yours to be law.” But
in this place I decline this sort of reply,
though I will never cease to expose the
absurdity of it, and only answer that
England being the King’s residence, and
America not so, makes quite another
case. The King’s negative here is ten
times more dangerous and fatal than it
can be in England; for there he will
scarcely refuse his consent to a bill for
putting England into as strong a state of
defense as possible, and in America he
would never suffer such a bill to be
passed.
America is only a secondary object in
the system of British politics. England
consults the good of this country no

further than it answers her own purpose.
Wherefore, her own interest leads her to
suppress the growth of ours in every
case which doth not promote her
advantage, or in the least interferes with
it. A pretty state we should soon be in
under such a second hand government,
considering what has happened! Men do
not change from enemies to friends by
the alteration of a name: And in order to
show that reconciliation now is a
dangerous doctrine, I affirm, that it
would be policy in the King at this time
to repeal the acts, for the sake of
reinstating himself in the government
of the provinces; In order that HE MAY
ACCOMPLISH BY CRAFT AND
SUBTLETY, IN THE LONG RUN,

WHAT HE CANNOT DO BY FORCE
AND VIOLENCE IN THE SHORT
ONE. Reconciliation and ruin are nearly
related.
Secondly. That as even the best terms
which we can expect to obtain can
amount to no more than a temporary
expedient, or a kind of government by
guardianship, which can last no longer
than till the Colonies come of age, so the
general face and state of things in the
interim will be unsettled and
unpromising. Emigrants of property will
not choose to come to a country whose
form of government hangs but by a
thread, and who is every day tottering on
the brink of commotion and disturbance;

and numbers of the present inhabitants
would lay hold of the interval to dispose
of their effects, and quit the Continent.
But the most powerful of all arguments
is, that nothing but independance, i. e. a
Continental form of government, can
keep the peace of the Continent and
preserve it inviolate from civil wars. I
dread the event of a reconciliation with
Britain now, as it is more than probable
that it will be followed by a revolt some
where or other, the consequences of
which may be far more fatal than all the
malice of Britain.
Thousands are already ruined by
British barbarity; (thousands more will
probably suffer the same fate.) Those

men have other feelings than us who
have nothing suffered. All they now
possess is liberty ; what they before
enjoyed is sacrificed to its service, and
having nothing more to lose they disdain
submission. Besides, the general temper
of the Colonies, towards a British
government will be like that of a youth
who is nearly out of his time; they will
care very little about her: And a
government which cannot preserve the
peace is no government at all, and in that
case we pay our money for nothing ; and
pray what is it that Britain can do,
whose power will be wholly on paper,
should a civil tumult break out the very
day after reconciliation? I have heard
some men say, many of whom I believe

spoke without thinking, that they dreaded
an independance, fearing that it would
produce civil wars: It is but seldom that
our first thoughts are truly correct, and
that is the case here; for there is ten
times more to dread from a patched up
connection than from independance. I
make the sufferer’s case my own, and I
protest, that were I driven from house
and home, my property destroyed, and
my circumstances ruined, that as a man,
sensible of injuries, I could never relish
the doctrine of reconciliation, or
consider myself bound thereby.
The Colonies have manifested such a
spirit of good order and obedience to
Continental government, as is sufficient

to make every reasonable person easy
and happy on that head. No man can
assign the least pretence for his fears, on
any other grounds, than such as are truly
childish and ridiculous, viz., that one
colony will be striving for superiority
over another.
Where there are no distinctions there
can be no superiority; perfect equality
affords no temptation. The Republics of
Europe are all (and we may say always)
in peace. Holland and Switzerland are
without wars, foreign or domestic:
Monarchical governments, it is true, are
never long at rest: the crown itself is a
temptation to enterprising ruffians at
home; and that degree of pride and

insolence ever attendant on regal
authority, swells into a rupture with
foreign powers in instances where a
republican government, by being formed
on more natural principles, would
negociate the mistake.
If there is any true cause of fear
respecting independance, it is because
no plan is yet laid down. Men do not see
their way out. Wherefore, as an opening
into that business I offer the following
hints; at the same time modestly
affirming, that I have no other opinion of
them myself, than that they may be the
means of giving rise to something better.
Could the straggling thoughts of
individuals be collected, they would

frequently form materials for wise and
able men to improve into useful matter.
Let the assemblies be annual, with a
president only. The representation more
equal, their business wholly domestic,
and subject to the authority of a
Continental Congress.
Let each Colony be divided into six,
eight, or ten, convenient districts, each
district to send a proper number of
Delegates to Congress, so that each
Colony send at least thirty. The whole
number in Congress will be at least 390.
Each congress to sit and to choose a
President by the following method.
When the Delegates are met, let a
Colony be taken from the whole thirteen

Colonies by lot, after which let the
Congress choose (by ballot) a president
from out of the Delegates of that
Province. In the next Congress, let a
Colony be taken by lot from twelve only,
omitting that Colony from which the
president was taken in the former
Congress, and so proceeding on till the
whole thirteen shall have had their
proper rotation. And in order that
nothing may pass into a law but what is
satisfactorily just, not less than three
fifths of the Congress to be called a
majority. He that will promote discord,
under a government so equally formed as
this, would have joined Lucifer in his
revolt.

But as there is a peculiar delicacy
from whom, or in what manner, this
business must first arise, and as it seems
most agreeable and consistent that it
should come from some intermediate
body between the governed and the
governors, that is, between the Congress
and the People, let a Continental
Conference be held in the following
manner, and for the following purpose,
A Committee of twenty six members of
congress, viz. Two for each Colony.
Two Members from each House of
Assembly, or Provincial Convention;
and five Representatives of the people at
large, to be chosen in the capital city or
town of each Province, for, and in behalf

of the whole Province, by as many
qualified voters as shall think proper to
attend from all parts of the Province for
that purpose; or, if more convenient, the
Representatives may be chosen in two or
three of the most populous parts thereof.
In this conference, thus assembled, will
be united the two grand principles of
business, knowledge and power. The
Members of Congress, Assemblies, or
Conventions, by having had experience
in national concerns, will be able and
useful counsellors, and the whole, being
impowered by the people, will have a
truly legal authority.
The conferring members being met, let
their business be to frame a Continental

Charter, or Charter of the United
Colonies; (answering to what is called
the Magna Charta of England) fixing the
number and manner of choosing
Members of Congress, Members of
Assembly, with their date of sitting; and
drawing the line of business and
jurisdiction between them: Always
remembering, that our strength is
Continental, not Provincial. Securing
freedom and property to all men, and
above all things, the free exercise of
religion, according to the dictates of
conscience; with such other matter as it
is necessary for a charter to contain.
Immediately after which, the said
conference to dissolve, and the bodies
which shall be chosen conformable to

the said charter, to be the Legislators
and Governors of this Continent for the
time being: Whose peace and happiness,
may GOD preserve. AMEN.
Should any body of men be hereafter
delegated for this or some similar
purpose, I offer them the following
extracts from that wise observer on
Governments,
Dragonetti.
“The
science,” says he, “of the Politician
consists in fixing the true point of
happiness and freedom. Those men
would deserve the gratitude of ages,
who should discover a mode of
government that contained the greatest
sum of individual happiness, with the
least national expense.” (Dragonetti on

“Virtues and Reward.”)
But where, say some, is the King of
America? I’ll tell you, friend, he reigns
above, and doth not make havoc of
mankind like the Royal Brute of Great
Britain. Yet that we may not appear to
be defective even in earthly honours, let
a day be solemnly set apart for
proclaiming the Charter; let it be brought
forth placed on the Divine Law, the
Word of God; let a crown be placed
thereon, by which the world may know,
that so far as we approve of monarchy,
that in America the law is king. For as in
absolute governments the King is law, so
in free countries the law ought to be
king; and there ought to be no other. But

lest any ill use should afterwards arise,
let the Crown at the conclusion of the
ceremony be demolished, and scattered
among the people whose right it is.
A government of our own is our
natural right: and when a man seriously
reflects on the precariousness of human
affairs, he will become convinced, that it
is infinitely wiser and safer, to form a
constitution of our own in a cool
deliberate manner, while we have it in
our power, than to trust such an
interesting event to time and chance. If
we omit it now, some Massanello 12 may
hereafter arise, who, laying hold of
popular disquietudes, may collect
together the desperate and the

discontented, and by assuming to
themselves the powers of government,
finally sweep away the liberties of the
Continent like a deluge. Should the
government of America return again into
the hands of Britain, the tottering
situation of things will be a temptation
for some desperate adventurer to try his
fortune; and in such a case, what relief
can Britain give? Ere she could hear the
news, the fatal business might be done;
and ourselves suffering like the
wretched Britons under the oppression
of the Conqueror. Ye that oppose
independance now, ye know not what ye
do: ye are opening a door to eternal
tyranny, by keeping vacant the seat of
government. There are thousands and

tens of thousands, who would think it
glorious to expel from the Continent, that
barbarous and hellish power, which hath
stirred up the Indians and the Negroes to
destroy us; the cruelty hath a double
guilt, it is dealing brutally by us, and
treacherously by them.
To talk of friendship with those in
whom our reason forbids us to have
faith, and our affections wounded thro’ a
thousand pores instruct us to detest, is
madness and folly. Every day wears out
the little remains of kindred between us
and them; and can there be any reason to
hope, that as the relationship expires, the
affection will encrease, or that we shall
agree better when we have ten times

more and greater concerns to quarrel
over than ever?
Ye that tell us of harmony and
reconciliation, can ye restore to us the
time that is past? Can ye give to
prostitution its former innocence?
neither can ye reconcile Britain and
America. The last cord now is broken,
the people of England are presenting
addresses against us. There are injuries
which nature cannot forgive; she would
cease to be nature if she did. As well
can the lover forgive the ravisher of his
mistress, as the Continent forgive the
murders of Britain. The Almighty hath
implanted in us these unextinguishable
feelings for good and wise purposes.

They are the Guardians of his Image in
our hearts. They distinguish us from the
herd of common animals. The social
compact would dissolve, and justice be
extirpated from the earth, or have only a
casual existence were we callous to the
touches of affection. The robber and the
murderer
would
often
escape
unpunished, did not the injuries which
our tempers sustain, provoke us into
justice.
O! ye that love mankind! Ye that dare
oppose not only the tyranny but the
tyrant, stand forth! Every spot of the old
world is overrun with oppression.
Freedom hath been hunted round the
Globe. Asia and Africa have long

expelled her. Europe regards her like a
stranger, and England hath given her
warning to depart. O! receive the
fugitive, and prepare in time an asylum
for mankind.
Of the Present Ahility of America:
With Some Miscellaneous Reflections.
I have never met with a man, either in
England or America, who hath not
confessed his opinion, that a separation
between the countries would take place
one time or other: And there is no
instance in which we have shown less
judgment, than in endeavoring to
describe, what we call, the ripeness or

fitness
of
independance.

the

Continent

for

As all men allow the measure, and
vary only in their opinion of the time, let
us, in order to remove mistakes, take a
general survey of things, and endeavor if
possible to find out the very time. But I
need not go far, the inquiry ceases at
once, for the time hath found us. The
general concurrence, the glorious union
of all things, proves the fact.
’Tis not in numbers but in unity that
our great strength lies: yet our present
numbers are sufficient to repel the force
of all the world. The Continent hath at
this time the largest body of armed and
disciplined men of any power under

Heaven: and is just arrived at that pitch
of strength, in which no single colony is
able to support itself, and the whole,
when united, is able to do any thing. Our
land force is more than sufficient, and as
to Naval affairs, we cannot be insensible
that Britain would never suffer an
American man of war to be built, while
the Continent remained in her hands.
Wherefore, we should be no forwarder
an hundred years hence in that branch
than we are now; but the truth is, we
should be less so, because the timber of
the Country is every day diminishing,
and that which will remain at last, will
be far off or difficult to procure.
Were the Continent crowded with

inhabitants, her sufferings under the
present circumstances would be
intolerable. The more seaport-towns we
had, the more should we have both to
defend and to lose. Our present numbers
are so happily proportioned to our
wants, that no man need be idle. The
diminution of trade affords an army, and
the necessities of an army create a new
trade.
Debts we have none: and whatever we
may contract on this account will serve
as a glorious memento of our virtue. Can
we but leave posterity with a settled
form of government, an independant
constitution of its own, the purchase at
any price will be cheap. But to expend

millions for the sake of getting a few
vile acts repealed, and routing the
present ministry only, is unworthy the
charge, and is using posterity with the
utmost cruelty; because it is leaving them
the great work to do, and a debt upon
their backs from which they derive no
advantage. Such a thought ’s unworthy a
man of honour, and is the true
characteristic of a narrow heart and a
pidling politician.
The debt we may contract doth not
deserve our regard if the work be but
accomplished. No nation ought to be
without a debt. A national debt is a
national bond; and when it bears no
interest, is in no case a grievance.

Britain is oppressed with a debt of
upwards of one hundred and forty
millions sterling, for which she pays
upwards of four millions interest. And
as a compensation for her debt, she has a
large navy; America is without a debt,
and without a navy; yet for the twentieth
part of the English national debt, could
have a navy as large again. The navy of
England is not worth at this time more
than three millions and a half sterling.

The first and second editions of this
pamphlet were published without the
following calculations which are now
given as a proof that the above
estimation of the navy is a just one. See

Entic’s “Naval History,” Intro., p. 56.
The charge of building a ship of each
rate, and furnishing her with masts,
yards, sails, and rigging, together with a
proportion of eight months boatswain’s
and carpenter’s sea-stores, as calculated
by Mr. Burchett, Secretary to the navy.

And hence it is easy to sum up the
value, or cost, rather, of the whole
British navy, which, in the year 1757,

when it was at its greatest glory,
consisted of the following ships and
guns.

No country on the globe is so happily
situated, or so internally capable of
raising a fleet as America. Tar, timber,

iron, and cordage are her natural
produce. We need go abroad for nothing.
Whereas the Dutch, who make large
profits by hiring out their ships of war to
the Spaniards and Portugese, are obliged
to import most of the materials they use.
We ought to view the building a fleet as
an article of commerce, it being the
natural manufactory of this country. ’Tis
the best money we can lay out. A navy
when finished is worth more than it cost:
And is that nice point in national policy,
in which commerce and protection are
united. Let us build; if we want them not,
we can sell; and by that means replace
our paper currency with ready gold and
silver.

In point of manning a fleet, people in
general run into great errors ; it is not
necessary that one fourth part should be
sailors. The Terrible privateer, captain
Death, stood the hottest engagement of
any ship last war, yet had not twenty
sailors on board; though her complement
of men was upwards of two hundred. A
few able and social sailors will soon
instruct a sufficient number of active
lands-men in the common work of a
ship. Wherefore we never can be more
capable of beginning on maritime
matters than now, while our timber is
standing, our fisheries blocked up, and
our sailors and shipwrights out of
employ. Men of war, of seventy and

eighty guns, were built forty years ago in
New England, and why not the same
now? Ship building is America’s
greatest pride, and in which she will, in
time, excel the whole world. The great
empires of the east are mostly inland,
and consequently excluded from the
possibility of rivalling her. Africa is in a
state of barbarism; and no power in
Europe, hath either such an extent of
coast, or such an internal supply of
materials. Where nature hath given the
one, she hath withheld the other; to
America only hath she been liberal to
both. The vast empire of Russia is
almost shut out from the sea; wherefore
her boundless forests, her tar, iron, and
cordage are only articles of commerce.

In point of safety, ought we to be
without a fleet? We are not the little
people now, which we were sixty years
ago; at that time we might have trusted
our property in the streets, or fields
rather, and slept securely without locks
or bolts to our doors and windows. The
case is now altered, and our methods of
defence ought to improve with our
encrease of property. A common pirate,
twelve months ago, might have come up
the Delaware, and laid the city of
Philadelphia under contribution for what
sum he pleased; and the same might have
happened to other places. Nay, any
daring fellow, in a brig of fourteen or
sixteen guns, might have robbed the

whole Continent, and carried off half a
million of money.
These
are
circumstances which demand our
attention, and point out the necessity of
naval protection.
Some perhaps will say, that after we
have made it up with Britain, she will
protect us. Can they be so unwise as to
mean, that she will keep a navy in our
Harbours for that purpose? Common
sense will tell us, that the power which
hath endeavoured to subdue us, is of all
others, the most improper to defend us.
Conquest may be effected under the
pretence of friendship; and ourselves,
after a long and brave resistance, be at
last cheated into slavery. And if her

ships are not to be admitted into our
harbours, I would ask, how is she to
protect us? A navy three or four
thousand miles off can be of little use,
and on sudden emergencies, none at all.
Wherefore if we must hereafter protect
ourselves, why not do it for ourselves?
Why do it for another?
The English list of ships of war, is
long and formidable, but not a tenth part
of them are at any one time fit for
service, numbers of them are not in
being; yet their names are pompously
continued in the list, if only a plank be
left of the ship: and not a fifth part of
such as are fit for service, can be spared
on any one station at one time. The East

and West Indies, Mediterranean, Africa,
and other parts, over which Britain
extends her claim, make large demands
upon her navy. From a mixture of
prejudice and inattention, we have
contracted a false notion respecting the
navy of England, and have talked as if
we should have the whole of it to
encounter at once, and, for that reason,
supposed that we must have one as
large; which not being instantly
practicable, has been made use of by a
set of disguised Tories to discourage our
beginning thereon. Nothing can be
further from truth than this; for if
America had only a twentieth part of the
naval force of Britain, she would be by
far an over-match for her; because, as

we neither have, nor claim any foreign
dominion, our whole force would be
employed on our own coast, where we
should, in the long run, have two to one
the advantage of those who had three or
four thousand miles to sail over, before
they could attack us, and the same
distance to return in order to refit and
recruit. And although Britain, by her
fleet, hath a check over our trade to
Europe, we have as large a one over her
trade to the West Indies, which, by
laying in the neighborhood of the
Continent, lies entirely at its mercy.
Some method might be fallen on to
keep up a naval force in time of peace, if
we should not judge it necessary to

support a constant navy. If premiums
were to be given to Merchants to build
and employ in their service, ships
mounted with twenty, thirty, forty, or
fifty guns, (the premiums to be in
proportion to the loss of bulk to the
merchant,) fifty or sixty of those ships,
with a few guardships on constant duty,
would keep up a sufficient navy, and that
without burdening ourselves with the
evil so loudly complained of in England,
of suffering their fleet in time of peace to
lie rotting in the docks. To unite the
sinews of commerce and defence is
sound policy ; for when our strength and
our riches play into each other’s hand,
we need fear no external enemy.

In almost every article of defence we
abound. Hemp flourishes even to
rankness, so that we need not want
cordage. Our iron is superior to that of
other countries. Our small arms equal to
any in the world. Cannon we can cast at
pleasure. Saltpetre and gunpowder we
are every day producing. Our knowledge
is hourly improving. Resolution is our
inherent character, and courage hath
never yet forsaken us. Wherefore, what
is it that we want? Why is it that we
hesitate? From Britain we can expect
nothing but ruin. If she is once admitted
to the government of America again, this
Continent will not be worth living in.
Jealousies will be always arising;

insurrections
will
be
constantly
happening; and who will go forth to
quell them? Who will venture his life to
reduce his own countrymen to a foreign
obedience? The difference between
Pennsylvania
and
Connecticut,
respecting some unlocated lands, shows
the insignificance of a British
government, and fully proves that
nothing but Continental authority can
regulate Continental matters.
Another reason why the present time is
preferable to all others, is, that the fewer
our numbers are, the more land there is
yet unoccupied, which, instead of being
lavished by the king on his worthless
dependants, may be hereafter applied,

not only to the discharge of the present
debt, but to the constant support of
government. No nation under Heaven
hath such an advantage as this.
The infant state of the Colonies, as it is
called, so far from being against, is an
argument in favour of independance. We
are sufficiently numerous, and were we
more so we might be less united. ’Tis a
matter worthy of observation, that the
more a country is peopled, the smaller
their armies are. In military numbers, the
ancients far exceeded the moderns: and
the reason is evident, for trade being the
consequence of population, men became
too much absorbed thereby to attend to
any thing else. Commerce diminishes the

spirit both of patriotism and military
defence. And history sufficiently informs
us, that the bravest achievements were
always accomplished in the non-age of a
nation. With the increase of commerce
England hath lost its spirit. The city of
London, notwithstanding its numbers,
submits to continued insults with the
patience of a coward. The more men
have to lose, the less willing are they to
venture. The rich are in general slaves to
fear, and submit to courtly power with
the trembling duplicity of a spaniel.
Youth is the seed-time of good habits
as well in nations as in individuals. It
might be difficult, if not impossible, to
form the Continent into one Government

half a century hence. The vast variety of
interests, occasioned by an increase of
trade and population, would create
confusion. Colony would be against
Colony. Each being able would scorn
each other’s assistance: and while the
proud and foolish gloried in their little
distinctions, the wise would lament that
the union had not been formed before.
Wherefore the present time is the true
time for establishing it. The intimacy
which is contracted in infancy, and the
friendship which is formed in
misfortune, are of all others the most
lasting and unalterable. Our present
union is marked with both these
characters: we are young, and we have
been distressed, but our concord hath

withstood our troubles, and fixes a
memorable sera for posterity to glory in.
The present time, likewise, is that
peculiar time which never happens to a
nation but once, viz. the time of forming
itself into a government. Most nations
have let slip the opportunity, and by that
means have been compelled to receive
laws from their conquerors, instead of
making laws for themselves. First, they
had a king, and then a form of
government; whereas the articles or
charter of government should be formed
first, and men delegated to execute them
afterwards: but from the errors of other
nations let us learn wisdom, and lay hold
of the present opportunity—to begin

government at the right end
When William the Conqueror subdued
England, he gave them law at the point
of the sword; and, until we consent that
the seat of government in America be
legally and authoritatively occupied, we
shall be in danger of having it filled by
some fortunate ruffian, who may treat us
in the same manner, and then, where will
be our freedom ? where our property?
As to religion, I hold it to be the
indispensable duty of government to
protect all conscientious professors
thereof, and I know of no other business
which government hath to do therewith.
Let a man throw aside that narrowness
of soul, that selfishness of principle,

which the niggards of all professions are
so unwilling to part with, and he will be
at once delivered of his fears on that
head. Suspicion is the companion of
mean souls, and the bane of all good
society. For myself, I fully and
conscientiously believe, that it is the
will of the Almighty that there should be
a diversity of religious opinions among
us. It affords a larger field for our
Christian kindness: were we all of one
way of thinking, our religious
dispositions would want matter for
probation; and on this liberal principle I
look on the various denominations
among us, to be like children of the same
family, differing only in what is called
their Christian names.

In page [44] I threw out a few thoughts
on the propriety of a Continental Charter
(for I only presume to offer hints, not
plans) and in this place, I take the liberty
of re-mentioning the subject, by
observing, that a charter is to be
understood as a bond of solemn
obligation, which the whole enters into,
to support the right of every separate
part, whether of religion, professional
freedom, or property. A firm bargain and
a right reckoning make long friends.
I have heretofore likewise mentioned
the necessity of a large and equal
representation; and there is no political
matter which more deserves our
attention. A small number of electors, or

a small number of representatives, are
equally dangerous. But if the number of
the representatives be not only small, but
unequal, the danger is encreased. As an
instance of this, I mention the following;
when the petition of the associators was
before the House of Assembly of
Pennsylvania, twenty-eight members
only were present; all the Bucks county
members, being eight, voted against it,
and had seven of the Chester members
done the same, this whole province had
been governed by two counties only; and
this danger it is always exposed to. The
unwarrantable stretch likewise, which
that house made in their last sitting, to
gain an undue authority over the
Delegates of that Province, ought to

warn the people at large, how they trust
power out of their own hands. A set of
instructions for their Delegates were put
together, which in point of sense and
business would have dishonoured a
school-boy, and after being approved by
a few, a very few, without doors, were
carried into the house, and there passed
in behalf of the whole Colony; whereas,
did the whole colony know with what ill
will that house had entered on some
necessary public measures, they would
not hesitate a moment to think them
unworthy of such a trust.
Immediate necessity makes many
things convenient, which if continued
would
grow
into
oppressions.

Expedience and right are different
things. When the calamities of America
required a consultation, there was no
method so ready, or at that time so
proper, as to appoint persons from the
several houses of Assembly for that
purpose; and the wisdom with which
they have proceeded hath preserved this
Continent from ruin. But as it is more
than probable that we shall never be
without a CONGRESS, every well
wisher to good order must own that the
mode for choosing members of that
body, deserves consideration. And I put
it as a question to those who make a
study of mankind, whether representation
and election is not too great a power for
one and the same body of men to

possess? When we are planning for
posterity, we ought to remember that
virtue is not hereditary.
It is from our enemies that we often
gain excellent maxims, and are
frequently surprised into reason by their
mistakes. Mr. Cornwall (one of the
Lords of the Treasury) treated the
petition of the New York Assembly with
contempt, because that house, he said,
consisted but of twenty-six members,
which trifling number, he argued, could
not with decency be put for the whole.
We thank him for his involuntary
honesty.13
To CONCLUDE, however strange it
may appear to some, or however

unwilling they may be to think so,
matters not, but many strong and striking
reasons may be given to show, that
nothing can settle our affairs so
expeditiously as an open and determined
declaration for independance. Some of
which are,
First—It is the custom of Nations,
when any two are at war, for some other
powers, not engaged in the quarrel, to
step in as mediators,and bring about the
preliminaries of a peace: But while
America calls herself the subject of
Great Britain, no power, however well
disposed she may be, can offer her
mediation. Wherefore, in our present
state we may quarrel on for ever.

Secondly—It is unreasonable to
suppose, that France or Spain will give
us any kind of assistance, if we mean
only to make use of that assistance for
the purpose of repairing the breach, and
strengthening the connection between
Britain and America; because, those
powers would be sufferers by the
consequences.
Thirdly—While we profess ourselves
the subjects of Britain, we must, in the
eyes of foreign nations, be considered as
Rebels. The precedent is somewhat
dangerous to their peace, for men to be
in arms under the name of subjects: we,
on the spot, can solve the paradox ; but
to unite resistance and subjection,

requires an idea much too refined for
common understanding.
Fourthly—Were a manifesto to be
published, and despatched to foreign
Courts, setting forth the miseries we
have endured, and the peaceful methods
which we have ineffectually used for
redress; declaring at the same time, that
not being able any longer to live happily
or safely under the cruel disposition of
the British Court, we had been driven to
the necessity of breaking off all
connections with her; at the same time,
assuring all such Courts of our
peaceable disposition towards them, and
of our desire of entering into trade with
them: such a memorial would produce

more good effects to this Continent, than
if a ship were freighted with petitions to
Britain.
Under our present denomination of
British subjects, we can neither be
received nor heard abroad: the custom
of all Courts is against us, and will be
so, until by an independance we take
rank with other nations.
These proceedings may at first seem
strange and difficult, but like all other
steps which we have already passed
over, will in a little time become
familiar and agreeable: and until an
independance is declared, the Continent
will feel itself like a man who continues
putting off some unpleasant business

from day to day, yet knows it must be
done, hates to set about it, wishes it
over, and is continually haunted with the
thoughts of its necessity.

APPENDIX.
SINCE THE PUBLICATION OF the
first edition of this pamphlet, or rather,
on the same day on which it came out,
the—s Speech made its appearance in
this city. Had the spirit of prophecy
directed the birth of this production, it
could not have brought it forth, at a more
seasonable juncture, or a more necessary
time. The bloody mindedness of the one,
shew the necessity of pursuing the

doctrine of the other. Men read by way
of revenge. And the speech instead of
terrifying, prepared a way for the manly
principles of Independance.
Ceremony, and even, silence, from
whatever motive they may arise, have a
hurtful tendency, when they give the least
degree of countenance to base and
wicked performances; wherefore, if this
maxim be admitted, it naturally follows,
that the—’s speech, as being a piece of
finished villainy, deserved, and still
deserves, a general execration both by
the Congress and the people. Yet as the
domestic tranquility of a nation, depends
greatly on the chastity of what may
properly be called NATIONAL

MATTERS, it is often better, to pass
some things over in silent disdain, than
to make use of such new methods of
dislike, as might introduce the least
innovation, on that guardian of our peace
and safety. And perhaps, it is chiefly
owing to this prudent delicacy, that the
—’s Speech, hath not before now,
suffered a public execution. The Speech
if it may be called one, is nothing better
than a wilful audacious libel against the
truth, the common good, and the
existence of mankind; and is a formal
and pompous method of offering up
human sacrifices to the pride of tyrants.
But this general massacre of mankind, is
one of the privileges, and the certain
consequences of K—s; for as nature

knows them not, they know not her, and
although they are beings of our own
creating, they know not us, and are
become the gods of their creators. The
speech hath one good quality, which is,
that it is not calculated to deceive,
neither can we, even if we would, be
deceived by it. Brutality and tyranny
appear on the face of it. It leaves us at no
loss: And every line convinces, even in
the moment of reading, that He, who
hunts the woods for prey, the naked and
untutored Indian, is less a Savage than
the—of B—.
Sir J—n D—e, the putative father of a
whining jesuitical piece, fallaciously
called, ‘The Address of the people of

E N G LA N D to the inhabitants of
AMERICA,’ hath, perhaps from a vain
supposition, that the people here were to
be frightened at the pomp and
description of a king, given, (though very
unwisely on his part) the real character
of the present one: ‘But,’ says this
writer, ‘if you are inclined to pay
compliments to an administration, which
we do not complain of,’ (meaning the
Marquis of Rockingham’s at the repeal
of the Stamp Act) ‘it is very unfair in
you to withhold them from that prince,
by whose NOD ALONE they were
permitted to do any thing.’ this is
toryism with a witness! Here is idolatry
even without a mask: And he who can
calmly hear, and digest such doctrine,

hath forfeited his claim to rationality—
an apostate from the order of manhood;
and ought to be considered—as one,
who hath, not only given up the proper
dignity of a man, but sunk himself
beneath the rank of animals, and
contemptibly crawl through the world
like a worm.
However, it matters very little now,
what the—of E—either says or does; he
hath wickedly broken through every
moral and human obligation, trampled
nature and conscience beneath his feet;
and by a steady and constitutional spirit
of insolence and cruelty, procured for
himself an universal hatred. It is now the
interest of America to provide for

herself. She hath already a large and
young family, whom it is more her duty
to take care of, than to be granting away
her property, to support a power who is
become a reproach to the names of men
and christians—YE, whose office it is to
watch over the morals of a nation, of
whatsoever sect or denomination ye are
of, as well as ye, who are more
immediately the guardians of the public
liberty, if ye wish to preserve your
native country uncontaminated by
European corruption, ye must in secret
wish a separation—But leaving the
moral part to private reflection, I shall
chiefly confine my farther remarks to the
following heads.

First. That it is the interest of America
to be separated from Britain.
Secondly. Which is the easiest and
most
practicable
plan,
RECONCILIATION
or
INDEPENDANCE?
with
some
occasional remarks.
In support of the first, I could, if I
judged it proper, produce the opinion of
some of the ablest and most experienced
men on this continent; and whose
sentiments, on that head, are not yet
publickly known. It is in reality a selfevident position: For no nation in a state
of foreign dependance, limited in its
commerce, and cramped and fettered in
its legislative powers, can ever arrive at

any material eminence. America doth not
yet know what opulence is; and although
the progress which she hath made stands
unparalleled in the history of other
nations, it is but childhood, compared
with what she would be capable of
arriving at, had she, as she ought to have,
the legislative powers in her own hands.
England is, at this time, proudly coveting
what would do her no good, were she to
accomplish it; and the Continent
hesitating on a matter, which will be her
final ruin if neglected. It is the commerce
and not the conquest of America, by
which England is to be benefited, and
that would in a great measure continue,
were the countries as independant of
each other as France and Spain; because

in many articles, neither can go to a
better market. But it is the independance
of this country on Britain or any other,
which is now the main and only object
worthy of contention, and which, like all
other truths discovered by necessity,
will appear clearer and stronger every
day.
First. Because it will come to that one
time or other.
Secondly. Because the longer it is
delayed the harder it will be to
accomplish.
I have frequently amused myself both
in public and private companies, with
silently remarking the spacious errors of
those who speak without reflecting. And

among the many which I have heard, the
following seems the most general, viz.
that had this rupture happened forty or
fifty years hence, instead of now, the
Continent would have been more able to
have shaken off the dependance. To
which I reply, that our military ability at
this time, arises from the experience
gained in the last war, and which in forty
or fifty years time, would have been
totally extinct. The Continent, would not,
by that time, have had a General, or even
a military officer left; and we, or those
who may succeed us, would have been
as ignorant of martial matters as the
ancient Indians: And this single position,
closely attended to, will unanswerably

prove, that the present time is preferable
to all others: The argument turns thus—
at the conclusion of the last war, we had
experience, but wanted numbers; and
forty or fifty years hence, we should
have numbers, without experience;
wherefore, the proper point of time, must
be some particular point between the
two extremes, in which a sufficiency of
the former remains, and a proper
increase of the latter is obtained: And
that point of time is the present time.
The reader will pardon this
digression, as it does not properly come
under the head I first set out with, and to
which I again return by the following
position, viz.

Should affairs be patched up with
Britain, and she to remain the governing
and sovereign power of America,
(which
as
matters
are
now
circumstanced, is giving up the point
entirely) we shall deprive ourselves of
the very means of sinking the debt we
have or may contract. The value of the
back lands which some of the provinces
are clandestinely deprived of, by the
unjust extention of the limits of Canada,
valued only at five pounds sterling per
hundred acres, amount to upwards of
twenty-five millions, Pennsylvania
currency; and the quit-rents at one penny
sterling per acre, to two millions yearly.
It is by the sale of those lands that the

debt may be sunk, without burthen to
any, and the quit-rent reserved thereon,
will always lessen, and in time, will
wholly support the yearly expence of
government. It matters not how long the
debt is in paying, so that the lands when
sold be applied to the discharge of it,
and for the execution of which, the
Congress for the time being, will be the
continental trustees.
I proceed now to the second head, viz.
Which is the earliest and most
practicable plan, RECONCILIATION or
INDEPENDANCE?
with
some
occasional remarks.
He who takes nature for his guide is
not easily beaten out of his argment, and

on
that
ground,
I
answer
generally—That
INDEPENDANCE
being a SINGLE SIMPLE LINE,
contained within ourselves; and
reconciliation, a matter exceedingly
perplexed and complicated, and in
which, a treacherous capricious court
is to interfere, gives the answer without
a doubt.
The present state of America is truly
alarming to every man who is capable of
reflexion.
Without law,
without
government, without any other mode of
power than what is founded on, and
granted by courtesy. Held together by an
unexampled concurrence of sentiment,
which is nevertheless subject to change,

and which every secret enemy is
endeavouring to dissolve. Our present
condition, is, Legislation without law;
wisdom without a plan; a constitution
without a name; and, what is strangely
astonishing,
perfect
Independance
contending for Dependance. The
instance is without a precedent; the case
never existed before; and who can tell
what may be the event? The property of
no man is secure in the present unbraced system of things. The mind of the
multitude is left at random, and feeling
no fixed object before them, they pursue
such as fancy or opinion starts. Nothing
is criminal; there is no such thing as
treason; wherefore, every one thinks
himself at liberty to act as he pleases.

The Tories dared not to have assembled
offensively, had they known that their
lives, by that act were forfeited to the
laws of the state. A line of distinction
should be drawn, between English
soldiers taken in battle, and inhabitants
of America taken in arms. The first are
prisoners, but the latter traitors. The one
forfeits his liberty the other his head.
Notwithstanding our wisdom, there is
a visible feebleness in some of our
proceedings which gives encouragement
to dissentions. The Continental belt is
too loosely buckled. And if something is
not done in time, it will be too late to do
any thing, and we shall fall into a state,
in which, neither reconciliation nor

independance will be practicable. The
—and his worthless adherents are got at
their old game of dividing the Continent,
and there are not wanting among us,
Printers, who will be busy spreading
specious falsehoods. The artful and
hypocritical letter which appeared a few
months ago in two of the New-York
papers, and likewise in two others, is an
evidence that there are men who want
either judgement or honesty.
It is easy getting into holes and corners
and talking of reconciliation : But do
such men seriously consider, how
difficult the task is, and how dangerous
it may prove, should the Continent
divide thereon. Do they take within their

view, all the various orders of men
whose situation and circumstances, as
well as their own, are to be considered
therein. Do they put themselves in the
place of the sufferer whose all is
already gone, and of the soldier, who
hath quitted all for the defence of his
country. If their ill-judged moderation be
suited to their own private situations
only, regardless of others, the event will
convince them, that ‘they are reckoning
without their Host.’
Put us, says some, on the footing we
were on in sixty-three: To which I
answer, the request is not now in the
power of Britain to comply with, neither
will she propose it; but if it were, and

even should be granted, I ask, as a
reasonable question, By what means is
such a corrupt and faithless court to be
kept to its engagements? Another
parliament, nay, even the present, may
hereafter repeal the obligation, on the
pretence of its being violently obtained,
or unwisely granted; and in that case,
Where is our redress?—No going to law
with nations; cannon are the barristers of
crowns; and the sword, not of justice,
but of war, decides the suit. To be on the
footing of sixty-three, it is not sufficient,
that the laws only be put on the same
state, but, that our circumstances,
likewise, be put on the same state; our
burnt and destroyed towns repaired or
built up, our private losses made good,

our public debts (contracted for defence)
discharged; otherwise, we shall be
millions worse than we were at that
enviable period. Such a request had it
been complied with a year ago, would
have won the heart and soul of the
Continent—but now it is too late, ‘The
Rubicon is passed.’
Besides the taking up arms, merely to
enforce the repeal of a pecuniary law,
seems as unwarrantable by the divine
law, and as repugnant to human feelings,
as the taking up arms to enforce
obedience thereto. The object, on either
side, doth not justify the ways and
means; for the lives of men are too
valuable to be cast away on such trifles.

It is the violence which is done and
threatened to our persons; the destruction
of our property by an armed force; the
invasion of our country by fire and
sword, which conscientiously qualifies
the use of arms: And the instant, in
which such a mode of defence became
necessary, all subjection to Britain ought
to have ceased; and the independancy of
America should have been considered,
as dating its æra from, and published by,
the first musket that was fired against
her. This line is a line of consistency;
neither drawn by caprice, nor extended
by ambition; but produced by a chain of
events, of which the colonies were not
the authors.

I shall conclude these remarks, with
the following timely and well intended
hints, We ought to reflect, that there are
three different ways by which an
independancy may hereafter be effected;
and that one of those three, will one day
or other, be the fate of America, viz. By
the legal voice of the people in
Congress; by a military power; or by a
mob: It may not always happen that our
soldiers are citizens, and the multitude a
body of reasonable men; virtue, as I
have already remarked, is not hereditary,
neither is it perpetual. Should an
independancy be brought about by the
first of those means, we have every
opportunity and every encouragement

before us, to form the noblest, purest
constitution on the face of the earth. We
have it in our power to begin the world
over again. A situation, similar to the
present, hath not happened since the days
of Noah until now. The birth-day of a
new world is at hand, and a race of men
perhaps as numerous as all Europe
contains, are to receive their portion of
freedom from the event of a few months.
The Reflexion is awful—and in this
point of view, How trifling, how
ridiculous, do the little, paltry
cavellings, of a few weak or interested
men appear, when weighed against the
business of a world.
Should

we

neglect

the

present

favorable and inviting period, and an
independance be hereafter effected by
any other means, we must charge the
consequence to ourselves, or to those
rather, whose narrow and prejudiced
souls, are habitually opposing the
measure, without either inquiring or
reflecting. There are reasons to be given
in support of Independance, which men
should rather privately think of, than be
publicly told of. We ought not now to be
debating whether we shall be
independant or not, but, anxious to
accomplish it on a firm, secure, and
honorable basis, and uneasy rather that it
is not yet began upon. Every day
convinces us of its necessity. Even the
Tories (if such beings yet remain among

us) should, of all men, be the most
solicitous to promote it; for, as the
appointment of committees at first,
protected them from popular rage, so, a
wise and well established form of
government, will be the only certain
means of continuing it securely to them.
Wherefore, if they have not virtue
enough to be WHIGS, they ought to have
prudence
enough to
wish for
Independance.
In short, Independance is the only
BOND that can tye and keep us together.
We shall then see our object, and our
ears will be legally shut against the
schemes of an intriguing, as well as a
cruel enemy. We shall then too, be on a

proper footing, to treat with Britain; for
there is reason to conclude, that the
pride of that court, will be less hurt by
treating with the American states for
terms of peace, than with those, whom
she denominates, ‘rebellious subjects,’
for terms of accommodation. It is our
delaying it that encourages her to hope
for conquest, and our backwardness
tends only to prolong the war. As we
have, without any good effect therefrom,
with-held our trade to obtain a redress
of our grievances, let us now try the
alternative, by independantly redressing
them ourselves, and then offering to open
the trade. The mercantile and reasonable
part of England will be still with us;
because, peace with trade, is preferable

to war without it. And if this offer be not
accepted, other courts may be applied
to.
On these grounds I rest the matter. And
as no offer hath yet been made to refute
the doctrine contained in the former
editions of this pamphlet, it is a negative
proof, that either the doctrine cannot be
refuted, or, that the party in favour of it
are too numerous to be opposed.
WHEREFORE, instead of gazing at each
other with suspicious or doubtful
curiosity, let each of us, hold out to his
neighbour the hearty hand of friendship,
and unite in drawing a line, which, like
an act of oblivion, shall bury in
forgetfulness every former dissention.

Let the names of Whig and Tory be
extinct; and let none other be heard
among us, than those of a good citizen,
an open and resolute friend, and a
virtuous supporter of the RIGHTS of
MANKIND and of the FREE AND
INDEPENDANT
STATES
OF
AMERICA.

To the Representatives of the Religious
Society of the People called Quakers,
or to so many of them as were
concerned in publishing a late piece,
entitled ‘The Ancient Testimony and
Principles of the people called Quakers

renewed, with respect to the King and
Government, and Touching the
Commotions now prevailing in these
and other parts of America, addressed
to the people in general.’

The Writer of this, is one of those few,
who never dishonors religion either by
ridiculing, or cavilling at any
denomination whatsoever. To God, and
not to man, are all men accountable on
the score of religion. Wherefore, this
epistle is not so properly addressed to
you as a religious, but as a political
body, dabbling in matters, which the
professed Quietude of your Principles
instruct you not to meddle with.

As you have, without a proper
authority for so doing, put yourselves in
the place of the whole body of the
Quakers, so, the writer of this, in order
to be on an equal rank with yourselves,
is under the necessity, of putting himself
in the place of all those who approve the
very writings and principles, against
which your testimony is directed: And
he hath chosen their singular situation, in
order that you might discover in him, that
presumption of character which you
cannot see in yourselves. For neither he
nor you have any claim or title to
Political Representation.
When men have departed from the
right way, it is no wonder that they

stumble and fall. And it is evident from
the manner in which ye have managed
your testimony, that politics, (as a
religious body of men) is not your
proper Walk; for however well adapted
it might appear to you, it is,
nevertheless, a jumble of good and bad
put unwisely together, and the
conclusion drawn therefrom, both
unnatural and unjust.
The two first pages, (and the whole
doth not make four) we give you credit
for, and expect the same civility from
you, because the love and desire of
peace is not confined to Quakerism, it is
t h e natural, as well as the religious
wish of all denominations of men. And

on this ground, as men labouring to
establish an Independant Constitution of
our own, do we exceed all others in our
hope, end, and aim. Our plan is peace
for ever. We are tired of contention with
Britain, and can see no real end to it but
in a final separation. We act
consistently, because for the sake of
introducing an endless and uninterrupted
peace, do we bear the evils and burthens
of the present day. We are endeavouring,
and will steadily continue to endeavor,
to separate and dissolve a connexion
which hath already filled our land with
blood; and which, while the name of it
remains, will be the fatal cause of future
mischiefs to both countries.

We fight neither for revenge nor
conquest; neither from pride nor passion;
we are not insulting the world with our
fleets and armies, nor ravaging the globe
for plunder. Beneath the shade of our
own vines are we attacked; in our own
houses, and on our own lands, is the
violence committed against us. We view
our enemies in the characters of
Highwaymen and Housebreakers, and
having no defence for ourselves in the
civil law, are obliged to punish them by
the military one, and apply the sword, in
the very case, where you have before
now, applied the halter.—Perhaps we
feel for the ruined and insulted sufferers
in all and every part of the continent, and

with a degree of tenderness which hath
not yet made its way into some of your
bosoms. But be ye sure that ye mistake
not the cause and ground of your
Testimony. Call not coldness of soul,
religion; nor put the Bigot in the place of
the Christian.
O ye partial ministers of your own
acknowledged principles. If the bearing
arms be sinful, the first going to war
must be more so, by all the difference
between wilful attack and unavoidable
defence. Wherefore, if ye really preach
from conscience, and mean not to make a
political hobby-horse of your religion,
convince the world thereof, by
proclaiming your doctrine to our

enemies, for they likewise bear ARMS.
Give us proof of your sincerity by
publishing it at St. James’s, to the
commanders in chief at Boston, to the
Admirals and Captains who are
piratically ravaging our coasts, and to
all the murdering miscreants who are
acting in authority under HIM whom ye
profess to serve. Had ye the honest soul
o f Barclay14 ye would preach
repentance to your king; Ye would tell
the Royal—his sins, and warn him of
eternal ruin. Ye would not spend your
partial invectives against the injured and
the insulted only, but like faithful
ministers, would cry aloud and spare
none. Say not that ye are persecuted,

neither endeavour to make us the authors
of that reproach, which, ye are bringing
upon yourselves; for we testify unto all
men, that we do not complain against
you because ye are Quakers, but
because ye pretend to be and are NOT
Quakers.
Alas! it seems by the particular
tendency of some part of your testimony,
and other parts of your conduct, as if all
sin was reduced to, and comprehended
i n the act of bearing arms, and that by
the people only. Ye appear to us, to have
mistaken party for conscience, because
the general tenor of your actions wants
uniformity: And it is exceedingly
difficult to us to give credit to many of

your pretended scruples; because we see
them made by the same men, who, in the
very instant that they are exclaiming
against the mammon of this world, are
nevertheless, hunting after it with a step
as steady as Time, and an appetite as
keen as Death.
The quotation which ye have made
from Proverbs, in the third page of your
testimony, that,‘when a man’s ways
please the Lord, he maketh even his
enemies to be at peace with him’; is very
unwisely chosen on your part; because it
amounts to a proof, that the king’s ways
(whom ye are so desirous of supporting)
d o not please the Lord, otherwise, his
reign would be in peace.

I now proceed to the latter part of your
testimony, and that, for which all the
foregoing seems only an introduction,
viz.
‘It hath ever been our judgment and
principle, since we were ‘called to
profess the light of Christ Jesus,
manifested in our con ‘sciences unto this
day, that the setting up and putting down
kings ‘and governments, is God’s
peculiar prerogative; for causes best
‘known to himself: And that it is not our
business to have any hand ‘or
contrivance therein; nor to be busy
bodies above our station, ‘much less to
plot and contrive the ruin, or overturn
any of them, but ‘to pray for the king, and

safety of our nation, and good of all men:
‘That we may live a peaceable and quiet
life, in all goodliness and ‘honesty;
under the government which God is
pleased to set over us.’—If these are
really your principles why do ye not
abide by them? Why do ye not leave that,
which ye call God’s Work, to be
managed by himself? These very
principles instruct you to wait with
patience and humility, for the event of all
public measures, and to receive that
event as the divine will towards you.
Wherefore, what occasion is there for
your political testimony if you fully
believe what it contains? And the very
publishing it proves, that either, ye do
not believe what ye profess, or have not

virtue enough to practise what ye
believe.
The principles of Quakerism have a
direct tendency to make a man the quiet
and inoffensive subject of any, and every
government which is set over him. And
if the setting up and putting down of
kings and governments is God’s peculiar
prerogative, he most certainly will not
be robbed thereof by us; wherefore, the
principle itself leads you to approve of
every thing, which ever happened, or
may happen to kings as being his work,
OLIVER CROMWELL thanks you.—
CHARLES, then, died not by the hands
of man; and should the present Proud
Imitator of him, come to the same

untimely end, the writers and publishers
of the testimony, are bound by the
doctrine it contains, to applaud the fact.
Kings are not taken away by miracles,
neither are changes in governments
brought about by any other means than
such as are common and human; and
such as we are now using. Even the
dispersing of the Jews, though foretold
by our Saviour, was effected by arms.
Wherefore, as ye refuse to be the means
on one side, ye ought not to be meddlers
on the other; but to wait the issue in
silence; and unless you can produce
divine authority, to prove, that the
Almighty who hath created and placed
this new world, at the greatest distance it
could possibly stand, east and west,

from every part of the old, doth,
nevertheless, disapprove of its being
independant of the corrupt and
abandoned court ofB—n, unless I say, ye
can show this, how can ye, on the ground
of your principles, justify the exciting
and stirring up of the people ‘firmly to
‘unite in the abhorrence of all such
writings, and measures, as evidence ‘a
desire and design to break off the happy
connexion we have hith ‘erto enjoyed,
with the kingdom of Great-Britain, and
our just and ‘necessary subordination to
the king, and those who are lawfully
‘placed in authority under him.’ What a
slap in the face is here! the men, who, in
the very paragraph before, have quietly

and passively resigned up the ordering,
altering, and disposal of kings and
governments, into the hands of God, are
now recalling their principles, and
putting in for a share of the business. Is it
possible, that the conclusion, which is
here justly quoted, can any ways follow
from the doctrine laid down? The
inconsistency is too glaring not to be
seen; the absurdity too great not to be
laughed at; and such as could only have
been
made
by
those,
whose
understandings were darkened by the
narrow and crabby spirit of a despairing
political party; for ye are not to be
considered as the whole body of the
Quakers but only as a factional and
fractional part thereof.

Here ends the examination of your
testimony; (which I call upon no man to
abhor, as ye have done, but only to read
and judge of fairly;) to which I subjoin
the following remark; ‘That the setting
up and putting down of kings,’ most
certainly mean, the making him a king,
who is yet not so, and the making him no
king who is already one. And pray what
hath this to do in the present case? We
neither mean to set up nor to put down,
neither to make nor to unmake, but to
have
nothing
to do with them.
Wherefore, your testimony in whatever
light it is viewed serves only to
dishonour your judgment, and for many
other reasons had better have been let

alone than published.
First. Because it tends to the decrease
and reproach of all religion whatever,
and is of the utmost danger to society, to
make it a party in political disputes.
Secondly. Because it exhibits a body
of men, numbers of whom disavow the
publishing political testimonies, as being
concerned therein and approvers thereof.
Thirdly. Because it hath a tendency to
undo that continental harmony and
friendship which yourselves by your late
liberal and charitable donations hath lent
a hand to establish; and the preservation
of which, is of the utmost consequence to
us all.

And here without anger or resentment I
bid you farewell. Sincerely wishing, that
as men and christians, ye may always
fully and uninterruptedly enjoy every
civil and religious right; and be, in your
turn, the means of securing it to others;
but that the example which ye have
unwisely set, of mingling religion with
p o l i ti c s , may be disavowed and
reprabated by every inbabitant of
AMERICA.
FINIS
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THESE ARE THE TIMES that try men’s
souls. The summer soldier and the
sunshine patriot will, in this crisis,
shrink from the service of their country;
but he that stands it now, deserves the

love and thanks of man and woman.
Tyranny, like hell, is not easily
conquered; yet we have this consolation
with us, that the harder the conflict, the
more glorious the triumph. What we
obtain too cheap, we esteem too lightly:
it is dearness only that gives every thing
its value. Heaven knows how to put a
proper price upon its goods; and it
would be strange indeed if so celestial
an article as FREEDOM should not be
highly rated. Britain, with an army to
enforce her tyranny, has declared that
she has a right (not only to TAX) but “to
B I N D us
in
ALL
CASES
WHATSOEVER,” and if being bound in
that manner, is not slavery, then is there
not such a thing as slavery upon earth.

Even the expression is impious; for so
unlimited a power can belong only to
God.
Whether the independence of the
continent was declared too soon, or
delayed too long, I will not now enter
into as an argument; my own simple
opinion is, that had it been eight months
earlier, it would have been much better.
We did not make a proper use of last
winter, neither could we, while we were
in a dependant state. However, the fault,
if it were one, was all our own15; we
have none to blame but ourselves. But no
great deal is lost yet. All that Howe 16
has been doing for this month past, is
rather a ravage than a conquest, which

the spirit of the Jerseys, a year ago,
would have quickly repulsed, and which
time and a little resolution will soon
recover.
I have as little superstition in me as
any man living, but my secret opinion
has ever been, and still is, that God
Almighty will not give up a people to
military destruction, or leave them
unsupportedly to perish, who have so
earnestly and so repeatedly sought to
avoid the calamities of war, by every
decent method which wisdom could
invent. Neither have I so much of the
infidel in me, as to suppose that He has
relinquished the government of the
world, and given us up to the care of

devils; and as I do not, I cannot see on
what grounds the king of Britain can
look up to heaven for help against us: a
common murderer, a highwayman, or a
house-breaker, has as good a pretence as
he.
’Tis surprising to see how rapidly a
panic will sometimes run through a
country. All nations and ages have been
subject to them: Britain has trembled
like an ague at the report of a French
fleet of flat bottomed boats; and in the
fourteenth [fifteenth] century the whole
English army, after ravaging the kingdom
of France, was driven back like men
petrified with fear; and this brave
exploit was performed by a few broken

forces collected and headed by a
woman, Joan of Arc. Would that heaven
might inspire some Jersey maid to spirit
up her countrymen, and save her fair
fellow sufferers from ravage and
ravishment! Yet panics, in some cases,
have their uses; they produce as much
good as hurt. Their duration is always
short; the mind soon grows through them,
and acquires a firmer habit than before.
But their peculiar advantage is, that they
are the touchstones of sincerity and
hypocrisy, and bring things and men to
light, which might otherwise have lain
forever undiscovered. In fact, they have
the same effect on secret traitors, which
an imaginary apparition would have
upon a private murderer. They sift out

the hidden thoughts of man, and hold
them up in public to the world. Many a
disguised Tory has lately shown his
head, that shall penitentially solemnize
with curses the day on which Howe
arrived upon the Delaware.
As I was with the troops at Fort Lee,
and marched with them to the edge of
Pennsylvania, I am well acquainted with
many circumstances, which those who
live at a distance know but little or
nothing of. Our situation there was
exceedingly cramped, the place being a
narrow neck of land between the North
River and the Hackensack. Our force
was inconsiderable, being not one fourth
so great as Howe could bring against us.

We had no army at hand to have relieved
the garrison, had we shut ourselves up
and stood on our defence. Our
ammunition, light artillery, and the best
part of our stores, had been removed, on
the apprehension that Howe would
endeavor to penetrate the Jerseys, in
which case fort Lee could be of no use
to us; for it must occur to every thinking
man, whether in the army or not, that
these kind of field forts are only for
temporary purposes, and last in use no
longer than the enemy directs his force
against the particular object, which such
forts are raised to defend. Such was our
situation and condition at fort Lee on the
morning of the 20th of November, when
an officer arrived with information that

the enemy with 200 boats had landed
about seven miles above: Major General
[Nathaniel] Green, who commanded the
garrison, immediately ordered them
under arms, and sent express to General
Washington at the town of Hackensack,
distant by the way of the ferry = six
miles. Our first object was to secure the
bridge over the Hackensack, which laid
up the river between the enemy and us,
about six miles from us, and three from
them. General Washington arrived in
about three quarters of an hour, and
marched at the head of the troops
towards the bridge, which place I
expected we should have a brush for;
however, they did not choose to dispute

it with us, and the greatest part of our
troops went over the bridge, the rest
over the ferry, except some which
passed at a mill on a small creek,
between the bridge and the ferry, and
made their way through some marshy
grounds up to the town of Hackensack,
and there passed the river. We brought
off as much baggage as the wagons could
contain, the rest was lost. The simple
object was to bring off the garrison, and
march them on till they could be
strengthened by the Jersey or
Pennsylvania militia, so as to be enabled
to make a stand. We staid four days at
Newark, collected our out-posts with
some of the Jersey militia, and marched
out twice to meet the enemy, on being

informed that they were advancing,
though our numbers were greatly inferior
to theirs. Howe, in my little opinion,
committed a great error in generalship in
not throwing a body of forces off from
Staten Island through Amboy, by which
means he might have seized all our
stores at Brunswick, and intercepted our
march into Pennsylvania; but if we
believe the power of hell to be limited,
we must likewise believe that their
agents are under some providential
controul.
I shall not now attempt to give all the
particulars of our retreat to the
Delaware; suffice it for the present to
say, that both officers and men, though

greatly harassed and fatigued, frequently
without rest, covering, or provision, the
inevitable consequences of a long
retreat, bore it with a manly and martial
spirit. All their wishes centred in one,
which was, that the country would turn
out and help them to drive the enemy
back. Voltaire has remarked that king
William never appeared to full
advantage but in difficulties and in
action; the same remark may be made on
General Washington, for the character
fits him. There is a natural firmness in
some minds which cannot be unlocked
by trifles, but which, when unlocked,
discovers a cabinet of fortitude; and I
reckon it among those kind of public
blessings, which we do not immediately

see, that God hath blessed him with
uninterrupted health, and given him a
mind that can even flourish upon care.
I shall conclude this paper with some
miscellaneous remarks on the state of
our affairs; and shall begin with asking
the following question, Why is it that the
enemy have left the New-England
provinces, and made these middle ones
the seat of war? The answer is easy:
New-England is not infested with tories,
and we are. I have been tender in raising
the cry against these men, and used
numberless arguments to show them their
danger, but it will not do to sacrifice a
world either to their folly or their
baseness. The period is now arrived, in

which either they or we must change our
sentiments, or one or both must fall. And
what is a tory? Good God! what is he? I
should not be afraid to go with a hundred
whigs against a thousand tories, were
they to attempt to get into arms. Every
tory is a coward; for servile, slavish,
self-interested fear is the foundation of
toryism; and a man under such influence,
though he may be cruel, never can be
brave.
But, before the line of irrecoverable
separation be drawn between us, let us
reason the matter together: Your conduct
is an invitation to the enemy, yet not one
in a thousand of you has heart enough to
join him. Howe is as much deceived by

you as the American cause is injured by
you. He expects you will all take up
arms, and flock to his standard, with
muskets on your shoulders. Your
opinions are of no use to him, unless you
support him personally, for ’tis soldiers,
and not tories, that he wants.
I once felt all that kind of anger, which
a man ought to feel, against the mean
principles that are held by the tories: a
noted one, who kept a tavern at Amboy,
was standing at his door, with as pretty a
child in his hand, about eight or nine
years old, as I ever saw, and after
speaking his mind as freely as he thought
was prudent, finished with this unfatherly expression, “Well! give me

peace in my day.” Not a man lives on
the continent but fully believes that a
separation must some time or other
finally take place, and a generous parent
should have said, “If there must be
trouble, let it be in my day, that my
child may have peace;” and this single
reflection, well applied, is sufficient to
awaken every man to duty. Not a place
upon earth might be so happy as
America. Her situation is remote from
all the wrangling world, and she has
nothing to do but to trade with them. A
man can distinguish himself between
temper and principle, and I am as
confident, as I am that God governs the
world, that America will never be happy
till she gets clear of foreign dominion.

Wars, without ceasing, will break out
till that period arrives, and the continent
must in the end be conqueror; for though
the flame of liberty may sometimes
cease to shine, the coal can never expire.
America did not, nor does not want
force; but she wanted a proper
application of that force. Wisdom is not
the purchase of a day, and it is no
wonder that we should err at the first
setting off. From an excess of
tenderness, we were unwilling to raise
an army, and trusted our cause to the
temporary defence of a well-meaning
militia. A summer’s experience has now
taught us better; yet with those troops,
while they were collected, we were able

to set bounds to the progress of the
enemy, and, thank God! they are again
assembling. I always considered militia
as the best troops in the world for a
sudden exertion, but they will not do for
a long campaign. Howe, it is probable,
will make an attempt on this city; should
he fail on this side the Delaware, he is
ruined: if he succeeds, our cause is not
ruined. He stakes all on his side against
a part on ours; admitting he succeeds, the
consequence will be, that armies from
both ends of the continent will march to
assist their suffering friends in the
middle states; for he cannot go
everywhere, it is impossible. I consider
Howe as the greatest enemy the tories
have; he is bringing a war into their

country, which, had it not been for him
and partly for themselves, they had been
clear of. Should he now be expelled, I
wish with all the devotion of a Christian,
that the names of whig and tory may
never more be mentioned; but should the
tories give him encouragement to come,
or assistance if he come, I as sincerely
wish that our next year’s arms may expel
them from the continent, and the congress
appropriate their possessions to the
relief of those who have suffered in
well-doing. A single successful battle
next year will settle the whole. America
could carry on a two years war by the
confiscation of the property of
disaffected persons, and be made happy

by their expulsion. Say not that this is
revenge, call it rather the soft resentment
of a suffering people, who, having no
object in view but the good of all, have
staked their own all upon a seemingly
doubtful event. Yet it is folly to argue
against determined hardness; eloquence
may strike the ear, and the language of
sorrow draw forth the tear of
compassion, but nothing can reach the
heart that is steeled with prejudice.
Quitting this class of men, I turn with
the warm ardor of a friend to those who
have nobly stood, and are yet determined
to stand the matter out: I call not upon a
few, but upon all: not on this state or
that state, but on every state: up and help

us; lay your shoulders to the wheel;
better have too much force than too little,
when so great an object is at stake. Let it
be told to the future world, that in the
depth of winter, when nothing but hope
and virtue could survive, that the city
and the country, alarmed at one common
danger, came forth to meet and to
repulse it. Say not that thousands are
gone, turn out your tens of thousands;
throw not the burden of the day upon
Providence, but “show your faith by
your works,” that God may bless you. It
matters not where you live, or what rank
of life you hold, the evil or the blessing
will reach you all. The far and the near,
the home counties and the back, the rich
and the poor, will suffer or rejoice alike.

The heart that feels not now, is dead: the
blood of his children will curse his
cowardice, who shrinks back at a time
when a little might have saved the
whole, and made them happy. I love the
man that can smile in trouble, that can
gather strength from distress, and grow
brave by reflection. ‘Tis the business of
little minds to shrink; but he whose heart
is firm, and whose conscience approves
his conduct, will pursue his principles
unto death. My own line of reasoning is
to myself as straight and clear as a ray of
light. Not all the treasures of the world
so far as I believe, could have induced
me to support an offensive war, for I
think it murder; but if a thief breaks into

my house, burns and destroys my
property, and kills or threatens to kill
me, or those that are in it, and to “bind
me in all cases whatsoever”17 to his
absolute will, am I to suffer it? What
signifies it to me, whether he who does
it is a king or a common man; my
countryman or not my countryman;
whether it be done by an individual
villain, or an army of them? If we reason
to the root of things we shall find no
difference; neither can any just cause be
assigned why we should punish in the
one case and pardon in the other. Let
them call me rebel, and welcome, I feel
no concern from it; but I should suffer
the misery of devils, were I to make a

whore of my soul by swearing
allegiance to one whose character is that
of a sottish, stupid, stubborn, worthless,
brutish man. I conceive likewise a
horrid idea in receiving mercy from a
being, who at the last day shall be
shrieking to the rocks and mountains to
cover him, and fleeing with terror from
the orphan, the widow, and the slain of
America.
There are cases which cannot be
overdone by language, and this is one.
There are persons, too, who see not the
full extent of the evil which threatens
them; they solace themselves with hopes
that the enemy, if he succeed, will be
merciful. It is the madness of folly, to

expect mercy from those who have
refused to do justice; and even mercy,
where conquest is the object, is only a
trick of war; the cunning of the fox is as
murderous as the violence of the wolf,
and we ought to guard equally against
both. Howe’s first object is, partly by
threats and partly by promises, to terrify
or seduce the people to deliver up their
arms and receive mercy. The ministry
recommended the same plan to Gage,18
and this is what the tories call making
their peace, “a peace which passeth all
understanding” indeed! A peace which
would be the immediate forerunner of a
worse ruin than any we have yet thought
of. Ye men of Pennsylvania, do reason

upon these things! Were the back
counties to give up their arms, they
would fall an easy prey to the Indians,
who are all armed: this perhaps is what
some tories would not be sorry for.
Were the home counties to deliver up
their arms, they would be exposed to the
resentment of the back counties, who
would then have it in their power to
chastise their defection at pleasure. And
were any one state to give up its arms,
that state must be garrisoned by all
Howe’s army of Britons and Hessians to
preserve it from the anger of the rest.
Mutual fear is the principal link in the
chain of mutual love, and woe be to that
state that breaks the compact. Howe is
mercifully inviting you to barbarous

destruction, and men must be either
rogues or fools that will not see it. I
dwell not upon the vapours of
imagination: I bring reason to your ears,
and, in language as plain as A, B, C,
hold up truth to your eyes.
I thank God, that I fear not. I see no
real cause for fear. I know our situation
well, and can see the way out of it.
While our army was collected, Howe
dared not risk a battle; and it is no credit
to him that he decamped from the White
Plains, and waited a mean opportunity to
ravage the defenceless Jerseys; but it is
great credit to us, that, with a handful of
men, we sustained an orderly retreat for
near an hundred miles, brought off our

ammunition, all our field pieces, the
greatest part of our stores, and had four
rivers to pass. None can say that our
retreat was precipitate, for we were
near three weeks in performing it, that
the country might have time to come in.
Twice we marched back to meet the
enemy, and remained out till dark. The
sign of fear was not seen in our camp,
and had not some of the cowardly and
disaffected inhabitants spread false
alarms through the country, the Jerseys
had never been ravaged. Once more we
are again collected and collecting; our
new army at both ends of the continent is
recruiting fast, and we shall be able to
open the next campaign with sixty
thousand men, well armed and clothed.

This is our situation, and who will may
know it. By perseverance and fortitude
we have the prospect of a glorious issue;
by cowardice and submission, the sad
choice of a variety of evils—a ravaged
country—a
depopulated
city—
habitations without safety, and slavery
without hope—our homes turned into
barracks
and
bawdy-houses
for
Hessians, and a future race to provide
for, whose fathers we shall doubt of.
Look on this picture and weep over it!
and if there yet remains one thoughtless
wretch who believes it not, let him
suffer it unlamented.

COMMON SENSE.

DECEMBER 23, 1776.

THE CRISIS.
No. 10. On the King of England’s
Speech.
OF ALL THE INNOCENT passions
which actuate the human mind there is
none more universally prevalent than
curiosity. It reaches all mankind, and in
matters which concern us, or concern us
not, it alike provokes in us a desire to
know them.
Although the situation of America,

superior to every effort to enslave her,
and daily rising to importance and
opulence, hath placed her above the
region of anxiety, it has still left her
within the circle of curiosity; and her
fancy to see the speech of a man who
had proudly threatened to bring her to
his feet, was visibly marked with that
tranquil confidence which cared nothing
about its contents. It was inquired after
with a smile, read with a laugh, and
dismissed with disdain.
But, as justice is due, even to an
enemy, it is right to say, that the speech
is as well managed as the embarrassed
condition of their affairs could well
admit of; and though hardly a line of it is

true, except the mournful story of
Cornwallis,19 it may serve to amuse the
deluded commons and people of
England, for whom it was calculated.
“The war,” says the speech, “is still
unhappily prolonged by that restless
ambition which first excited our enemies
to commence it, and which still
continues to disappoint my earnest
wishes and diligent exertions to restore
the public tranquillity.”
How easy it is to abuse truth and
language,
when
men,
by
habitualwickedness, have learned to set
justice at defiance. That the very man
who began the war, who with the most
sullen insolence refused to answer, and

even to hear the humblest of all
petitions, who hath encouraged his
officers and his army in the most savage
cruelties, and the most scandalous
plunderings, who hath stirred up the
Indians on one side, and the negroes on
the other, and invoked every aid of hell
in his behalf, should now, with an
affected air of pity, turn the tables from
himself, and charge to another the
wickedness that, is his own, can only be
equalled by the baseness of the heart that
spoke it.
To be nobly wrong is more manly
than to be meanly right, is an
expression I once used on a former
occasion, and it is equally applicable

now. We feel something like respect for
consistency even in error. We lament the
virtue that is debauched into a vice, but
the vice that affects a virtue becomes the
more detestable: and amongst the
various assumptions of character, which
hypocrisy has taught, and men have
practised, there is none that raises a
higher relish of disgust, than to see
disappointed inveteracy twisting itself,
by the most visible falsehoods, into an
appearance of piety which it has no
pretensions to.

“But I should not,” continues the
speech, “answer the trust committed
to the sovereign of a free people, nor

make a suitable return to my
subjects for their constant, zealous, and
affectionate attachment to
my person, family and government, if I
consented to sacrifice, either
to my own desire of peace, or to their
temporary ease and relief, those
essential rights and permanent
interests, upon the maintenance and
preservation of which, the future strength
and security of this country
must principally depend.”

That the man whose ignorance and
obstinacy first involved and still
continues the nation in the most hopeless
and expensive of all wars, should now

meanly flatter them with the name of a
free people, and make a merit of his
crime, under the disguise of their
essential rights and permanent interests,
is something which disgraces even the
character of perverseness. Is he afraid
they will send him to Hanover, or what
does he fear? Why is the sycophant thus
added to the hypocrite, and the man who
pretends to govern, sunk into the humble
and submissive memorialist?
What those essential rights and
permanent interests are, on which the
future strength and security of England
must principally depend, are not so
much as alluded to. They are words
which impress nothing but the ear, and

are calculated only for the sound.
But if they have any reference to
America, then do they amount to the
disgraceful confession, that England,
who once assumed to be her protectress,
has now become her dependant. The
British king and ministry are constantly
holding up the vast importance which
America is of to England, in order to
allure the nation to carry on the war:
now, whatever ground there is for this
idea, it ought to have operated as a
reason for not beginning it; and,
therefore, they support their present
measures to their own disgrace, because
the arguments which they now use, are a
direct reflection on their former policy.

“The favorable appearance of affairs,”
continues the speech, “in the East Indies,
and the safe arrival of the numerous
commercial fleets of my kingdom, must
have given you satisfaction.”
That things are not quite so bad every
where as in America may be some cause
of consolation, but can be none for
triumph. One broken leg is better than
two, but still it is not a source of joy:
and let the appearance of affairs in the
East Indies be ever so favorable, they
are nevertheless worse than at first,
without a prospect of their ever being
better. But the mournful story of
Cornwallis was yet to be told, and it
was necessary to give it the softest

introduction possible.
“But in the course of this year,”
continues the speech, “my assiduous
endeavors to guard the extensive
dominions of my crown have not been
attended with success equal to the
justice and uprightness of my views.”—
What justice and uprightness there was
in beginning a war with America, the
world will judge of, and the unequalled
barbarity with which it has been
conducted, is not to be worn from the
memory by the cant of snivelling
hypocrisy.
“And it is with great concern that I
inform you that the events of war have
been very unfortunate to my arms in

Virginia, having ended in the loss of my
forces in that province.”—And our great
concern is that they are not all served in
the same manner.

“No endeavors have been wanting on
my part,” says the speech, “to
extinguish that spirit of rebellion which
our enemies have found
means to foment and maintain in the
colonies; and to restore to my
deluded subjects in America that happy
and prosperous condition
which they formerly derived from a due
obedience to the laws.”

The expression of deluded subjects is
become so hacknied and contemptible,
and the more so when we see them
making prisoners of whole armies at a
time, that the pride of not being laughed
at would induce a man of common sense
to leave it off. But the most offensive
falsehood in the paragraph is the
attributing the prosperity of America to a
wrong cause. It was the unremitted
industry of the settlers and their
descendants, the hard labor and toil of
persevering fortitude, that were the true
causes of the prosperity of America. The
former tyranny of England served to
people it, and the virtue of the
adventurers to improve it. Ask the man,

who, with his axe, hath cleared a way in
the wilderness, and now possesses an
estate, what made him rich, and he will
tell you the labor of his hands, the sweat
of his brow, and the blessing of heaven.
Let Britain but leave America to herself
and she asks no more. She has risen into
greatness without the knowledge and
against the will of England, and has a
right to the unmolested enjoyment of her
own created wealth.

“I will order,” says the speech, “the
estimates of the ensuing year to
be laid before you. I rely on your
wisdom and public spirit for such
supplies as the circumstances of our

affairs shall be found to require.
Among the many ill consequences which
attend the continuation of
the present war, I most sincerely regret
the additional burdens which
it must unavoidably bring upon my
faithful subjects.”

It is strange that a nation must run
through such a labyrinth of trouble, and
expend such a mass of wealth to gain the
wisdom which an hour’s reflection might
have taught. The final superiority of
America over every attempt that an
island might make to conquer her, was
as naturally marked in the constitution of
things, as the future ability of a giant

over a dwarf is delineated in his features
while an infant. How far providence, to
accomplish purposes which no human
wisdom could foresee, permitted such
extraordinary errors, is still a secret in
the womb of time, and must remain so
till futurity shall give it birth.
“In the prosecution of this great and
important contest,” says the
speech, “in which we are engaged, I
retain a firm confidence in the
protection of divine providence, and a
perfect conviction in the justice
of my cause, and I have no doubt, but,
that by the concurrence and
support of my parliament, by the valour
of my fleets and armies, and

by a vigorous, animated, and united
exertion of the faculties and resources
of my people, I shall be enabled to
restore the blessings of a
safe and honorable peace to all my
dominions.”

The king of England is one of the
readiest believers in the world. In the
beginning of the contest he passed an act
to put America out of the protection of
the crown of England, and though
providence, for seven years together,
hath put him out of her protection, still
the man has no doubt. Like Pharaoh on
the edge of the Red sea, he sees not the
plunge he is making, and precipitately

drives across the flood that is closing
over his head.
I think it is a reasonable supposition,
that this part of the speech was
composed before the arrival of the news
of the capture of Cornwallis: for it
certainly has no relation to their
condition at the time it was spoken. But,
be this as it may, it is nothing to us. Our
line is fixed. Our lot is cast; and
America, the child of fate, is arriving at
maturity. We have nothing to do but by a
spirited and quick exertion, to stand
prepared for war or peace. Too great to
yield, and too noble to insult; superior to
misfortune, and generous in success, let
us untaintedly preserve the character

which we have gained, and show to
future ages an example of unequalled
magnanimity. There is something in the
cause and consequence of America that
has drawn on her the attention of all
mankind. The world has seen her brave.
Her love of liberty; her ardour in
supporting it; the justice of her claims,
and the constancy of her fortitude have
won her the esteem of Europe, and
attached to her interest the first power in
that country.
Her situation now is such, that to
whatever point, past, present or to come,
she casts her eyes, new matter rises to
convince her that she is right. In her
conduct towards her enemy, no

reproachful sentiment lurks in secret. No
sense of injustice is left upon the mind.
Untainted with ambition, and a stranger
to revenge, her progress hath been
marked by providence, and she, in every
stage of the conflict, has blest her with
success.
But let not America wrap herself up in
delusive hope and suppose the business
done. The least remissness in
preparation, the least relaxation in
execution, will only serve to prolong the
war, and increase expenses. If our
enemies can draw consolation from
misfortune, and exert themselves upon
despair, how much more ought we, who
are to win a continent by the conquest,

and have already an earnest of success?
Having, in the preceding part, made
my remarks on the several matters which
the speech contains, I shall now make
my remarks on what it does not contain.
There is not a syllable in it respecting
alliances. Either the injustice of Britain
is too glaring, or her condition too
desperate, or both, for any neighboring
power to come to her support. In the
beginning of the contest, when she had
only America to contend with, she hired
assistance from Hesse, and other smaller
states of Germany, and for nearly three
years did America, young, raw,
undisciplined and unprovided, stand
against the power of Britain, aided by

twenty thousand foreign troops, and
made a complete conquest of one entire
army. The remembrance of those things
ought to inspire us with confidence and
greatness of mind, and carry us through
every remaining difficulty with content
and cheerfulness. What are the little
sufferings of the present day, compared
with the hardships that are past? There
was a time, when we had neither house
nor home in safety; when every hour was
the hour of alarm and danger; when the
mind, tortured with anxiety, knew no
repose, and every thing, but hope and
fortitude, was bidding us farewell.
It is of use to look back upon these
things; to call to mind the times of

trouble and the scenes of complicated
anguish that are past and gone. Then
every expense was cheap, compared
with the dread of conquest and the
misery of submission. We did not stand
debating upon trifles, or contending
about the necessary and unavoidable
charges of defence. Every one bore his
lot of suffering, and looked forward to
happier days, and scenes of rest.
Perhaps one of the greatest dangers
which any country can be exposed to,
arises from a kind of trifling which
sometimes steals upon the mind, when it
supposes the danger past; and this unsafe
situation marks at this time the peculiar
crisis of America. What would she once

have given to have known that her
condition at this day should be what it
now is? And yet we do not seem to
place a proper value upon it, nor
vigorously pursue the necessary
measures to secure it. We know that we
cannot be defended, nor yet defend
ourselves, without trouble and expense.
We have no right to expect it; neither
ought we to look for it. We are a people,
who, in our situation, differ from all the
world. We form one common floor of
public good, and, whatever is our
charge, it is paid for our own interest
and upon our own account.
Misfortune and experience have now
taught us system and method; and the

arrangements for carrying on the war are
reduced to rule and order. The quotas of
the several states are ascertained, and I
intend in a future publication to show
what they are, and the necessity as well
as the advantages of vigorously
providing for them....
COMMON SENSE.
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THE CRISIS.
No. 13. Thoughts on the Peace, and
the Probable Advantages Thereof.

“THE TIMES THAT TRIED men’s
souls,”20 are over—and the greatest and
completest revolution the world ever
knew,
gloriously
and
happily
accomplished.
But to pass from the extremes of
danger to safety—from the tumult of war
to the tranquillity of peace, though sweet
in contemplation, requires a gradual
composure of the senses to receive it.
Even calmness has the power of
stunning, when it opens too instantly
upon us. The long and raging hurricane
that should cease in a moment, would
leave us in a state rather of wonder than
enjoyment; and some moments of
recollection must pass, before we could

be capable of tasting the felicity of
repose. There are but few instances, in
which the mind is fitted for sudden
transitions: it takes in its pleasures by
reflection and comparison and those
must have time to act, before the relish
for new scenes is complete.
In the present case—the mighty
magnitude of the object—the various
uncertainties of fate it has undergone—
the numerous and complicated dangers
we have suffered or escaped—the
eminence we now stand on, and the vast
prospect before us, must all conspire to
impress us with contemplation.
To see it in our power to make a
world happy—to teach mankind the art

of being so—to exhibit, on the theatre of
the universe a character hitherto
unknown—and to have, as it were, a
new creation intrusted to our hands, are
honors that command reflection, and can
neither be too highly estimated, nor too
gratefully received.
In this pause then of recollection—
while the storm is ceasing, and the long
agitated mind vibrating to a rest, let us
look back on the scenes we have passed,
and learn from experience what is yet to
be done.
Never, I say, had a country so many
openings to happiness as this. Her
setting out in life, like the rising of a fair
morning, was unclouded and promising.

Her cause was good. Her principles just
and liberal. Her temper serene and firm.
Her conduct regulated by the nicest
steps, and everything about her wore the
mark of honour. It is not every country
(perhaps there is not another in the
world) that can boast so fair an origin.
Even the first settlement of America
corresponds with the character of the
revolution. Rome, once the proud
mistress of the universe, was originally
a band of ruffians. Plunder and rapine
made her rich, and her oppression of
millions made her great. But America
need never be ashamed to tell her birth,
nor relate the stages by which she rose
to empire.

The remembrance, then, of what is
past, if it operates rightly, must inspire
her with the most laudable of all
ambition, that of adding to the fair fame
she began with. The world has seen her
great in adversity; struggling, without a
thought of yielding, beneath accumulated
difficulties, bravely, nay proudly,
encountering distress, and rising in
resolution as the storm increased. All
this is justly due to her, for her fortitude
has merited the character. Let, then, the
world see that she can bear prosperity:
and that her honest virtue in time of
peace, is equal to the bravest virtue in
time of war.
She is now descending to the scenes of

quiet and domestic life. Not beneath the
cypress shade of disappointment, but to
enjoy in her own land, and under her
own vine, the sweet of her labours, and
the reward of her toil.—In this situation,
may she never forget that a fair national
reputation is of as much importance as
independence. That it possesses a charm
that wins upon the world, and makes
even enemies civil. That it gives a
dignity which is often superior to power,
and commands reverence where pomp
and splendour fail.
It would be a circumstance ever to be
lamented and never to be forgotten, were
a single blot, from any cause whatever,
suffered to fall on a revolution, which to

the end of time must be an honour to the
age that accomplished it: and which has
contributed more to enlighten the world,
and diffuse a spirit of freedom and
liberality among mankind, than any
human event (if this may be called one)
that ever preceded it.
It is not among the least of the
calamities of a long continued war, that
it unhinges the mind from those nice
sensations which at other times appear
so amiable. The continual spectacle of
wo blunts the finer feelings, and the
necessity of bearing with the sight,
renders it familiar. In like manner, are
many of the moral obligations of society
weakened, till the custom of acting by

necessity becomes an apology, where it
is truly a crime. Yet let but a nation
conceive rightly of its character, and it
will be chastely just in protecting it.
None ever began with a fairer than
America and none can be under a greater
obligation to preserve it.
The debt which America has
contracted, compared with the cause she
has gained, and the advantages to flow
from it, ought scarcely to be mentioned.
She has it in her choice to do, and to live
as happily as she pleases. The world is
in her hands. She has no foreign power
to monopolize her commerce, perplex
her legislation, or control her prosperity.
The struggle is over, which must one day

have happened, and, perhaps, never
could have happened at a better time.21
And instead of a domineering master,
she has gained an ally whose exemplary
greatness, and universal liberality, have
extorted a confession even from her
enemies.
With the blessings of peace,
independence,
and
an universal
commerce, the states, individually and
collectively, will have leisure and
opportunity to regulate and establish
their domestic concerns, and to put it
beyond the power of calumny to throw
the least reflection on their honor.
Character is much easier kept than
recovered, and that man, if any such

there be, who, from sinister views, or
littleness of soul, lends unseen his hand
to injure it, contrives a wound it will
never be in his power to heal.
As we have established an inheritance
for posterity, let that inheritance
descend, with every mark of an
honourable conveyance. The little it will
cost, compared with the worth of the
states, the greatness of the object, and
the value of the national character, will
be a profitable exchange.
But that which must more forcibly
strike a thoughtful, penetrating mind, and
which includes and renders easy all
inferior concerns, is the UNION OF
THE STATES. On this our great

national character depends. It is this
which must give us importance abroad
and security at home. It is through this
only that we are, or can be, nationally
known in the world; it is the flag of the
United States which renders our ships
and commerce safe on the seas, or in a
foreign port. Our Mediterranean passes
must be obtained under the same style.
All our treaties, whether of alliance,
peace, or commerce, are formed under
the sovereignty of the United States, and
Europe knows us by no other name or
title.

“I have never met with a man,
either in England or America,

who hath not confessed it as
his opinion that a separation
between the countries would
take place one time or other;
and there is no instance in
which we have shown less
judgment, than in endeavoring
to describe what we call the
ripeness or fitness of the
continent for independence.
“As all men allow the
measure, and differ only in
their opinion of the time, let
us, in order to remove
mistakes, take a general
survey of things,
and
endeavour, if possible, to find

out the very time. But we
need not to go far, the inquiry
ceases at once, for, the time
has found us. The general
concurrence, the glorious
union of all things prove the
fact.
“It is not in numbers, but in
a union, that our great strength
lies. The continent is just
arrived at that pitch of
strength, in which no single
colony is able to support
itself, and the whole, when
united, can accomplish the
matter; and either more or
less than this, might be fatal

in its
note].

effects.”

[Author’s

The division of the empire into states
is for our own convenience, but abroad
this distinction ceases. The affairs of
each state are local. They can go no
further than to itself. And were the
whole worth of even the richest of them
expended in revenue, it would not be
sufficient to support sovereignty against
a foreign attack. In short, we have no
other national sovereignty than as United
States. It would even be fatal for us if
we had—too expensive to be
maintained, and impossible to be
supported. Individuals, or individual

states, may call themselves what they
please; but the world, and especially the
world of enemies, is not to be held in
awe by the whistling of a name.
Sovereignty must have power to protect
all the parts that compose and constitute
it: and as UNITED STATES we are
equal to the importance of the title, but
otherwise we are not. Our union, well
and wisely regulated and cemented, is
the cheapest way of being great—the
easiest way of being powerful, and the
happiest invention in government which
the circumstances of America can admit
of.—Because it collects from each state,
that which, by being inadequate, can be
of no use to it, and forms an aggregate
that serves for all.

The states of Holland are an
unfortunate instance of the effects of
individual sovereignty. Their disjointed
condition exposes them to numerous
intrigues, losses, calamities, and
enemies; and the almost impossibility of
bringing their measures to a decision,
and that decision into execution, is to
them, and would be to us, a source of
endless misfortune.
It is with confederated states as with
individuals in society; something must
be yielded up to make the whole secure.
In this view of things we gain by what
we give, and draw an annual interest
greater than the capital.—I ever feel
myself hurt when I hear the union, that

great palladium of our liberty and safety,
the least irreverently spoken of. It is the
most sacred thing in the constitution of
America, and that which every man
should be most proud and tender of. Our
citizenship in the United States is our
national character. Our citizenship in any
particular state is only our local
distinction. By the latter we are known
at home, by the former to the world. Our
great title is AMERICANS—our
inferior one varies with the place.
So far as my endeavours could go, they
have all been directed to conciliate the
affections, unite the interests, and draw
and keep the mind of the country
together; and the better to assist in this

foundation work of the revolution, I have
avoided all places of profit or office,
either in the state I live in, or in the
United States; kept myself at a distance
from all parties and party connexions,
and even disregarded all private and
inferior concerns: and when we take into
view the great work which we have
gone through, and feel, as we ought to
feel, the just importance of it, we shall
then see, that the little wranglings and
indecent contentions of personal parley,
are as dishonourable to our characters,
as they are injurious to our repose.
It was the cause of America that made
me an author. The force with which it
struck my mind, and the dangerous

condition the country appeared to me in,
by courting an impossible and an
unnatural reconciliation with those who
were determined to reduce her, instead
of striking out into the only line that
could cement and save her, A
DECLARATION
OF
INDEPENDENCE, made it impossible
for me, feeling as I did, to be silent: and
if, in the course of more than seven
years, I have rendered her any service, I
have likewise added something to the
reputation of literature, by freely and
disinterestedly employing it in the great
cause of mankind, and showing that there
may be genius without prostitution.
Independence always appeared to me

practicable and probable, provided the
sentiment of the country could be formed
and held to the object: and there is no
instance in the world, where a people so
extended, and wedded to former habits
of thinking, and under such a variety of
circumstances, were so instantly and
effectually pervaded, by a turn in
politics, as in the case of independence;
and who supported their opinion,
undiminished, through such a succession
of good and ill fortune, till they crowned
it with success.
But as the scenes of war are closed,
and every man preparing for home and
happier times, I therefore take my leave
of the subject. I have most sincerely

followed it from beginning to end, and
through all its turns and windings: and
whatever country I may hereafter be in, I
shall always feel an honest pride at the
part I have taken and acted, and a
gratitude to nature and providence for
putting it in my power to be of some use
to mankind.

COMMON SENSE.
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RIGHTS OF MAN
(selections)
Part the First [1791]
Part the Second [1792]
RIGHTS OF MAN
[Part the First]
BEING AN ANSWER TO MR.
BURKE’S ATTACK ON THE
FRENCH
REVOLUTION
BY
THOMAS PAINE

SECRETARY FOR FOREIGN
AFFAIRS TO CONGRESS IN THE
AMERICAN WAR, AND
AUTHOR OF THE WORKS
ENTITLED “COMMON SENSE” AND
“A LETTER TO THE ABBÉ
RAYNAL”
GEORGE WASHINGTON,
PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED
STATES OF AMERICA.

SIR,—
I present you a small treatise in
defence of those principles of freedom
which your exemplary virtue hath so
eminently contributed to establish. That

the Rights of Man may become as
universal as your benevolence can wish,
and that you may enjoy the happiness of
seeing the New World regenerate the
Old, is the prayer of
SIR,
Your much obliged, and
Obedient humble Servant,
THOMAS PAINE.

PREFACE TO THE
ENGLISH EDITION.
FROM THE PART MR. Burke took in
the American Revolution, it was natural
that I should consider him a friend to

mankind; and as our acquaintance
commenced on that ground, it would
have been more agreeable to me to have
had cause to continue in that opinion than
to change it.
At the time Mr. Burke made his violent
speech last winter in the English
Parliament
against
the
French
Revolution and the National Assembly, I
was in Paris, and had written to him but
a short time before to inform him how
prosperously matters were going on.
Soon after this I saw his advertisement
of the Pamphlet he intended to publish:
As the attack was to be made in a
language but little studied, and less
understood in France, and as everything

suffers by translation, I promised some
of the friends of the Revolution in that
country that whenever Mr. Burke’s
Pamphlet came forth, I would answer it.
This appeared to me the more necessary
to be done, when I saw the flagrant
misrepresentations which Mr. Burke’s
Pamphlet contains; and that while it is an
outrageous abuse on the French
Revolution, and the principles of
Liberty, it is an imposition on the rest of
the world.
I am the more astonished and
disappointed at this conduct in Mr.
Burke, as (from the circumstances I am
going to mention) I had formed other
expectations.

I had seen enough of the miseries of
war, to wish it might never more have
existence in the world, and that some
other mode might be found out to settle
the differences that should occasionally
arise in the neighbourhood of nations.
This certainly might be done if Courts
were disposed to set honestly about it,
or if countries were enlightened enough
not to be made the dupes of Courts. The
people of America had been bred up in
the same prejudices against France,
which at that time characterised the
people of England; but experience and
an acquaintance with the French Nation
have most effectually shown to the
Americans the falsehood of those

prejudices; and I do not believe that a
more
cordial
and
confidential
intercourse exists between any two
countries than between America and
France.
When I came to France, in the spring
of 1787, the Archbishop of Thoulouse
was then Minister, and at that time highly
esteemed. I became much acquainted
with the private Secretary of that
Minister, a man of an enlarged
benevolent heart; and found, that his
sentiments and my own perfectly agreed
with respect to the madness of war, and
the wretched impolicy of two nations,
like England and France, continually
worrying each other, to no other end than

that of a mutual increase of burdens and
taxes. That I might be assured I had not
misunderstood him, nor he me, I put the
substance of our opinions into writing
and sent it to him; subjoining a request,
that if I should see among the people of
England, any disposition to cultivate a
better understanding between the two
nations than had hitherto prevailed, how
far I might be authorised to say that the
same disposition prevailed on the part of
France? He answered me by letter in the
most unreserved manner, and that not for
himself only, but for the Minister, with
whose knowledge the letter was
declared to be written.
I put this letter into the hands of Mr.

Burke almost three years ago, and left it
with him, where it still remains; hoping,
and at the same time naturally expecting,
from the opinion I had conceived of him,
that he would find some opportunity of
making good use of it, for the purpose of
removing those errors and prejudices
which two neighbouring nations, from
the want of knowing each other, had
entertained, to the injury of both.
When the French Revolution broke out,
it certainly afforded to Mr. Burke an
opportunity of doing some good, had he
been disposed to it; instead of which, no
sooner did he see the old prejudices
wearing away, than he immediately
began sowing the seeds of a new

inveteracy, as if he were afraid that
England and France would cease to be
enemies. That there are men in all
countries who get their living by war,
and by keeping up the quarrels of
Nations, is as shocking as it is true; but
when those who are concerned in the
government of a country, make it their
study to sow discord and cultivate
prejudices between Nations, it becomes
the more unpardonable.
With respect to a paragraph in this
work alluding to Mr. Burke’s having a
pension, the report has been some time
in circulation, at least two months; and
as a person is often the last to hear what
concerns him the most to know, I have

mentioned it, that Mr. Burke may have an
opportunity of contradicting the rumour,
if he thinks proper.

THOMAS PAINE.

PREFACE TO THE
FRENCH EDITION.
THE ASTONISHMENT WHICH THE
French Revolution has caused throughout
Europe should be considered from two
different points of view: first as it
affects foreign peoples, secondly as it
affects their governments.
The cause of the French people is that

of all Europe, or rather of the whole
world; but the governments of all those
countries are by no means favorable to
it. It is important that we should never
lose sight of this distinction. We must
not confuse the peoples with their
governments; especially not the English
people with its government.
The government of England is no
friend to the revolution of France. Of
this we have sufficient proofs in the
thanks given by that weak and witless
person, the Elector of Hanover,
sometimes called the King of England, to
Mr. Burke for the insults heaped on it in
his book, and in the malevolent
comments of the English Minister, Mr.

Pitt, in his speeches in Parliament.
In spite of the professions of sincerest
friendship found in the official
correspondence
of
the
English
government with that of France, its
conduct gives the lie to all its
declarations, and shows us clearly that it
is not a court to be trusted, but an insane
court, plunging in all the quarrels and
intrigues of Europe, in quest of a war to
satisfy its folly and countenance its
extravagance.
The English nation, on the contrary, is
very favorably disposed towards the
French Revolution, and to the progress
of liberty in the whole world; and this
feeling will become more general in

England as the intrigues and artifices of
its government are better known, and the
principles of the revolution better
understood. The French should know
that most English newspapers are
directly in the pay of government, or, if
indirectly connected with it, always
under its orders; and that those papers
constantly distort and attack the
revolution in France in order to deceive
the nation. But, as it is impossible long
to prevent the prevalence of truth, the
daily falsehoods of those papers no
longer have the desired effect.
To be convinced that the voice of truth
has been stifled in England, the world
needs only to be told that the government

regards and prosecutes as a libel that
which it should protect.22 This outrage
on morality is called law, and judges are
found wicked enough to inflict penalties
on truth.
The English government presents, just
now, a curious phenomenon. Seeing that
the French and English nations are
getting rid of the prejudices and false
notions formerly entertained against each
other, and which have cost them so much
money, that government seems to be
placarding its need of a foe; for unless it
finds one somewhere, no pretext exists
for the enormous revenue and taxation
now deemed necessary.
Therefore it seeks in Russia the enemy

it has lost in France, and appears to say
to the universe, or to say to itself: “If
nobody will be so kind as to become my
foe, I shall need no more fleets nor
armies, and shall be forced to reduce my
taxes. The American war enabled me to
double the taxes; the Dutch business to
add more; the Nootka humbug gave me a
pretext for raising three millions sterling
more; but unless I can make an enemy of
Russia the harvest from wars will end. I
was the first to incite Turk against
Russian, and now I hope to reap a fresh
crop of taxes.”
If the miseries of war, and the flood of
evils it spreads over a country, did not
check all inclination to mirth, and turn

laughter into grief, the frantic conduct of
the government of England would only
excite ridicule. But it is impossible to
banish from one’s mind the images of
suffering which the contemplation of
such vicious policy presents. To reason
with governments, as they have existed
for ages, is to argue with brutes. It is
only from the nations themselves that
reforms can be expected. There ought
not now to exist any doubt that the
peoples of France, England, and
America, enlightened and enlightening
each other, shall henceforth be able, not
merely to give the world an example of
good government, but by their united
influence enforce its practice.

RIGHTS OF MAN.
AMONG THE INCIVILITIES BY which
nations or individuals provoke and
irritate each other, Mr. Burke’s pamphlet
on the French Revolution is an
extraordinary instance. Neither the
People of France, nor the National
Assembly, were troubling themselves
about the affairs of England, or the
English Parliament; and that Mr. Burke
should commence an unprovoked attack
upon them, both in Parliament and in
public, is a conduct that cannot be
pardoned on the score of manners, nor
justified on that of policy.
There is scarcely an epithet of abuse to

be found in the English language, with
which Mr. Burke has not loaded the
French Nation and the National
Assembly. Everything which rancour,
prejudice, ignorance or knowledge
could suggest, is poured forth in the
copious fury of near four hundred pages.
In the strain and on the plan Mr. Burke
was writing, he might have written on to
as many thousands. When the tongue or
the pen is let loose in a phrenzy of
passion, it is the man, and not the
subject, that becomes exhausted.
Hitherto Mr. Burke has been mistaken
and disappointed in the opinions he had
formed of the affairs of France; but such
is the ingenuity of his hope, or the

malignancy of his despair, that it
furnishes him with new pretences to go
on. There was a time when it was
impossible to make Mr. Burke believe
there would be any Revolution in
France. His opinion then was, that the
French had neither spirit to undertake it
nor fortitude to support it; and now that
there is one, he seeks an escape by
condemning it.
Not sufficiently content with abusing
the National Assembly, a great part of
his work is taken up with abusing Dr.
Price23 (one of the best-hearted men that
lives) and the two societies in England
known by the name of the Revolution
Society
and
the
Society
for

Constitutional Information.
Dr. Price had preached a sermon on
the 4th of November, 1789, being the
anniversary of what is called in England
the Revolution, which took place 1688.
Mr. Burke, speaking of this sermon,
says: “The political Divine proceeds
dogmatically to assert, that by the
principles of the Revolution, the people
of England have acquired three
fundamental rights.
1. To choose our own governors.
2. To cashier them for misconduct.
3. To frame a government for
ourselves.”
Dr. Price does not say that the right to

do these things exists in this or in that
person, or in this or in that description of
persons, but that it exists in the whole;
that it is a right resident in the nation.
Mr. Burke, on the contrary, denies that
such a right exists in the nation, either in
whole or in part, or that it exists
anywhere; and, what is still more strange
and marvellous, he says: “that the people
of England utterly disclaim such a right,
and that they will resist the practical
assertion of it with their lives and
fortunes.” That men should take up arms
and spend their lives and fortunes, not to
maintain their rights, but to maintain they
h a v e not rights, is an entirely new
species of discovery, and suited to the
paradoxical genius of Mr. Burke.

The method which Mr. Burke takes to
prove that the people of England have no
such rights, and that such rights do not
now exist in the nation, either in whole
or in part, or anywhere at all, is of the
same marvellous and monstrous kind
with what he has already said; for his
arguments are that the persons, or the
generation of persons, in whom they did
exist, are dead, and with them the right is
dead also. To prove this, he quotes a
declaration made by Parliament about a
hundred years ago, to William and Mary,
in these words: “The Lords Spiritual and
Temporal, and Commons, do, in the
name of the people aforesaid” (meaning
the people of England then living) “most

humbly and faithfully submit themselves,
their heirs and posterities, for EVER.”
He quotes a clause of another Act of
Parliament made in the same reign, the
terms of which he says, “bind us”
(meaning the people of their day), “our
heirs and our posterity, to them, their
heirs and posterity, to the end of time.”
Mr. Burke conceives his point
sufficiently established by producing
those clauses, which he enforces by
saying that they exclude the right of the
nation for ever. And not yet content with
making such declarations, repeated over
and over again, he farther says, “that if
the people of England possessed such a
right before the Revolution” (which he

acknowledges to have been the case, not
only in England, but throughout Europe,
at an early period), “yet that the English
Nation did, at the time of the Revolution,
most solemnly renounce and abdicate it,
for themselves, and for all their
posterity, for ever.”
As Mr. Burke occasionally applies the
poison drawn from his horrid principles,
not only to the English nation, but to the
French Revolution and the National
Assembly, and charges that august,
illuminated and illuminating body of men
with the epithet of usurpers, I shall, sans
cérémonie, place another system of
principles in opposition to his.
The English Parliament of 1688 did a

certain thing, which, for themselves and
their constituents, they had a right to do,
and which it appeared right should be
done. But, in addition to this right, which
they possessed by delegation, they set
up another right by assumption, that of
binding and controlling posterity to the
end of time. The case, therefore, divides
itself into two parts; the right which they
possessed by delegation, and the right
which they set up by assumption. The
first is admitted; but with respect to the
second, I reply—
There never did, there never will, and
there never can, exist a Parliament, or
any description of men, or any
generation of men, in any country,

possessed of the right or the power of
binding and controuling posterity to the
“end of time,” or of commanding for
ever how the world shall be governed,
or who shall govern it; and therefore all
such clauses, acts or declarations by
which the makers of them attempt to do
what they have neither the right nor the
power to do, nor the power to execute,
are in themselves null and void. Every
age and generation must be as free to act
for itself in all cases as the age and
generations which preceded it. The
vanity and presumption of governing
beyond the grave is the most ridiculous
and insolent of all tyrannies. Man has no
property in man; neither has any
generation a property in the generations

which are to follow. The Parliament or
the people of 1688, or of any other
period, had no more right to dispose of
the people of the present day, or to bind
or to control them in any shape
whatever, than the parliament or the
people of the present day have to
dispose of, bind or control those who
are to live a hundred or a thousand years
hence. Every generation is, and must be,
competent to all the purposes which its
occasions require. It is the living, and
not the dead, that are to be
accommodated. When man ceases to be,
his power and his wants cease with him;
and having no longer any participation in
the concerns of this world, he has no

longer any authority in directing who
shall be its governors, or how its
government shall be organised, or how
administered.
I am not contending for nor against any
form of government, nor for nor against
any party, here or elsewhere. That which
a whole nation chooses to do it has a
right to do. Mr. Burke says, No. Where,
then, does the right exist? I am
contending for the rights of the living,
and against their being willed away and
controuled and contracted for by the
manuscript assumed authority of the
dead, and Mr. Burke is contending for
the authority of the dead over the rights
and freedom of the living. There was a

time when kings disposed of their
crowns by will upon their death-beds,
and consigned the people, like beasts of
the field, to whatever successor they
appointed. This is now so exploded as
scarcely to be remembered, and so
monstrous as hardly to be believed. But
the Parliamentary clauses upon which
Mr. Burke builds his political church are
of the same nature.
The laws of every country must be
analogous to some common principle. In
England no parent or master, nor all the
authority of Parliament, omnipotent as it
has called itself, can bind or control the
personal freedom even of an individual
beyond the age of twenty-one years. On

what ground of right, then, could the
Parliament
of 1688, or any other
Parliament, bind all posterity for ever?
Those who have quitted the world, and
those who have not yet arrived at it, are
as remote from each other as the utmost
stretch of mortal imagination can
conceive. What possible obligation,
then, can exist between them—what rule
or principle can be laid down that of
two nonentities, the one out of existence
and the other not in, and who never can
meet in this world, the one should
controul the other to the end of time?
In England it is said that money cannot
be taken out of the pockets of the people
without their consent. But who

authorised, or who could authorise, the
Parliament of 1688 to control and take
away the freedom of posterity (who
were not in existence to give or to
withhold their consent), and limit and
confine their right of acting in certain
cases for ever?
A greater absurdity cannot present
itself to the understanding of man than
what Mr. Burke offers to his readers. He
tells them, and he tells the world to
come, that a certain body of men who
existed a hundred years ago made a law,
and that there does not exist in the
nation, nor ever will, nor ever can, a
power to alter it. Under how many
subtilties or absurdities has the divine

right to govern been imposed on the
credulity of mankind? Mr. Burke has
discovered a new one, and he has
shortened his journey to Rome by
appealing to the power of this infallible
Parliament of former days, and he
produces what it has done as of divine
authority, for that power must certainly
be more than human which no human
power to the end of time can alter.
But Mr. Burke has done some service
—not to his cause, but to his country—
by bringing those clauses into public
view. They serve to demonstrate how
necessary it is at all times to watch
against the attempted encroachment of
power, and to prevent its running to

excess. It is somewhat extraordinary that
the offence for which James II. was
expelled, that of setting up power by
assumption, should be re-acted, under
another shape and form, by the
Parliament that expelled him. It shews
that the Rights of Man were but
imperfectly
understood
at
the
Revolution, for certain it is that the right
which that Parliament set up by
assumption (for by the delegation it had
not, and could not have it, because none
could give it) over the persons and
freedom of posterity for ever was of the
same tyrannical unfounded kind which
James attempted to set up over the
Parliament and the nation, and for which
he was expelled. The only difference is

(for in principle they differ not) that the
one was an usurper over the living, and
the other over the unborn; and as the one
has no better authority to stand upon than
the other, both of them must be equally
null and void, and of no effect.
From what, or from whence, does Mr.
Burke prove the right of any human
power to bind posterity for ever? He has
produced his clauses, but he must
produce also his proofs that such a right
existed, and shew how it existed. If it
ever existed it must now exist, for
whatever appertains to the nature of man
cannot be annihilated by man. It is the
nature of man to die, and he will
continue to die as long as he continues to

be born. But Mr. Burke has set up a sort
of political Adam, in whom all posterity
are bound for ever. He must, therefore,
prove that his Adam possessed such a
power, or such a right.
The weaker any cord is, the less will it
bear to be stretched, and the worse is the
policy to stretch it, unless it is intended
to break it. Had anyone proposed the
overthrow of Mr. Burke’s positions, he
would have proceeded as Mr. Burke has
done. He would have magnified the
authorities, on purpose to have called
the right of them into question; and the
instant the question of right was started,
the authorities must have been given up.
It requires but a very small glance of

thought to perceive that altho’ laws
made in one generation often continue in
force through succeeding generations,
yet they continue to derive their force
from the consent of the living. A law not
repealed continues in force, not because
i t cannot be repealed, but because it is
not repealed; and the non-repealing
passes for consent.
But Mr. Burke’s clauses have not even
this qualification in their favor. They
become null, by attempting to become
immortal. The nature of them precludes
consent. They destroy the right which
they might have, by grounding it on a
right which they cannot have. Immortal
power is not a human right, and therefore

cannot be a right of Parliament. The
Parliament of 1688 might as well have
passed an act to have authorised
themselves to live for ever, as to make
their authority live for ever. All,
therefore, that can be said of those
clauses is that they are a formality of
words, of as much import as if those
who used them had addressed a
congratulation to themselves, and in the
oriental style of antiquity had said: O
Parliament, live for ever!
The circumstances of the world are
continually changing, and the opinions of
men change also; and as government is
for the living, and not for the dead, it is
the living only that has any right in it.

That which may be thought right and
found convenient in one age may be
thought wrong and found inconvenient in
another. In such cases, who is to decide,
the living or the dead?
As almost one hundred pages of Mr.
Burke’s book are employed upon these
clauses, it will consequently follow that
if the clauses themselves, so far as they
set up an assumed usurped dominion
over
posterity
for
ever,
are
unauthoritative, and in their nature null
and void; that all his voluminous
inferences, and declamation drawn
therefrom, or founded thereon, are null
and void also; and on this ground I rest
the matter.

We now come more particularly to the
affairs of France. Mr. Burke’s book has
the appearance of being written as
instruction to the French nation; but if I
may permit myself the use of an
extravagant metaphor, suited to the
extravagance of the case, it is darkness
attempting to illuminate light.
While I am writing this there are
accidentally before me some proposals
for a declaration of rights by the
Marquis de la Fayette (I ask his pardon
for using his former address, and do it
only for distinction’s sake) to the
National Assembly, on the 11th of July,
1789, three days before the taking of the
Bastille, and I cannot but remark with

astonishment how opposite the sources
are from which that gentleman and Mr.
Burke draw their principles. Instead of
referring to musty records and mouldy
parchments to prove that the rights of the
living are lost, “renounced and
abdicated for ever,” by those who are
now no more, as Mr. Burke has done, M.
de la Fayette applies to the living world,
and emphatically says: “Call to mind the
sentiments which nature has engraved on
the heart of every citizen, and which take
a new force when they are solemnly
recognised by all:—For a nation to love
liberty, it is sufficient that she knows it;
and to be free, it is sufficient that she
wills it.” How dry, barren, and obscure
is the source from which Mr. Burke

labors! and how ineffectual, though gay
with flowers, are all his declamation
and his arguments compared with these
clear, concise, and soul-animating
sentiments! Few and short as they are,
they lead on to a vast field of generous
and manly thinking, and do not finish,
like Mr. Burke’s periods, with music in
the ear, and nothing in the heart.
As I have introduced M. de la Fayette,
I will take the liberty of adding an
anecdote respecting his farewel address
to the Congress of America in 1783, and
which occurred fresh to my mind, when I
saw Mr. Burke’s thundering attack on the
French Revolution. M. de la Fayette
went to America at the early period of

the war, and continued a volunteer in her
service to the end. His conduct through
the whole of that enterprise is one of the
most extraordinary that is to be found in
the history of a young man, scarcely
twenty years of age. Situated in a country
that was like the lap of sensual pleasure,
and with the means of enjoying it, how
few are there to be found who would
exchange such a scene for the woods and
wildernesses of America, and pass the
flowery years of youth in unprofitable
danger and hardship! but such is the fact.
When the war ended, and he was on the
point of taking his final departure, he
presented himself to Congress, and
contemplating in his affectionate farewel
the Revolution he had seen, expressed

himself in these words: “May this great
monument raised to liberty serve as a
lesson to the oppressor, and an example
to the oppressed!” When this address
came to the hands of Dr. Franklin, who
was then in France, he applied to Count
Vergennes 24 to have it inserted in the
French Gazette, but never could obtain
his consent. The fact was that Count
Vergennes was an aristocratical despot
at home, and dreaded the example of the
American Revolution in France, as
certain other persons now dread the
example of the French Revolution in
England, and Mr. Burke’s tribute of fear
(for in this light his book must be
considered) runs parallel with Count

Vergennes’ refusal. But to return more
particularly to his work.
“We have seen,” says Mr. Burke, “the
French rebel against a mild and lawful
monarch, with more fury, outrage, and
insult, than any people has been known
to rise against the most illegal usurper,
or the most sanguinary tyrant.” This is
one among a thousand other instances, in
which Mr. Burke shows that he is
ignorant of the springs and principles of
the French Revolution.
It was not against Louis XVIth but
against the despotic principles of the
Government, that the nation revolted.
These principles had not their origin in
him, but in the original establishment,

many centuries back: and they were
become too deeply rooted to be
removed, and the Augean stables of
parasites and plunderers too abominably
filthy to be cleansed by anything short of
a complete and universal Revolution.
When it becomes necessary to do
anything, the whole heart and soul
should go into the measure, or not
attempt it. That crisis was then arrived,
and there remained no choice but to act
with determined vigor, or not to act at
all. The king was known to be the friend
of the nation, and this circumstance was
favorable to the enterprise. Perhaps no
man bred up in the style of an absolute
king, ever possessed a heart so little
disposed to the exercise of that species

of power as the present King of France.
But the principles of the Government
itself still remained the same. The
Monarch and the Monarchy were distinct
and separate things; and it was against
the established despotism of the latter,
and not against the person or principles
of the former, that the revolt commenced,
and the Revolution has been carried.
Mr. Burke does not attend to the
distinction between men and principles,
and, therefore, he does not see that a
revolt may take place against the
despotism of the latter, while there lies
no charge of despotism against the
former.
The natural moderation of Louis XVI

th contributed nothing to alter the
hereditary despotism of the monarchy.
All the tyrannies of former reigns, acted
under that hereditary despotism, were
still liable to be revived in the hands of
a successor. It was not the respite of a
reign that would satisfy France,
enlightened as she was then become. A
casual discontinuance of the practice of
despotism, is not a discontinuance of its
principles: the former depends on the
virtue of the individual who is in
immediate possession of the power; the
latter, on the virtue and fortitude of the
nation. In the case of Charles Ist and
James IInd of England, the revolt was
against the personal despotism of the
men; whereas in France, it was against

the hereditary despotism of the
established Government. But men who
can consign over the rights of posterity
for ever on the authority of a mouldy
parchment, like Mr. Burke, are not
qualified to judge of this Revolution. It
takes in a field too vast for their views
to explore, and proceeds with a
mightiness of reason they cannot keep
pace with.
But there are many points of view in
which
this
Revolution
may be
considered. When despotism has
established itself for ages in a country,
as in France, it is not in the person of the
king only that it resides. It has the
appearance of being so in show, and in

nominal authority; but it is not so in
practice and in fact. It has its standard
everywhere.
Every
office
and
department has its despotism, founded
upon custom and usage. Every place has
its Bastille,25 and every Bastille its
despot.
The
original
hereditary
despotism resident in the person of the
king, divides and sub-divides itself into
a thousand shapes and forms, till at last
the whole of it is acted by deputation.
This was the case in France; and against
this species of despotism, proceeding on
through an endless labyrinth of office till
the source of it is scarcely perceptible,
there is no mode of redress. It
strengthens itself by assuming the

appearance of duty, and tyrannises under
the pretence of obeying.
When a man reflects on the condition
which France was in from the nature of
her government, he will see other causes
for revolt than those which immediately
connect themselves with the person or
character of Louis XVI. There were, if I
may so express it, a thousand despotisms
to be reformed in France, which had
grown up under the hereditary despotism
of the monarchy, and became so rooted
as to be in a great measure independent
of it. Between the Monarchy, the
Parliament, and the Church there was a
rivalship of despotism; besides the
feudal despotism operating locally, and

the ministerial despotism operating
everywhere. But Mr. Burke, by
considering the king as the only possible
object of a revolt, speaks as if France
was a village, in which everything that
passed must be known to its
commanding officer, and no oppression
could be acted but what he could
immediately controul. Mr. Burke might
have been in the Bastille his whole life,
as well under Louis XVI. as Louis XIV,
and neither the one nor the other have
known that such a man as Burke existed.
The despotic principles of the
government were the same in both
reigns, though the dispositions of the
men were as remote as tyranny and
benevolence.

What Mr. Burke considers as a
reproach to the French Revolution(that
of bringing it forward under a reign
more mild than the preceding ones) is
one of its highest honors. The
Revolutions that have taken place in
other European countries, have been
excited by personal hatred. The rage
was against the man, and he became the
victim. But, in the instance of France we
see a Revolution generated in the
rational contemplation of the Rights of
Man, and distinguishing from the
beginning between persons
and
principles.
But Mr. Burke appears to have no idea
of principles when he is contemplating

Governments. “Ten years ago,” says he,
“I could have felicitated France on her
having a Government, without inquiring
what the nature of that Government was,
or how it was administered.” Is this the
language of a rational man? Is it the
language of a heart feeling as it ought to
feel for the rights and happiness of the
human race? On this ground, Mr. Burke
must compliment all the Governments in
the world, while the victims, who suffer
under them, whether sold into slavery, or
tortured out of existence, are wholly
forgotten. It is power, and not principles,
that Mr. Burke venerates; and under this
abominable depravity he is disqualified
to judge between them. Thus much for
his opinion as to the occasions of the

French Revolution. I now proceed to
other considerations.
I know a place in America called
Point-no-Point, because as you proceed
along the shore, gay and flowery as Mr.
Burke’s language, it continually recedes
and presents itself at a distance before
you; but when you have got as far as you
can go, there is no point at all. Just thus
it is with Mr. Burke’s three hundred and
sixty-six pages. It is therefore difficult to
reply to him. But as the points he wishes
to establish may be inferred from what
he abuses, it is in his paradoxes that we
must look for his arguments.
As to the tragic paintings by which Mr.
Burke has outraged his own imagination,

and seeks to work upon that of his
readers, they are very well calculated
for theatrical representation, where facts
are manufactured for the sake of show,
and accommodated to produce, through
the weakness of sympathy, a weeping
effect. But Mr. Burke should recollect
that he is writing history, and not plays,
and that his readers will expect truth,
and not the spouting rant of high-toned
exclamation.
When we see a man dramatically
lamenting in a publication intended to be
believed that “The age of chivalry! that
The glory of Europe is extinguisbed for
ever! that The unbought grace of life (if
anyone knows what it is), the cheap

defence of nations, the nurse of manly
sentiment and heroic enterprise is
gone!” and all this because the Quixot
age of chivalry nonsense is gone, what
opinion can we form of his judgment, or
what regard can we pay to his facts? In
the rhapsody of his imagination he has
discovered a world of wind mills, and
his sorrows are that there are no Quixots
to attack them. But if the age of
aristocracy, like that of chivalry, should
fall (and they had originally some
connection) Mr. Burke, the trumpeter of
the Order, may continue his parody to
the end, and finish with exclaiming:
“Othello’s occupations gone!”
Notwithstanding Mr. Burke’s horrid

paintings, when the French Revolution is
compared with the Revolutions of other
countries, the astonishment will be that it
is marked with so few sacrifices; but
this astonishment will cease when we
reflect that principles, and not persons,
were the meditated objects of
destruction. The mind of the nation was
acted upon by a higher stimulus than
what the consideration of persons could
inspire, and sought a higher conquest
than could be produced by the downfal
of an enemy. Among the few who fell
there do not appear to be any that were
intentionally singled out. They all of
them had their fate in the circumstances
of the moment, and were not pursued
with that long, cold-blooded unabated

revenge which pursued the unfortunate
Scotch in the affair of 1745.
Through the whole of Mr. Burke’s
book I do not observe that the Bastille is
mentioned more than once, and that with
a kind of implication as if he were sorry
it was pulled down, and wished it were
built up again. “We have rebuilt
Newgate,” says he, “and tenanted the
mansion; and we have prisons almost as
strong as the Bastille for those who dare
to libel the queens of France.”26 As to
what a madmanlike the person called
Lord G[eorge] G[ordon] might say, and
to whom Newgate is rather a bedlam
than a prison, it is unworthy a rational
consideration. It was a madman that

libelled, and that is sufficient apology;
and it afforded an opportunity for
confining him, which was the thing that
was wished for. But certain it is that Mr.
Burke, who does not call himself a
madman (whatever other people may
do), has libelled in the most unprovoked
manner, and in the grossest style of the
most vulgar abuse, the whole
representative authority of France, and
yet Mr. Burke takes his seat in the
British House of Commons! From his
violence and his grief, his silence on
some points and his excess on others, it
is difficult not to believe that Mr. Burke
is sorry, extremely sorry, that arbitrary
power, the power of the Pope and the
Bastille, are pulled down.

Not one glance of compassion, not one
commiserating reflexion that I can find
throughout his book, has he bestowed on
those who lingered out the most
wretched of lives, a life without hope in
the most miserable of prisons. It is
painful to behold a man employing his
talents to corrupt himself. Nature has
been kinder to Mr. Burke than he is to
her. He is not affected by the reality of
distress touching his heart, but by the
showy resemblance of it striking his
imagination. He pities the plumage, but
forgets the dying bird. Accustomed to
kiss the aristocratical hand that hath
purloined him from himself, he
degenerates into a composition of art,

and the genuine soul of nature forsakes
him. His hero or his heroine must be a
tragedy-victim expiring in show, and not
the real prisoner of misery, sliding into
death in the silence of a dungeon.
As Mr. Burke has passed over the
whole transaction of the Bastille (and
his silence is nothing in his favor), and
has entertained his readers with
reflections on supposed facts distorted
into real falsehoods, I will give, since he
has not, some account of the
circumstances which preceded that
transaction. They will serve to shew that
less mischief could scarcely have
accompanied such an event when
considered with the treacherous and

hostile aggravations of the enemies of
the Revolution.
The mind can hardly picture to itself a
more tremendous scene than what the
city of Paris exhibited at the time of
taking the Bastille, and for two days
before and after, nor perceive the
possibility of its quieting so soon. At a
distance this transaction has appeared
only as an act of heroism standing on
itself, and the close political connection
it had with the Revolution is lost in the
brilliancy of the achievement. But we
are to consider it as the strength of the
parties brought man to man, and
contending for the issue. The Bastille
was to be either the prize or the prison

of the assailants. The downfall of it
included the idea of the downfall of
despotism, and this compounded image
was become as figurative united as
Bunyan’s Doubting Castle and Giant
Despair.27
The National Assembly, before and at
the time of taking the Bastille, was
sitting at Versailles, twelve miles distant
from Paris. About a week before the
rising of the Parisians, and their taking
the Bastille, it was discovered that a
plot was forming, at the head of which
was the Count d’Artois, the king’s
youngest brother, for demolishing the
National Assembly, seizing its members,
and thereby crushing, by a coup de main,

all hopes and prospects of forming a free
government. For the sake of humanity, as
well as freedom, it is well this plan did
not succeed. Examples are not wanting
to show how dreadfully vindictive and
cruel are all old governments, when they
are successful against what they call a
revolt.
This plan must have been some time in
contemplation; because, in order to carry
it into execution, it was necessary to
collect a large military force round
Paris, and cut off the communication
between that city and the National
Assembly at Versailles. The troops
destined for this service were chiefly the
foreign troops in the pay of France, and

who, for this particular purpose, were
drawn from the distant provinces where
they were then stationed. When they
were collected to the amount of between
twenty-five and thirty thousand, it was
judged time to put the plan into
execution. The ministry who were then
in office, and who were friendly to the
Revolution, were instantly dismissed
and a new ministry formed of those who
had concerted the project, among whom
was Count de Broglio,28 and to his share
was given the command of those troops.
The character of this man as described
to me in a letter which I communicated
to Mr. Burke before he began to write
his book, and from an authority which

Mr. Burke well knows was good, was
that of “a high-flying aristocrat, cool,
and capable of every mischief.”
While these matters were agitating the
National Assembly stood in the most
perilous and critical situation that a body
of men can be supposed to act in. They
were the devoted victims, and they knew
it. They had the hearts and wishes of
their country on their side, but military
authority they had none. The guards of
Broglio surrounded the hall where the
Assembly sat, ready, at the word of
command, to seize their persons, as had
been done the year before to the
Parliament of Paris. Had the National
Assembly deserted their trust, or had

they exhibited signs of weakness or fear,
their enemies had been encouraged and
their country depressed. When the
situation they stood in, the cause they
were engaged in, and the crisis then
ready to burst, which should determine
their personal and political fate and that
of their country, and probably of Europe,
are taken into one view, none but a heart
callous with prejudice or corrupted by
dependence can avoid interesting itself
in their success.
The Archbishop of Vienne was at this
time President of the National Assembly
—a person too old to undergo the scene
that a few days or a few hours might
bring forth. A man of more activity and

bolder fortitude was necessary, and the
National Assembly chose (under the
form of a Vice-President, for the
Presidency still resided in the
Archbishop) M. de la Fayette; and this is
the only instance of a Vice-President
being chosen. It was at the moment that
this storm was pending ( July IIth) that a
declaration of rights was brought
forward by M. de la Fayette, and is the
same which is alluded to in p. [III.] It
was hastily drawn up, and makes only a
part of the more extensive declaration of
rights agreed upon and adopted
afterwards by the National Assembly.
The particular reason for bringing it
forward at this moment (M. de la Fayette
has since informed me) was that, if the

National Assembly should fall in the
threatened
destruction
that
then
surrounded it, some trace of its
principles might have the chance of
surviving the wreck.
Everything now was drawing to a
crisis. The event was freedom or
slavery. On one side, an army of nearly
thirty thousand men; on the other, an
unarmed body of citizens—for the
citizens of Paris, on whom the National
Assembly must then immediately
depend,
were as unarmed and as
undisciplined as the citizens of London
are now. The French guards had given
strong symptoms of their being attached
to the national cause; but their numbers

were small, not a tenth part of the force
that Broglio commanded, and their
officers were in the interest of Broglio.
Matters being now ripe for execution,
the new ministry made their appearance
in office. The reader will carry in his
mind that the Bastille was taken the 14th
July; the point of time I am now speaking
of is the 12th. Immediately on the news
of the change of ministry reaching Paris,
in the afternoon, all the playhouses and
places of entertainment, shops and
houses, were shut up. The change of
ministry was considered as the prelude
of hostilities, and the opinion was rightly
founded.
The foreign troops began to advance

towards the city. The Prince de
Lambesc, who commanded a body of
German cavalry, approached by the
Place of Louis XV., which connects
itself with some of the streets. In his
march, he insulted and struck an old man
with a sword. The French are
remarkable for their respect to old age;
and the insolence with which it appeared
to be done, uniting with the general
fermentation they were in, produced a
powerful effect, and a cry of “To arms!
to arms!” spread itself in a moment over
the city.
Arms they had none, nor scarcely
anyone who knew the use of them; but
desperate resolution, when every hope is

at stake, supplies, for a while, the want
of arms. Near where the Prince de
Lambesc was drawn up, were large
piles of stones collected for building the
new bridge, and with these the people
attacked the cavalry. A party of French
guards upon hearing the firing, rushed
from their quarters and joined the
people; and night coming on, the cavalry
retreated.
The streets of Paris, being narrow, are
favorable for defence, and the loftiness
of the houses, consisting of many stories,
from which great annoyance might be
given, secured them against nocturnal
enterprises; and the night was spent in
providing themselves with every sort of

weapon they could make or procure:
guns, swords, blacksmiths’ hammers,
carpenters’ axes, iron crows, pikes,
halberts, pitchforks, spits, clubs, etc.,
etc. The incredible numbers in which
they assembled the next morning, and the
still more incredible resolution they
exhibited, embarrassed and astonished
their enemies. Little did the new ministry
expect such a salute. Accustomed to
slavery themselves, they had no idea that
liberty was capable of such inspiration,
or that a body of unarmed citizens would
dare to face the military force of thirty
thousand men. Every moment of this day
was employed in collecting arms,
concerting plans,
and
arranging
themselves into the best order which

such an instantaneous movement could
afford. Broglio continued lying round the
city, but made no further advances this
day, and the succeeding night passed
with as much tranquility as such a scene
could possibly produce.
But defence only was not the object of
the citizens. They had a cause at stake,
on which depended their freedom or
their slavery. They every moment
expected an attack, or to hear of one
made on the National Assembly; and in
such a situation, the most prompt
measures are sometimes the best. The
object that now presented itself was the
Bastille; and the éclat of carrying such a
fortress in the face of such an army,

could not fail to strike terror into the
new ministry, who had scarcely yet had
time to meet. By some intercepted
correspondence this morning, it was
discovered that the Mayor of Paris, M.
Deffleseslles, who appeared to be in the
interest of the citizens, was betraying
them; and from this discovery, there
remained no doubt that Broglio would
reinforce the Bastille the ensuing
evening. It was therefore necessary to
attack it that day; but before this could
be done, it was first necessary to
procure a better supply of arms than they
were then possessed of.
There was, adjoining to the city a large
magazine of arms deposited at the

Hospital of the Invalids, which the
citizens summoned to surrender; and as
the place was neither defensible, nor
attempted much defence, they soon
succeeded. Thus supplied, they marched
to attack the Bastille; a vast mixed
multitude of all ages, and of all degrees,
armed with all sorts of weapons.
Imagination would fail in describing to
itself the appearance of such a
procession, and of the anxiety of the
events which a few hours or a few
minutes might produce. What plans the
ministry were forming, were as unknown
to the people within the city, as what the
citizens were doing was unknown to the
ministry; and what movements Broglio
might make for the support or relief of

the place, were to the citizens equally as
unknown. All was mystery and hazard.
That the Bastille was attacked with an
enthusiasm of heroism, such only as the
highest animation of liberty could
inspire, and carried in the space of a few
hours, is an event which the world is
fully possessed of. I am not undertaking
the detail of the attack, but bringing into
view the conspiracy against the nation
which provoked it, and which fell with
the Bastille. The prison to which the
new ministry were dooming the National
Assembly, in addition to its being the
high altar and castle of despotism,
became the proper object to begin with.
This enterprise broke up the new

ministry, who began now to fly from the
ruin they had prepared for others. The
troops of Broglio dispersed, and himself
fled also.
Mr. Burke has spoken a great deal
about plots, but he has never once
spoken of this plot against the National
Assembly, and the liberties of the nation;
and that he might not, he has passed over
all the circumstances that might throw it
in his way. The exiles who have fled
from France, whose case he so much
interests himself in, and from whom he
has had his lesson, fled in consequence
of the miscarriage of this plot. No plot
was formed against them; they were
plotting against others; and those who

fell, met, not unjustly, the punishment
they were preparing to execute. But will
Mr. Burke say, that if this plot, contrived
with the subtilty of an ambuscade, had
succeeded, the successful party would
have restrained their wrath so soon? Let
the history of all governments answer the
question.
Whom has the National Assembly
brought to the scaffold? None. They
were themselves the devoted victims of
this plot, and they have not retaliated;
why, then, are they charged with revenge
they have not acted? In the tremendous
breaking forth of a whole people, in
which all degrees, tempers and
characters are confounded, delivering

themselves, by a miracle of exertion,
from the destruction meditated against
them, is it to be expected that nothing
will happen? When men are sore with
the sense of oppressions, and menaced
with the prospects of new ones, is the
calmness of philosophy or the palsy of
insensibility to be looked for? Mr. Burke
exclaims against outrage; yet the greatest
is that which himself has committed. His
book is a volume of outrage, not
apologised for by the impulse of a
moment, but cherished through a space
of ten months; yet Mr. Burke had no
provocation—no life, no interest, at
stake.
More of the citizens fell in this

struggle than of their opponents: but four
or five persons were seized by the
populace, and instantly put to death; the
Governor of the Bastille, and the Mayor
of Paris, who was detected in the act of
betraying them; and afterwards Foulon,
one of the new ministry, and Berthier,
his son-in-law, who had accepted the
office of intendant of Paris. Their heads
were struck upon spikes, and carried
about the city; and it is upon this mode of
punishment that Mr. Burke builds a great
part of his tragic scene. Let us therefore
examine how men came by the idea of
punishing in this manner.
They learn it from the governments
they live under; and retaliate the

punishments they have been accustomed
to behold. The heads stuck upon spikes,
which remained for years upon Temple
Bar, differed nothing in the horror of the
scene from those carried about upon
spikes at Paris; yet this was done by the
English Government. It may perhaps be
said that it signifies nothing to a man
what is done to him after he is dead; but
it signifies much to the living; it either
tortures their feelings or hardens their
hearts, and in either case it instructs
them how to punish when power falls
into their hands.
Lay then the axe to the root, and teach
governments humanity. It is their
sanguinary punishments which corrupt

mankind. In England the punishment in
certain cases is by hanging, drawing
and quartering; the heart of the sufferer
is cut out and held up to the view of the
populace. In France, under the former
Government, the punishments were not
less barbarous. Who does not remember
the execution of Damien, torn to pieces
by horses? The effect of those cruel
spectacles exhibited to the populace is
to destroy tenderness or excite revenge;
and by the base and false idea of
governing men by terror, instead of
reason, they become precedents. It is
over the lowest class of mankind that
government by terror is intended to
operate, and it is on them that it operates
to the worst effect. They have sense

enough to feel they are the objects aimed
at; and they inflict in their turn the
examples of terror they have been
instructed to practise.
There is in all European countries a
large class of people of that description,
which in England is called the “mob.”
Of this class were those who committed
the burnings and devastations in London
in 1780, and of this class were those
who carried the heads on iron spikes in
Paris. Foulon and Berthier were taken
up in the country, and sent to Paris, to
undergo their examination at the Hotel
de Ville; for the National Assembly,
immediately on the new ministry coming
into office, passed a decree, which they

communicated to the King and Cabinet,
that they (the National Assembly) would
hold the ministry, of which Foulon was
one, responsible for the measures they
were advising and pursuing; but the mob,
incensed at the appearance of Foulon
and Berthier, tore them from their
conductors before they were carried to
the Hotel de Ville, and executed them on
the spot. Why then does Mr. Burke
charge outrages of this kind on a whole
people? As well may he charge the riots
and outrages of 1780 on all the people of
London, or those in Ireland on all his
countrymen.
But everything we see or hear
offensive to our feelings and derogatory

to the human character should lead to
other reflections than those of reproach.
Even the beings who commit them have
some claim to our consideration. How
then is it that such vast classes of
mankind as are distinguished by the
appellation of the vulgar, or the ignorant
mob, are so numerous in all old
countries? The instant we ask ourselves
this question, reflection feels an answer.
They rise, as an unavoidable
consequence, out of the ill construction
of all old governments in Europe,
England included with the rest. It is by
distortedly exalting some men, that
others are distortedly debased, till the
whole is out of nature. A vast mass of
mankind are degradedly thrown into the

back-ground of the human picture, to
bring forward, with greater glare, the
puppet-show of state and aristocracy. In
the commencement of a revolution, those
men are rather the followers of the camp
than of the standard of liberty, and have
yet to be instructed how to reverence it.
I give to Mr. Burke all his theatrical
exaggerations for facts, and I then ask
him if they do not establish the certainty
of what I here lay down? Admitting them
to be true, they show the necessity of the
French Revolution, as much as any one
thing he could have asserted. These
outrages were not the effect of the
principles of the Revolution, but of the
degraded mind that existed before the

Revolution, and which the Revolution is
calculated to reform. Place them then to
their proper cause, and take the reproach
of them to your own side.
It is the honour of the National
Assembly and the city of Paris that,
during such a tremendous scene of arms
and confusion, beyond the controul of all
authority, they have been able, by the
influence of example and exhortation, to
restrain so much. Never were more
pains taken to instruct and enlighten
mankind, and to make them see that their
interest consisted in their virtue, and not
in their revenge, than have been
displayed in the Revolution of France. I
now proceed to make some remarks on

Mr. Burke’s account of the expedition to
Versailles, October the 5th and 6th.
I can consider Mr. Burke’s book in
scarcely any other light than a dramatic
performance; and he must, I think, have
considered it in the same light himself,
by the poetical liberties he has taken of
omitting some facts, distorting others,
and making the whole machinery bend to
produce a stage effect. Of this kind is his
account of the expedition to Versailles.
He begins this account by omitting the
only facts which as causes are known to
be true; everything beyond these is
conjecture, even in Paris; and he then
works up a tale accommodated to his
own passions and prejudices.

It is to be observed throughout Mr.
Burke’s book that he never speaks of
plots against the Revolution; and it is
from those plots that all the mischiefs
have arisen. It suits his purpose to
exhibit the consequences without their
causes. It is one of the arts of the drama
to do so. If the crimes of men were
exhibited with their sufferings, stage
effect would sometimes be lost, and the
audience would be inclined to approve
where it was intended they should
commiserate.
After all the investigations that have
been made into this intricate affair (the
expedition to Versailles), it still remains
enveloped in all that kind of mystery

which ever accompanies events
produced more from a concurrence of
awkward circumstances than from fixed
design. While the characters of men are
forming, as is always the case in
revolutions, there is a reciprocal
suspicion, and a disposition to
misinterpret each other; and even parties
directly opposite in principle will
sometimes concur in pushing forward the
same movement with very different
views, and with the hopes of its
producing very different consequences.
A great deal of this may be discovered
in this embarrassed affair, and yet the
issue of the whole was what nobody had
in view.

The only things certainly known are
that considerable uneasiness was at this
time excited at Paris by the delay of the
King in not sanctioning and forwarding
the decrees of the National Assembly,
particularly that of the Declaration of
the Rights of Man, and the decrees of
the fourth of August, which contained
the foundation principles on which the
constitution was to be erected. The
kindest, and perhaps the fairest
conjecture upon this matter is, that some
of the ministers intended to make
remarks and observations upon certain
parts of them before they were finally
sanctioned and sent to the provinces; but
be this as it may, the enemies of the

Revolution derived hope from the delay,
and the friends of the Revolution
uneasiness....
Before anything can be reasoned upon
to a conclusion, certain facts, principles,
or data, to reason from, must be
established, admitted, or denied. Mr.
Burke with his usual outrage, abused the
Declaration of the Rights of Man,
published by the National Assembly of
France, as the basis on which the
constitution of France is built. This he
calls “paltry and blurred sheets of paper
about the rights of man.” Does Mr.
Burke mean to deny that man has any
rights? If he does, then he must mean that
there are no such things as rights

anywhere, and that he has none himself;
for who is there in the world but man?
But if Mr. Burke means to admit that man
has rights, the question then will be:
What are those rights, and how man
came by them originally?
The error of those who reason by
precedents drawn from antiquity,
respecting the rights of man, is that they
do not go far enough into antiquity. They
do not go the whole way. They stop in
some of the intermediate stages of an
hundred or a thousand years, and
produce what was then done, as a rule
for the present day. This is no authority
at all. If we travel still farther into
antiquity, we shall find a direct contrary

opinion and practice prevailing; and if
antiquity is to be authority, a thousand
such authorities may be produced,
successively contradicting each other;
but if we proceed on, we shall at last
come out right; we shall come to the time
when man came from the hand of his
Makers. What was he then? Man. Man
was his high and only title, and a higher
cannot be given him. But of titles I shall
speak hereafter.
We are now got at the origin of man,
and at the origin of his rights. As to the
manner in which the world has been
governed from that day to this, it is no
farther any concern of ours than to make
a proper use of the errors or the

improvements which the history of it
presents. Those who lived a hundred or
a thousand years ago, were then
moderns, as we are now. They had their
ancients, and those ancients had others,
and we also shall be ancients, in our
turn. If the mere name of antiquity is to
govern in the affairs of life, the people
who are to live an hundred or a thousand
years hence, may as well take us for a
precedent, as we make a precedent of
those who lived an hundred or a
thousand years ago. The fact is, that
portions of antiquity, by proving
everything, establish nothing. It is
authority against authority all the way,
till we come to the divine origin of the
rights of man at the creation. Here our

enquiries find a resting-place, and our
reason finds a home. If a dispute about
the rights of man had arisen at the
distance of an hundred years from the
creation, it is to this source of authority
they must have referred, and it is to this
same source of authority that we must
now refer.
Though I mean not to touch upon any
sectarian principle of religion, yet it may
be worth observing, that the genealogy
of Christ is traced to Adam. Why then
not trace the rights of man to the creation
of man? I will answer the question.
Because there have been upstart
governments,
thrusting
themselves
between, and presumptuously working to

un-make man.
If any generation of men ever
possessed the right of dictating the mode
by which the world should be governed
for ever, it was the first generation that
existed; and if that generation did it not,
no succeeding generation can show any
authority for doing it, nor can set any up.
The illuminating and divine principle of
the equal rights of man (for it has its
origin from the Maker of man) relates,
not only to the living individuals, but to
generations of men succeeding each
other. Every generation is equal in rights
to generations which preceded it, by the
same rule that every individual is born
equal in rights with his contemporary.

Every history of the creation, and
every traditionary account, whether from
the lettered or unlettered world,
however they may vary in their opinion
or belief of certain particulars, all agree
in establishing one point, the unity of
man; by which I mean that men are all of
one degree, and consequently that all
men are born equal, and with equal
natural right, in the same manner as if
posterity had been continued by creation
instead of generation, the latter being
the only mode by which the former is
carried forward; and consequently every
child born into the world must be
considered as deriving its existence
from God. The world is as new to him

as it was to the first man that existed,
and his natural right in it is of the same
kind.
The Mosaic account of the creation,
whether taken as divine authority or
merely historical, is full to this point, the
unity or equality of man. The
expression admits of no controversy.
“And God said, Let us make man in our
own image. In the image of God created
he him; male and female created he
them.” The distinction of sexes is
pointed out, but no other distinction is
even implied. If this be not divine
authority, it is at least historical
authority, and shews that the equality of
man, so far from being a modern

doctrine, is the oldest upon record.
It is also to be observed that all the
religions known in the world are
founded, so far as they relate to man, on
the unity of man, as being all of one
degree. Whether in heaven or in hell, or
in whatever state man may be supposed
to exist hereafter, the good and the bad
are the only distinctions. Nay, even the
laws of governments are obliged to slide
into this principle, by making degrees to
consist in crimes and not in persons.
It is one of the greatest of all truths,
and of the highest advantage to cultivate.
By considering man in this light, and by
instructing him to consider himself in
this light, it places him in a close

connection with all his duties, whether
to his Creator or to the creation, of
which he is a part; and it is only when he
forgets his origin, or, to use a more
fashionable phrase, his birth and family,
that he becomes dissolute. It is not
among the least of the evils of the
present existing governments in all parts
of Europe that man, considered as man,
is thrown back to a vast distance from
his Maker, and the artificial chasm filled
up with a succession of barriers, or sort
of turnpike gates, through which he has
to pass. I will quote Mr. Burke’s
catalogue of barriers that he has set up
between man and his Maker. Putting
himself in the character of a herald, he
says: “We fear God—we look with awe

to kings—with affection to Parliaments
—with duty to magistrates—with
reverence to priests, and with respect to
nobility.” Mr. Burke has forgotten to put
i n “chivalry.” He has also forgotten to
put in Peter.
The duty of man is not a wilderness of
turnpike gates, through which he is to
pass by tickets from one to the other. It is
plain and simple, and consists but of two
points. His duty to God, which every
man must feel; and with respect to his
neighbor, to do as he would be done by.
If those to whom power is delegated do
well, they will be respected: if not, they
will be despised; and with regard to
those to whom no power is delegated,

but who assume it, the rational world
can know nothing of them.
Hitherto we have spoken only (and that
but in part) of the natural rights of man.
We have now to consider the civil rights
of man, and to show how the one
originates from the other. Man did not
enter into society to become worse than
he was before, nor to have fewer rights
than he had before, but to have those
rights better secured. His natural rights
are the foundation of all his civil rights.
But in order to pursue this distinction
with more precision, it will be
necessary to mark the different qualities
of natural and civil rights.
A few words will explain this. Natural

rights are those which appertain to man
in right of his existence. Of this kind are
all the intellectual rights, or rights of the
mind, and also all those rights of acting
as an individual for his own comfort and
happiness, which are not injurious to the
natural rights of others. Civil rights are
those which appertain to man in right of
his being a member of society. Every
civil right has for its foundation some
natural right pre-existing in the
individual, but to the enjoyment of which
his individual power is not, in all cases,
sufficiently competent. Of this kind are
all those which relate to security and
protection.
From this short review it will be easy

to distinguish between that class of
natural rights which man retains after
entering into society and those which he
throws into the common stock as a
member of society.
The natural rights which he retains are
all those in which the power to execute
is as perfect in the individual as the right
itself. Among this class, as is before
mentioned, are all the intellectual rights,
or rights of the mind; consequently
religion is one of those rights. The
natural rights which are not retained, are
all those in which, though the right is
perfect in the individual, the power to
execute them is defective. They answer
not his purpose. A man, by natural right,

has a right to judge in his own cause; and
so far as the right of the mind is
concerned, he never surrenders it. But
what availeth it him to judge, if he has
not power to redress? He therefore
deposits this right in the common stock
of society, and takes the arm of society,
of which he is a part, in preference and
in addition to his own. Society grants
him nothing. Every man is a proprietor
in society, and draws on the capital as a
matter of right.
From these premisses two or three
certain conclusions will follow:
First, That every civil right grows out
of a natural right; or, in other words, is a
natural right exchanged.

Secondly, That civil power properly
considered as such is made up of the
aggregate of that class of the natural
rights of man, which becomes defective
in the individual in point of power, and
answers not his purpose, but when
collected to a focus becomes competent
to the purpose of every one.
Thirdly, That the power produced
from the aggregate of natural rights,
imperfect in power in the individual,
cannot be applied to invade the natural
rights which are retained in the
individual, and in which the power to
execute is as perfect as the right itself
We have now, in a few words, traced
man from a natural individual to a

member of society, and shewn, or
endeavoured to shew, the quality of the
natural rights retained, and of those
which are exchanged for civil rights. Let
us now apply these principles to
governments.
In casting our eyes over the world, it is
extremely easy to distinguish the
governments which have arisen out of
society, or out of the social compact,
from those which have not; but to place
this in a clearer light than what a single
glance may afford, it will be proper to
take a review of the several sources
from which governments have arisen and
on which they have been founded.
They may be all comprehended under

three
heads.
First,
Superstition.
Secondly, Power. Thirdly, the common
interest of society and the common rights
of man.
The first was a government of
priestcraft, the second of conquerors,
and the third of reason.
When a set of artful men pretended,
through the medium of oracles, to hold
intercourse with the Deity, as familiarly
as they now march up the back-stairs in
European courts, the world was
completely under the government of
superstition.
The
oracles
were
consulted, and whatever they were made
to say became the law; and this sort of
government lasted as long as this sort of

superstition lasted.
After these a race of conquerors arose,
whose government, like that of William
the Conqueror, was founded in power,
and the sword assumed the name of a
sceptre. Governments thus established
last as long as the power to support them
lasts; but that they might avail
themselves of every engine in their
favor, they united fraud to force, and set
up an idol which they called Divine
Right, and which, in imitation of the
Pope, who affects to be spiritual and
temporal, and in contradiction to the
Founder of the Christian religion,
twisted itself afterwards into an idol of
another shape, called Church and State.

The key of St. Peter and the key of the
Treasury became quartered on one
another, and the wondering cheated
multitude worshipped the invention.
When I contemplate the natural dignity
of man, when I feel (for Nature has not
been kind enough to me to blunt my
feelings) for the honour and happiness of
its character, I become irritated at the
attempt to govern mankind by force and
fraud, as if they were all knaves and
fools, and can scarcely avoid disgust at
those who are thus imposed upon.
We have now to review the
governments which arise out of society,
in contradistinction to those which arose
out of superstition and conquest.

It has been thought a considerable
advance towards establishing the
principles of Freedom to say that
Government is a compact between those
who govern and those who are
governed; but this cannot be true,
because it is putting the effect before the
cause; for as man must have existed
before governments existed, there
necessarily was a time when
governments did not exist, and
consequently there could originally exist
no governors to form such a compact
with.
The fact therefore must be that the
individuals themselves, each in his own
personal and sovereign right, entered

into a compact with each other to
produce a government: and this is the
only mode in which governments have a
right to arise, and the only principle on
which they have a right to exist.
To possess ourselves of a clear idea
of what government is, or ought to be,
we must trace it to its origin. In doing
this we shall easily discover that
governments must have arisen either out
of the people or over the people. Mr.
Burke has made no distinction. He
investigates nothing to its source, and
therefore he confounds everything; but he
has signified his intention of undertaking,
at some future opportunity, a comparison
between the constitution of England and

France. As he thus renders it a subject of
controversy by throwing the gauntlet, I
take him upon his own ground. It is in
high challenges that high truths have the
right of appearing; and I accept it with
the more readiness because it affords
me, at the same time, an opportunity of
pursuing the subject with respect to
governments arising out of society.
But it will be first necessary to define
what is meant by a Constitution. It is not
sufficient that we adopt the word; we
must fix also a standard signification to
it.
A constitution is not a thing in name
only, but in fact. It has not an ideal, but a
real existence; and wherever it cannot be

produced in a visible form, there is
none. A constitution is a thing
antecedent to a government, and a
government is only the creature of a
constitution. The constitution of a
country is not the act of its government,
but of the people constituting its
government. It is the body of elements, to
which you can refer, and quote article by
article; and which contains the
principles on which the government
shall be established, the manner in
which it shall be organised, the powers
it shall have, the mode of elections, the
duration of Parliaments, or by what other
name such bodies may be called; the
powers which the executive part of the
government shall have; and in fine,

everything that relates to the complete
organization of a civil government, and
the principles on which it shall act, and
by which it shall be bound. A
constitution, therefore, is to a
government what the laws made
afterwards by that government are to a
court of judicature. The court of
judicature does not make the laws,
neither can it alter them; it only acts in
conformity to the laws made: and the
government is in like manner governed
by the constitution.
Can, then, Mr. Burke produce the
English Constitution? If he cannot, we
may fairly conclude that though it has
been so much talked about, no such thing

as a constitution exists, or ever did exist,
and consequently that the people have
yet a constitution to form.
Mr. Burke will not, I presume, deny
the position I have already advanced—
namely, that governments arise either out
of the people or over the people. The
English Government is one of those
which arose out of a conquest, and not
out of society, and consequently it arose
over the people; and though it has been
much modified from the opportunity of
circumstances since the time of William
the Conqueror, the country has never yet
regenerated itself, and is therefore
without a constitution.
I readily perceive the reason why Mr.

Burke declined going into the
comparison between the English and
French constitutions, because he could
not but perceive, when he sat down to
the task, that no such a thing as a
constitution existed on his side the
question. His book is certainly bulky
enough to have contained all he could
say on this subject, and it would have
been the best manner in which people
could have judged of their separate
merits. Why then has he declined the
only thing that was worth while to write
upon? It was the strongest ground he
could take, if the advantages were on his
side, but the weakest if they were not;
and his declining to take it is either a
sign that he could not possess it or could

not maintain it.
Mr. Burke said, in a speech last winter
in Parliament, “that when the National
Assembly first met in three Orders (the
Tiers Etats, the Clergy, and the
Noblesse), France had then a good
constitution.” This shews, among
numerous other instances, that Mr. Burke
does not understand what a constitution
is. The persons so met were not a
constitution, but a convention, to make
a constitution.
The present National Assembly of
France is, strictly speaking, the personal
social compact. The members of it are
the delegates of the nation in its origanal
character; future assemblies will be the

delegates of the nation in its organised
character. The authority of the present
Assembly is different from what the
authority of future Assemblies will be.
The authority of the present one is to
form a constitution ; the authority of
future assemblies will be to legislate
according to the principles and forms
prescribed in that constitution; and if
experience should hereafter shew that
alterations, amendments, or additions
are necessary, the constitution will point
out the mode by which such things shall
be done, and not leave it to the
discretionary power of the future
government.
A government on the principles on

which constitutional governments arising
out of society are established, cannot
have the right of altering itself If it had,
it would be arbitrary. It might make
itself what it pleased; and wherever such
a right is set up, it shows there is no
constitution. The act by which the
English Parliament empowered itself to
sit seven years, shows there is no
constitution in England. It might, by the
same self-authority, have sat any great
number of years, or for life. The bill
which the present Mr. Pitt brought into
Parliament some years ago, to reform
Parliament, was on the same erroneous
principle. The right of reform is in the
nation in its original character, and the
constitutional method would be by a

general convention elected for the
purpose. There is, moreover, a paradox
in the idea of vitiated bodies reforming
themselves.
From these preliminaries I proceed to
draw some comparisons. I have already
spoken of the declaration of rights; and
as I mean to be as concise as possible, I
shall proceed to other parts of the
French Constitution.
The constitution of France says, that
every man who pays a tax of sixty sous
per annum (2s. 6d. English) is an
elector. What article will Mr. Burke
place against this? Can anything be more
limited, and at the same time more
capricious, than the qualification of

electors is in England? Limited—
because not one man in an hundred (I
speak much within compass) is admitted
to vote. Capricious—because the lowest
character that can be supposed to exist,
and who has not so much as the visible
means of an honest livelihood, is an
elector in some places: while in other
places, the man who pays very large
taxes, and has a known fair character,
and the farmer who rents to the amount
of three or four hundred pounds a year,
with a property on that farm to three or
four times that amount, is not admitted to
be an elector. Everything is out of
nature, as Mr. Burke says on another
occasion, in this strange chaos, and all
sorts of follies are blended with all sorts

of crimes. William the Conqueror and
his descendants parcelled out the country
in this manner, and bribed some parts of
it by what they call charters to hold the
other parts of it the better subjected to
their will. This is the reason why so
many of those charters abound in
Cornwall; the people were averse to the
Government established at the Conquest,
and the towns were garrisoned and
bribed to enslave the country. All the old
charters are the badges of this conquest,
and it is from this source that the
capriciousness of election arises.
The French Constitution says, that the
number of representatives for any place
shall be in a ratio to the number of

taxable inhabitants or electors. What
article will Mr. Burke place against
this? The county of York, which contains
nearly a million of souls, sends two
county members; and so does the county
of Rutland, which contains not an
hundredth part of that number. The old
town of Sarum, which contains not three
houses, sends two members; and the
town of Manchester, which contains
upward of sixty thousand souls, is not
admitted to send any. Is there any
principle in these things? It is admitted
that all this is altered, but there is much
to be done yet, before we have a fair
representation of the people. Is there
anything by which you can trace the
marks of freedom, or discover those of

wisdom? No wonder then Mr. Burke has
declined
the
comparison,
and
endeavored to lead his readers from the
point by a wild, unsystematical display
of paradoxical rhapsodies.
The French Constitution says that the
National Assembly shall be elected
every two years. What article will Mr.
Burke place against this? Why, that the
nation has no right at all in the case; that
the government is perfectly arbitrary
with respect to this point; and he can
quote for his authority the precedent of a
former Parliament.
The French Constitution says there
shall be no game laws, that the farmer on
whose lands wild game shall be found

(for it is by the produce of his lands they
are fed) shall have a right to what he can
take; that there shall be no monopolies of
any kind—that all trades shall be free
and every man free to follow any
occupation by which he can procure an
honest livelihood, and in any place,
town, or city throughout the nation. What
will Mr. Burke say to this? In England,
game is made the property of those at
whose expense it is not fed; and with
respect to monopolies, the country is cut
up into monopolies. Every chartered
town is an aristocratical monopoly in
itself, and the qualification of electors
proceeds out of those chartered
monopolies. Is this freedom? Is this what
Mr. Burke means by a constitution?

In these chartered monopolies, a man
coming from another part of the country
is hunted from them as if he were a
foreign enemy. An Englishman is not
free of his own country; every one of
those places presents a barrier in his
way, and tells him he is not a freeman—
that he has no rights. Within these
monopolies are other monopolies. In a
city, such for instance as Bath, which
contains between twenty and thirty
thousand inhabitants, the right of electing
representatives to Parliament is
monopolised by about thirty-one
persons. And within these monopolies
are still others. A man even of the same
town, whose parents were not in

circumstances to give him an occupation,
is debarred, in many cases, from the
natural right of acquiring one, be his
genius or industry what it may.
Are these things examples to hold out
to a country regenerating itself from
slavery, like France? Certainly they are
not, and certain am I, that when the
people of England come to reflect upon
them they will, like France, annihilate
those badges of ancient oppression,
those traces of a conquered nation. Had
Mr. Burke possessed talents similar to
the author of “On the Wealth of
Nations,” he would have comprehended
all the parts which enter into, and, by
assemblage, form a constitution. He

would have reasoned from minutiæ to
magnitude. It is not from his prejudices
only, but from the disorderly cast of his
genius, that he is unfitted for the subject
he writes upon. Even his genius is
without a constitution. It is a genius at
random, and not a genius, constituted.
But he must say something. He has
therefore mounted in the air like a
balloon, to draw the eyes of the
multitude from the ground they stand
upon.
Much is to be learned from the French
Constitution. Conquest and tyranny
transplanted themselves with William
the Conqueror from Normandy into
England, and the country is yet

disfigured with the marks. May, then, the
example of all France contribute to
regenerate the freedom which a province
of it destroyed!
The French Constitution says that to
preserve the national representation
from being corrupt no member of the
National Assembly shall be an officer of
the government, a placeman or a
pensioner. What will Mr. Burke place
against this? I will whisper his answer;
Loaves and Fishes. Ah! this government
of loaves and fishes has more mischief
in it than people have yet reflected on.
The National Assembly has made the
discovery, and it holds out the example
to the world. Had governments agreed to

quarrel on purpose to fleece their
countries by taxes, they could not have
succeeded better than they have done.
Everything in the English government
appears to me the reverse of what it
ought to be, and of what it is said to be.
The
Parliament, imperfectly and
capriciously elected as it is, is
nevertheless supposed to hold the
national purse in trust for the nation; but
in the manner in which an English
Parliament is constructed it is like a man
being both mortgagor and mortgagee,
and in the case of misapplication of trust
it is the criminal sitting in judgment upon
himself. If those who vote the supplies
are the same persons who receive the

supplies when voted, and are to account
for the expenditure of those supplies to
those who voted them, it is themselves
accountable to themselves, and the
Comedy of Errors concludes with the
pantomime of Hush. Neither the
Ministerial party nor the Opposition will
touch upon this case. The national purse
is the common hack which each mounts
upon. It is like what the country people
call “Ride and tie—you ride a little
way, and then I.” 29 They order these
things better in France.
The French Constitution says that the
right of war and peace is in the nation.
Where else should it reside but in those
who are to pay the expense?

In England this right is said to reside
in a metaphor shown at the Tower for
sixpence or a shilling a piece: so are the
lions; and it would be a step nearer to
reason to say it resided in them, for any
inanimate metaphor is no more than a hat
or a cap. We can all see the absurdity of
worshipping Aaron’s molten calf, or
Nebuchadnezzar’s golden image; but
why do men continue to practise
themselves the absurdities they despise
in others?
It may with reason be said that in the
manner the English nation is represented
it signifies not where the right resides,
whether in the Crown or in the
Parliament. War is the common harvest

of all those who participate in the
division and expenditure of public
money, in all countries. It is the art of
conquering at home; the object of it is
an increase of revenue; and as revenue
cannot be increased without taxes, a
pretence must be made for expenditure.
In reviewing the history of the English
Government, its wars and its taxes, a
bystander,not blinded by prejudice nor
warped by interest, would declare that
taxes were not raised to carry on wars,
but that wars were raised to carry on
taxes.
Mr. Burke, as a member of the House
of Commons, is a part of the English
Government; and though he professes

himself an enemy to war, he abuses the
French Constitution, which seeks to
explode it. He holds up the English
Government as a model, in all its parts,
to France; but he should first know the
remarks which the French make upon it.
They contend in favor of their own, that
the portion of liberty enjoyed in England
is just enough to enslave a country more
productively than by despotism, and that
as the real object of all despotism is
revenue, a government so formed obtains
more than it could do either by direct
despotism, or in a full state of freedom,
and is, therefore on the ground of
interest, opposed to both. They account
also for the readiness which always
appears in such governments for

engaging in wars by remarking on the
different motives which produced them.
In despotic governments wars are the
effect of pride; but in those governments
in which they become the means of
taxation, they acquire thereby a more
permanent promptitude.
The French Constitution, therefore, to
provide against both these evils, has
taken away the power of declaring war
from kings and ministers, and placed the
right where the expence must fall.
When the question of the right of war
and peace was agitating in the National
Assembly, the people of England
appeared to be much interested in the
event, and highly to applaud the

decision. As a principle it applies as
much to one country as another. William
the Conqueror, as a conqueror, held this
power of war and peace in himself, and
his descendants have ever since claimed
it under him as a right.
Although Mr. Burke has asserted the
right of the Parliament at the Revolution
to bind and controul the nation and
posterity for ever, he denies at the same
time that the Parliament or the nation had
any right to alter what he calls the
succession of the crown in anything but
in part, or by a sort of modification. By
his taking this ground he throws the case
back to the Norman Conquest, and by
thus running a line of succession

springing from William the Conqueror to
the present day, he makes it necessary to
enquire who and what William the
Conqueror was, and where he came
from, and into the origin, history and
nature of what are called prerogatives.
Everything must have had a beginning,
and the fog of time and antiquity should
be penetrated to discover it. Let, then,
Mr. Burke bring forward his William of
Normandy, for it is to this origin that his
argument goes. It also unfortunately
happens, in running this line of
succession, that another line parallel
thereto presents itself, which is that if
the succession runs in the line of the
conquest, the nation runs in the line of
being conquered, and it ought to rescue

itself from this reproach....

MISCELLANEOUS
CHAPTER.
TO PREVENT INTERRUPTING THE
argument in the preceding part of this
work, or the narrative that follows it, I
reserved some observations to be
thrown together in a Miscellaneous
Chapter; by which variety might not be
censured for confusion. Mr. Burke’s
book is all Miscellany. His intention
was to make an attack on the French
Revolution; but instead of proceeding
with an orderly arrangement, he has
stormed it with a mob of ideas tumbling

over and destroying one another.
But this confusion and contradiction in
Mr. Burke’s Book is easily accounted
for.—When a man in a wrong cause
attempts to steer his course by anything
else than some polar truth or principle,
he is sure to be lost. It is beyond the
compass of his capacity to keep all the
parts of an argument together, and make
them unite in one issue, by any other
means than having this guide always in
view. Neither memory nor invention
will supply the want of it. The former
fails him, and the latter betrays him.
Notwithstanding the nonsense, for it
deserves no better name, that Mr. Burke
has asserted about hereditary rights, and

hereditary succession, and that a Nation
has not a right to form a Government of
itself; it happened to fall in his way to
give some account of what Government
i s . “Government,” says he, “is a
contrivance of human wisdom.”
Admitting that government is a
contrivance of human wisdom, it must
necessarily follow, that hereditary
succession, and hereditary rights (as they
are called), can make no part of it,
because it is impossible to make
wisdom hereditary; and on the other
hand, that cannot be a wise contrivance,
which in its operation may commit the
government of a nation to the wisdom of
an idiot. The ground which Mr. Burke

now takes is fatal to every part of his
cause. The argument changes from
hereditary rights to hereditary wisdom;
and the question is, Who is the wisest
man? He must now shew that every one
in the line of hereditary succession was
a Solomon, or his title is not good to be
a king. What a stroke has Mr. Burke now
made! To use a sailor’s phrase, he has
swabbed the deck, and scarcely left a
name legible in the list of Kings; and he
has mowed down and thinned the House
of Peers, with a scythe as formidable as
Death and Time.
But Mr. Burke appears to have been
aware of this retort; and he has taken
care to guard against it, by making

government to be not only a contrivance
of human wisdom, but a monopoly of
wisdom. He puts the nation as fools on
one side, and places his government of
wisdom, all wise men of Gotham, on the
other side; and he then proclaims, and
says that “Men have a RIGHT that their
WANTS should be provided for by this
wisdom.”
Having
thus
made
proclamation, he next proceeds to
explain to them what their wants are,
and also what their rights are. In this he
has succeeded dextrously, for he makes
their wants to be a want of wisdom; but
as this is cold comfort, he then informs
them, that they have a right (not to any of
the wisdom) but to be governed by it;
and in order to impress them with a

solemn reverence for this monopolygovernment of wisdom, and of its vast
capacity for all purposes, possible or
impossible, right or wrong, he proceeds
with astrological mysterious importance,
to tell to them its powers in these words:
“The rights of men in government are
their advantages; and these are often in
balance between differences of good;
and in compromises sometimes between
good and evil, and sometimes between
evil and evil. Political reason is a
computing
principle;
adding—
subtracting—multiplying—and dividing,
morally and not metaphysically or
mathematically,
true
moral
denominations.”

As the wondering audience, whom Mr.
Burke supposes himself talking to, may
not understand all this learned jargon, I
will undertake to be its interpreter. The
meaning, then, good people, of all this,
is: That government is governed by no
principle whatever, that it can make
evil good, or good evil, just as it
pleases. In short, that government is
arbitrary power.
But there are some things which Mr.
Burke has forgotten. First, he has not
shewn where the wisdom originally
came from: and secondly, he has not
shewn by what authority it first began to
act. In the manner he introduces the
matter, it is either government stealing

wisdom,
or
wisdom
stealing
government. It is without an origin, and
its powers without authority. In short, it
is usurpation.
Whether it be from a sense of shame,
or from a consciousness of some radical
defect in a government necessary to be
kept out of sight, or from both, or from
any other cause, I undertake not to
determine, but so it is, that a
monarchical reasoner never traces
government to its source, or from its
source. It is one of the shibboleths by
which he may be known. A thousand
years hence, those who shall live in
America or France, will look back with
contemplative pride on the origin of

their government, and say, This was the
work of our glorious ancestors! But
what can a monarchical talker say? What
has he to exult in? Alas he has nothing. A
certain something forbids him to look
back to a beginning, lest some robber, or
some Robin Hood, should rise from the
long obscurity of time and say, I am the
origin. Hard as Mr. Burke labored at the
Regency Bill and Hereditary Succession
two years ago, and much as he dived for
precedents, he still had not boldness
enough to bring up William of
Normandy, and say, There is the head of
the list! there is the fountain of honor!
the son of a prostitute, and the plunderer
of the English nation.

The opinions of men with respect to
government are changing fast in all
countries. The Revolutions of America
and France have thrown a beam of light
over the world, which reaches into man.
The enormous expense of governments
has provoked people to think, by making
them feel; and when once the veil begins
to rend, it admits not of repair. Ignorance
is of a peculiar nature: once dispelled, it
is impossible to re-establish it. It is not
originally a thing of itself, but is only the
absence of knowledge; and though man
may be kept ignorant, he cannot be made
ignorant. The mind, in discovering truth,
acts in the same manner as it acts through
the eye in discovering objects; when

once any object has been seen, it is
impossible to put the mind back to the
same condition it was in before it saw it.
Those who talk of a counter-revolution
in France, show how little they
understand of man. There does not exist
in the compass of language an
arrangement of words to express so
much as the means of effecting a counterrevolution. The means must be an
obliteration of knowledge; and it has
never yet been discovered how to make
man unknow his knowledge, or unthink
his thoughts.
Mr. Burke is laboring in vain to stop
the progress of knowledge; and it comes
with the worse grace from him, as there

is a certain transaction known in the city
which renders him suspected of being a
pensioner in a fictitious name. This may
account for some strange doctrine he has
advanced in his book, which though he
points it at the Revolution Society, is
effectually directed against the whole
nation.
“The King of England,” says he,
“holds bis crown (for it does not belong
to the Nation, according to Mr. Burke) in
contempt of the choice of the Revolution
Society, who have not a single vote for a
king among them either individually or
collectively; and his Majesty’s heirs
each in their time and order, will come
to the Crown with the same contempt of

their choice, with which his Majesty has
succeeded to that which he now wears.”
As to who is King in England or
elsewhere, or whether there is any King
at all, or whether the people choose a
Cherokee chief, or a Hessian hussar for
a King, it is not a matter that I trouble
myself about—be that to themselves; but
with respect to the doctrine, so far as it
relates to the Rights of Men and Nations,
it is as abominable as anything ever
uttered in the most enslaved country
under heaven. Whether it sounds worse
to my ear, by not being accustomed to
hear such despotism, than what it does to
another person, I am not so well a judge
of; but of its abominable principle I am

at no loss to judge.
It is not the Revolution Society that
Mr. Burke means; it is the Nation, as
well
in
its original as in its
representative character; and he has
taken care to make himself understood,
by saying that they have not a vote either
collectively
or individually. The
Revolution Society is composed of
citizens of all denominations, and of
members of both the Houses of
Parliament; and consequently, if there is
not a right to a vote in any of the
characters, there can be no right to any
either in the nation or in its Parliament.
This ought to be a caution to every
country how to import foreign families

to be kings. It is somewhat curious to
observe, that although the people of
England had been in the habit of talking
about kings, it is always a Foreign
House of Kings; hating Foreigners yet
governed by them.—It is now the House
of Brunswick, one of the petty tribes of
Germany.
It has hitherto been the practice of the
English Parliaments to regulate what
was called the succession (taking it for
granted that the Nation then continued to
accord to the form of annexing a
monarchical branch of its government;
for without this the Parliament could not
have had authority to have sent either to
Holland or to Hanover, or to impose a

king upon the nation against its will.)
And this must be the utmost limit to
which Parliament can go upon this case;
but the right of the Nation goes to the
whole case, because it has the right of
changing its whole form of government.
The right of a Parliament is only a right
in trust, a right by delegation, and that
but from a very small part of the Nation;
and one of its Houses has not even this.
But the right of the Nation is an original
right, as universal as taxation. The nation
is the paymaster of everything, and
everything must conform to its general
will.
I remember taking notice of a speech
in what is called the English House of

Peers, by the then Earl of Shelburne, and
I think it was at the time he was
Minister, which is applicable to this
case. I do not directly charge my
memory with every particular; but the
words and the purport, as nearly as I
remember, were these: “That the form
of a Government was a matter wholly
at the will of the Nation at all times,
that if it chose a mo-narchical form, it
bad a right to have it so; and if it
afterwards chose to be a Republic, it
had a right to be a Republic, and to say
to a King, ‘We have no longer any
occasion for you. ”’
When Mr. Burke says that “His
Majesty’s heirs and successors, each in

their time and order, will come to the
crown with the same contempt of their
choice with which His Majesty had
succeeded to that he wears,” it is saying
too much even to the humblest individual
in the country; part of whose daily labor
goes towards making up the million
sterling a-year, which the country gives
the person it styles a king. Government
with insolence is despotism; but when
contempt is added it becomes worse;
and to pay for contempt is the excess of
slavery. This species of government
comes from Germany; and reminds me of
what one of the Brunswick soldiers told
me, who was taken prisoner by the
Americans in the late war: “Ah!” said
he, “America is a fine free country, it is

worth the people’s fighting for; I know
the difference by knowing my own: in
my country, if the prince says eat straw,
we eat straw.” God help that country,
thought I, be it England or elsewhere,
whose liberties are to be protected by
German principles of government, and
Princes of Brunswick!
As Mr. Burke sometimes speaks of
England, sometimes of France, and
sometimes of the world, and of
government in general, it is difficult to
answer his book without apparently
meeting him on the same ground.
Although principles of Government are
general subjects, it is next to impossible,
in many cases, to separate them from the

idea of place and circumstance, and the
more so when circumstances are put for
arguments, which is frequently the case
with Mr. Burke.
In the former part of his book,
addressing himself to the people of
France, he says: “No experience has
taught us (meaning the English), that in
any other course or method than that of a
hereditary crown, can our liberties be
regularly perpetuated and preserved
sacred as our hereditary right.” I ask
Mr. Burke, who is to take them away?
M. de la Fayette, in speaking to France,
says: “For a Nation to be free, it is
sufficient that she wills it. ”But Mr.
Burke represents England as wanting

capacity to take care of itself, and that its
liberties must be taken care of by a King
holding it in “contempt.” If England is
sunk to this, it is preparing itself to eat
straw, as in Hanover, or in Brunswick.
But besides the folly of the declaration,
it happens that the facts are all against
Mr. Burke. It was by the government
being hereditary, that the liberties of the
people were endangered. Charles I. and
James II. are instances of this truth; yet
neither of them went so far as to hold the
Nation in contempt.
As it is sometimes of advantage to the
people of one country to hear what those
of other countries have to say respecting
it, it is possible that the people of France

may learn something from Mr. Burke’s
book, and that the people of England
may also learn something from the
answers it will occasion. When Nations
fall out about freedom, a wide field of
debate is opened. The argument
commences with the rights of war,
without its evils, and as knowledge is
the object contended for, the party that
sustains the defeat obtains the prize.
Mr. Burke talks about what he calls an
hereditary crown, as if it were some
production of Nature; or as if, like Time,
it had a power to operate, not only
independently, but in spite of man; or as
if it were a thing or a subject universally
consented to. Alas! it has none of those

properties, but is the reverse of them all.
It is a thing in imagination, the propriety
of which is more than doubted, and the
legality of which in a few years will be
denied.
But, to arrange this matter in a clearer
view than what general expression can
convey, it will be necessary to state the
distinct heads under which (what is
called) an hereditary crown, or more
properly speaking, an hereditary
succession to the Government of a
Nation, can be considered; which are,
First, The right of a particular Family
to establish itself.
Secondly, The right of a Nation to
establish a particular Family.

With respect to the first of these heads,
that of a Family establishing itself with
hereditary powers on its own authority,
and independent of the consent of a
Nation, all men will concur in calling it
despotism; and it would be trespassing
on their understanding to attempt to
prove it.
But the second head, that of a Nation
establishing a particular Family with
hereditary powers, does not present
itself as despotism on the first reflexion;
but if men will permit a second reflexion
to take place, and carry that reflexion
forward but one remove out of their own
persons to that of their offspring, they
will then see that hereditary succession

becomes in its consequences the same
despotism to others, which they
reprobated for themselves. It operates to
preclude the consent of the succeeding
generations; and the preclusion of
consent is despotism. When the person
who at any time shall be in possession of
a Government, or those who stand in
succession to him, shall say to a Nation,
I hold this power in “contempt” of you,
it signifies not on what authority he
pretends to say it. It is no relief, but an
aggravation to a person in slavery, to
reflect that he was sold by his parent;
and as that which heightens the
criminality of an act cannot be produced
to prove the legality of it, hereditary
succession cannot be established as a

legal thing.
In order to arrive at a more perfect
decision on this head, it will be proper
to consider the generation which
undertakes to establish a Family with
hereditary powers, apart and separate
from the generations which are to
follow; and also to consider the
character in which the first generation
acts with respect to succeeding
generations.
The generation which first selects a
person, and puts him at the head of its
Government, either with the title of
King, or any other distinction, acts on its
own choice, be it wise or foolish, as a
free agent for itself. The person so set up

is not hereditary, but selected and
appointed; and the generation who sets
him up, does not live under a hereditary
government, but under a government of
its own choice and establishment. Were
the generation who sets him up, and the
person so set up, to live for ever, it
never
could
become
hereditary
succession; and of consequence
hereditary succession can only follow on
the death of the first parties.
As, therefore, hereditary succession is
out of the question with respect to the
first generation, we have now to
consider the character in which that
generation acts with respect to the
commencing generation, and to all

succeeding ones.
It assumes a character, to which it has
neither right nor title. It changes itself
from a Legislator to a Testator, and
effects to make its Will, which is to have
operation after the demise of the makers,
to bequeath the Government; and it not
only attempts to bequeath, but to
establish on the succeeding generation, a
new and different form of Government
under which itself lived. Itself, as
already observed, lived not under a
hereditary Government but under a
Government of its own choice and
establishment; and it now attempts, by
virtue of a will and testament (and which
it has not authority to make), to take from

the commencing generation, and all
future ones, the rights and free agency by
which itself acted.
But, exclusive of the right which any
generation has to act collectively as a
testator, the objects to which it applies
itself in this case, are not within the
compass of any law, or of any will or
testament.
The rights of men in society, are
neither devisable or transferable, nor
annihilable, but are descendable only,
and it is not in the power of any
generation to intercept finally, and cut
off the descent. If the present generation,
or any other, are disposed to be slaves,
it does not lessen the right of the

succeeding generation to be free.
Wrongs cannot have a legal descent.
When Mr. Burke attempts to maintain
that the English nation did at the
Revolution of 1688, most solemnly
renounce and abdicate their rights for
themselves, and for all their posterity
forever, he speaks a language that merits
not reply, and which can only excite
contempt for his prostitute principles, or
pity for his ignorance.
In
whatever
light
hereditary
succession, as growing out of the will
and testament of some former generation,
presents itself, it is an absurdity. A
cannot make a will to take from B the
property of B, and give it to C; yet this is

the manner in which (what is called)
hereditary succession by law operates.
A certain former generation made a will,
to take away the rights of the
commencing generation, and all future
ones, and convey those rights to a third
person, who afterwards comes forward,
and tells them, in Mr. Burke’s language,
that they have no rights, that their rights
are already bequeathed to him and that
he will govern in contempt of them.
From such principles, and such
ignorance, good Lord deliver the world!
But, after all, what is this metaphor
called a crown, or rather what is
monarchy? Is it a thing, or is it a name,
or is it a fraud? Is it a “contrivance of

human wisdom,” or of human craft to
obtain money from a nation under
specious pretences? Is it a thing
necessary to a nation? If it is, in what
does that necessity consist, what service
does it perform, what is its business, and
what are its merits? Does the virtue
consist in the metaphor, or in the man?
Doth the goldsmith that makes the crown,
make the virtue also? Doth it operate
like Fortunatus’s wishing-cap, or
Harlequin’s wooden sword? Doth it
make a man a conjurer? In fine, what is
it? It appears to be something going
much out of fashion, falling into ridicule,
and rejected in some countries, both as
unnecessary and expensive. In America
it is considered as an absurdity; and in

France it has so far declined, that the
goodness of the man, and the respect for
his personal character, are the only
things that preserve the appearance of its
existence.
If government be what Mr. Burke
describes it, “a contrivance of human
wisdom,” I might ask him, if wisdom
was at such a low ebb in England, that it
was become necessary to import it from
Holland and from Hanover? But I will
do the country the justice to say, that was
not the case; and even if it was, it
mistook the cargo. The wisdom of every
country, when properly exerted, is
sufficient for all its purposes; and there
could exist no more real occasion in

England to have sent for a Dutch
Stadtholder, or a German Elector, than
there was in America to have done a
similar thing. If a country does not
understand its own affairs, how is a
foreigner to understand them, who
knows neither its laws, its manners, nor
its language? If there existed a man so
transcendently wise above all others,
that his wisdom was necessary to
instruct a nation, some reason might be
offered for monarchy; but when we cast
our eyes about a country, and observe
how every part understands its own
affairs; and when we look around the
world, and see that of all men in it, the
race of kings are the most insignificant in
capacity, our reason cannot fail to ask us

—What are those men kept for?
If there is anything in monarchy which
we people of America do not
understand, I wish Mr. Burke would be
so kind as to inform us. I see in America,
a government extending over a country
ten times as large as England, and
conducted with regularity, for a fortieth
part of the expense which Government
costs in England. If I ask a man in
America if he wants a King, he retorts,
and asks me if I take him for an ideot?
How is it that this difference happens?
are we more or less wise than others? I
see in America the generality of people
living in a style of plenty unknown in
monarchical countries; and I see that the

principle of its government, which is that
of the equal Rights of Man, is making a
rapid progress in the world.
If monarchy is a useless thing, why is
it kept up anywhere? and if a necessary
thing, how can it be dispensed with?
That civil government is necessary, all
civilised nations will agree; but civil
government is republican government.
All that part of the government of
England which begins with the office of
constable, and proceeds through the
department of magistrate, quartersessions, and general assize, including
trial by jury, is republican government.
Nothing of monarchy appears in any part
of it, except in the name which William

the Conqueror imposed upon the
English, that of obliging them to call him
“Their Sovereign Lord the King.”
It is easy to conceive that a band of
interested men, such as Place-men,
Pensioners, Lords of the bed-chamber,
Lords of the kitchen, Lords of the
necessary-house, and the Lord knows
what besides, can find as many reasons
for monarchy as their salaries, paid at
the expence of the country, amount to;
but if I ask the farmer, the manufacturer,
the merchant, the tradesman, and down
through all the occupations of life to the
common laborer, what service monarchy
is to him? he can give me no answer. If I
ask him what monarchy is, he believes it

is something like a sinecure.
Notwithstanding the taxes of England
amount to almost seventeen millions a
year, said to be for the expences of
Government, it is still evident that the
sense of the Nation is left to govern
itself, and does govern itself, by
magistrates and juries, almost at its own
charge, on republican principles,
exclusive of the expence of taxes. The
salaries of the judges are almost the only
charge that is paid out of the revenue.
Considering that all the internal
government is executed by the people,
the taxes of England ought to be the
lightest of any nation in Europe; instead
of which, they are the contrary. As this

cannot be accounted for on the score of
civil government, the subject necessarily
extends itself to the monarchical part.
When the people of England sent for
George the First (and it would puzzle a
wiser man than Mr. Burke to discover
for what he could be wanted, or what
service he could render), they ought at
least to have conditioned for the
abandonment of Hanover. Besides the
endless German intrigues that must
follow from a German Elector being
King of England, there is a natural
impossibility of uniting in the same
person the principles of Freedom and the
principles of Despotism, or as it is
usually called in England Arbitrary

Power. A German Elector is in his
electorate a despot; how then could it be
expected that he should be attached to
principles of liberty in one country,
while his interest in another was to be
supported by despotism? The union
cannot exist; and it might easily have
been foreseen that German Electors
would make German Kings, or in Mr.
Burke’s
words,
would
assume
government with “contempt.” The
English have been in the habit of
considering a King of England only in
the character in which he appears to
them; whereas the same person, while
the connection lasts, has a home-seat in
another country, the interest of which is
different to their own, and the principles

of the governments in opposition to each
other. To such a person England will
appear as a town-residence, and the
Electorate as the estate. The English may
wish, as I believe they do, success to the
principles of liberty in France, or in
Germany; but a German Elector trembles
for the fate of despotism in his
electorate;
and
the
Duchy of
Mecklenburgh, where the present
Queen’s family governs, is under the
same wretched state of arbitrary power,
and the people in slavish vassalage.
There never was a time when it
became the English to watch continental
intrigues more circumspectly than at the
present moment, and to distinguish the

politics of the Electorate from the
politics of the Nation. The Revolution of
France has entirely changed the ground
with respect to England and France, as
nations; but the German despots, with
Prussia at their head, are combining
against liberty; and the fondness of Mr.
Pitt for office, and the interest which all
his family connections have obtained, do
not give sufficient security against this
intrigue.
As everything which passes in the
world becomes matter for history, I will
now quit this subject, and take a concise
review of the state of parties and
politics in England, as Mr. Burke has
done in France.

Whether the present reign commenced
with contempt, I leave to Mr. Burke:
certain, however, it is, that it had
strongly that appearance. The animosity
of the English nation, it is very well
remembered, ran high; and, had the true
principles of Liberty been as well
understood then as they now promise to
be, it is probable the Nation would not
have patiently submitted to so much.
George the First and Second were
sensible of a rival in the remains of the
Stuarts; and as they could not but
consider themselves as standing on their
good behaviour, they had prudence to
keep their German principles of
government to themselves; but as the

Stuart family wore away, the prudence
became less necessary.
The contest between rights, and what
were called prerogatives, continued to
heat the nation till some time after the
conclusion of the American War, when
all at once it fell a calm—Execration
exchanged itself for applause, and Court
popularity sprung up like a mushroom in
a night.
To account for this sudden transition, it
is proper to observe that there are two
distinct species of popularity; the one
excited by merit, and the other by
resentment. As the Nation had formed
itself into two parties, and each was
extolling the merits of its parliamentary

champions for and against prerogative,
nothing could operate to give a more
general shock than an immediate
coalition of the champions themselves.
The partisans of each being thus
suddenly left in the lurch, and mutually
heated with disgust at the measure, felt
no other relief than uniting in a common
execration against both. A higher
stimulus or resentment being thus excited
than what the contest on prerogatives
occasioned, the nation quitted all former
objects of rights and wrongs, and sought
only that of gratification. The indignation
at the Coalition so effectually
superseded the indignation against the
Court as to extinguish it; and without any
change of principles on the part of the

Court, the same people who had
reprobated its despotism united with it
to revenge themselves on the Coalition
Parliament. The case was not, which
they liked best, but which they hated
most; and the least hated passed for
love. The dissolution of the Coalition
Parliament, as it afforded the means of
gratifying the resentment of the Nation,
could not fail to be popular; and from
hence arose the popularity of the Court.
Transitions of this kind exhibit a
Nation under the government of temper,
instead of a fixed and steady principle;
and having once committed itself,
however rashly, it feels itself urged
along to justify by continuance its first

proceeding. Measures which at other
times it would censure it now approves,
and acts persuasion upon itself to
suffocate its judgment.
On the return of a new Parliament, the
new Minister, Mr. Pitt, found himself in
a secure majority; and the Nation gave
him credit, not out of regard to himself,
but because it had resolved to do it out
of resentment to another. He introduced
himself to public notice by a proposed
Reform of Parliament, which in its
operation would have amounted to a
public justification of corruption. The
Nation was to be at the expence of
buying up the rotten boroughs, whereas it
ought to punish the persons who deal in

the traffic.
Passing over the two bubbles of the
Dutch business and the million a-year to
sink the national debt, the matter which
most presents itself, is the affair of the
Regency. Never, in the course of my
observation, was delusion more
successfully acted, nor a nation more
completely deceived. But, to make this
appear, it will be necessary to go over
the circumstances.
Mr. Fox had stated in the House of
Commons, that the Prince of Wales, as
heir in succession, had a right in himself
to assume the Government. This was
opposed by Mr. Pitt; and, so far as the
opposition was confined to the doctrine,

it was just. But the principles which Mr.
Pitt maintained on the contrary side were
as bad, or worse in their extent, than
those of Mr. Fox; because they went to
establish an aristocracy over the nation,
and over the small representation it has
in the House of Commons.
Whether the English form of
Government be good or bad, is not in
this case the question; but, taking it as it
stands, without regard to its merits or
demerits, Mr. Pitt was farther from the
point than Mr. Fox.
It is supposed to consist of three parts:
—while therefore the Nation is disposed
to continue this form, the parts have a
national standing, independent of each

other, and are not the creatures of each
other. Had Mr. Fox passed through
Parliament, and said that the person
alluded to claimed on the ground of the
Nation, Mr. Pitt must then have
contended what he called the right of the
Parliament against the right of the
Nation.
By the appearance which the contest
made, Mr. Fox took the hereditary
ground, and Mr. Pitt the Parliamentary
ground; but the fact is, they both took
hereditary ground, and Mr. Pitt took the
worst of the two.
What is called the Parliament is made
up of two Houses, one of which is more
hereditary, and more beyond the controul

of the Nation than what the Crown (as it
is called) is supposed to be. It is an
hereditary aristocracy, assuming and
asserting indefeasible, irrevocable,
rights and authority, wholly independent
of the Nation. Where, then, was the
merited popularity of exalting this
hereditary
power
over
another
hereditary power less independent of the
Nation than what itself assumed to be,
and of absorbing the rights of the Nation
into a House over which it has neither
election nor controul?
The general impulse of the Nation was
right; but it acted without reflection. It
approved the opposition made to the
right set up by Mr. Fox, without

perceiving that Mr. Pitt was supporting
another indefeasible right more remote
from the Nation, in opposition to it.
With respect to the House of
Commons, it is elected but by a small
part of the Nation; but were the election
as universal as taxation, which it ought
to be, it would still be only the organ of
the Nation, and cannot possess inherent
rights.—When the National Assembly of
France resolves a matter, the resolve is
made in right of the Nation; but Mr. Pitt,
on all national questions, so far as they
refer to the House of Commons, absorbs
the rights of the Nation into the organ,
and makes the organ into a Nation, and
the Nation itself into a cypher.

In a few words, the question on the
Regency was a question of a million ayear, which is appropriated to the
executive department: and Mr. Pitt could
not possess himself of any management
of this sum, without setting up the
supremacy of Parliament; and when this
was accomplished, it was indifferent
who should be Regent, as he must be
Regent at his own cost. Among the
curiosities which this contentious debate
afforded, was that of making the Great
Seal into a King, the affixing of which to
an act was to be royal authority. If,
therefore, Royal Authority is a Great
Seal, it consequently is in itself nothing;
and a good Constitution would be of

infinitely more value to the Nation than
what the three Nominal Powers, as they
now stand, are worth.
The continual use of the word
Constitution in the English Parliament
shews there is none; and that the whole
is merely a form of government without
a Constitution, and constituting itself
with what powers it pleases. If there
were a Constitution, it certainly could be
referred to; and the debate on any
constitutional point would terminate by
producing the Constitution. One member
says this is Constitution, and another
says that is Constitution—To-day it is
one thing; and to-morrow something else
—while the maintaining of the debate

proves there is none. Constitution is now
the cant word of Parliament, tuning itself
to the ear of the Nation. Formerly it was
t h e universal
supremacy
of
Parliament—the
omnipotence
of
Parliament: But since the progress of
Liberty in France, those phrases have a
despotic harshness in their note; and the
English Parliament have catched the
fashion from the National Assembly, but
without the substance, of speaking of
Constitution.
As the present generation of the people
in England did not make the
Government, they are not accountable
for any of its defects; but, that sooner or
later, it must come into their hands to

undergo a constitutional reformation, is
as certain as that the same thing has
happened in France. If France, with a
revenue of nearly twenty-four millions
sterling, with an extent of rich and fertile
country above four times larger than
England, with a population of twentyfour millions of inhabitants to support
taxation, with upwards of ninety millions
sterling of gold and silver circulating in
the nation, and with a debt less than the
present debt of England—still found it
necessary, from whatever cause, to come
to a settlement of its affairs, it solves the
problem of funding for both countries.
It is out of the question to say how long
what is called the English constitution

has lasted, and to argue from thence how
long it is to last; the question is, how
long can the funding system last? It is a
thing but of modern invention, and has
not yet continued beyond the life of a
man; yet in that short space it has so far
accumulated, that, together with the
current expenses, it requires an amount
of taxes at least equal to the whole
landed rental of the nation in acres to
defray the annual expenditure. That a
government could not have always gone
on by the same system which has been
followed for the last seventy years, must
be evident to every man; and for the
same reason it cannot always go on.
The funding system is not money;

neither is it, properly speaking, credit. It,
in effect, creates upon paper the sum
which it appears to borrow, and lays on
a tax to keep the imaginary capital alive
by the payment of interest and sends the
annuity to market, to be sold for paper
already in circulation. If any credit is
given, it is to the disposition of the
people to pay the tax, and not to the
government, which lays it on. When this
disposition expires, what is supposed to
be the credit of Government expires with
it. The instance of France under the
former Government shews that it is
impossible to compel the payment of
taxes by force, when a whole nation is
determined to take its stand upon that
ground.

Mr. Burke, in his review of the
finances of France, states the quantity of
gold and silver in France, at about
eighty-eight millions sterling. In doing
this, he has, I presume, divided by the
difference of exchange, instead of the
standard of twenty-four livres to a pound
sterling; for M. Neckar’s statement, from
which Mr. Burke’s is taken, is two
thousand two hundred millions of
livres, which is upwards of ninety-one
millions and a half sterling.
M. Neckar in France, and Mr. George
Chalmers at the Office of Trade and
Plantation in England, of which Lord
Hawkesbury is president, published
nearly about the same time (1786) an

account of the quantity of money in each
nation, from the returns of the Mint of
each Nation. Mr. Chalmers, from the
returns of the English Mint at the Tower
of London, states the quantity of money
in England, including Scotland and
Ireland, to be twenty millions sterling.30
M. Neckar31 says that the amount of
money in France, recoined from the old
coin which was called in, was two
thousand five hundred millions of livres
(upwards of one hundred and four
millions sterling); and, after deducting
for waste, and what may be in the West
Indies and other possible circumstances,
states the circulation quantity at home to
be ninety-one millions and a half

sterling; but, taking it as Mr. Burke has
put it, it is sixty-eight millions more than
the national quantity in England.
That the quantity of money in France
cannot be under this sum, may at once be
seen from the state of the French
Revenue, without referring to the
records of the French Mint for proofs.
The revenue of France, prior to the
Revolution, was nearly twenty-four
millions sterling; and as paper had then
no existence in France the whole
revenue was collected upon gold and
silver; and it would have been
impossible to have collected such a
quantity of revenue upon a less national
quantity than M. Neckar has stated.

Before the establishment of paper in
England, the revenue was about a fourth
part of the national amount of gold and
silver, as may be known by referring to
the revenue prior to King William, and
the quantity of money stated to be in the
nation at that time, which was nearly as
much as it is now.
It can be of no real service to a nation,
to impose upon itself, or to permit itself
to be imposed upon; but the prejudices
of some, and the imposition of others,
have always represented France as a
nation possessing but little money—
whereas the quantity is not only more
than four times what the quantity is in
England, but is considerably greater on a

proportion of numbers. To account for
this deficiency on the part of England,
some reference should be had to the
English system of funding. It operates to
multiply paper, and to substitute it in the
room of money, in various shapes; and
the more paper is multiplied, the more
opportunities are offered to export the
specie; and it admits of a possibility (by
extending it to small notes) of increasing
paper till there is no money left.
I know this is not a pleasant subject to
English readers; but the matters I am
going to mention, are so important in
themselves, as to require the attention of
men interested in money transactions of
a public nature. There is a circumstance

stated by M. Neckar, in his treatise on
the administration of the finances, which
has never been attended to in England,
but which forms the only basis whereon
to estimate the quantity of money (gold
and silver) which ought to be in every
nation in Europe, to preserve a relative
proportion with other nations.
Lisbon and Cadiz are the two ports
into which (money) gold and silver from
South America are imported, and which
afterwards
divide
and
spread
themselves over Europe by means of
commerce, and increase the quantity of
money in all parts of Europe. If,
therefore, the amount of the annual
importation into Europe can be known,

and the relative proportion of the foreign
commerce of the several nations by
which it can be distributed can be
ascertained, they give a rule sufficiently
true, to ascertain the quantity of money
which ought to be found in any nation, at
any given time.
M. Neckar shews from the registers of
Lisbon and Cadiz, that the importation of
gold and silver into Europe, is five
millions sterling annually. He has not
taken it on a single year, but on an
average of fifteen succeeding years,
from 1763 to 1777, both inclusive; in
which time, the amount was one
thousand eight hundred million livres,
which is seventy-five millions sterling.32

From the commencement of the
Hanover succession in 1714 to the time
Mr. Chalmers published, is seventy-two
years; and the quantity imported into
Europe, in that time, would be three
hundred and sixty millions sterling.
If the foreign commerce of Great
Britain be stated at a sixth part of what
the whole foreign commerce of Europe
amounts to (which is probably an
inferior estimation to what the gentlemen
at the Exchange would allow) the
proportion which Britain should draw
by commerce of this sum, to keep herself
on a proportion with the rest of Europe,
would be also a sixth part which is sixty
millions sterling; and if the same

allowance for waste and accident be
made for England which M. Neckar
makes for France, the quantity remaining
after these deductions would be fiftytwo millions; and this sum ought to have
been in the nation (at the time Mr.
Chalmers published), in addition to the
sum which was in the nation at the
commencement
of
the
Hanover
succession, and to have made in the
whole at least sixty-six millions sterling;
instead of which there were but twenty
millions, which is forty-six millions
below its proportionate quantity.
As the quantity of gold and silver
imported into Lisbon and Cadiz is more
exactly ascertained than that of any

commodity imported into England, and
as the quantity of money coined at the
Tower of London is still more positively
known, the leading facts do not admit of
controversy. Either, therefore, the
commerce of England is unproductive of
profit, or the gold and silver which it
brings in leak continually away by
unseen means at the average rate of
about three-quarters of a million a year,
which, in the course of seventy-two
years, accounts for the deficiency; and
its absence is supplied by paper.33
The Revolution of France is attended
with many novel circumstances, not only
in the political sphere, but in the circle
of money transactions. Among others, it

shows that a government may be in a
state of insolvency and a nation rich. So
far as the fact is confined to the late
Government of France, it was insolvent;
because the nation would no longer
support its extravagance, and therefore it
could no longer support itself—but with
respect to the nation all the means
existed. A government may be said to be
insolvent every time it applies to the
nation to discharge its arrears. The
insolvency of the late Government of
France and the present of England
differed in no other respect than as the
dispositions of the people differ. The
people of France refused their aid to the
old Government; and the people of
England submit to taxation without

inquiry. What is called the Crown in
England has been insolvent several
times; the last of which, publicly known,
was in May, 1777, when it applied to the
nation to discharge upwards of £600,000
private debts, which otherwise it could
not pay.
It was the error of Mr. Pitt, Mr. Burke,
and all those who were unacquainted
with the affairs of France to confound
the French nation with the French
Government. The French nation, in
effect, endeavoured to render the late
Government insolvent for the purpose of
taking government into its own hands:
and it reserved its means for the support
of the new Government. In a country of

such vast extent and population as
France the natural means cannot be
wanting, and the political means appear
the instant the nation is disposed to
permit them. When Mr. Burke, in a
speech last winter in the British
Parliament, “cast his eyes over the map
of Europe, and saw a chasm that once
was France,” he talked like a dreamer of
dreams. The same natural France existed
as before, and all the natural means
existed with it. The only chasm was that
the extinction of despotism had left, and
which was to be filled up with the
Constitution more formidable in
resources than the power which had
expired.

Although the French Nation rendered
the late Government insolvent, it did not
permit the insolvency to act towards the
creditors; and the creditors, considering
the Nation as the real pay-master, and
the Government only as the agent, rested
themselves on the nation, in preference
to the Government. This appears greatly
to disturb Mr. Burke, as the precedent is
fatal to the policy by which governments
have supposed themselves secure. They
have contracted debts, with a view of
attaching what is called the monied
interest of a Nation to their support; but
the example in France shews that the
permanent security of the creditor is in
the Nation, and not in the Government;

and that in all possible revolutions that
may happen in Governments, the means
are always with the Nation, and the
Nation always in existence. Mr. Burke
argues that the creditors ought to have
abided the fate of the Government which
they trusted; but the National Assembly
considered them as the creditors of the
Nation, and not of the Government—of
the master, and not of the steward.
Notwithstanding the late government
could not discharge the current expenses,
the present government has paid off a
great part of the capital. This has been
accomplished by two means; the one by
lessening the expenses of government,
and the other by the sale of the monastic

and ecclesiastical landed estates. The
devotees and penitent debauchees,
extortioners and misers of former days,
to ensure themselves a better world than
that they were about to leave, had
bequeathed immense property in trust to
the priesthood for pious uses; and the
priesthood kept it for themselves. The
National Assembly has ordered it to be
sold for the good of the whole nation,
and the priesthood to be decently
provided for.
In consequence of the revolution, the
annual interest of the debt of France will
be reduced at least six millions sterling,
by paying off upwards of one hundred
millions of the capital; which, with

lessening the former expenses of
government at least three millions, will
place France in a situation worthy the
imitation of Europe.
Upon a whole review of the subject,
how vast is the contrast! While Mr.
Burke has been talking of a general
bankruptcy in France, the National
Assembly has been paying off the capital
of its debt; and while taxes have
increased near a million a year in
England, they have lowered several
millions a year in France. Not a word
has either Mr. Burke or Mr. Pitt said
about the French affairs, or the state of
the French finances, in the present
Session of Parliament. The subject

begins to be too well understood, and
imposition serves no longer.
There is a general enigma running
through the whole of Mr. Burke’s book.
He writes in a rage against the National
Assembly; but what is he enraged about?
If his assertions were as true as they are
groundless, and that France by her
Revolution, had annihilated her power,
and become what he calls a chasm, it
might excite the grief of a Frenchman
(considering himself as a national man),
and provoke his rage against the
National Assembly; but why should it
excite the rage of Mr. Burke? Alas! it is
not the nation of France that Mr. Burke
means, but the Court; and every Court in

Europe, dreading the same fate, is in
mourning. He writes neither in the
character of a Frenchman nor an
Englishman, but in the fawning character
of that creature known in all countries,
and a friend to none—a courtier.
Whether it be the Court of Versailles, or
the Court of St. James, or CarltonHouse, or the Court in expectation,
signifies not; for the caterpillar principle
of all Courts and Courtiers are alike.
They form a common policy throughout
Europe, detached and separate from the
interest of Nations: and while they
appear to quarrel, they agree to plunder.
Nothing can be more terrible to a Court
or Courtier than the Revolution of
France. That which is a blessing to

Nations is bitterness to them: and as
their existence depends on the duplicity
of a country, they tremble at the
approach of principles, and dread the
precedent that threatens their overthrow.

CONCLUSION.
REASON AND IGNORANCE, the
opposites of each other, influence the
great bulk of mankind. If either of these
can be rendered sufficiently extensive in
a country, the machinery of Government
goes easily on. Reason obeys itself; and
Ignorance submits to whatever is
dictated to it.
The two modes of the Government

which prevail in the world, are, first,
Government
by
election
and
representation: Secondly, Government
by hereditary succession. The former is
generally known by the name of
republic; the latter by that of monarchy
and aristocracy.
Those two distinct and opposite forms,
erect themselves on the two distinct and
opposite bases of Reason and Ignorance.
—As the exercise of Government
requires talents and abilities, and as
talents and abilities cannot have
hereditary descent, it is evident that
hereditary succession requires a belief
from man to which his reason cannot
subscribe, and which can only be

established upon his ignorance; and the
more ignorant any country is, the better it
is fitted for this species of Government.
On the contrary, Government, in a
well-constituted republic, requires no
belief from man beyond what his reason
can give. He sees the rationale of the
whole system, its origin and its
operation; and as it is best supported
when best understood, the human
faculties act with boldness, and acquire,
under this form of government, a gigantic
manliness.
As, therefore, each of those forms acts
on a different base, the one moving
freely by the aid of reason, the other by
ignorance; we have next to consider,

what it is that gives motion to that
species of Government which is called
mixed Government, or, as it is
sometimes
ludicrously
stiled,
a
Government of this, that and t’other.
The moving power in this species of
Government, is of necessity, Corruption.
However imperfect election and
representation may be in mixed
Governments, they still give exercise to
a greater portion of reason than is
convenient to the hereditary Part; and
therefore it becomes necessary to buy
the reason up. A mixed Government is
an imperfect everything, cementing and
soldering the discordant parts together
by corruption, to act as a whole. Mr.

Burke appears highly disgusted that
France, since she had resolved on a
revolution, did not adopt what he calls
“A British Constitution”; and the
regretful manner in which he expresses
himself on this occasion implies a
suspicion that the British Constitution
needed something to keep its defects in
countenance.
In mixed Governments there is no
responsibility: the parts cover each other
till responsibility is lost; and the
corruption which moves the machine,
contrives at the same time its own
escape. When it is laid down as a
maxim, that a King can do no wrong, it
places him in a state of similar security

with that of ideots and persons insane,
and responsibility is out of the question
with respect to himself. It then descends
upon the Minister, who shelters himself
under a majority in Parliament, which,
by places, pensions, and corruption, he
can always command; and that majority
justifies itself by the same authority with
which it protects the Minister. In this
rotatory motion, responsibility is thrown
off from the parts, and from the whole.
When there is a Part in a Government
which can do no wrong, it implies that it
does nothing; and is only the machine of
another power, by whose advice and
direction it acts. What is supposed to be
the King in the mixed Governments, is

the Cabinet; and as the Cabinet is always
a part of the Parliament, and the
members justifying in one character what
they advise and act in another, a mixed
Government becomes a continual
enigma; entailing upon a country by the
quantity of corruption necessary to
solder the parts, the expence of
supporting all the forms of government at
once, and finally resolving itself into a
Government by Committee; in which the
advisers, the actors, the approvers, the
justifiers, the persons responsible, and
the persons not responsible, are the same
persons.
By this pantomimical contrivance, and
change of scene and character, the parts

help each other out in matters which
neither of them singly would assume to
act. When money is to be obtained, the
mass of variety apparently dissolves,
and a profusion of parliamentary praises
passes between the parts. Each admires
with astonishment, the wisdom, the
liberality, the disinterestedness of the
other: and all of them breathe a pitying
sigh at the burthens of the Nation.
But in a well-constituted republic,
nothing of this soldering, praising, and
pitying,
can
take
place;
the
representation being equal throughout the
country, and compleat in itself, however
it may be arranged into legislative and
executive, they have all one and the

same natural source. The parts are not
foreigners to each other, like democracy,
aristocracy, and monarchy. As there are
no discordant distinctions, there is
nothing to corrupt by compromise, nor
confound by contrivance. Public
measures appeal of themselves to the
understanding of the Nation, and, resting
on their own merits, disown any
flattering applications to vanity. The
continual whine of lamenting the burden
of taxes, however successfully it may be
practised in mixed Governments, is
inconsistent with the sense and spirit of
a republic. If taxes are necessary, they
are of course advantageous; but if they
require an apology, the apology itself
implies an impeachment. Why, then, is

man thus imposed upon, or why does he
impose upon himself?
When men are spoken of as kings and
subjects, or when Government is
mentioned under the distinct and
combined
heads
of
monarchy,
aristocracy, and democracy, what is it
that reasoning man is to understand by
the terms? If there really existed in the
world two or more distinct and separate
elements of human power, we should
then see the several origins to which
those terms would descriptively apply;
but as there is but one species of man,
there can be but one element of human
power; and that element is man himself.
Monarchy, aristocracy, and democracy,

are but creatures of imagination; and a
thousand such may be contrived as well
as three.

From the Revolutions of America and
France, and the symptoms that have
appeared in other countries, it is evident
that the opinion of the world is changing
with respect to systems of Government,
and that revolutions are not within the
compass of political calculations. The
progress of time and circumstances,
which men assign to the accomplishment
of great changes, is too mechanical to
measure the force of the mind, and the

rapidity of reflection, by which
revolutions are generated: All the old
governments have received a shock from
those that already appear, and which
were once more improbable, and are a
greater subject of wonder, than a general
revolution in Europe would be now.
When we survey the wretched
condition of man, under the monarchical
and hereditary systems of Government,
dragged from his home by one power, or
driven by another, and impoverished by
taxes more than by enemies, it becomes
evident that those systems are bad, and
that a general revolution in the principle
and construction of Governments is
necessary.

What is government more than the
management of the affairs of a Nation? It
is not, and from its nature cannot be, the
property of any particular man or family,
but of the whole community, at whose
expence it is supported; and though by
force and contrivance it has been
usurped into an inheritance, the
usurpation cannot alter the right of
things. Sovereignty, as a matter of right,
appertains to the Nation only, and not to
any individual; and a Nation has at all
times an inherent indefeasible right to
abolish any form of Government it finds
inconvenient, and to establish such as
accords with its interest, disposition and
happiness. The romantic and barbarous

distinction of men into Kings and
subjects, though it may suit the condition
of courtiers, cannot that of citizens; and
is exploded by the principle upon which
Governments are now founded. Every
citizen is a member of the Sovereignty,
and, as such, can acknowledge no
personal subjection; and his obedience
can be only to the laws.
When men think of what Government
is, they must necessarily suppose it to
possess a knowledge of all the objects
and matters upon which its authority is to
be exercised. In this view of
Government, the republican system, as
established by America and France,
operates to embrace the whole of a

Nation; and the knowledge necessary to
the interest of all the parts, is to be found
in the center, which the parts by
representation form: But the old
Governments are on a construction that
excludes knowledge as well as
happiness; Government by Monks, who
knew nothing of the world beyond the
walls of a Convent, is as consistent as
government by Kings.
What
were
formerly
called
Revolutions, were little more than a
change of persons, or an alteration of
local circumstances. They rose and fell
like things of course, and had nothing in
their existence or their fate that could
influence beyond the spot that produced

them. But what we now see in the world,
from the Revolutions of America and
France, are a renovation of the natural
order of things, a system of principles as
universal as truth and the existence of
man, and combining moral with political
happiness and national prosperity.
“ I . Men are born, and always
continue, free and equal in respect of
their
rights.
Civil
distinctions,
therefore, can be founded only on
public utility.
“ I I . The end of all political
associations is the preservation of the
natural and imprescriptible rights of
man; and these rights are liberty,
property, security, and resistance of

oppression.
“ III. The nation is essentially the
source of all sovereignty; nor can any
INDIVIDUAL, or ANY BODY OF
M E N , be entitled to any authority
which is not expressly derived from it.
”
In these principles, there is nothing to
throw a Nation into confusion by
inflaming ambition. They are calculated
to call forth wisdom and abilities, and to
exercise them for the public good, and
not for the emolument or aggrandisement
of particular descriptions of men or
families. Monarchical sovereignty, the
enemy of mankind, and the source of
misery, is abolished; and the sovereignty

itself is restored to its natural and
original place, the Nation. Were this the
case throughout Europe, the cause of
wars would be taken away.
It is attributed to Henry the Fourth of
France, a man of enlarged and
benevolent heart, that he proposed, about
the year 1610, a plan for abolishing war
in Europe. The plan consisted in
constituting an European Congress, or as
the French authors stile it, a Pacific
Republic; by appointing delegates from
the several Nations who were to act as a
Court of arbitration in any disputes that
might arise between nation and nation.
Had such a plan been adopted at the
time it was proposed, the taxes of

England and France, as two of the
parties, would have been at least ten
millions sterling annually to each Nation
less than they were at the commencement
of the French Revolution.
To conceive a cause why such a plan
has not been adopted (and that instead of
a Congress for the purpose of
preventing war, it has been called only
t o terminate a war, after a fruitless
expence of several years) it will be
necessary to consider the interest of
Governments as a distinct interest to that
of Nations.
Whatever is the cause of taxes to a
Nation, becomes also the means of
revenue to Government. Every war

terminates with an addition of taxes, and
consequently with an addition of
revenue; and in any event of war, in the
manner they are now commenced and
concluded, the power and interest of
Governments are increased. War,
therefore, from its productiveness, as it
easily furnishes the pretence of necessity
for taxes and appointments to places and
offices, becomes a principal part of the
system of old Governments; and to
establish any mode to abolish war,
however advantageous it might be to
Nations, would be to take from such
Government the most lucrative of its
branches. The frivolous matters upon
which war is made, shew the disposition
and avidity of Governments to uphold

the system of war, and betray the
motives upon which they act.
Why are not Republics plunged into
war, but because the nature of their
Government does not admit of an interest
distinct from that of the Nation? Even
Holland, though an ill-constructed
Republic, and with a commerce
extending over the world, existed nearly
a century without war: and the instant the
form of Government was changed in
France, the republican principles of
peace and domestic prosperity and
œconomy arose with the new
Government; and the same consequences
would follow the cause in other Nations.
As war is the system of Government

on the old construction, the animosity
which Nations reciprocally entertain, is
nothing more than what the policy of
their Governments excites to keep up the
spirit of the system. Each Government
accuses the other of perfidy, intrigue,
and ambition, as a means of heating the
imagination of their respective Nations,
and incensing them to hostilities. Man is
not the enemy of man, but through the
medium of a false system of
Government. Instead, therefore, of
exclaiming against the ambition of
Kings, the exclamation should be
directed against the principle of such
Governments; and instead of seeking to
reform the individual, the wisdom of a
Nation should apply itself to reform the

system.
Whether the forms and maxims of
Governments which are still in practice,
were adapted to the condition of the
world at the period they were
established, is not in this case the
question. The older they are, the less
correspondence can they have with the
present state of things. Time, and change
of circumstances and opinions, have the
same progressive effect in rendering
modes of Government obsolete as they
have upon customs and manners.—
Agriculture, commerce, manufactures,
and the tranquil arts, by which the
prosperity of Nations is best promoted,
require
a
different system of

Government, and a different species of
knowledge to direct its operations, than
what might have been required in the
former condition of the world.
As it is not difficult to perceive, from
the enlightened state of mankind, that
hereditary Governments are verging to
their decline, and that Revolutions on the
broad basis of national sovereignty and
Government by representation, are
making their way in Europe, it would be
an act of wisdom to anticipate their
approach, and produce Revolutions by
reason and accommodation, rather than
commit them to the issue of convulsions.
From what we now see, nothing of
reform in the political world ought to be

held improbable. It is an age of
Revolutions, in which everything may be
looked for. The intrigue of Courts, by
which the system of war is kept up, may
provoke a confederation of Nations to
abolish it: and an European Congress to
patronise the progress of free
Government,
and
promote
the
civilisation of Nations with each other,
is an event nearer in probability, than
once were the revolutions and alliance
of France and America.

RIGHTS OF MAN
[Part the Second]
COMBINING
PRINCIPLE AND PRACTICE.
BY
THOMAS PAINE

FRENCH TRANSLATOR’S
PREFACE. (1792.)
THE WORK OF WHICH we offer a
translation to the public has created the
greatest sensation in England. Paine, that
man of freedom, who seems born to

preach “Common Sense” to the whole
world with the same success as in
America, explains in it to the people of
England the theory of the practice of the
Rights of Man.
Owing to the prejudices that still
govern that nation, the author has been
obliged to condescend to answer Mr.
Burke. He has done so more especially
in an extended preface which is nothing
but a piece of very tedious controversy,
in which he shows himself very
sensitive to criticisms that do not really
affect him. To translate it seemed an
insult to the free French people, and
similar reasons have led the editors to
suppress also a dedicatory epistle

addressed by Paine to Lafayette.
The French can no longer endure
dedicatory epistles. A man should write
privately to those he esteems: when he
publishes a book his thoughts should be
offered to the public alone. Paine, that
uncorrupted friend of freedom, believed
too in the sincerity of Lafayette. So easy
is it to deceive men of single-minded
purpose! Bred at a distance from courts,
that austere American does not seem any
more on his guard against the artful ways
and speech of courtiers than some
Frenchmen who resemble him.

TO M. DE LA FAYETTE.

AFTER AN ACQUAINTANCE OF
nearly fifteen years in difficult situations
in America, and various consultations in
Europe, I feel a pleasure in presenting to
you this small treatise, in gratitude for
your services to my beloved America,
and as a testimony of my esteem for the
virtues, public and private, which I
know you too possess.
The only point upon which I could
ever discover that we differed was not
as to principles of government, but as to
time. For my own part I think it equally
as injurious to good principles to permit
them to linger, as to push them on too
fast. That which you suppose
accomplishable in fourteen or fifteen

years, I may believe practicable in a
much shorter period. Mankind, as it
appears to me, are always ripe enough to
understand their true interest, provided it
be
presented
clearly to
their
understanding, and that in a manner not
to create suspicion by anything like selfdesign, nor offend by assuming too
much. Where we would wish to reform
we must not reproach.
When the American revolution was
established I felt a disposition to sit
serenely down and enjoy the calm. It did
not appear to me that any object could
afterwards arise great enough to make
me quit tranquility and feel as I had felt
before. But when principle, and not

place, is the energetic cause of action, a
man, I find, is everywhere the same.
I am now once more in the public
world; and as I have not a right to
contemplate on so many years of
remaining life as you have, I have
resolved to labour as fast as I can; and
as I am anxious for your aid and your
company, I wish you to hasten your
principles and overtake me.
If you make a campaign the ensuing
spring, which it is most probable there
will be no occasion for, I will come and
join you. Should the campaign
commence, I hope it will terminate in the
extinction of German despotism, and in
establishing the freedom of all Germany.

When France shall be surrounded with
revolutions she will be in peace and
safety, and her taxes, as well as those of
Germany, will consequently become
less.
Your sincere, Affectionate Friend,

THOMAS PAINE.

LONDON, FEB. 9, 1792.

PREFACE.
WHEN I BEGAN THE chapter entitled
the “Conclusion” in the former part of

the RIGHTS OF MAN, published last
year, it was my intention to have
extended it to a greater length; but in
casting the whole matter in my mind,
which I wish to add, I found that it must
either make the work too bulky, or
contract my plan too much. I therefore
brought it to a close as soon as the
subject would admit, and reserved what
I had further to say to another
opportunity.
Several other reasons contributed to
produce this determination. I wished to
know the manner in which a work,
written in a style of thinking and
expression different to what had been
customary in England, would be

received before I proceeded farther. A
great field was opening to the view of
mankind by means of the French
Revolution. Mr. Burke’s outrageous
opposition
thereto
brought
the
controversy into England. He attacked
principles which he knew (from
information) I would contest with him,
because they are principles I believe to
be good, and which I have contributed to
establish, and conceive myself bound to
defend. Had he not urged the
controversy, I had most probably been a
silent man.
Another reason for deferring the
remainder of the work was, that Mr.
Burke promised in his first publication

to renew the subject at another
opportunity, and to make a comparison
of what he called the English and French
Constitutions. I therefore held myself in
reserve for him. He has published two
works since, without doing this: which
he certainly would not have omitted, had
the comparison been in his favour.
In his last work, his “Appeal from the
New to the Old Whigs,” he has quoted
about ten pages from the RIGHTS OF
MAN, and having given himself the
trouble of doing this, says he “shall not
attempt in the smallest degree to refute
them,” meaning the principles therein
contained. I am enough acquainted with
Mr. Burke to know that he would if he

could. But instead of contesting them, he
immediately after consoles himself with
saying that “he has done his part.”—He
has not done his part. He has not
performed his promise of a comparison
of constitutions. He started the
controversy, he gave the challenge, and
has fled from it; and he is now a case in
point with his own opinion that “the age
of chivalry is gone!”
The title, as well as the substance of
his last work, his “Appeal,” is his
condemnation. Principles must stand on
their own merits, and if they are good
they certainly will. To put them under
the shelter of other men’s authority, as
Mr. Burke has done, serves to bring

them into suspicion. Mr. Burke is not
very fond of dividing his honours, but in
this case he is artfully dividing the
disgrace.
But who are those to whom Mr. Burke
has made his appeal? A set of childish
thinkers, and half-way politicians born
in the last century, men who went no
farther with any principle than as it
suited their purposes as a party; the
nation was always left out of the
question; and this has been the character
of every party from that day to this. The
nation sees nothing of such works, or
such politics, worthy its attention. A
little matter will move a party, but it
must be something great that moves a

nation.
Though I see nothing in Mr. Burke’s
“Appeal” worth taking much notice of,
there is, however, one expression upon
which I shall offer a few remarks. After
quoting largely from the RIGHTS OF
MAN, and declining to contest the
principles contained in that work, he
says: “This will most probably be done
(if such writings shall be thought to
deserve any other refutation than that
of criminal justice) by others, who may
think with Mr. Burke and with the same
zeal.”
In the first place, it has not yet been
done by anybody. Not less, I believe
than eight or ten pamphlets intended as

answers to the former part of the
RIGHTS OF MAN have been published
by different persons, and not one of them
to my knowledge, has extended to a
second edition, nor are even the titles of
them so much as generally remembered.
As I am averse to unnecessary
multiplying publications, I have
answered none of them. And as I believe
that a man may write himself out of
reputation when nobody else can do it, I
am careful to avoid that rock.
But as I would decline unnecessary
publications on the one hand, so would I
avoid everything that might appear like
sullen pride on the other. If Mr. Burke,
or any person on his side the question,

will produce an answer to the RIGHTS
OF MAN that shall extend to a half, or
even to a fourth part of the number of
copies to which the RIGHTS OF MAN
extended, I will reply to his work. But
until this be done, I shall so far take the
sense of the public for my guide (and the
world knows I am not a flatterer) that
what they do not think worth while to
read, is not worth mine to answer. I
suppose the number of copies to which
the first part of the RIGHTS OF MAN
extended, taking England, Scotland, and
Ireland, is not less than between forty
and fifty thousand.
I now come to remark on the remaining
part of the quotation I have made from

Mr. Burke.
“If,” says he, “such writing shall be
thought to deserve any other refutation
than that of criminal justice.”
Pardoning the pun, it must be criminal
justice indeed that should condemn a
work as a substitute for not being able to
refute it. The greatest condemnation that
could be passed upon it would be a
refutation. But in proceeding by the
method Mr. Burke alludes to, the
condemnation would, in the final event,
pass upon the criminality of the process
and not upon the work, and in this case, I
had rather be the author, than be either
the judge or the jury that should condemn
it.

But to come at once to the point. I have
differed from some professional
gentlemen on the subject of prosecutions,
and I since find they are falling into my
opinion, which I will here state as fully,
but as concisely as I can.
I will first put a case with respect to
any law, and then compare it with a
government, or with what in England is,
or has been, called a constitution.
It would be an act of despotism, or
what in England is called arbitrary
power, to make a law to prohibit
investigating the principles, good or bad,
on which such a law, or any other is
founded.
If a law be bad it is one thing to

oppose the practice of it, but it is quite a
different thing to expose its errors, to
reason on its defects, and to shew cause
why it should be repealed, or why
another ought to be substituted in its
place. I have always held it an opinion
(making it also my practice) that it is
better to obey a bad law, making use at
the same time of every argument to shew
its errors and procure its repeal, than
forcibly to violate it; because the
precedent of breaking a bad law might
weaken the force, and lead to a
discretionary violation, of those which
are good.
The case is the same with respect to
principles and forms of government, or

to what are called constitutions and the
parts of which they are composed.
It is for the good of nations and not for
the emolument or aggrandisement of
particular individuals, that government
ought to be established, and that mankind
are at the expence of supporting it. The
defects of every government and
constitution, both as to principle and
form, must, on a parity of reasoning, be
as open to discussion as the defects of a
law, and it is a duty which every man
owes to society to point them out. When
those defects, and the means of
remedying them, are generally seen by a
nation, that nation will reform its
government or its constitution in the one

case, as the government repealed or
reformed the law in the other. The
operation of government is restricted to
the making and the administering of
laws; but it is to a nation that the right of
forming or reforming, generating or
regenerating
constitutions
and
governments belong; and consequently
those subjects, as subjects of
investigation, are always before a
country as a matter of right, and cannot,
without invading the general rights of
that country, be made subjects for
prosecution. On this ground I will meet
Mr. Burke whenever he please. It is
better that the whole argument should
come out than to seek to stifle it. It was
himself that opened the controversy, and

he ought not to desert it.
I do not believe that monarchy and
aristocracy will continue seven years
longer in any of the enlightened countries
in Europe. If better reasons can be
shewn for them than against them, they
will stand; if the contrary, they will not.
Mankind are not now to be told they
shall not think, or they shall not read;
and publications that go no farther than
to investigate principles of government,
to invite men to reason and to reflect,
and to shew the errors and excellences
of different systems, have a right to
appear. If they do not excite attention,
they are not worth the trouble of a
prosecution; and if they do, the

prosecution will amount to nothing,
since it cannot amount to a prohibition of
reading. This would be a sentence on the
public, instead of the author, and would
also be the most effectual mode of
making or hastening revolutions.
On all cases that apply universally to a
nation, with respect to systems of
government, a jury of twelve men is not
competent to decide. Where there are no
witnesses to be examined, no facts to be
proved, and where the whole matter is
before the whole public, and the merits
or demerits of it resting on their opinion;
and where there is nothing to be known
in a court, but what every body knows
out of it, every twelve men is equally as

good a jury as the other, and would most
probably reverse each other’s verdict;
or, from the variety of their opinions, not
be able to form one. It is one case,
whether a nation approve a work, or a
plan; but it is quite another case, whether
it will commit to any such jury the
power of determining whether that
nation have a right to, or shall reform its
government or not. I mention those cases
that Mr. Burke may see I have not
written
on
Government
without
reflecting on what is Law, as well as on
what are Rights.—The only effectual
jury in such cases would be, a
convention of the whole nation fairly
elected; for in all such cases the whole
nation is the vicinage. If Mr. Burke will

propose such a jury, I will wave all
privileges of being the citizen of another
country, and, defending its principles,
abide the issue, provided he will do the
same; for my opinion is, that his work
and his principles would be condemned
instead of mine.
As to the prejudices which men have
from education and habit, in favour of
any particular form or system of
government, those prejudices have yet to
stand the test of reason and reflection. In
fact, such prejudices are nothing. No
man is prejudiced in favour of a thing,
knowing it to be wrong. He is attached
to it on the belief of its being right; and
when he sees it is not so, the prejudice

will be gone. We have but a defective
idea of what prejudice is. It might be
said, that until men think for themselves
the whole is prejudice, and not opinion;
for that only is opinion which is the
result of reason and reflection. I offer
this remark, that Mr. Burke may not
confide too much in what have been the
customary prejudices of the country.
I do not believe that the people of
England have ever been fairly and
candidly dealt by. They have been
imposed upon by parties, and by men
assuming the character of leaders. It is
time that the nation should rise above
those trifles. It is time to dismiss that
inattention which has so long been the

encouraging cause of stretching taxation
to excess. It is time to dismiss all those
songs and toasts which are calculated to
enslave, and operate to suffocate
reflection. On all such subjects men have
but to think, and they will neither act
wrong nor be misled. To say that any
people are not fit for freedom, is to make
poverty their choice, and to say they had
rather be loaded with taxes than not. If
such a case could be proved, it would
equally prove, that those who govern are
not fit to govern them, for they are a part
of the same national mass.
But admitting governments to be
changed all over Europe; it certainly
may be done without convulsion or

revenge. It is not worth making changes
or revolutions, unless it be for some
great national benefit: and when this
shall appear to a nation, the danger will
be, as in America and France, to those
who oppose; and with this reflection I
close my Preface.

THOMAS PAINE.

LONDON, FEB. 9, 1792.

RIGHTS OF MAN.
Introduction.

WHAT ARCHIMEDES 34 SAID OF the
mechanical powers, may be applied to
Reason and Liberty. “Had we,” said he,
“a place to stand upon, we might raise
the world.”
The revolution of America presented
in politics what was only theory in
mechanics. So deeply rooted were all
the governments of the old world, and so
effectually had the tyranny and the
antiquity of habit established itself over
the mind, that no beginning could be
made in Asia, Africa, or Europe, to
reform the political condition of man.
Freedom had been hunted round the
globe; reason was considered as
rebellion; and the slavery of fear had

made men afraid to think.
But such is the irresistible nature of
truth, that all it asks,—and all it wants,
—is the liberty of appearing. The sun
needs no inscription to distinguish him
from darkness; and no sooner did the
American
governments
display
themselves to the world, than despotism
felt a shock and man began to
contemplate redress.
The independence of America,
considered merely as a separation from
England, would have been a matter but
of little importance, had it not been
accompanied by a revolution in the
principles and practice of governments.
She made a stand, not for herself only,

but for the world, and looked beyond the
advantages herself could receive. Even
the Hessian,35 though hired to fight
against her, may live to bless his defeat;
and
England,
condemning
the
viciousness of its government, rejoice in
its miscarriage.
As America was the only spot in the
political world where the principle of
universal reformation could begin, so
also was it the best in the natural world.
An assemblage of circumstances
conspired, not only to give birth, but to
add gigantic maturity to its principles.
The scene which that country presents to
the eye of a spectator, has something in it
which generates and encourages great

ideas. Nature appears to him in
magnitude. The mighty objects he
beholds, act upon his mind by enlarging
it, and he partakes of the greatness he
contemplates.—Its first settlers were
emigrants from different European
nations, and of diversified professions
of religion,
retiring from the
governmental persecutions of the old
world, and meeting in the new, not as
enemies, but as brothers. The wants
which necessarily accompany the
cultivation of a wilderness produced
among them a state of society, which
countries long harassed by the quarrels
and intrigues of governments, had
neglected to cherish. In such a situation
man becomes what he ought. He sees his

species, not with the inhuman idea of a
natural enemy, but as kindred; and the
example shews to the artificial world,
that man must go back to Nature for
information.
From the rapid progress which
America makes in every species of
improvement, it is rational to conclude
that, if the governments of Asia, Africa,
and Europe had begun on a principle
similar to that of America, or had not
been very early corrupted therefrom,
those countries must by this time have
been in a far superior condition to what
they are. Age after age has passed away,
for no other purpose than to behold their
wretchedness. Could we suppose a

spectator who knew nothing of the
world, and who was put into it merely to
make his observations, he would take a
great part of the old world to be new,
just struggling with the difficulties and
hardships of an infant settlement. He
could not suppose that the hordes of
miserable poor with which old countries
abound could be any other than those
who had not yet had time to provide for
themselves. Little would he think they
were the consequence of what in such
countries they call government.
If, from the more wretched parts of the
old world, we look at those which are in
an advanced stage of improvement we
still find the greedy hand of government

thrusting itself into every corner and
crevice of industry, and grasping the
spoil of the multitude. Invention is
continually exercised to furnish new
pretences for revenue and taxation. It
watches prosperity as its prey, and
permits none to escape without a tribute.
As revolutions have begun, (and as the
probability is always greater against a
thing beginning, than of proceeding after
it has begun) it is natural to expect that
other revolutions will follow. The
amazing and still increasing expences
with which old governments are
conducted, the numerous wars they
engage
in
or
provoke,
the
embarrassments they throw in the way of

universal civilization and commerce,
and the oppression and usurpation acted
at home, have wearied out the patience,
and exhausted the property of the world.
In such a situation, and with such
examples already existing, revolutions
are to be looked for. They are become
subjects of universal conversation, and
may be considered as the Order of the
day.
If systems of government can be
introduced less expensive and more
productive of general happiness than
those which have existed, all attempts to
oppose their progress will in the end be
fruitless. Reason, like time, will make
its own way, and prejudice will fall in a

combat with interest. If universal peace,
civilisation, and commerce are ever to
be the happy lot of man, it cannot be
accomplished but by a revolution in the
system of governments. All the
monarchical governments are military.
War is their trade, plunder and revenue
their objects. While such governments
continue, peace has not the absolute
security of a day. What is the history of
all monarchical governments but a
disgustful
picture
of
human
wretchedness, and the accidental respite
of a few years’ repose? Wearied with
war, and tired with human butchery, they
sat down to rest, and called it peace.
This certainly is not the condition that
heaven intended for man; and if this be

monarchy, well might monarchy be
reckoned among the sins of the Jews.
The revolutions which formerly took
place in the world had nothing in them
that interested the bulk of mankind. They
extended only to a change of persons and
measures, but not of principles, and rose
or fell among the common transactions
of the moment. What we now behold
may not improperly be called a
“counter revolution.” Conquest and
tyranny, at some earlier period,
dispossessed man of his rights, and he is
now recovering them. And as the tide of
all human affairs has its ebb and flow in
directions contrary to each other, so also
is it in this. Government founded on a

moral theory, on a system of universal
peace, on the indefeasible hereditary
Rights of Man, is now revolving from
west to east by a stronger impulse than
the government of the sword revolved
from east to west. It interests not
particular individuals, but nations in its
progress, and promises a new era to the
human race.
The danger to which the success of
revolutions is most exposed is that of
attempting them before the principles on
which they proceed, and the advantages
to result from them, are sufficiently seen
and understood. Almost everything
appertaining to the circumstances of a
nation, has been absorbed and

confounded under the general and
mysterious word government. Though it
avoids taking to its account the errors it
commits, and the mischiefs it occasions,
it fails not to arrogate to itself whatever
has the appearance of prosperity. It robs
industry of its honours, by pedanticly
making itself the cause of its effects; and
purloins from the general character of
man, the merits that appertain to him as a
social being.
It may therefore be of use in this day of
revolutions to discriminate between
those things which are the effect of
government, and those which are not.
This will best be done by taking a
review of society and civilisation, and

the consequences resulting therefrom, as
things distinct from what are called
governments. By beginning with this
investigation, we shall be able to assign
effects to their proper causes and analize
the mass of common errors.

CHAPTER I.
Of Society and Civilisation.
GREAT PART OF THAT order which
reigns among mankind is not the effect of
government. It has its origin in the
principles of society and the natural
constitution of man. It existed prior to
government, and would exist if the
formality of government was abolished.
The mutual dependence and reciprocal
interest which man has upon man, and all
the parts of civilised community upon
each other, create that great chain of
connection which holds it together. The
landholder, the farmer, the manufacturer,

the merchant, the tradesman, and every
occupation, prospers by the aid which
each receives from the other, and from
the whole. Common interest regulates
their concerns, and forms their law; and
the laws which common usage ordains,
have a greater influence than the laws of
government. In fine society performs for
itself almost everything which is
ascribed to government.
To understand the nature and quantity
of government proper for man, it is
necessary to attend to his character. As
Nature created him for social life, she
fitted him for the station she intended. In
all cases she made his natural wants
greater than his individual powers. No

one man is capable, without the aid of
society, of supplying his own wants; and
those wants, acting upon every
individual, impel the whole of them into
society, as naturally as gravitation acts
to a centre.
But she has gone further. She has not
only forced man into society by a
diversity of wants which the reciprocal
aid of each other can supply, but she has
implanted in him a system of social
affections, which, though not necessary
to his existence, are essential to his
happiness. There is no period in life
when this love for society ceases to act.
It begins and ends with our being.
If we examine with attention into the

composition and constitution of man, the
diversity of his wants, and the diversity
of
talents
in different men for
reciprocally accommodating the wants
of each other, his propensity to society,
and consequently to preserve the
advantages resulting from it, we shall
easily discover, that a great part of what
is called government is mere imposition.
Government is no farther necessary
than to supply the few cases to which
society and civilisation are not
conveniently competent; and instances
are not wanting to show, that everything
which government can usefully add
thereto, has been performed by the
common consent of society, without

government.
For upwards of two years from the
commencement of the American War,
and to a longer period in several of the
American States, there were no
established forms of government. The
old governments had been abolished,
and the country was too much occupied
in defence to employ its attention in
establishing new governments; yet
during this interval order and harmony
were preserved as inviolate as in any
country in Europe. There is a natural
aptness in man, and more so in society,
because it embraces a greater variety of
abilities and resource, to accommodate
itself to whatever situation it is in. The

instant formal government is abolished,
society begins to act: a general
association takes place, and common
interest produces common security.
So far is it from being true, as has been
pretended, that the abolition of any
formal government is the dissolution of
society, that it acts by a contrary
impulse, and brings the latter the closer
together. All that part of its organisation
which it had committed to its
government, devolves again upon itself,
and acts through its medium. When men,
as well from natural instinct as from
reciprocal benefits, have habituated
themselves to social and civilised life,
there is always enough of its principles

in practice to carry them through any
changes they may find necessary or
convenient to make in their government.
In short, man is so naturally a creature of
society that it is almost impossible to put
him out of it.
Formal government makes but a small
part of civilised life; and when even the
best that human wisdom can devise is
established, it is a thing more in name
and idea than in fact. It is to the great and
fundamental principles of society and
civilisation—to the common usage
universally consented to, and mutually
and reciprocally maintained—to the
unceasing circulation of interest, which,
passing through its million channels,

invigorates the whole mass of civilised
man—it is to these things, infinitely
more than to anything which even the
best instituted government can perform,
that the safety and prosperity of the
individual and of the whole depends.
The more perfect civilisation is, the
less occasion has it for government,
because the more does it regulate its
own affairs, and govern itself; but so
contrary is the practice of old
governments to the reason of the case,
that the expences of them increase in the
proportion they ought to diminish. It is
but few general laws that civilised life
requires, and those of such common
usefulness, that whether they are

enforced by the forms of government or
not, the effect will be nearly the same. If
we consider what the principles are that
first condense men into society, and
what are the motives that regulate their
mutual intercourse afterwards, we shall
find, by the time we arrive at what is
called government, that nearly the whole
of the business is performed by the
natural operation of the parts upon each
other.
Man, with respect to all those matters,
is more a creature of consistency than he
is aware, or than governments would
wish him to believe. All the great laws
of society are laws of nature. Those of
trade and commerce, whether with

respect to the intercourse of individuals
or of nations, are laws of mutual and
reciprocal interest. They are followed
and obeyed, because it is the interest of
the parties so to do, and not on account
of any formal laws their governments
may impose or interpose.
But how often is the natural propensity
to society disturbed or destroyed by the
operations of government! When the
latter, instead of being ingrafted on the
principles of the former, assumes to
exist for itself, and acts by partialities of
favour and oppression, it becomes the
cause of the mischiefs it ought to
prevent.
If we look back to the riots and tumults

which at various times have happened in
England, we shall find that they did not
proceed from the want of a government,
but that government was itself the
generating
cause;
instead
of
consolidating society it divided it; it
deprived it of its natural cohesion, and
engendered discontents and disorders
which otherwise would not have existed.
In those associations which men
promiscuously form for the purpose of
trade, or of any concern in which
government is totally out of the question,
and in which they act merely on the
principles of society, we see how
naturally the various parties unite; and
this shews, by comparison, that
governments, so far from being always

the cause or means of order, are often
the destruction of it. The riots of 1780
had no other source than the remains of
those prejudices which the government
itself had encouraged. But with respect
to England there are also other causes.
Excess and inequality of taxation,
however disguised in the means, never
fail to appear in their effects. As a great
mass of the community are thrown
thereby into poverty and discontent, they
are constantly on the brink of
commotion; and deprived, as they
unfortunately are, of the means of
information, are easily heated to outrage.
Whatever the apparent cause of any riots
may be, the real one is always want of

happiness. It shews that something is
wrong in the system of government that
injures the felicity by which society is to
be preserved.
But as a fact is superior to reasoning,
the instance of America presents itself to
confirm these observations. If there is a
country in the world where concord,
according to common calculation, would
be least expected, it is America. Made
up as it is of people from different
nations,36 accustomed to different forms
and habits of government, speaking
different languages, and more different
in their modes of worship, it would
appear that the union of such a people
was impracticable; but by the simple

operation of constructing government on
the principles of society and the rights of
man, every difficulty retires, and all the
parts are brought into cordial unison.
There the poor are not oppressed, the
rich are not privileged. Industryis not
mortified by the splendid extravagance
of a court rioting at its expence. Their
taxes are few, because their government
is just: and as there is nothing to render
them wretched, there is nothing to
engender riots and tumults.
A metaphysical man, like Mr. Burke,
would have tortured his invention to
discover how such a people could be
governed. He would have supposed that
some must be managed by fraud, others

by force, and all by some contrivance;
that genius must be hired to impose upon
ignorance, and shew and parade to
fascinate the vulgar. Lost in the
abundance of his researches, he would
have resolved and re-resolved, and
finally overlooked the plain and easy
road that lay directly before him.
One of the great advantages of the
American Revolution has been, that it
led to a discovery of the principles, and
laid
open
the
imposition,
of
governments. All the revolutions till then
had been worked within the atmosphere
of a court, and never on the grand floor
of a nation. The parties were always of
the class of courtiers; and whatever was

their rage for reformation, they carefully
preserved the fraud of the profession.
In all cases they took care to represent
government as a thing made up of
mysteries, which only themselves
understood; and they hid from the
understanding of the nation the only thing
that was beneficial to know, namely,
That government is nothing more than
a national association acting on the
principles of society.
Having thus endeavored to show that
the social and civilised state of man is
capable of performing within itself
almost everything necessary to its
protection and government, it will be
proper, on the other hand, to take a

review of the present old governments,
and examine whether their principles
and practice are correspondent thereto.

CHAPTER II.
Of the Origin of the Present
Old Governments.
IT IS IMPOSSIBLE THAT such
governments as have hitherto existed in
the world, could have commenced by
any other means than a total violation of
every principle sacred and moral. The
obscurity in which the origin of all the
present old governments is buried,
implies the iniquity and disgrace with
which they began. The origin of the
present government of America and
France will ever be remembered,

because it is honourable to record it; but
with respect to the rest, even Flattery has
consigned them to the tomb of time,
without an inscription.
It could have been no difficult thing in
the early and solitary ages of the world,
while the chief employment of men was
that of attending flocks and herds, for a
banditti of ruffians to overrun a country,
and lay it under contributions. Their
power being thus established, the chief
of the band contrived to lose the name of
Robber in that of Monarch; and hence
the origin of Monarchy and Kings.
The origin of the Government of
England, so far as relates to what is
called its line of monarchy, being one of

the latest, is perhaps the best recorded.
The hatred which the Norman invasion37
and tyranny begat, must have been
deeply rooted in the nation, to have
outlived the contrivance to obliterate it.
Though not a courtier will talk of the
curfeubell,38 not a village in England has
forgotten it.
Those bands of robbers having
parcelled out the world, and divided it
into dominions, began, as is naturally the
case, to quarrel with each other. What at
first was obtained by violence was
considered by others as lawful to be
taken, and a second plunderer succeeded
the first. They alternately invaded the
dominions which each had assigned to

himself, and the brutality with which
they treated each other explains the
original character of monarchy. It was
ruffian torturing ruffian. The conqueror
considered the conquered, not as his
prisoner, but his property. He led him in
triumph rattling in chains, and doomed
him, at pleasure, to slavery or death. As
time obliterated the history of their
beginning, their successors assumed new
appearances, to cut off the entail of their
disgrace, but their principles and objects
remained the same. What at first was
plunder, assumed the softer name of
revenue; and the power originally
usurped, they affected to inherit.
From such beginning of governments,

what could be expected but a continued
system of war and extortion? It has
established itself into a trade. The vice
is not peculiar to one more than to
another, but is the common principle of
all. There does not exist within such
governments sufficient stamina whereon
to engraft reformation; and the shortest
and most effectual remedy is to begin
anew on the ground of the nation.
What scenes of horror, what perfection
of iniquity, present themselves in
contemplating the character
and
reviewing the history of such
governments! If we would delineate
human nature with a baseness of heart
and hypocrisy of countenance that

reflexion would shudder at and humanity
disown, it is kings, courts and cabinets
that must sit for the portrait. Man,
naturally as he is, with all his faults
about him, is not up to the character.
Can we possibly suppose that if
governments had originated in a right
principle, and had not an interest in
pursuing a wrong one, the world could
have been in the wretched and
quarrelsome condition we have seen it?
What inducement has the farmer, while
following the plough, to lay aside his
peaceful pursuit, and go to war with the
farmer of another country? or what
inducement has the manufacturer? What
is dominion to them, or to any class of

men in a nation? Does it add an acre to
any man’s estate, or raise its value? Are
not conquest and defeat each of the same
price, and taxes the never-failing
consequence?—Though this reasoning
may be good to a nation, it is not so to a
government. War is the Pharo-table 39 of
governments, and nations the dupes of
the game.
If there is anything to wonder at in this
miserable scene of governments more
than might be expected, it is the progress
which the peaceful arts of agriculture,
manufacture and commerce have made
beneath such a long accumulating load of
discouragement and oppression. It
serves to shew that instinct in animals

does not act with stronger impulse than
the principles of society and civilisation
operate
in
man.
Under
all
discouragements, he pursues his object,
and yields to nothing but impossibilities.

CHAPTER III.
Of the Old and New Systems
of Government.
NOTHING CAN APPEAR MORE
contradictory than the principles on
which the old governments began, and
the condition to which society,
civilisation and commerce are capable
of carrying mankind. Government, on the
old system, is an assumption of power,
for the aggrandisement of itself; on the
new, a delegation of power for the
common benefit of society. The former
supports itself by keeping up a system of

war; the latter promotes a system of
peace, as the true means of enriching a
nation. The one encourages national
prejudices ; the other promotes universal
society, as the means of universal
commerce. The one measures its
prosperity, by the quantity of revenue it
extorts; the other proves its excellence,
by the small quantity of taxes it requires.
Mr. Burke has talked of old and new
whigs. If he can amuse himself with
childish names and distinctions, I shall
not interrupt his pleasure. It is not to
him, but to the Abbé Sieyès, 40 that I
address this chapter. I am already
engaged to the latter gentleman to
discuss the subject of monarchical

government; and as it naturally occurs in
comparing the old and new systems, I
make this the opportunity of presenting
to him my observations. I shall
occasionally take Mr. Burke in my way.
Though it might be proved that the
system of government now called the
NEW, is the most ancient in principle of
all that have existed, being founded on
the original, inherent Rights of Man: yet,
as tyranny and the sword have
suspended the exercise of those rights
for many centuries past, it serves better
the purpose of distinction to call it the
new, than to claim the right of calling it
the old.
The first general distinction between

those two systems, is, that the one now
called the old is hereditary, either in
whole or in part; and the new is entirely
representative. It rejects all hereditary
government :
First, As being an imposition on
mankind.
Secondly, As inadequate to the
purposes for which government is
necessary.
With respect to the first of these heads
—It cannot be proved by what right
hereditary government could begin;
neither does there exist within the
compass of mortal power a right to
establish it. Man has no authority over
posterity in matters of personal right;

and, therefore, no man, or body of men,
had, or can have, a right to set up
hereditary government. Were even
ourselves to come again into existence,
instead of being succeeded by posterity,
we have not now the right of taking from
ourselves the rights which would then be
ours. On what ground, then, do we
pretend to take them from others?
All hereditary government is in its
nature tyranny. An heritable crown, or an
heritable throne, or by what other
fanciful name such things may be called,
have no other significant explanation
than that mankind are heritable property.
To inherit a government, is to inherit the
people, as if they were flocks and herds.

With respect to the second head, that
of being inadequate to the purposes for
which government is necessary, we have
only to consider what government
essentially is, and compare it with the
circumstances to which hereditary
succession is subject.
Government ought to be a thing always
in full maturity. It ought to be so
constructed as to be superior to all the
accidents to which individual man is
subject; and, therefore, hereditary
succession, by being subject to them all,
is the most irregular and imperfect of all
the systems of government.
We have heard the Rights of Man
called a levelling system; but the only

system to which the word levelling is
truly applicable, is the hereditary
monarchical system. It is a system of
mental levelling. It indiscriminately
admits every species of character to the
same authority. Vice and virtue,
ignorance and wisdom, in short, every
quality, good or bad, is put on the same
level. Kings succeed each other, not as
rationals, but as animals. It signifies not
what their mental or moral characters
are. Can we then be surprised at the
abject state of the human mind in
monarchical countries, when the
government itself is formed on such an
abject levelling system?—It has no fixed
character. To-day it is one thing; tomorrow it is something else. It changes

with the temper of every succeeding
individual, and is subject to all the
varieties of each. It is government
through the medium of passions and
accidents. It appears under all the
various characters of childhood,
decrepitude, dotage, a thing at nurse, in
leading-strings, or in crutches. It
reverses the wholesome order of nature.
It occasionally puts children over men,
and the conceits of non-age over wisdom
and experience. In short, we cannot
conceive a more ridiculous figure of
government, than hereditary succession,
in all its cases, presents.
Could it be made a decree in nature, or
an edict registered in heaven, and man

could know it, that virtue and wisdom
should invariably appertain to hereditary
succession, the objection to it would be
removed; but when we see that nature
acts as if she disowned and sported with
the hereditary system; that the mental
character of successors, in all countries,
is below the average of human
understanding; that one is a tyrant,
another an idiot, a third insane, and some
all three together, it is impossible to
attach confidence to it, when reason in
man has power to act.
It is not to the Abbé Sieyès that I need
apply this reasoning; he has already
saved me that trouble by giving his own
opinion upon the case. “If it be asked,”

says he, “what is my opinion with
respect to hereditary right, I answer
without hesitation, That in good theory,
an hereditary transmission of any power
of office, can never accord with the laws
of a true representation. Hereditaryship
is, in this sense, as much an attaint upon
principle, as an outrage upon society.
But let us,” continues he, “refer to the
history of all elective monarchies and
principalities: is there one in which the
elective mode is not worse than the
hereditary succession?”
As to debating on which is the worst
of the two, it is admitting both to be bad;
and herein we are agreed. The
preference which the Abbé has given, is

a condemnation of the thing that he
prefers. Such a mode of reasoning on
such a subject is inadmissible, because
it finally amounts to an accusation upon
Providence, as if she had left to man no
other choice with respect to government
than between two evils, the best of
which he admits to be “an attaint upon
principle, and an outrage upon
society.”
Passing over, for the present, all the
evils and mischiefs which monarchy has
occasioned in the world, nothing can
more effectually prove its uselessness in
a state of civil government, than making
it hereditary. Would we make any office
hereditary that required wisdom and

abilities to fill it? And where wisdom
and abilities are not necessary, such an
office, whatever it may be, is
superfluous or insignificant.
Hereditary succession is a burlesque
upon monarchy. It puts it in the most
ridiculous light, by presenting it as an
office which any child or ideot may fill.
It requires some talents to be a common
mechanic; but to be a king requires only
the animal figure of man—a sort of
breathing automaton. This sort of
superstition may last a few years more,
but it cannot long resist the awakened
reason and interest of man.
As to Mr. Burke, he is a stickler for
monarchy, not altogether as a pensioner,

if he is one, which I believe, but as a
political man. He has taken up a
contemptible opinion of mankind, who,
in their turn, are taking up the same of
him. He considers them as a herd of
beings that must be governed by fraud,
effigy, and show; and an idol would be
as good a figure of monarchy with him,
as a man. I will, however, do him the
justice to say that, with respect to
America,
he
has
been
very
complimentary. He always contended, at
least in my hearing, that the people of
America were more enlightened than
those of England, or of any country in
Europe; and that therefore the imposition
of shew was not necessary in their
governments.

Though the comparison between
hereditary and elective monarchy, which
the Abbé has made, is unnecessary to the
case, because the representative system
rejects both: yet, were I to make the
comparison, I should decide contrary to
what he has done.
The civil wars which have originated
from contested hereditary claims, are
more numerous, and have been more
dreadful, and of longer continuance, than
those which have been occasioned by
election. All the civil wars in France
arose from the hereditary system; they
were either produced by hereditary
claims, or by the imperfection of the
hereditary form, which admits of

regencies or monarchy at nurse. With
respect to England, its history is full of
the same misfortunes. The contests for
succession between the houses of York
and Lancaster, lasted a whole century;
and others of a similar nature, have
renewed themselves since that period.
Those of 1715 and 1745,41 were of the
same kind. The succession war for the
crown of Spain,42 embroiled almost half
Europe. The disturbances of Holland are
generated from the hereditaryship of the
Stadtholder. A government calling itself
free, with an hereditary office, is like a
thorn in the flesh, that produces a
fermentation which endeavours to
discharge it.

But I might go further, and place also
foreign wars, of whatever kind, to the
same cause. It is by adding the evil of
hereditary succession to that of
monarchy, that a permanent family
interest is created, whose constant
objects are dominion and revenue.
Poland, though an elective monarchy,
has had fewer wars than those which are
hereditary; and it is the only government
that has made a voluntary essay, though
but a small one, to reform the condition
of the country.
Having thus glanced at a few of the
defects of the old, or hereditary systems
of government, let us compare it with the
new, or representative system.

The representative system takes
society and civilisation for its basis;
nature, reason, and experience, for its
guide.
Experience, in all ages, and in all
countries, has demonstrated that it is
impossible to controul Nature in her
distribution of mental powers. She gives
them as she pleases. Whatever is the rule
by which she, apparently to us, scatters
them among mankind, that rule remains a
secret to man. It would be as ridiculous
to attempt to fix the hereditaryship of
human beauty, as of wisdom. Whatever
wisdom constituently is, it is like a
seedless plant; it may be reared when it
appears, but it cannot be voluntarily

produced. There is always a sufficiency
somewhere in the general mass of
society for all purposes ; but with
respect to the parts of society, it is
continually changing its place. It rises in
one to-day, in another to-morrow, and
has most probably visited in rotation
every family of the earth, and again
withdrawn.
As this is in the order of nature, the
order of government must necessarily
follow it, or government will, as we see
it does, degenerate into ignorance. The
hereditary system, therefore, is as
repugnant to human wisdom as to human
rights; and is as absurd as it is unjust.
As the republic of letters brings

forward the best literary productions, by
giving to genius a fair and universal
chance; so the representative system of
government is calculated to produce the
wisest laws, by collecting wisdom from
where it can be found. I smile to myself
when I contemplate the ridiculous
insignificance into which literature and
all the sciences would sink, were they
made hereditary; and I carry the same
idea into governments. An hereditary
governor is as inconsistent as an
hereditary author. I know not whether
Homer or Euclid43 had sons; but I will
venture an opinion that if they had, and
had left their works unfinished, those
sons could not have completed them.

Do we need a stronger evidence of the
absurdity of hereditary government than
is seen in the descendants of those men,
in any line of life, who once were
famous? Is there scarcely an instance in
which there is not a total reverse of the
character? It appears as if the tide of
mental faculties flowed as far as it could
in certain channels, and then forsook its
course, and arose in others. How
irrational then is the hereditary system,
which establishes channels of power, in
company with which wisdom refuses to
flow! By continuing this absurdity, man
is perpetually in contradiction with
himself; he accepts, for a king, or a chief
magistrate, or a legislator, a person

whom he would not elect for a
constable.
It appears to general observation, that
revolutions create genius and talents; but
those events do no more than bring them
forward. There is existing in man, a
mass of sense lying in a dormant state,
and which, unless something excites it to
action, will descend with him, in that
condition, to the grave. As it is to the
advantage of society that the whole of its
faculties should be employed, the
construction of government ought to be
such as to bring forward, by a quiet and
regular operation, all that extent of
capacity which never fails to appear in
revolutions.

This cannot take place in the insipid
state of hereditary government, not only
because it prevents, but because it
operates to benumb. When the mind of a
nation is bowed down by any political
superstition in its government, such as
hereditary succession is, it loses a
considerable portion of its powers on all
other subjects and objects. Hereditary
succession requires the same obedience
to ignorance, as to wisdom; and when
once the mind can bring itself to pay this
indiscriminate reverence, it descends
below the stature of mental manhood. It
is fit to be great only in little things. It
acts a treachery upon itself, and
suffocates the sensations that urge the

detection.
Though the ancient governments
present to us a miserable picture of the
condition of man, there is one which
above all others exempts itself from the
general description. I mean the
democracy of the Athenians. 44 We see
more to admire, and less to condemn, in
that great, extraordinary people, than in
anything which history affords.
Mr. Burke is so little acquainted with
constituent principles of government,
that he confounds democracy and
representation together. Representation
was a thing unknown in the ancient
democracies. In those the mass of the
people met and enacted laws

(grammatically speaking) in the first
person. Simple democracy was no other
than the common hail of the ancients. It
signifies the form, as well as the public
principle of the government. As those
democracies increased in population,
and the territory extended, the simple
democratical form became unwieldy and
impracticable; and as the system of
representation was not known, the
consequence
was,
they
either
degenerated
convulsively
into
monarchies, or became absorbed into
such as then existed. Had the system of
representation been then understood, as
it now is, there is no reason to believe
that those forms of government, now
called
monarchical
or

aristocratical,would ever have taken
place. It was the want of some method to
consolidate the parts of society, after it
became too populous, and too extensive
for the simple democratical form, and
also the lax and solitary condition of
shepherds and herdsmen in other parts of
the world, that afforded opportunities to
those unnatural modes of government to
begin.
As it is necessary to clear away the
rubbish of errors, into which the subject
of government has been thrown, I will
proceed to remark on some others.
It has always been the political craft of
courtiers and court-governments, to
abuse something which they called

republicanism; but what republicanism
was, or is, they never attempt to explain.
Let us examine a little into this case.
The only forms of government are, the
democratical, the aristocratical, the
monarchical, and what is now called the
representative.
What is called a republic is not any
particular form of government. It is
wholly characteristical of the purport,
matter or object for which government
ought to be instituted, and on which it is
to be employed, RES-PUBLICA, the
public affairs, or the public good; or,
literally translated, the public tbing. It is
a word of a good original, referring to
what ought to be the character and

business of government; and in this sense
it is naturally opposed to the word
monarchy, which has a base original
signification. It means arbitrary power in
an individual person; in the exercise of
which, himself, and not the res-publica,
is the object.
Every government that does not act on
the principle of a Republic, or in other
words, that does not make the resrepublica its whole and sole object, is
not a good government. Republican
government is no other than government
established and conducted for the
interest of the public, as well
individually as collectively. It is not
necessarily
connected
with
any

particular form, but it most naturally
associates with the representative form,
as being best calculated to secure the
end for which a nation is at the expense
of supporting it.
Various forms of government have
affected to style themselves a republic.
Poland calls itself a republic, which is
an hereditary aristocracy, with what is
called an elective monarchy. Holland
calls itself a republic, which is chiefly
aristocratical, with an hereditary
stadtholdership. But the government of
America, which is wholly on the system
of representation, is the only real
Republic, in character and in practice,
that now exists. Its government has no

other object than the public business of
the nation, and therefore it is properly a
republic; and the Americans have taken
care that THIS, and no other, shall
always be the object of their
government, by their rejecting everything
hereditary, and establishing governments
on the system of representation only.
Those who have said that a republic is
not a form of government calculated for
countries of great extent, mistook, in the
first place, the business of a government,
for a form of government; for the resrepublica equally appertains to every
extent of territory and population. And,
in the second place, if they meant
anything with respect to form, it was the
simple democratical form, such as was

the mode of government in the ancient
democracies, in which there was no
representation. The case, therefore, is
not, that a republic cannot be extensive,
but that it cannot be extensive on the
simple democratical form; and the
question naturally presents itself, What
is the best form of government for
conducting the RES-PUBLICA, or the
PUBLIC BUSINESS of a nation, after it
becomes too extensive and populous for
the simple democratical form? It cannot
be monarchy, because monarchy is
subject to an objection of the same
amount to which the simple democratical
form was subject.
It is possible that an individual may

lay down a system of principles, on
which
government
shall
be
constitutionally established to any extent
of territory. This is no more than an
operation of the mind, acting by its own
powers. But the practice upon those
principles, as applying to the various
and numerous circumstances of a nation,
its agriculture, manufacture, trade,
commerce, etc., etc., requires a
knowledge of a different kind, and which
can be had only from the various parts of
society. It is an assemblage of practical
knowledge, which no individual can
possess; and therefore the monarchical
form is as much limited, in useful
practice, from the incompetency of
knowledge, as was the democratical

form, from the multiplicity of population.
The one degenerates, by extension, into
confusion; the other, into ignorance and
incapacity, of which all the great
monarchies are an evidence. The
monarchical form, therefore, could not
be a substitute for the democratical,
because it has equal inconveniences.
Much less could it when made
hereditary. This is the most effectual of
all forms to preclude knowledge.
Neither could the high democratical
mind have voluntarily yielded itself to
be governed by children and ideots, and
all the motley insignificance of
character, which attends such a mere
animal system, the disgrace and the

reproach of reason and of man.
As to the aristocratical form, it has the
same vices and defects with the
monarchical, except that the chance of
abilities is better from the proportion of
numbers, but there is still no security for
the right use and application of them.45
Referring them to the original simple
democracy, it affords the true data from
which government on a large scale can
begin. It is incapable of extension, not
from its principle, but from the
inconvenience of its form; and monarchy
and aristocracy, from their incapacity.
Retaining, then, democracy as the
ground, and rejecting the corrupt systems
of monarchy and aristocracy, the

representative system naturally presents
itself; remedying at once the defects of
the simple democracy as to form, and the
incapacity of the other two with respect
to knowledge.
Simple democracy was society
governing itself without the aid of
secondary means.
By ingrafting
representation upon democracy, we
arrive at a system of government capable
of embracing and confederating all the
various interests and every extent of
territory and population; and that also
with advantages as much superior to
hereditary government, as the republic of
letters is to hereditary literature.
It is on this system that the American

government
is
founded.
It
is
representation
ingrafted
upon
democracy. It has fixed the form by a
scale parallel in all cases to the extent of
the principle. What Athens was in
miniature America will be in magnitude.
The one was the wonder of the ancient
world; the other is becoming the
admiration of the present. It is the easiest
of all the forms of government to be
understood and the most eligible in
practice; and excludes at once the
ignorance and insecurity of the
hereditary mode, and the inconvenience
of the simple democracy.
It is impossible to conceive a system
of government capable of acting over

such an extent of territory, and such a
circle of interests, as is immediately
produced by the operation of
representation. France, great and
populous as it is, is but a spot in the
capaciousness of the system. It is
preferable to simple democracy even in
small
territories.
Athens,
by
representation, would have outrivalled
her own democracy.
That which is called government, or
rather that which we ought to conceive
government to be, is no more than some
common center in which all the parts of
society unite. This cannot be
accomplished by any method so
conducive to the various interests of the

community, as by the representative
system. It concentrates the knowledge
necessary to the interest of the parts, and
of the whole. It places government in a
state of constant maturity. It is, as has
already been observed, never young,
never old. It is subject neither to nonage,
nor dotage. It is never in the cradle, nor
on crutches. It admits not of a separation
between knowledge and power, and is
superior, as government always ought to
be, to all the accidents of individual
man, and is therefore superior to what is
called monarchy.
A nation is not a body, the figure of
which is to be represented by the human
body; but is like a body contained within

a circle, having a common center, in
which every radius meets; and that
center is formed by representation. To
connect representation with what is
called
monarchy,
is
eccentric
government. Representation is of itself
the delegated monarchy of a nation, and
cannot debase itself by dividing it with
another.
Mr. Burke has two or three times, in
his parliamentary speeches, and in his
publications, made use of a jingle of
words that convey no ideas. Speaking of
government, he says, “It is better to have
monarchy
for
its
basis,
and
republicanism for its corrective, than
republicanism for its basis, and

monarchy for its corrective.”—If he
means that it is better to correct folly
with wisdom, than wisdom with folly, I
will no otherwise contend with him, than
that it would be much better to reject the
folly entirely.
But what is this thing which Mr. Burke
calls monarchy? Will he explain it? All
men can understand what representation
is; and that it must necessarily include a
variety of knowledge and talents. But
what security is there for the same
qualities on the part of monarchy? or,
when the monarchy is a child, where
then is the wisdom? What does it know
about government? Who then is the
monarch, or where is the monarchy? If it

is to be performed by regency, it proves
to be a farce. A regency is a mock
species of republic, and the whole of
monarchy
deserves
no
better
description. It is a thing as various as
imagination can paint. It has none of the
stable character that government ought to
possess. Every succession is a
revolution, and every regency a counterrevolution. The whole of it is a scene of
perpetual court cabal and intrigue, of
which Mr. Burke is himself an instance.
To render monarchy consistent with
government, the next in succession
should not be born a child, but a man at
once, and that man a Solomon. It is
ridiculous that nations are to wait and
government be interrupted till boys grow

to be men.
Whether I have too little sense to see,
or too much to be imposed upon;
whether I have too much or too little
pride, or of anything else, I leave out of
the question; but certain it is, that what is
called monarchy, always appears to me
a silly, contemptible thing. I compare it
to something kept behind a curtain, about
which there is a great deal of bustle and
fuss, and a wonderful air of seeming
solemnity; but when, by any accident, the
curtain happens to be open—and the
company see what it is, they burst into
laughter.
In the representative system of
government, nothing of this can happen.

Like the nation itself, it possesses a
perpetual stamina, as well of body as of
mind, and presents itself on the open
theatre of the world in a fair and manly
manner. Whatever are its excellences or
defects, they are visible to all. It exists
not by fraud and mystery; it deals not in
cant and sophistry; but inspires a
language that, passing from heart to
heart, is felt and understood.
We must shut our eyes against reason,
we
must
basely degrade
our
understanding, not to see the folly of
what is called monarchy. Nature is
orderly in all her works; but this is a
mode of government that counteracts
nature. It turns the progress of the human

faculties upside down. It subjects age to
be governed by children, and wisdom by
folly.
On the contrary, the representative
system is always parallel with the order
and immutable laws of nature, and meets
the reason of man in every part. For
example:
In the American Federal Government,
more power is delegated to the President
of the United States than to any other
individual member of Congress. He
cannot, therefore, be elected to this
office under the age of thirty-five years.
By this time the judgment of man
becomes more matured, and he has lived
long enough to be acquainted with men

and things, and the country with him.—
But on the monarchial plan (exclusive of
the numerous chances there are against
every man born into the world, of
drawing a prize in the lottery of human
faculties), the next in succession,
whatever he may be, is put at the head of
a nation, and of a government, at the age
of eighteen years. Does this appear like
an action of wisdom? Is it consistent
with the proper dignity and the manly
character of a nation? Where is the
propriety of calling such a lad the father
of the people? —In all other cases, a
person is a minor until the age of twentyone years. Before this period, he is not
trusted with the management of an acre
of land, or with the heritable property of

a flock of sheep, or an herd of swine;
but, wonderful to tell! he may, at the age
of eighteen years, be trusted with a
nation.
That monarchy is all a bubble, a mere
court artifice to procure money, is
evident (at least to me,) in every
character in which it can be viewed. It
would be impossible, on the rational
system of representative government, to
make out a bill of expences to such an
enormous amount as this deception
admits. Government is not of itself a
very chargeable institution. The whole
expence of the federal government of
America, founded, as I have already
said, on the system of representation,

and extending over a country nearly ten
times as large as England, is but six
hundred thousand dollars, or one
hundred and thirty-five thousand pounds
sterling.
I presume, that no man in his sober
senses, will compare the character of
any of the kings of Europe with that of
General Washington. Yet, in France, and
also in England, the expence of the civil
list only, for the support of one man, is
eight times greater than the whole
expence of the federal government in
America. To assign a reason for this,
appears almost impossible. The
generality of people in America,
especially the poor, are more able to pay

taxes, than the generality of people either
in France or England.
But the case is, that the representative
system diffuses such a body of
knowledge throughout a nation, on the
subject of government, as to explode
ignorance and preclude imposition. The
craft of courts cannot be acted on that
ground. There is no place for mystery;
nowhere for it to begin. Those who are
not in the representation, know as much
of the nature of business as those who
are. An affectation of mysterious
importance would there be scouted.
Nations can have no secrets; and the
secrets of courts, like those of
individuals, are always their defects.

In the representative system, the reason
for everything must publicly appear.
Every man is a proprietor in
government, and considers it a necessary
part of his business to understand. It
concerns his interest, because it affects
his property. He examines the cost, and
compares it with the advantages; and
above all, he does not adopt the slavish
custom of following what in other
governments are called LEADERS.
It can only be by blinding the
understanding of man, and making him
believe that government is some
wonderful mysterious thing, that
excessive revenues are obtained.
Monarchy is well calculated to ensure

this end. It is the popery of government;
a thing kept up to amuse the ignorant, and
quiet them into taxes.
The government of a free country,
properly speaking, is not in the persons,
but in the laws. The enacting of those
requires no great expence; and when
they are administered, the whole of civil
government is performed—the rest is all
court contrivance.

CHAPTER IV.
Of Constitutions.
THAT MEN MEAN DISTINCT and
separate things when they speak of
constitutions and of governments, is
evident; or why are those terms
distinctly and separately used? A
constitution is not the act of a
government, but of a people constituting
a government; and government without a
constitution, is power without a right.
All power exercised over a nation,
must have some beginning. It must either
be delegated or assumed. There are no

other sources. All delegated power is
trust, and all assumed power is
usurpation. Time does not alter the
nature and quality of either.
In viewing this subject, the case and
circumstances of America present
themselves as in the beginning of a
world; and our enquiry into the origin of
government is shortened, by referring to
the facts that have arisen in our own day.
We have no occasion to roam for
information into the obscure field of
antiquity, nor hazard ourselves upon
conjecture. We are brought at once to the
point of seeing government begin, as if
we had lived in the beginning of time.
The real volume, not of history, but of

facts, is directly before us, unmutilated
by contrivance, or the errors of tradition.
I will here concisely state the
commencement of the American
constitutions; by which the difference
between constitutions and governments
will sufficiently appear.
It may not appear improper to remind
the reader that the United States of
America consist of thirteen separate
states, each of which established a
government for itself, after the
declaration of independence, done the
4th of July, 1776. Each state acted
independently of the rest, in forming its
governments; but the same general
principle pervades the whole. When the

several state governments were formed,
they proceeded to form the federal
government, that acts over the whole in
all matters which concern the interest of
the whole, or which relate to the
intercourse of the several states with
each other, or with foreign nations. I
will begin with giving an instance from
one of the state governments (that of
Pennsylvania) and then proceed to the
federal government.
The State of Pennsylvania, though
nearly of the same extent of territory as
England, was then divided into only
twelve counties. Each of those counties
had elected a committee at the
commencement of the dispute with the

English government; and as the city of
Philadelphia, which also had its
committee, was the most central for
intelligence, it became the center of
communication to the several county
committees. When it became necessary
to proceed to the formation of a
government,
the
committee
of
Philadelphia proposed a conference of
all the committees, to be held in that city,
and which met the latter end of July,
1776.
Though these committees had been
duly elected by the people, they were not
elected expressly for the purpose, nor
invested with the authority of forming a
constitution; and as they could not,

consistently with the American idea of
rights, assume such a power, they could
only confer upon the matter, and put it
into a train of operation. The conferees,
therefore, did no more than state the
c a s e , and recommend to the several
counties to elect six representatives for
each county, to meet in convention at
Philadelphia, with powers to form a
constitution, and propose it for public
consideration.
This convention, of which Benjamin
Franklin was president, having met and
deliberated, and agreed upon a
constitution, they next ordered it to be
published, not as a thing established, but
for the consideration of the whole

people, their approbation or rejection,
and then adjourned to a stated time.
When the time of adjournment was
expired, the convention re-assembled;
and as the general opinion of the people
in approbation of it was then known, the
constitution was signed, sealed, and
proclaimed on the authority of the
people and the original instrument
deposited as a public record. The
convention then appointed a day for the
general election of the representatives
who were to compose the government,
and the time it should commence; and
having done this they dissolved, and
returned to their several homes and
occupations.

In this constitution were laid down,
first, a declaration of rights; then
followed the form which the government
should have, and the powers it should
possess—the authority of the courts of
judicature, and of juries—the manner in
which elections should be conducted,
and the proportion of representatives to
the number of electors—the time which
each succeeding assembly should
continue, which was one year—the
mode of levying, and of accounting for
the expenditure, of public money—of
appointing public officers, etc., etc., etc.
No article of this constitution could be
altered or infringed at the discretion of
the government that was to ensue. It was

to that government a law. But as it would
have been unwise to preclude the benefit
of experience, and in order also to
prevent the accumulation of errors, if
any should be found, and to preserve an
unison of government with the
circumstances of the State at all times,
the constitution provided, that, at the
expiration of every seven years, a
convention should be elected, for the
express purpose of revising the
constitution, and making alterations,
additions, or abolitions therein, if any
such should be found necessary.
Here we see a regular process—a
government issuing out of a constitution,
formed by the people in their original

character; and that constitution serving,
not only as an authority, but as an law of
controul to the government. It was the
political bible of the state. Scarcely a
family was without it. Every member of
the government had a copy; and nothing
was more common, when any debate
arose on the principle of a bill, or on the
extent of any species of authority, than
for the members to take the printed
constitution out of their pocket, and read
the chapter with which such matter in
debate was connected.
Having thus given an instance from one
of the states, I will shew the proceedings
by which the federal constitution of the
United States arose and was formed.

Congress, at its two first meetings, in
September 1774, and May 1775, was
nothing more than a deputation from the
legislatures of the several provinces,
afterwards states; and had no other
authority than what arose from common
consent, and the necessity of its acting as
a public body. In everything which
related to the internal affairs of America,
congress went no further than to issue
recommendations to the several
provincial assemblies, who at discretion
adopted them or not. Nothing on the part
of congress was compulsive; yet, in this
situation, it was more faithfully and
affectionately obeyed than was any
government in Europe. This instance,

like that of the national assembly in
France, sufficiently shows, that the
strength of government does not consist
in any thing WITHIN itself, but in the
attachment of a nation, and the interest
which a people feel in supporting it.
When this is lost, government is but a
child in power; and though, like the old
government in France, it may harrass
individuals for a while, it but facilitates
its own fall.
After the declaration of independence,
it became consistent with the principle
on which representative government is
founded, that the authority of congress
should be defined and established.
Whether that authority should be more or

less than congress then discretionarily
exercised was not the question. It was
merely the rectitude of the measure.
For this purpose, the act, called the act
of confederation, (which was a sort of
imperfect federal constitution), was
proposed, and, after long deliberation,
was concluded in the year 1781. It was
not the act of congress, because it is
repugnant to the principles of
representative government that a body
should give power to itself. Congress
first informed the several states, of the
powers which it conceived were
necessary to be invested in the union, to
enable it to perform the duties and
services required from it; and the states

severally agreed with each other, and
concentrated in congress those powers.
It may not be improper to observe, that
in both those instances, (the one of
Pennsylvania, and the other of the United
States), there is no such thing as the idea
of a compact between the people on one
side, and the government on the other.
The compact was that of the people with
each other, to produce and constitute a
government. To suppose that any
government can be a party in a compact
with the whole people, is to suppose it
to have existence before it can have a
right to exist. The only instance in which
a compact can take place between the
people and those who exercise the

government, is, that the people shall pay
them, while they chuse to employ them.
Government is not a trade which any
man, or any body of men, has a right to
set up and exercise for his own
emolument, but is altogether a trust, in
right of those by whom that trust is
delegated, and by whom it is always
resumeable. It has of itself no rights; they
are altogether duties.
Having thus given two instances of the
original formation of a constitution, I
will shew the manner in which both have
been changed since their first
establishment.
The powers vested in the governments
of the several states, by the state

constitutions,
were
found,
upon
experience, to be too great; and those
vested in the federal government, by the
act of confederation, too little. The
defect was not in the principle, but in the
distribution of power.
Numerous publications, in pamphlets
and in the newspapers, appeared, on the
propriety and necessity of new
modelling the federal government. After
some time of public discussion, carried
on through the channel of the press, and
in conversations, the state of Virginia,
experiencing some inconvenience with
respect to commerce, proposed holding
a continental conference; in consequence
of which, a deputation from five or six

state assemblies met at Annapolis, in
Maryland, in 1786. This meeting, not
conceiving itself sufficiently authorised
to go into the business of a reform, did
no more than state their general opinions
of the propriety of the measure, and
recommend that a convention of all the
states should be held the year following.
The convention met at Philadelphia in
May, 1787, of which General
Washington was elected president. He
was not at that time connected with any
of the state governments, or with
congress. He delivered up his
commission when the war ended, and
since then had lived a private citizen.
The Convention went deeply into all

the subjects; and having, after a variety
of debate and investigation, agreed
among themselves upon the several parts
of a federal constitution, the next
question was, the manner of giving it
authority and practice.
For this purpose they did not, like a
cabal of courtiers, send for a Dutch
Stadtholder, or a German Elector;46 but
they referred the whole matter to the
sense and interest of the country.
They first directed that the proposed
constitution should be published.
Secondly, that each state should elect a
convention, expressly for the purpose of
taking it into consideration, and of
ratifying or rejecting it; and that as soon

as the approbation and ratification of any
nine states should be given, that those
states shall proceed to the election of
their proportion of members to the new
federal government; and that the
operation of it should then begin, and the
former federal government cease.
The
several
States
proceeded
accordingly to elect their conventions.
Some of those conventions ratified the
constitution by very large majorities, and
two or three unanimously. In others there
were much debate and division of
opinion.
In
the
Massachussetts
convention, which met at Boston, the
majority was not above nineteen or
twenty, in about three hundred members;

but such is the nature of representative
government, that it quietly decides all
matters by majority. After the debate in
the Massachussetts convention was
closed, and the vote taken, the objecting
members rose and declared, “That
though they had argued and voted
against it, because certain parts
appeared to them in a different light to
what they appeared to other members;
yet, as the vote had decided in favour
of the constitution as proposed, they
should give it the same practical
support as if they had voted for it.”
As soon as nine states had concurred
(and the rest followed in the order their
conventions were elected), the old

fabric of the federal government was
taken down, and the new one erected, of
which General Washington is president.
—In this place I cannot help remarking,
that the character and services of this
gentleman are sufficient to put all those
men called kings to shame. While they
are receiving from the sweat and labours
of mankind, a prodigality of pay, to
which neither their abilities nor their
services can entitle them, he is rendering
every service in his power, and refusing
every pecuniary reward. He accepted no
pay as commander-in-chief; he accepts
none as president of the United States.
After the new federal constitution was
established, the state of Pennsylvania,

conceiving that some parts of its own
constitution required to be altered,
elected a convention for that purpose.
The
proposed
alterations
were
published, and the people concurring
therein, they were established.
In forming those constitutions, or in
altering them, little or no inconvenience
took place. The ordinary course of things
was not interrupted, and the advantages
have been much. It is always the interest
of a far greater number of people in a
nation to have things right, than to let
them remain wrong; and when public
matters are open to debate, and the
public judgment free, it will not decide
wrong, unless it decides too hastily.

In the two instances of changing the
constitutions, the governments then in
being were not actors either way.
Government has no right to make itself a
party in any debate respecting the
principles or modes of forming, or of
changing, constitutions. It is not for the
benefit of those who exercise the powers
of government that constitutions, and the
governments issuing from them, are
established. In all those matters the right
of judging and acting are in those who
pay, and not in those who receive.
A constitution is the property of a
nation, and not of those who exercise the
government. All the constitutions of
America are declared to be established

on the authority of the people. In France,
the word nation is used instead of the
people; but in both cases, a constitution
is a thing antecedent to the government,
and always distinct therefrom.
In England it is not difficult to
perceive that everything has a
constitution, except the nation. Every
society and association that is
established, first agreed upon a number
of original articles, digested into form,
which are its constitution. It then
appointed its officers, whose powers
and authorities are described in that
constitution, and the government of that
society then commenced. Those officers,
by whatever name they are called, have

no authority to add to, alter, or abridge
the original articles. It is only to the
constituting power that this right
belongs.
From the want of understanding the
difference between a constitution and a
government, Dr. Johnson, 47 and all
writers of his description, have always
bewildered themselves. They could not
but perceive, that there must necessarily
be
a controuling power existing
somewhere, and they placed this power
in the discretion of the persons
exercising the government, instead of
placing it in a constitution formed by the
nation. When it is in a constitution, it has
the nation for its support, and the natural

and the political controuling powers are
together. The laws which are enacted by
governments, controul men only as
individuals, but the nation, through its
constitution, controuls the whole
government, and has a natural ability to
do so. The final controuling power,
therefore, and the original constituting
power, are one and the same power.
Dr. Johnson could not have advanced
such a position in any country where
there was a constitution; and he is
himself an evidence that no such thing as
a constitution exists in England. But it
may be put as a question, not improper
to be investigated, that if a constitution
does not exist, how came the idea of its

existence so generally established?
In order to decide this question, it is
necessary to consider a constitution in
both its cases:—First, as creating a
government and giving it powers.
Secondly, as regulating and restraining
the powers so given.
If we begin with William of
Normandy, we find that the government
of England was originally a tyranny,
founded on an invasion and conquest of
the country. This being admitted, it will
then appear, that the exertion of the
nation, at different periods, to abate that
tyranny, and render it less intolerable,
has been credited for a constitution.
Magna Charta,48 as it was called (it is

now like an almanack of the same date),
was no more than compelling the
government to renounce a part of its
assumptions. It did not create and give
powers to government in a manner a
constitution does; but was, as far as it
went, of the nature of a re-conquest, and
not a constitution; for could the nation
have totally expelled the usurpation, as
France has done its despotism, it would
then have had a constitution to form.
The history of the Edwards and the
Henries, and up to the commencement of
the Stuarts,49 exhibits as many instances
of tyranny as could be acted within the
limits to which the nation had restricted
it. The Stuarts endeavoured to pass those

limits, and their fate is well known.50 In
all those instances we see nothing of a
constitution, but only of restrictions on
assumed power.
After this, another William, descended
from the same stock, and claiming from
the same origin, gained possession; and
of the two evils, James and William,51
the nation preferred what it thought the
least; since, from circumstances, it must
take one. The act, called the Bill of
Rights, comes here into view. What is it,
but a bargain, which the parts of the
government made with each other to
divide powers, profits, and privileges?
You shall have so much, and I will have
the rest; and with respect to the nation, it

said, for your share, YOU shall have
the right of petitioning. This being the
case, the bill of rights is more properly a
bill of wrongs, and of insult. As to what
is called the convention parliament, it
was a thing that made itself, and then
made the authority by which it acted. A
few persons got together, and called
themselves by that name. Several of
them had never been elected, and none
of them for the purpose.
From the time of William a species of
government arose, issuing out of this
coalition bill of rights; and more so,
since the corruption introduced at the
Hanover succession by the agency of
Walpole;52 that can be described by no

other name than a despotic legislation.
Though the parts may embarrass each
other, the whole has no bounds; and the
only right it acknowledges out of itself,
is the right of petitioning. Where then is
the constitution either that gives or
restrains power?
It is not because a part of the
government is elective, that makes it less
a despotism, if the persons so elected
possess afterwards, as a parliament,
unlimited powers. Election, in this case,
becomes separated from representation,
and the candidates are candidates for
despotism.
I cannot believe that any nation,
reasoning on its own rights, would have

thought of calling these things a
constitution, if the cry of constitution
had not been set up by the government. It
has got into circulation like the words
bore and quoz [quiz], by being chalked
up in the speeches of parliament, as
those words were on window shutters
and doorposts; but whatever the
constitution may be in other respects, it
has
undoubtedly
been the most
productive machine of taxation that
was ever invented. The taxes in France,
under the new constitution, are not quite
thirteen shillings per head,53 and the
taxes in England, under what is called its
present constitution, are forty-eight
shillings and sixpence per head—men,

women, and children—amounting to
nearly seventeen millions sterling,
besides the expence of collecting, which
is upwards of a million more.
In a country like England, where the
whole of the civil Government is
executed by the people of every town
and county, by means of parish officers,
magistrates, quarterly sessions, juries,
and assize; without any trouble to what
is called the government or any other
expence to the revenue than the salary of
the judges, it is astonishing how such a
mass of taxes can be employed. Not
even the internal defence of the country
is paid out of the revenue. On all
occasions, whether real or contrived,

recourse is continually had to new loans
and new taxes. No wonder, then, that a
machine of government so advantageous
to the advocates of a court, should be so
triumphantly extolled! No wonder, that
St. James’s or St. Stephen’s should echo
with the continual cry of constitution; no
wonder, that the French revolution
should be reprobated, and the respublica treated with reproach! The red
book of England, like the red book of
France, will explain the reason.54
I will now, by way of relaxation, turn
a thought or two to Mr. Burke. I ask his
pardon for neglecting him so long.
“America,” says he (in his speech on
the Canada Constitution bill), “never

dreamed of such absurd doctrine as the
Rights of Man.”
Mr. Burke is such a bold presumer,
and advances his assertions and his
premises with such a deficiency of
judgment, that, without troubling
ourselves about principles of philosophy
or politics, the mere logical conclusions
they produce, are ridiculous. For
instance,
If governments, as Mr. Burke asserts,
are not founded on the Rights of MAN,
and are founded on any rights at all,
they consequently must be founded on
the right of something that is not man.
What then is that something?
Generally speaking, we know of no

other creatures that inhabit the earth than
man and beast; and in all cases, where
only two things offer themselves, and
one must be admitted, a negation proved
on any one, amounts to an affirmative on
the other; and therefore, Mr. Burke, by
proving against the Rights of Man,
proves in behalf of the beast; and
consequently, proves that government is
a beast; and as difficult things sometimes
explain each other, we flow see the
origin of keeping wild beasts in the
Tower; for they certainly can be of no
other use than to shew the origin of the
government. They are in the place of a
constitution. O John Bull,55 what
honours thou hast lost by not being a

wild beast. Thou mightest, on Mr.
Burke’s system, have been in the Tower
for life.
If Mr. Burke’s arguments have not
weight enough to keep one serious, the
fault is less mine than his; and as I am
willing to make an apology to the reader
for the liberty I have taken, I hope Mr.
Burke will also make his for giving the
cause.
Having thus paid Mr. Burke the
compliment of remembering him, I return
to the subject.
From the want of a constitution in
England to restrain and regulate the wild
impulse of power, many of the laws are
irrational and tyrannical, and the

administration of
problematical.

them vague

and

The attention of the government of
England (for I rather chuse to call it by
this name than the English government)
appears, since its political connection
with Germany, to have been so
completely engrossed and absorbed by
foreign affairs, and the means of raising
taxes, that it seems to exit for no other
purposes. Domestic concerns are
neglected; and with respect to regular
law, there is scarcely such a thing.
Almost every case must now be
determined by some precedent, be that
precedent good or bad, or whether it
properly applies or not; and the practice

is become so general as to suggest a
suspicion, that it proceeds from a deeper
policy than at first sight appears.
Since the revolution of America, and
more so since that of France, this
preaching up the doctrines of precedents,
drawn from times and circumstances
antecedent to those events, has been the
studied practice of the English
government. The generality of those
precedents are founded on principles
and opinions, the reverse of what they
ought; and the greater distance of time
they are drawn from, the more they are
to be suspected. But by associating those
precedents
with
a
superstitious
reverence for ancient things, as monks

shew relics and call them holy, the
generality of mankind are deceived into
the design. Governments now act as if
they were afraid to awaken a single
reflection in man. They are softly
leading him to the sepulchre of
precedents, to deaden his faculties and
call attention from the scene of
revolutions. They feel that he is arriving
at knowledge faster than they wish, and
their policy of precedents is the
barometer of their fears. This political
popery, like the ecclesiastical popery of
old, has had its day, and is hastening to
its exit. The ragged relic and the
antiquated precedent, the monk and the
monarch, will moulder together.

Government by precedent, without any
regard to the principle of the precedent,
is one of the vilest systems that can be
set up. In numerous instances, the
precedent ought to operate as a warning,
and not as an example, and requires to
be shunned instead of imitated; but
instead of this, precedents are taken in
the lump, and put at once for constitution
and for law.
Either the doctrine of precedents is
policy to keep a man in a state of
ignorance, or it is a practical confession
that wisdom degenerates in governments
as governments increase in age, and can
only hobble along by the stilts and
crutches of precedents. How is it that the

same persons who would proudly be
thought wiser than their predecessors,
appear at the same time only as the
ghosts of departed wisdom? How
strangely is antiquity treated! To some
purposes it is spoken of as the times of
darkness and ignorance, and to answer
others, it is put for the light of the world.
If the doctrine of precedents is to be
followed, the expences of government
need not continue the same. Why pay
men extravagantly, who have but little to
do? If everything that can happen is
already in precedent, legislation is at an
end, and precedent, like a dictionary,
determines every case. Either, therefore,
government has arrived at its dotage, and

requires to be renovated, or all the
occasions for exercising its wisdom
have occurred.
We now see all over Europe, and
particularly in England, the curious
phenomenon of a nation looking one
way, and the government the other—the
one forward and the other backward. If
governments are to go on by precedent,
while nations go on by improvement,
they must at last come to a final
separation; and the sooner, and the more
civilly they determine this point, the
better.56
Having thus spoken of constitutions
generally, as things distinct from actual
governments, let us proceed to consider

the parts of which a constitution is
composed.
Opinions differ more on this subject
than with respect to the whole. That a
nation ought to have a constitution, as a
rule for the conduct of its government, is
a simple question in which all men, not
directly courtiers, will agree. It is only
on the component parts that questions
and opinions multiply.
But this difficulty, like every other,
will diminish when put into a train of
being rightly understood.
The first thing is, that a nation has a
right to establish a constitution.
Whether it exercises this right in the

most judicious manner at first is quite
another case. It exercises it agreeably to
the judgment it possesses; and by
continuing to do so, all errors will at last
be exploded.
When this right is established in a
nation, there is no fear that it will be
employed to its own injury. A nation can
have no interest in being wrong.
Though all the constitutions of
America are on one general principle,
yet no two of them are exactly alike in
their component parts, or in the
distribution of the powers which they
give to the actual governments. Some are
more, and others less complex.
In forming a constitution, it is first

necessary to consider what are the ends
for which government is necessary?
Secondly, what are the best means, and
the least expensive, for accomplishing
those ends?
Government is nothing more than a
national association; and the object of
this association is the good of all, as
well individually as collectively. Every
man wishes to pursue his occupation,
and to enjoy the fruits of his labours and
the produce of his property in peace and
safety, and with the least possible
expence. When these things are
accomplished, all the objects for which
government ought to be established are
answered.

It has been customary to consider
government under three distinct general
heads. The legislative, the executive,
and the judicial.
But if we permit our judgment to act
unincumbered by the habit of multiplied
terms, we can perceive no more than
two divisions of power, of which civil
government is composed, namely, that of
legislating or enacting laws, and that of
executing or administering them.
Everything, therefore, appertaining to
civil government, classes itself under
one or other of these two divisions.
So far as regards the execution of the
laws, that which is called the judicial
power, is strictly and properly the

executive power of every country. It is
that power to which every individual has
appeal, and which causes the laws to be
executed; neither have we any other
clear idea with respect to the official
execution of the laws. In England, and
also in America and France, this power
begins with the magistrate, and proceeds
up through all the courts of judicature.
I leave to courtiers to explain what is
meant by calling monarchy the executive
power. It is merely a name in which acts
of government are done; and any other,
or none at all, would answer the same
purpose. Laws have neither more nor
less authority on this account. It must be
from the justness of their principles, and

the interest which a nation feels therein,
that they derive support; if they require
any other than this, it is a sign that
something in the system of government is
imperfect. Laws difficult to be executed
cannot be generally good.
With respect to the organization of the
legislative power, different modes have
been adopted in different countries. In
America it is generally composed of two
houses. In France it consists but of one,
but in both countries, it is wholly by
representation.
The case is, that mankind (from the
long tyranny of assumed power) have
had so few opportunities of making the
necessary trials on modes and principles

of government, in order to discover the
b e s t , that government is but now
beginning to be known, and experience
is yet wanting to determine many
particulars.
The objections against two houses are,
first, that there is an inconsistency in any
part of a whole legislature, coming to a
final determination by vote on any
matter, whilst that matter, with respect
t o that whole, is yet only in a train of
deliberation, and consequently open to
new illustrations.
Secondly, That by taking the vote on
each, as a separate body, it always
admits of the possibility, and is often the
case in practice, that the minority

governs the majority, and that, in some
instances, to a degree of great
inconsistency.
Thirdly, That two houses arbitrarily
checking or controuling each other is
inconsistent; because it cannot be proved
on the principles of just representation,
that either should be wiser or better than
the other. They may check in the wrong
as well as in the right—and therefore to
give the power where we cannot give
the wisdom to use it, nor be assured of
its being rightly used, renders the hazard
at least equal to the precaution.57
The objection against a single house
is, that it is always in a condition of
committing itself too soon.—But it

should at the same time be remembered,
that when there is a constitution which
defines the power, and establishes the
principles within which a legislature
shall act, there is already a more
effectual check provided, and more
powerfully operating, than any other
check can be. For example,
Were a Bill to be brought into any of
the American legislatures similar to that
which was passed into an act by the
English
parliament,
at
the
commencement of George the First, to
extend the durationof the assemblies to a
longer period than they now sit, the
check is in the constitution, which in
effect says, Thus far shalt thou go and no

further.
But in order to remove the objection
against a single house, (that of acting
with too quick an impulse,) and at the
same time to avoid the inconsistencies,
in some cases absurdities, arising from
two houses, the following method has
been proposed as an improvement upon
both.
First, To have but one representation.
Secondly,
To
divide
that
representation, by lot, into two or three
parts.
Thirdly, That every proposed bill,
shall be first debated in those parts by
succession, that they may become the

hearers of each other, but without taking
any vote. After which the whole
representation to assemble for a general
debate and determination by vote.
To this proposed improvement has
been added another, for the purpose of
keeping the representation in the state of
constant renovation ; which is, that onethird of the representation of each
county, shall go out at the expiration of
one year, and the number be replaced by
new elections. Another third at the
expiration of the second year replaced in
like manner, and every third year to be a
general election.58
But in whatever manner the separate
parts of a constitution may be arranged,

there is one general principle that
distinguishes freedom from slavery,
which is, that all hereditary government
over a people is to them a species of
slavery, and representative government
is freedom.
Considering government in the only
light in which it should be considered,
that of a NATIONAL ASSOCIATION, it
ought to be so constructed as not to be
disordered by any accident happening
among the parts; and, therefore, no
extraordinary power, capable of
producing such an effect, should be
lodged in the hands of any individual.
The death, sickness, absence or
defection, of any one individual in a

government, ought to be a matter of no
more consequence, with respect to the
nation, than if the same circumstance had
taken place in a member of the English
Parliament, or the French National
Assembly.
Scarcely anything presents a more
degrading
character
of
national
greatness, than its being thrown into
confusion, by anything happening to or
acted by any individual; and the
ridiculousness of the scene is often
increased by the natural insignificance of
the person by whom it is occasioned.
Were a government so constructed, that
it could not go on unless a goose or a
gander were present in the senate, the

difficulties would be just as great and as
real, on the flight or sickness of the
goose, or the gander, as if it were called
a King. We laugh at individuals for the
silly difficulties they make to
themselves, without perceiving that the
greatest of all ridiculous things are acted
in governments.59
All the constitutions of America are on
a plan that excludes the childish
embarrassments
which occur
in
monarchical countries. No suspension of
government can there take place for a
moment, from any circumstances
whatever. The system of representation
provides for everything, and is the only
system in which nations
and

governments can always appear in their
proper character.
As extraordinary power ought not to
be lodged in the hands of any individual,
so ought there to be no appropriations of
public money to any person, beyond
what his services in a state may be
worth. It signifies not whether a man be
called a president, a king, an emperor, a
senator, or by any other name which
propriety or folly may devise or
arrogance assume; it is only a certain
service he can perform in the state; and
the service of any such individual in the
routine of office, whether such office be
called
monarchical,
presidential,
senatorial, or by any other name or title,

can never exceed the value of ten
thousand pounds a year. All the great
services that are done in the world are
performed by volunteer characters, who
accept nothing for them; but the routine
of office is always regulated to such a
general standard of abilities as to be
within the compass of numbers in every
country to perform, and therefore cannot
merit very extraordinary recompense.
Government, says Swift,60 is a plain
thing, and fitted to the capacity of
many heads.
It is inhuman to talk of a million
sterling a year, paid out of the public
taxes of any country, for the support of
any individual, whilst thousands who are

forced to contribute thereto, are pining
with want, and struggling with misery.
Government does not consist in a
contrast between prisons and palaces,
between poverty and pomp; it is not
instituted to rob the needy of his mite,
and increase the wretchedness of the
wretched.—But on this part of the
subject I shall speak hereafter, and
confine myself at present to political
observations.
When extraordinary power and
extraordinary pay are allotted to any
individual in a government, he becomes
the center, round which every kind of
corruption generates and forms. Give to
any man a million a-year, and add

thereto the power of creating and
disposing of places, at the expence of a
country, and the liberties of that country
are no longer secure. What is called the
splendor of a throne is no other than the
corruption of the state. It is made up of a
band of parasites, living in luxurious
indolence, out of the public taxes.
When once such a vicious system is
established it becomes the guard and
protection of all inferior abuses. The
man who is in the receipt of a million a
year is the last person to promote a spirit
of reform,lest, in the event, it should
reach to himself. It is always his interest
to defend inferior abuses, as so many
outworks to protect the citadel; and on

this species of political fortification, all
the parts have such a common
dependence that it is never to be
expected they will attack each other.61
Monarchy would not have continued
so many ages in the world, had it not
been for the abuses it protects. It is the
master-fraud, which shelters all others.
By admitting a participation of the spoil,
it makes itself friends; and when it
ceases to do this it will cease to be the
idol of courtiers.
As the principle on which constitutions
are now formed rejects all hereditary
pretensions to government, it also rejects
all that catalogue of assumptions known
by the name of prerogatives.

If there is any government where
prerogatives might with apparent safety
be entrusted to any individual, it is in the
federal government of America. The
president of the United States of
America is elected only for four years.
He is not only responsible in the general
sense of the word, but a particular mode
is laid down in the constitution for trying
him. He cannot be elected under thirtyfive years of age; and he must be a
native of the country.
In a comparison of these cases with the
Government of England, the difference
when applied to the latter amounts to an
absurdity. In England the person who
exercises prerogative is often a

foreigner; always half a foreigner, and
always married to a foreigner. He is
never in full natural or political
connexion with the country, is not
responsible for anything, and becomes of
age at eighteen years; yet such a person
is permitted to form foreign alliances,
without even the knowledge of the
nation, and to make war and peace
without its consent.
But this is not all. Though such a
person cannot dispose of the government
in the manner of a testator, he dictates
the marriage connexions, which, in
effect, accomplish a great part of the
same end. He cannot directly bequeath
half the government to Prussia, but he

can form a marriage partnership that will
produce almost the same thing. Under
such circumstances, it is happy for
England that she is not situated on the
Continent, or she might, like Holland,
fall under the dictatorship of Prussia.
Holland, by marriage, is as effectually
governed by Prussia, as if the old
tyranny of bequeathing the government
had been the means.
The presidency in America (or, as it is
sometimes called, the executive) is the
only office from which a foreigner is
excluded, and in England it is the only
one to which he is admitted. A foreigner
cannot be a member of Parliament, but
he may be what is called a king. If there

is any reason for excluding foreigners, it
ought to be from those offices where
mischief can most be acted, arid where,
by uniting every bias of interest and
attachment, the trust is best secured. But
as nations proceed in the great business
of forming constitutions, they will
examine with more precision into the
nature and business of that department
which is called the executive. What the
legislative and judicial departments are
every one can see; but with respect to
what, in Europe, is called the executive,
as distinct from those two, it is either a
political superfluity or a chaos of
unknown things.
Some kind of official department, to

which reports shall be made from the
different parts of a nation, or from
abroad, to be laid before the national
representatives, is all that is necessary;
but there is no consistency in calling this
the executive; neither can it be
considered in any other light than as
inferior to the legislative. The sovereign
authority in any country is the power of
making laws, and everything else is an
official department.
Next to the arrangement of the
principles and the organization of the
several parts of a constitution, is the
provision to be made for the support of
the persons to whom the nation shall
confide the administration of the

constitutional powers.
A nation can have no right to the time
and services of any person at his own
expence, whom it may choose to employ
or intrust in any department whatever;
neither can any reason be given for
making provision for the support of any
one part of a government and not for the
other.
But admitting that the honour of being
entrusted with any part of a government
is to be considered a sufficient reward,
it ought to be so to every person alike. If
the members of the legislature of any
country are to serve at their own
expence that which is called the
executive, whether monarchical or by

any other name, ought to serve in like
manner. It is inconsistent to pay the one,
and accept the service of the other gratis.
In America, every department in the
government is decently provided for; but
no one is extravagantly paid. Every
member of Congress, and of the
Assemblies, is allowed a sufficiency for
his expences. Whereas in England, a
most prodigal provision is made for the
support of one part of the Government,
and none for the other, the consequence
of which is that the one is furnished with
the means of corruption and the other is
put into the condition of being corrupted.
Less than a fourth part of such expence,
applied as it is in America, would

remedy a great part of the corruption.
Another reform in the American
constitution is the exploding all oaths of
personality. The oath of allegiance in
America is to the nation only. The
putting any individual as a figure for a
nation is improper. The happiness of a
nation is the superior object, and
therefore the intention of an oath of
allegiance ought not to be obscured by
being figuratively taken, to, or in the
name of, any person. The oath, called the
civic oath, in France, viz., “the nation,
the law, and the king,” is improper. If
taken at all, it ought to be as in America,
to the nation only. The law may or may
not be good; but, in this place, it can

have no other meaning, than as being
conducive to the happiness of a nation,
and therefore is included in it. The
remainder of the oath is improper, on the
ground, that all personal oaths ought to
be abolished. They are the remains of
tyranny on one part and slavery on the
other; and the name of the CREATOR
ought not to be introduced to witness the
degradation of his creation; or if taken,
as is already mentioned, as figurative of
the nation, it is in this place redundant.
But whatever apology may be made for
oaths at the first establishment of a
government, they ought not to be
permitted afterwards. If a government
requires the support of oaths, it is a sign
that it is not worth supporting, and ought

not to be supported. Make government
what it ought to be, and it will support
itself.
To conclude this part of the subject:—
One of the greatest improvements that
have been made for the perpetual
security and progress of constitutional
liberty, is the provision which the new
constitutions make for occasionally
revising, altering, and amending them.
The principle upon which Mr. Burke
formed his political creed, that of
“binding and controuling posterity to
the end of time, and of renouncing and
abdicating the rights of all posterity,
for ever,” is now become too detestable
to be made a subject of debate; and

therefore, I pass it over with no other
notice than exposing it.
Government is but now beginning to be
known. Hitherto it has been the mere
exercise of power, which forbad all
effectual enquiry into rights, and
grounded itself wholly on possession.
While the enemy of liberty was its judge,
the progress of its principles must have
been small indeed.
The constitutions of America, and also
that of France, have either affixed a
period for their revision, or laid down
the mode by which improvement shall be
made. It is perhaps impossible to
establish anything that combines
principles with opinions and practice,

which the progress of circumstances,
through a length of years, will not in
some measure derange, or render
inconsistent; and, therefore, to prevent
inconveniencies accumulating, till they
discourage reformations or provoke
revolutions, it is best to provide the
means of regulating them as they occur.
The Rights of Man are the rights of all
generations of men, and cannot be
monopolised by any. That which is
worth following, will be followed for
the sake of its worth, and it is in this that
its security lies, and not in any
conditions with which it may be
encumbered. When a man leaves
property to his heirs, he does not connect
it with an obligation that they shall

accept it. Why, then, should we do
otherwise with respect to constitutions?
The best constitution that could now be
devised, consistent with the condition of
the present moment, may be far short of
that excellence which a few years may
afford. There is a morning of reason
rising upon man on the subject of
government, that has not appeared
before. As the barbarism of the present
old governments expires, the moral
conditions of nations with respect to
each other will be changed. Man will
not be brought up with the savage idea of
considering his species as his enemy,
because the accident of birth gave the
individuals existence in countries

distinguished by different names; and as
constitutions have always some relation
to external as well as to domestic
circumstances, the means of benefitting
by every change, foreign or domestic,
should be a part of every constitution.
We already see an alteration in the
national disposition of England and
France towards each other, which, when
we look back to only a few years, is
itself a Revolution. Who could have
foreseen, or who could have believed,
that a French National Assembly would
ever have been a popular toast in
England, or that a friendly alliance of the
two nations should become the wish of
either? It shews, that man, were he not
corrupted by governments, is naturally

the friend of man, and that human nature
is not of itself vicious. That spirit of
jealousy and ferocity, which the
governments of the two countries
inspired, and which they rendered
subservient to the purpose of taxation, is
now yielding to the dictates of reason,
interest, and humanity. The trade of
courts is beginning to be understood, and
the affectation of mystery, with all the
artificial sorcery by which they imposed
upon mankind, is on the decline. It has
received its death-wound; and though it
may linger, it will expire. Government
ought to be as much open to
improvement as
anything which
appertains to man, instead of which it

has been monopolised from age to age,
by the most ignorant and vicious of the
human race. Need we any other proof of
their wretched management, than the
excess of debts and taxes with which
every nation groans, and the quarrels
into which they have precipitated the
world? Just emerging from such a
barbarous condition, it is too soon to
determine to what extent of improvement
government may yet be carried. For what
we can foresee, all Europe may form but
one great Republic, and man be free of
the whole.

CHAPTER V.
Ways and Means of
Improving the Condition of
Europe, Interspersed with
Miscellaneous Observations.
IN CONTEMPLATING A SUBJECT
that embraces with equatorial magnitude
the whole region of humanity it is
impossible to confine the pursuit in one
single direction. It takes ground on every
character and condition that appertains
to man, and blends the individual, the
nation, and the world. From a small
spark, kindled in America, a flame has

arisen not to be extinguished. Without
consuming, like the Ultima Ratio
Regum,62 it winds its progress from
nation to nation, and conquers by a silent
operation. Man finds himself changed,
he scarcely perceives how. He acquires
a knowledge of his rights by attending
justly to his interest, and discovers in the
event that the strength and powers of
despotism consist wholly in the fear of
resisting it, and that, in order “to be
free, it is sufficient that he wills it.”
Having in all the preceding parts of
this work endeavoured to establish a
system of principles as a basis on which
governments ought to be erected, I shall
proceed in this, to the ways and means

of rendering them into practice. But in
order to introduce this part of the subject
with more propriety, and stronger effect,
some
preliminary
observations,
deducible from, or connected with, those
principles, are necessary.
Whatever the form or constitution of
government may be, it ought to have no
other object than the general happiness.
When, insteadof this, it operates to
create and encrease wretchedness in any
of the parts of society, it is on a wrong
system, and reformation is necessity.
Customary language has classed the
condition of man under the two
descriptions of civilised and uncivilised
life. To the one it has ascribed felicity

and affluence; to the other hardship and
want. But, however our imagination may
be impressed by painting and
comparison, it is nevertheless true, that a
great portion of mankind, in what are
called civilised countries, are in a state
of poverty and wretchedness, far below
the condition of an Indian. I speak not of
one country, but of all. It is so in
England, it is so all over Europe. Let us
enquire into the cause.
It lies not in any natural defect in the
principles of civilisation, but in
preventing those principles having a
universal operation; the consequence of
which is, a perpetual system of war and
expence, that drains the country, and

defeats the general felicity of which
civilisation is capable. All the European
governments (France now excepted) are
constructed not on the principle of
universal civilisation, but on the reverse
of it. So far as those governments relate
to each other, they are in the same
condition as we conceive of savage
uncivilised life; they put themselves
beyond the law as well of GOD as of
man, and are, with respect to principle
and reciprocal conduct, like so many
individuals in a state of nature. The
inhabitants of every country, under the
civilisation of laws, easily civilise
together, but governments being yet in an
uncivilised state, and almost continually
at war, they pervert the abundance which

civilised life produces to carry on the
uncivilised part to a greater extent. By
thus engrafting the barbarism of
government upon the internal civilisation
of a country, it draws from the latter, and
more especially from the poor, a great
portion of those earnings, which should
be applied to their own subsistence and
comfort. Apart from all reflections of
morality and philosophy, it is a
melancholy fact that more than onefourth of the labour of mankind is
annually consumed by this barbarous
system. What has served to continue this
evil, is the pecuniary advantage which
all the governments of Europe have
found in keeping up this state of

uncivilisation. It affords to them
pretences for power, and revenue, for
which there would be neither occasion
nor apology, if the circle of civilisation
were
rendered complete.
Civil
government alone, or the government of
laws, is not productive of pretences for
many taxes; it operates at home, directly
under the eye of the country, and
precludes the possibility of much
imposition. But when the scene is laid in
the
uncivilised
contention
of
governments, the field of pretences is
enlarged, and the country, being no
longer a judge, is open to every
imposition, which governments please to
act. Not a thirtieth, scarcely a fortieth,
part of the taxes which are raised in

England are either occasioned by, or
applied to, the purpose of civil
government. It is not difficult to see, that
the whole which the actual government
does in this respect, is to enact laws, and
that the country administers and executes
them, at its own expence, by means of
magistrates, juries, sessions, and assize,
over and above the taxes which it pays.
In this view of the case, we have two
distinct characters of government; the
one the civil government, or the
government of laws, which operates at
home, the other the court or cabinet
government, which operates abroad, on
the rude plan of uncivilised life; the one
attended with little charge, the other with

boundless extravagance; and so distinct
are the two, that if the latter were to
sink, as it were, by a sudden opening of
the earth, and totally disappear, the
former would not be deranged. It would
still proceed, because it is the common
interest of the nation that it should, and
all the means are in practice.
Revolutions, then, have for their object a
change in the moral condition of
governments, and with this change the
burthen of public taxes will lessen, and
civilisation will be left to the enjoyment
of that abundance, of which it is now
deprived. In contemplating the whole of
this subject, I extend my views into the
department of commerce. In all my
publications, where the matter would

admit, I have been an advocate for
commerce, because I am a friend to its
effects. It is a pacific system, operating
to cordialise mankind, by rendering
nations, as well as individuals, useful to
each other. As to the mere theoretical
reformation, I have never preached it up.
The most effectual process is that of
improving the condition of man by
means of his interest; and it is on this
ground that I take my stand. If commerce
were permitted to act to the universal
extent it is capable, it would extirpate
the system of war, and produce a
revolution in the uncivilised state of
governments.
The
invention
of
commerce has arisen since those

governments began, and is the greatest
approach towards universal civilisation
that has yet been made by any means not
immediately flowing from moral
principles. Whatever has a tendency to
promote the civil intercourse of nations
by an exchange of benefits, is a subject
as worthy of philosophy as of politics.
Commerce is no other than the traffic of
two individuals, multiplied on a scale of
numbers; and by the same rule that nature
intended for the intercourse of two, she
intended that of all. For this purpose she
has distributed the materials of
manufactures and commerce, in various
and distant parts of a nation and of the
world; and as they cannot be procured
by war so cheaply or so commodiously

as by commerce, she has rendered the
latter the means of extirpating the
former. As the two are nearly the
opposite of each other, consequently, the
uncivilised state of the European
governments is injurious to commerce.
Every kind
of destruction or
embarrassment serves to lessen the
quantity, and it matters but little in what
part of the commercial world the
reduction begins. Like blood, it cannot
be taken from any of the parts, without
being taken from the whole mass in
circulation, and all partake of the loss.
When the ability in any nation to buy is
destroyed, it equally involves the seller.
Could the government of England

destroy the commerce of all other
nations, she would most effectually ruin
her own. It is possible that a nation may
be the carrier for the world, but she
cannot be the merchant. She cannot be
the seller and buyer of her own
merchandise. The ability to buy must
reside out of herself; and, therefore, the
prosperity of any commercial nation is
regulated by the prosperity of the rest. If
they are poor she cannot be rich, and her
condition, be what it may, is an index of
the height of the commercial tide in other
nations. That the principles of
commerce, and its universal operation
may
be
understood,
without
understanding the practice, is a position
that reason will not deny; and it is on

this ground only that I argue the subject.
It is one thing in the counting-house, in
the world it is another. With respect to
its operation it must necessarily be
contemplated as a reciprocal thing; that
only one-half its powers resides within
the nation, and that the whole is as
effectually destroyed by the destroying
the half that resides without, as if the
destruction had been committed on that
which is within; for neither can act
without the other. When in the last, as
well as in former wars, the commerce of
England sunk, it was because the
quantity was lessened everywhere; and
it now rises, because commerce is in a
rising state in every nation. If England, at

this day, imports and exports more than
at any former period, the nations with
which she trades must necessarily do the
same; her imports are their exports, and
vice versa. There can be no such thing as
a nation flourishing alone in commerce:
she can only participate; and the
destruction of it in any part must
necessarily affect all. When, therefore,
governments are at war, the attack is
made upon a common stock of
commerce, and the consequence is the
same as if each had attacked his own.
The present increase of commerce is not
to be attributed to ministers, or to any
political contrivances, but to its own
natural operation in consequence of
peace. The regular markets had been

destroyed, the channels of trade broken
up, the high road of the seas infested
with robbers of every nation, and the
attention of the world called to other
objects. Those interruptions have
ceased, and peace has restored the
deranged condition of things to their
proper order.63 It is worth remarking that
every nation reckons the balance of trade
in its own favour; and therefore
something must be irregular in the
common ideas upon this subject. The
fact, however, is true, according to what
is called a balance; and it is from this
cause that commerce is universally
supported....
Cases are continually occurring in a

metropolis, different from those which
occur in the country, and for which a
different, or rather an additional, mode
of relief is necessary. In the country,
even in large towns, people have a
knowledge of each other, and distress
never rises to that extreme height it
sometimes does in a metropolis.There is
no such thing in the country as persons,
in the literal sense of the word, starved
to death, or dying with cold from the
want of a lodging. Yet such cases, and
others equally as miserable, happen in
London.
Many a youth comes up to London full
of expectations, and with little or no
money, and unless he get immediate

employment he is already half undone;
and boys bred up in London without any
means of a livelihood, and as it often
happens of dissolute parents, are in a
still worse condition; and servants long
out of place are not much better off. In
short, a world of little cases is
continually arising, which busy or
affluent life knows not of, to open the
first door to distress. Hunger is not
among the postponable wants, and a day,
even a few hours, in such a condition is
often the crisis of a life of ruin.
These circumstances which are the
general cause of the little thefts and
pilferings that lead to greater, may be
prevented. There yet remain twenty

thousand pounds out of the four millions
of surplus taxes, which with another fund
hereafter to be mentioned, amounting to
about twenty thousand pounds more,
cannot be better applied than to this
purpose. The plan will then be:
First,—To erect two or more
buildings, or take some already erected,
capable of containing at least six
thousand persons, and to have in each of
these places as many kinds of
employment as can be contrived, so that
every person who shall come may find
something which he or she can do.
Secondly,—To receive all who shall
come, without enquiring who or what
they are. The only condition to be, that

for so much, or so many hours’ work,
each person shall receive so many meals
of wholesome food, and a warm lodging,
at least as good as a barrack. That a
certain portion of what each person’s
work shall be worth shall be reserved,
and given to him or her, on their going
away; and that each person shall stay as
long or as short a time, or come as often
as he chuse, on these conditions.
If each person staid three months, it
would assist by rotation twenty-four
thousand persons annually, though the
real number, at all times, would be but
six thousand. By establishing an asylum
of this kind, such persons to whom
temporary distresses occur, would have

an opportunity to recruit themselves, and
be enabled to look out for better
employment.
Allowing that their labor paid but one
half the expence of supporting them,
after reserving a portion of their
earnings for themselves, the sum of forty
thousand pounds additional would
defray all other charges for even a
greater number than six thousand.
The fund very properly convertible to
this purpose, in addition to the twenty
thousand pounds, remaining of the
former fund, will be the produce of the
tax upon coals, so iniquitously and
wantonly applied to the support of the
Duke of Richmond. It is horrid that any

man, more especially at the price coals
now are, should live on the distresses of
a community; and any government
permitting such an abuse, to be
dismissed. This fund is said to be about
twenty thousand pounds per annum.
I shall now conclude this plan with
enumerating the several particulars, and
then proceed to other matters.
The enumeration is as follows:—
First—Abolition of two millions poorrates.
Secondly—Provision for two hundred
and fifty thousand poor families.
Thirdly—Education for one million
and thirty thousand children.

Fourthly—Comfortable provision for
one hundred and forty thousand aged
persons.
Fifthly—Donation of twenty shillings
each for fifty thousand births.
Sixthly—Donation of twenty shillings
each for twenty thousand marriages.
Seventhly—Allowance of twenty
thousand pounds for the funeral expences
of persons travelling for work, and dying
at a distance from their friends.
Eighthly—Employment, at all times,
for the casual poor in the cities of
London and Westminster.
By the operation of this plan, the poor
laws, those instruments of civil torture,

will be superseded, and the wasteful
expence of litigation prevented. The
hearts of the humane will not be shocked
by ragged and hungry children, and
persons of seventy and eighty years of
age, begging for bread. The dying poor
will not be dragged from place to place
to breathe their last, as a reprisal of
parish upon parish. Widows will have a
maintenance for their children, and not
be carted away, on the death of their
husbands, like culprits and criminals;
and children will no longer be
considered as encreasing the distresses
of their parents. The haunts of the
wretched will be known, because it will
be to their advantage; and the number of
petty crimes, the offspring of distress

and poverty, will be lessened. The poor,
as well as the rich, will then be
interested in the support of government,
and the cause and apprehension of riots
and tumults will cease.—Ye who sit in
ease, and solace yourselves in plenty,
and such there are in Turkey and Russia,
as well as in England, and who say to
yourselves, “Are we not well off?” have
ye thought of these things? When ye do,
ye will cease to speak and feel for
yourselves alone.
The plan is easy in practice. It does
not embarrass trade by a sudden
interruption in the order of taxes, but
effects the relief by changing the
application of them; and the money

necessary for the purpose can be drawn
from the excise collections, which are
made eight times a year in every market
town in England.
Having now arranged and concluded
this subject, I proceed to the next.
Taking the present current expences at
seven millions and an half, which is the
least amount they are now at, there will
remain (after the sum of one million and
an half be taken for the new current
expenses and four millions for the
before-mentioned service) the sum of
two millions; part of which to be
applied as follows:
Though fleets and armies, by an
alliance with France, will, in a great

measure, become useless, yet the
persons who have devoted themselves to
those services, and have thereby unfitted
themselves for other lines of life, are not
to be sufferers by the means that make
others happy. They are a different
description of men from those who form
or hang about a court.
A part of the army will remain, at least
for some years, and also of the navy, for
which a provision is already made in the
former part of this plan of one million,
which is almost half a million more than
the peace establishment of the army and
navy in the prodigal times of Charles the
Second.
Suppose,

then,

fifteen

thousand

soldiers to be disbanded, and that an
allowance be made to each of three
shillings a week during life, clear of all
deductions, to be paid in the same
manner as the Chelsea College
pensioners64 are paid, and for them to
return to their trades and their friends;
and also that an addition of fifteen
thousand sixpences per week be made to
the pay of the soldiers who shall remain;
the annual expences will be, to the pay
of—

Every year some part of this sum of
half a million (I omit the odd seven
thousand pounds for the purpose of
keeping the account un-embarrassed)
will fall in, and the whole of it in time,
as it is on the ground of life annuities,
except the encreased pay of twenty-nine
thousand pounds. As it falls in, part of
the taxes may be taken off; and as, for
instance, when thirty thousand pounds
fall in, the duty on hops may be wholly
taken off; and as other parts fall in, the
duties on candles and soap may be
lessened, till at last they will totally
cease. There now remains at least one
million and a half of surplus taxes.
The tax on houses and windows is one

of those direct taxes, which, like the
poor rates, is not confounded with trade;
and, when taken off, the relief will be
instantly felt. This tax falls heavy on the
middle class of people. The amount of
this tax, by the returns of 1788, was: by
the act of 1766, £385,459 II 7; by the act
of 1779, £130,739 14 5½; total,
£516,199 6 0’/2.
If this tax be struck off, there will then
remain about one million of surplus
taxes; and as it is always proper to keep
a sum in reserve, for incidental matters,
it may be best not to extend reductions
furtherin the first instance, but to
consider what may be accomplished by
other modes of reform.

Among the taxes most heavily felt is
the commutation-tax. I shall therefore
offer a plan for its abolition, by
substituting another in its place, which
will effect three objects at once: i, that
of removing the burthen to where it can
best be borne; 2, restoring justice among
families by a distribution of property; 3,
extirpating the overgrown influence
arising from the unnatural law of
primogeniture, which is one of the
principal sources of corruption at
elections. The amount of commutationtax by the returns of 1788, was £771,657.
When taxes are proposed, the country
is amused by the plausible language of
taxing luxuries. One thing is called a

luxury at one time, and something else at
another; but the real luxury does not
consist in the article, but in the means of
procuring it, and this is always kept out
of sight.
I know not why any plant or herb of the
field should be a greater luxury in one
country than another; but an overgrown
estate in either is a luxury at all times,
and, as such, is the proper object of
taxation. It is, therefore, right to take
those kind tax-making gentlemen up on
their own word, and argue on the
principle themselves have laid down,
that of taxing luxuries. If they or their
champion, Mr. Burke, who, I fear, is
growing out of date, like the man in

armor; can prove that an estate of
twenty, thirty, or forty thousand pounds a
year is not a luxury, I will give up the
argument.
Admitting that any annual sum, say, for
instance, one thousand pounds, is
necessary or sufficient for the support of
a family, consequently the second
thousand is of the nature of a luxury, the
third still more so, and by proceeding
on, we shall at last arrive at a sum that
may not improperly be called a
prohibitable luxury. It would be
impolitic to set bounds to property
acquired by industry, and therefore it is
right to place the prohibition beyond the
probable acquisition to which industry

can extend; but there ought to be a limit
to property or the accumulation of it by
bequest. It should pass in some other
line. The richest in every nation have
poor relations, and those often very near
in consanguinity.
The following table of progressive
taxation is constructed on the above
principles, and as a substitute for the
commutation tax. It will reach the point
of prohibition by a regular operation,
and
thereby
supercede
the
aristocraticallaw of primogeniture.

TABLE I.

The foregoing table shows the
progression per pound on every
progressive thousand. The following
table shows the amount of the tax on
every thousand separately, and in the last
column the total amount of all the
separate sums collected.

TABLE II.

After £500, the tax of 6d. per pound
takes place on the second £500;
consequently an estate of £1,000 per
annum pays £21, 15s, and so on.

At the twenty-third thousand the tax
becomes 2os. in the pound, and
consequently every thousand beyond that
sum can produce no profit but by
dividing the estate. Yet formidable as
this tax appears, it will not, I believe,
produce so much as the commutation tax;
should it produce more, it ought to be

lowered to that amount upon estates
under two or three thousand a year.
On small and middling estates it is
lighter (as it is intended to be) than the
commutation tax. It is not till after seven
or eight thousand a-year, that it begins to
be heavy. The object is not so much the
produce of the tax as the justice of the
measure. The aristocracy has screened
itself too much, and this serves to restore
a part of the lost equilibrium.
As an instance of its screening itself, it
is only necessary to look back to the first
establishment of the excise laws, at what
is called the Restoration, or the coming
of Charles the Second.65 The
aristocratical interest then in power,

commuted the feudal services itself was
under, by laying a tax on beer brewed
for sale; that is, they compounded with
Charles for an exemption from those
services for themselves and their heirs,
by a tax to be paid by other people. The
aristocracy do not purchase beer brewed
for sale, but brew their own beer free of
the duty, and if any commutation at that
time were necessary, it ought to have
been at the expence of those for whom
the exemptions from those services were
intended 66; instead of which, it was
thrown on an entirely different class of
men.
But the chief object of this progressive
tax (besides the justice of rendering

taxes more equal than they are) is, as
already stated, to extirpate the
overgrown influence arising from the
unnatural law of primogeniture, and
which is one of the principal sources of
corruption at elections.
It would be attended with no good
consequences to enquire how such vast
estates as thirty, forty, or fifty thousand
a-year could commence, and that at a
time when commerce and manufactures
were not in a state to admit of such
acquisitions. Let it be sufficient to
remedy the evil by putting them in a
condition of descending again to the
community by the quiet means of
apportioning them among all the heirs

and heiresses of those families. This
will be the more necessary, because
hitherto the aristocracy have quartered
their younger children and connexions
upon the public in useless posts, places
and offices, which when abolished will
leave them destitute, unless the law of
primogeniture be also abolished or
superceded.
A progressive tax will, in a great
measure, effect this object, and that as a
matter of interest to the parties most
immediately concerned, as will be seen
by the following table; which shews the
nett produce upon every estate, after
subtracting the tax. By this it will
appear, that after an estate exceeds

thirteen or fourteen thousand a-year, the
remainder produces but little profit to
the holder, and consequently, will pass
either to the younger children, or to other
kindred.

TABLE III.
Shewing the nett produce of every estate
from one thousand to twenty-three
thousand pounds a year.

According to this table, an estate
cannot produce more than 12,370l. clear

of the land tax and the progressive tax,
and therefore the dividing such estates
will follow as a matter of family
interest. An estate of 23,000l. a year,
divided into five estates of four thousand
each and one of three, will be charged
only 1129l. which is but five per cent.,
but if held by one possessor, will be
charged 10,630l.
Although an enquiry into the origin of
those estates be unnecessary, the
continuation of them in their present state
is another subject. It is a matter of
national concern. As hereditary estates,
the law has created the evil, and it ought
also
to
provide
the
remedy.
Primogeniture ought to be abolished, not

only because it is unnatural and unjust,
but because the country suffers by its
operation. By cutting off (as before
observed) the younger children from
their proper portion of inheritance, the
public is loaded with the expence of
maintaining them; and the freedom of
elections violated by the overbearing
influence which this unjust monopoly of
family property produces. Nor is this all.
It occasions a waste of national
property. A considerable part of the land
of the country is rendered unproductive,
by the great extent of parks and chases
which this law serves to keep up, and
this at a time when the annual production
of grain is not equal to the national

consumption.67—In—In short, the evils
of the aristocratical system are so great
and numerous, so inconsistent with every
thing that is just, wise, natural, and
beneficent, that when they are
considered, there ought not to be a doubt
that many, who are now classed under
that description, will wish to see such a
system abolished.
What pleasure can they derive from
contemplating the exposed condition,
and almost certain beggary of their
younger offspring? Every aristocratical
family has an appendage of family
beggars hanging round it, which in a few
ages, or a few generations, are shook
off, and console themselves with telling

their tale in almshouses, workhouses,
and prisons. This is the natural
consequence of aristocracy. The peer
and the beggar are often of the same
family. One extreme produces the other:
to make one rich many must be made
poor: neither can the system be
supported by other means.
There are two classes of people to
whom the laws of England are
particularly hostile, and those the most
helpless; younger children, and the poor.
Of the former I have just spoken; of the
latter I shall mention one instance out of
the many that might be produced, and
with which I shall close this subject.
Several laws are in existence for

regulating and limiting workmen’s
wages. Why not leave them as free to
make their own bargains, as the lawmakers are to let their farms and houses?
Personal labour is all the property they
have. Why is that little, and the little
freedom they enjoy, to be infringed? But
the injustice will appear stronger, if we
consider the operation and effect of such
laws. When wages are fixed by what is
called a law, the legal wages remain
stationary, while every thing else is in
progression; and as those who make that
law, still continue to lay on new taxes by
other laws, they encrease the expence of
living by one law, and take away the
means by another.

But if these gentlemen law-makers and
tax-makers thought it right to limit the
poor pittance which personal labour can
produce, and on which a whole family is
to be supported, they certainly must feel
themselves happily indulged in a
limitation on their own part, of not less
than twelve thousand a-year, and that of
property they never acquired, (nor
probably any of their ancestors) and of
which they have made so ill a use.
Having now finished this subject, I
shall bring the several particulars into
one view, and then proceed to other
matters.
The first eight articles are brought
forward from p. 237:

1. Abolition of two millions poorrates.
2. Provision for two hundred and
fifty-two thousand poor families, at
the rate of four pounds per head for
each child under fourteen years of
age; which, with the addition of
two hundred and fifty thousand
pounds, provides also education
for one million and thirty thousand
children.
3. Annuity of six pounds (per annum)
each for all poor persons, decayed
tradesmen, and others (supposed
seventy thousand) of the age of
fifty years, and until sixty.
4. Annuity of ten pounds each for life

for all poor persons, decayed
tradesmen, and others (supposed
seventy thousand) of the age of
sixty years.
5. Donation of twenty shillings each
for fifty thousand births.
6. Donation of twenty shillings each
for twenty thousand marriages.
7. Allowance of twenty thousand
pounds for the funeral expenses of
persons travelling for work, and
dying at a distance from their
friends.
8. Employment at all times for the
casual poor in the cities of London
and Westminster.
9. Abolition of the tax on houses and
windows.

10. Allowance of three shillings per
week for life to fifteen thousand
disbanded
soldiers,
and
a
proportionate allowance to the
officers of the disbanded corps.
11. Encrease of pay to the remaining
soldiers of 19,500l. annually.
12. The same allowance to the
disbanded navy, and the same
encrease of pay, as to the army.
13. Abolition of the commutation tax.
14. Plan of a progressive tax,
operating to extirpate the unjust
and
unnatural
law
of
primogeniture, and the vicious
influence of the aristocratical
system68

Second enumeration:
There yet remains, as already stated,
one million of surplus taxes. Some part
of this will be required for
circumstances that do not immediately
present themselves, and such part as
shall not be wanted, will admit of a
further reduction of taxes equal to that
amount.
Among the claims that justice requires
to be made, the condition of the inferior
revenue-officers will merit attention. It
is a reproach to any government to waste
such an immensity of revenue in
sinecures and nominal and unnecessary
places and officers, and not allow even
a decent livelihood to those on whom the

labour falls. The salary of the inferior
officers of the revenue has stood at the
petty pittance of less than fifty pounds a
year for upwards of one hundred years.
It ought to be seventy. About one
hundred and twenty thousand pounds
applied to this purpose, will put all
those salaries in a decent condition.
This was proposed to be done almost
twenty years ago, but the treasury-board
then in being, startled at it, as it might
lead to similar expectations from the
army and navy; and the event was, that
the King, or somebody for him, applied
to parliament to have his own salary
raised an hundred thousand pounds a
year, which being done, every thing else

was laid aside....
Never did so great an opportunity offer
itself to England, and to all Europe, as is
produced by the two Revolutions of
America and France. By the former,
freedom has a national champion in the
western world; and by the latter, in
Europe. When another nation shall join
France, despotism and bad government
will scarcely dare to appear. To use a
trite expression, the iron is becoming hot
all over Europe. The insulted German
and the enslaved Spaniard, the Russ and
the Pole, are beginning to think. The
present age will hereafter merit to be
called the Age of reason, and the present
generation will appear to the future as

the Adam of a new world.
When all the governments of Europe
shall
be
established
on
the
representative system, nations will
become acquainted, and the animosities
and prejudices fomented by the intrigue
and artifice of courts, will cease. The
oppressed soldier will become a
freeman; and the tortured sailor, no
longer dragged through the streets like a
felon, will pursue his mercantile voyage
in safety. It would be better that nations
should continue the pay of their soldiers
during their lives, and give them their
discharge and restore them to freedom
and their friends, and cease recruiting,
than retain such multitudes at the same

expence, in a condition useless to
society and to themselves. As soldiers
have hitherto been treated in most
countries, they might be said to be
without a friend. Shunned by the citizen
on an apprehension of their being
enemies to liberty, and too often insulted
by those who commanded them, their
condition was a double oppression. But
where genuine principles of liberty
pervade a people, every thing is restored
to order; and the soldier civilly treated,
returns the civility.
In contemplating revolutions, it is easy
to perceive that they may arise from two
distinct causes; the one, to avoid or get
rid of some great calamity; the other, to

obtain some great and positive good; and
the two may be distinguished by the
names of active and passive revolutions.
In those which proceed from the former
cause, the temper becomes incensed and
sowered; and the redress, obtained by
danger, is too often sullied by revenge.
But in those which proceed from the
latter, the heart, rather animated than
agitated, enters serenely upon the
subject. Reason and discussion,
persuasion and conviction, become the
weapons in the contest, and it is only
when those are attempted to be
suppressed that recourse is had to
violence. When men unite in agreeing
that a thing is good, could it be
obtained, such for instance as relief from

a burden of taxes and the extinction of
corruption, the object is more than half
accomplished. What they approve as the
end, they will promote in the means.
Will any man say, in the present excess
of taxation, falling so heavily on the
poor, that a remission of five pounds
annually of taxes to one hundred and four
thousand poor families is not a good
thing? Will he say, that a remission of
seven pounds annually to one hundred
thousand other poor families—of eight
pounds annually to another hundred
thousand poor families, and of ten
pounds annually to fifty thousand poor
and widowed families, are not good
things? And, to proceed a step further in

this climax, will he say, that to provide
against the misfortunes to which all
human life is subject, by securing six
pounds annually for all poor, distressed,
and reduced persons of the age of fifty
and until sixty, and of ten pounds
annually after sixty, is not a good thing?
Will he say, that an abolition of two
millions of poor-rates to the housekeepers, and of the whole of the house
and window-light tax and of the
commutation tax is not a good thing? Or
will he say, that to abolish corruption is
a bad thing?
If, therefore, the good to be obtained
be worthy of a passive, rational, and
costless revolution, it would be bad

policy to prefer waiting for a calamity
that should force a violent one. I have no
idea, considering the reforms which are
now passing and spreading throughout
Europe, that England will permit herself
to be the last; and where the occasion
and the opportunity quietly offer, it is
better than to wait for a turbulent
necessity. It may be considered as an
honour to the animal faculties of man to
obtain redress by courage and danger,
but it is far greater honour to the rational
faculties to accomplish the same object
by reason, accommodation, and general
consent.69
As reforms, or revolutions, call them
which you please, extend themselves

among nations, those nations will form
connections and conventions, and when
a few are thus confederated, the progress
will be rapid, till despotism and corrupt
government be totally expelled, at least
out of two quarters of the world, Europe
and America. The Algerine piracy 70 may
then be commanded to cease, for it is
only by the malicious policy of old
governments, against each other that it
exists.
Throughout this work, various and
numerous as the subjects are, which I
have taken up and investigated, there is
only a single paragraph upon religion,
viz. “that every religion is good that
teaches man to be good.”

I have carefully avoided to enlarge
upon the subject, because I am inclined
to believe, that what is called the present
ministry, wish to see contentions about
religion kept up, to prevent the nation
turning its attention to subjects of
government. It is, as if they were to say,
“Look that way, or any way, but this.”
But as religion is very improperly
made a political machine, and the reality
of it is thereby destroyed, I will
conclude this work with stating in what
light religion appears to me.
If we suppose a large family of
children, who, on any particular day, or
particular circumstance, made it a
custom to present to their parents some

token of their affection and gratitude,
each of them would make a different
offering, and most probably in a
different manner. Some would pay their
congratulations in themes of verse and
prose, by some little devices, as their
genius dictated, or according to what
they thought would please; and, perhaps,
the least of all, not able to do any of
those things, would ramble into the
garden, or the field, and gather what it
thought the prettiest flower it could find,
though, perhaps, it might be but a simple
weed. The parent would be more
gratified by such a variety, than if the
whole of them had acted on a concerted
plan, and each had made exactly the
same offering. This would have the cold

appearance of contrivance, or the harsh
one of controul. But of all unwelcome
things, nothing could more afflict the
parent than to know, that the whole of
them had afterwards gotten together by
the ears, boys and girls, fighting,
scratching, reviling, and abusing each
other about which was the best or the
worst present.
Why may we not suppose, that the
great Father of all is pleased with
variety of devotion; and that the greatest
offence we can act, is that by which we
seek to torment and render each other
miserable? For my own part, I am fully
satisfied that what I am now doing, with
an endeavour to conciliate mankind, to

render their condition happy, to unite
nations that have hitherto been enemies,
and to extirpate the horrid practice of
war, and break the chains of slavery and
oppression is acceptable in his sight,
and being the best service I can perform,
I act it chearfully.
I do not believe that any two men, on
what are called doctrinal points, think
alike who think at all. It is only those
who have not thought that appear to
agree. It is in this case as with what is
called the British constitution. It has
been taken for granted to be good, and
encomiums have supplied the place of
proof. But when the nation comes to
examine into its principles and the

abuses it admits, it will be found to have
more defects than I have pointed out in
this work and the former.
As to what are called national
religions, we may, with as much
propriety, talk of national Gods. It is
either political craft or the remains of
the Pagan system, when every nation had
its separate and particular deity. Among
all the writers of the English church
clergy, who have treated on the general
subject of religion, the present Bishop of
Ladaff71 has not been excelled, and it is
with much pleasure that I take this
opportunity of expressing this token of
respect.
I have now gone through the whole of

the subject, at least, as far as it appears
to me at present. It has been my intention
for the five years I have been in Europe,
to offer an address to the people of
England on the subject of government, if
the opportunity presented itself before I
returned to America. Mr. Burke has
thrown it in my way, and I thank him. On
a certain occasion, three years ago, I
pressed him to propose a national
convention, to be fairly elected, for the
purpose of taking the state of the nation
into consideration; but I found, that
however strongly the parliamentary
current was then setting against the party
he acted with, their policy was to keep
every thing within that field of
corruption, and trust to accidents. Long

experience had shewn that parliaments
would follow any change of ministers,
and on this they rested their hopes and
their expectations.
Formerly, when divisions arose
respecting governments, recourse was
had to the sword, and a civil war
ensued. That savage custom is exploded
by the new system, and reference is had
to national conventions. Discussion and
the general will arbitrates the question,
and to this, private opinion yields with a
good grace, and order is preserved
uninterrupted.
Some gentlemen have affected to call
the principles upon which this work and
the former part of Rights of Man are

founded, “a newfangled doctrine.” The
question is not whether those principles
are new or old, but whether they are
right or wrong. Suppose the former, I
will shew their effect by a figure easily
understood.
It is now towards the middle of
February. Were I to take a turn into the
country, the trees would present a
leafless, wintery appearance. As people
are apt to pluck twigs as they walk
along, I perhaps might do the same, and
by chance might observe, that a single
bud on that twig had begun to swell. I
should reason very unnaturally, or rather
not reason at all, to suppose this was the
only bud in England which had this

appearance. Instead of deciding thus, I
should instantly conclude, that the same
appearance was beginning, or about to
begin, every where; and though the
vegetable sleep will continue longer on
some trees and plants than on others, and
though some of them may not blossom
for two or three years, all will be in leaf
in the summer, except those which are
rotten. What pace the political summer
may keep with the natural, no human
foresight can determine. It is, however,
not difficult to perceive that the spring is
begun.—Thus wishing, as I sincerely do,
freedom and happiness to all nations, I
close the SECOND PART.
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THE AGE OF REASON.
PART I.

CHAPTER I.
The Author’s Profession of Faith.
IT HAS BEEN MY intention, for several
years past, to publish my thoughts upon
religion; I am well aware of the
difficulties that attend the subject, and
from that consideration, had reserved it
to a more advanced period of life. I
intended it to be the last offering I should
make to my fellow-citizens of all
nations, and that at a time when the
purity of the motive that induced me to it
could not admit of a question, even by
those who might disapprove the work.
The circumstance that has now taken

place in France, of the total abolition of
the whole national order of priesthood,
and of everything appertaining to
compulsive systems of religion, and
compulsive articles of faith, has not only
precipitated my intention, but rendered a
work of this kind exceedingly necessary,
lest, in the general wreck of superstition,
of false systems of government, and false
theology, we lose sight of morality, of
humanity, and of the theology that is true.
As several of my colleagues, and
others of my fellow-citizens of France,
have given me the example of making
their voluntary and individual profession
of faith, I also will make mine; and I do
this with all that sincerity and frankness

with which the mind
communicates with itself:

of

man

I believe in one God, and no more; and
I hope for happiness beyond this life.
I believe the equality of man, and I
believe that religious duties consist in
doing justice, loving mercy, and
endeavouring to make our fellowcreatures happy.
But, lest it should be supposed that I
believe many other things in addition to
these, I shall, in the progress of this
work, declare the things I do not believe,
and my reasons for not believing them.
I do not believe in the creed professed
by the Jewish church, by the Roman

church, by the Greek church, by the
Turkish church, by the Protestant church,
nor by any church that I know of My own
mind is my own church.
All national institutions of churches,
whether Jewish, Christian, or Turkish,
appear to me no other than human
inventions set up to terrify and enslave
mankind, and monopolize power and
profit.
I do not mean by this declaration to
condemn those who believe otherwise;
they have the same right to their belief as
I have to mine. But it is necessary to the
happiness of man, that he be mentally
faithful to himself Infidelity does not
consist in believing, or in disbelieving;

it consists in professing to believe what
he does not believe.
It is impossible to calculate the moral
mischief, if I may so express it, that
mental lying has produced in society.
When a man has so far corrupted and
prostituted the chastity of his mind, as to
subscribe his professional belief to
things he does not believe, he has
prepared himself for the commission of
every other crime. He takes up the trade
of a priest for the sake of gain, and, in
order to qualify himself for that trade, he
begins with a perjury. Can we conceive
anything more destructive to morality
than this?
Soon after I had published the

pamphlet COMMON SENSE, in
America, I saw the exceeding
probability that a revolution in the
system of government would be
followed by a revolution in the system of
religion. The adulterous connection of
church and state, wherever it had taken
place, whether Jewish, Christian, or
Turkish, had so effectually prohibited,
by pains and penalties, every discussion
upon established creeds, and upon first
principles of religion, that until the
system of government should be
changed, those subjects could not be
brought fairly and openly before the
world; but that whenever this should be
done, a revolution in the system of
religion
would
follow.
Human

inventions and priest-craft would be
detected; and man would return to the
pure, unmixed, and unadulterated belief
of one God, and no more.

CHAPTER II.
Of Missions and Revelations.
EVERY NATIONAL CHURCH OR
religion has established itself by
pretending some special mission from
God,
communicated
to
certain
individuals. The Jews have their Moses;
the Christians their Jesus Christ, their
apostles and saints; and the Turks their
Mahomet; as if the way to God was not
open to every man alike.
Each of those churches shows certain
books, which they call revelation, or the
Word of God. The Jews say that their
Word of God was given by God to

Moses face to face; the Christians say,
that their Word of God came by divine
inspiration; and the Turks say, that their
Word of God (the Koran) was brought
by an angel from heaven. Each of those
churches accuses the other of unbelief;
and, for my own part, I disbelieve them
all.
As it is necessary to affix right ideas to
words, I will, before I proceed further
into the subject, offer some observations
on the word revelation. Revelation
when applied to religion, means
something communicated immediately
from God to man.
No one will deny or dispute the power
of the Almighty to make such a

communication if he pleases. But
admitting, for the sake of a case, that
something has been revealed to a certain
person, and not revealed to any other
person, it is revelation to that person
only. When he tells it to a second
person, a second to a third, a third to a
fourth, and so on, it ceases to be a
revelation to all those persons. It is
revelation to the first person only, and
hearsay
to
every other,
and,
consequently, they are not obliged to
believe it.
It is a contradiction in terms and ideas
to call anything a revelation that comes
to us at second hand, either verbally or
in writing. Revelation is necessarily

limited to the first communication. After
this, it is only an account of something
which that person says was a revelation
made to him; and though he may find
himself obliged to believe it, it cannot
be incumbent on me to believe it in the
same manner, for it was not a revelation
made to me, and I have only his word for
it that it was made to him.
When Moses told the children of Israel
that he received the two tables of the
commandments from the hand of God,
they were not obliged to believe him,
because they had no other authority for it
than his telling them so; and I have no
other authority for it than some historian
telling me so, the commandments

carrying no internal evidence of divinity
with them. They contain some good
moral precepts such as any man
qualified to be a lawgiver or a legislator
could produce himself, without having
recourse to supernatural intervention. 72
When I am told that the Koran was
written in Heaven, and brought to
Mahomet by an angel, the account comes
to near the same kind of hearsay
evidence and second hand authority as
the former. I did not see the angel
myself, and therefore I have a right not to
believe it.
When also I am told that a woman,
called the Virgin Mary, said, or gave
out, that she was with child without any

cohabitation with a man, and that her
betrothed husband, Joseph, said that an
angel told him so, I have a right to
believe them or not: such a circumstance
required a much stronger evidence than
their bare word for it: but we have not
even this; for neither Joseph nor Mary
wrote any such matter themselves. It is
only reported by others that they said so.
It is hearsay upon hearsay, and I do not
chuse to rest my belief upon such
evidence.
It is, however, not difficult to account
for the credit that was given to the story
of Jesus Christ being the Son of God. He
was born when the heathen mythology
had still some fashion and repute in the

world, and that mythology had prepared
the people for the belief of such a story.
Almost all the extraordinary men that
lived under the heathen mythology were
reputed to be the sons of some of their
gods. It was not a new thing at that time
to believe a man to have been celestially
begotten; the intercourse of gods with
women was then a matter of familiar
opinion. Their Jupiter, according to their
accounts, had cohabited with hundreds;
the story therefore had nothing in it
either new, wonderful, or obscene; it
was conformable to the opinions that
then prevailed among the people called
Gentiles, or mythologists, and it was
those people only that believed it. The
Jews, who had kept strictly to the belief

of one God, and no more, and who had
always rejected the heathen mythology,
never credited the story.
It is curious to observe how the theory
of what is called the Christian Church,
sprung out of the tail of the heathen
mythology. A direct incorporation took
place in the first instance, by making the
reputed founder to be celestially
begotten. The trinity of gods that then
followed was no other than a reduction
of the former plurality, which was about
twenty or thirty thousand. The statue of
Mary succeeded the statue of Diana of
Ephesus.73 The deification of heroes
changed into the canonization of saints.
The Mythologists had gods for

everything; the Christian Mythologists
had saints for everything. The church
became as crouded with the one, as the
pantheon had been with the other; and
Rome was the place of both. The
Christian theory is little else than the
idolatry of the ancient mythologists,
accommodated to the purposes of power
and revenue; and it yet remains to reason
and philosophy to abolish the
amphibious fraud.

CHAPTER III.
Concerning the Character of Jesus
Christ, and His History.
NOTHING THAT IS HERE said can
apply, even with the most distant
disrespect, to the real character of Jesus
Christ. He was a virtuous and an
amiable man. The morality that he
preached and practised was of the most
benevolent kind; and though similar
systems of morality had been preached
by Confucius, and by some of the Greek
philosophers, many years before, by the
Quakers since, and by many good men in
all ages, it has not been exceeded by

any.
Jesus Christ wrote no account of
himself, of his birth, parentage, or
anything else. Not a line of what is
called the New Testament is of his
writing. The history of him is altogether
the work of other people; and as to the
account given of his resurrection and
ascension, it was the necessary
counterpart to the story of his birth. His
historians, having brought him into the
world in a supernatural manner, were
obliged to take him out again in the same
manner, or the first part of the story must
have fallen to the ground.
The wretched contrivance with which
this latter part is told, exceeds

everything that went before it. The first
part, that of the miraculous conception,
was not a thing that admitted of
publicity; and therefore the tellers of this
part of the story had this advantage, that
though they might not be credited, they
could not be detected. They could not be
expected to prove it, because it was not
one of those things that admitted of
proof, and it was impossible that the
person of whom it was told could prove
it himself.
But the resurrection of a dead person
from the grave, and his ascension
through the air, is a thing very different,
as to the evidence it admits of, to the
invisible conception of a child in the

womb. The resurrection and ascension,
supposing them to have taken place,
admitted of public and ocular
demonstration, like that of the ascension
of a balloon, or the sun at noon day, to
all Jerusalem at least. A thing which
everybody is required to believe,
requires that the proof and evidence of it
should be equal to all, and universal;
and as the public visibility of this last
related act was the only evidence that
could give sanction to the former part,
the whole of it falls to the ground,
because that evidence never was given.
Instead of this, a small number of
persons, not more than eight or nine, are
introduced as proxies for the whole
world, to say they saw it, and all the rest

of the world are called upon to believe
it. But it appears that Thomas did not
believe the resurrection; and, as they
say, would not believe without having
ocular and manual demonstration
himself. So neither will I; and the
reason is as good for me, and for every
other person, as for Thomas.74
It is in vain to attempt to palliate or
disguise this matter. The story, so far as
relates to the supernatural part, has
every mark of fraud and imposition
stamped upon the face of it. Who were
the authors of it is as impossible for us
now to know, as it is for us to be assured
that the books in which the account is
related were written by the persons

whose names they bear. The best
surviving evidence we now have
respecting this affair is the Jews. They
are regularly descended from the people
who lived in the time this resurrection
and ascension is said to have happened,
and they say, it is not true. It has long
appeared to me a strange inconsistency
to cite the Jews as a proof of the truth of
the story. It is just the same as if a man
were to say, I will prove the truth of
what I have told you, by producing the
people who say it is false.
That such a person as Jesus Christ
existed, and that he was crucified, which
was the mode of execution at that day,
are historical relations strictly within the

limits of probability. He preached most
excellent morality, and the equality of
man; but he preached also against the
corruptions and avarice of the Jewish
priests, and this brought upon him the
hatred and vengeance of the whole order
of priesthood. The accusation which
those priests brought against him was
that of sedition and conspiracy against
the Roman government, to which the
Jews were then subject and tributary;
and it is not improbable that the Roman
government might have some secret
apprehension of the effects of his
doctrine as well as the Jewish priests;
neither is it improbable that Jesus Christ
had in contemplation the delivery of the
Jewish nation from the bondage of the

Romans. Between the two, however, this
virtuous reformer and revolutionist lost
his life.

CHAPTER IV.
Of the Bases of Christianity.
IT IS UPON THIS plain narrative of
facts, together with another case I am
going to mention, that the Christian
mythologists, calling themselves the
Christian Church, have erected their
fable, which for absurdity and
extravagance is not exceeded by
anything that is to be found in the
mythology of the ancients.
The ancient mythologists tell us that
the race of Giants made war against
Jupiter, and that one of them threw a
hundred rocks against him at one throw;

that Jupiter defeated him with thunder,
and confined him afterwards under
Mount Etna; and that every time the
Giant turns himself, Mount Etna belches
fire. It is here easy to see that the
circumstance of the mountain, that of its
being a volcano, suggested the idea of
the fable; and that the fable is made to fit
and wind itself up with that
circumstance.
The Christian mythologists tell that
their Satan made war against the
Almighty, who defeated him, and
confined him afterwards, not under a
mountain, but in a pit. It is here easy to
see that the first fable suggested the idea
of the second; for the fable of Jupiter and

the Giants was told many hundred years
before that of Satan.
Thus far the ancient and the Christian
mythologists differ very little from each
other. But the latter have contrived to
carry the matter much farther. They have
contrived to connect the fabulous part of
the story of Jesus Christ with the fable
originating from Mount Etna; and, in
order to make all the parts of the story
tye together, they have taken to their aid
the traditions of the Jews; for the
Christian mythology is made up partly
from the ancient mythology, and partly
from the Jewish traditions.
The Christian mythologists, after
having confined Satan in a pit, were

obliged to let him out again to bring on
the sequel of the fable. He is then
introduced into the garden of Eden in the
shape of a snake, or a serpent, and in that
shape
he
enters
into
familiar
conversation with Eve, who is no ways
surprised to hear a snake talk; and the
issue of this tête-à-tête is, that he
persuades her to eat an apple, and the
eating of that apple damns all mankind.
After giving Satan this triumph over
the whole creation, one would have
supposed that the church mythologists
would have been kind enough to send
him back again to the pit, or, if they had
not done this, that they would have put a
mountain upon him, (for they say that

their faith can remove a mountain) or
have put him under a mountain, as the
former mythologists had done, to prevent
his getting again among the women, and
doing more mischief. But instead of this,
they leave him at large, without even
obliging him to give his parole. The
secret of which is, that they could not do
without him; and after being at the
trouble of making him, they bribed him
to stay. They promised him ALL the
Jews, ALL the Turks by anticipation,
nine-tenths of the world beside, and
Mahomet into the bargain. After this,
who can doubt the bountifulness of the
Christian Mythology?
Having thus made an insurrection and

a battle in heaven, in which none of the
combatants could be either killed or
wounded—put Satan into the pit—let
him out again—given him a triumph over
the whole creation—damned all
mankind by the eating of an apple, these
Christian mythologists bring the two
ends of their fable together. They
represent this virtuous and amiable man,
Jesus Christ, to be at once both God and
man, and also the Son of God, celestially
begotten, on purpose to be sacrificed,
because they say that Eve in her longing
had eaten an apple.

CHAPTER V.
Examination in Detail of the
Preceding Bases.
PUTTING ASIDE EVERYTHING
THAT might excite laughter by its
absurdity, or detestation by its
prophaness, and confining ourselves
merely to an examination of the parts, it
is impossible to conceive a story more
derogatory to the Almighty, more
inconsistent with his wisdom, more
contradictory to his power, than this
story is.
In order to make for it a foundation to
rise upon, the inventors were under the

necessity of giving to the being whom
they call Satan a power equally as great,
if not greater, than they attribute to the
Almighty. They have not only given him
the power of liberating himself from the
pit, after what they call his fall, but they
have made that power increase
afterwards to infinity. Before this fall
they represent him only as an angel of
limited existence, as they represent the
rest. After his fall, he becomes, by their
account, omnipresent. He exists
everywhere, and at the same time. He
occupies the whole immensity of space.
Not content with this deification of
Satan, they represent him as defeating by
stratagem, in the shape of an animal of

the creation, all the power and wisdom
of the Almighty. They represent him as
having compelled the Almighty to the
direct necessity either of surrendering
the whole of the creation to the
government and sovereignty of this
Satan, or of capitulating for its
redemption by coming down upon earth,
and exhibiting himself upon a cross in
the shape of a man.
Had the inventors of this story told it
the contrary way, that is, had they
represented the Almighty as compelling
Satan to exhibit himself on a cross in the
shape of a snake, as a punishment for his
new transgression, the story would have
been less absurd, less contradictory.

But, instead of this they make the
transgressor triumph, and the Almighty
fall.
That many good men have believed
this strange fable, and lived very good
lives under that belief (for credulity is
not a crime) is what I have no doubt of.
In the first place, they were educated to
believe it, and they would have believed
anything else in the same manner. There
are also many who have been so
enthusiastically enraptured by what they
conceived to be the infinite love of God
to man, in making a sacrifice of himself,
that the vehemence of the idea has
forbidden and deterred them from
examining into the absurdity and

profaneness of the story. The more
unnatural anything is, the more is it
capable of becoming the object of
dismal admiration.

CHAPTER VI.
Of the True Theology.
BUT IF OBJECTS FOR gratitude and
admiration are our desire, do they not
present themselves every hour to our
eyes? Do we not see a fair creation
prepared to receive us the instant we are
born—a world furnished to our hands,
that cost us nothing? Is it we that light up
the sun; that pour down the rain; and fill
the earth with abundance? Whether we
sleep or wake, the vast machinery of the
universe still goes on. Are these things,
and the blessings they indicate in future,
nothing to us? Can our gross feelings be

excited by no other subjects than tragedy
and suicide? Or is the gloomy pride of
man become so intolerable, that nothing
can flatter it but a sacrifice of the
Creator?
I know that this bold investigation will
alarm many, but it would be paying too
great a compliment to their credulity to
forbear it on that account. The times and
the subject demand it to be done. The
suspicion that the theory of what is
called the Christian church is fabulous,
is becoming very extensive in all
countries; and it will be a consolation to
men staggering under that suspicion, and
doubting what to believe and what to
disbelieve, to see the subject freely

investigated. I therefore pass on to an
examination of the books called the Old
and the New Testament.

CHAPTER VII.
Examination of the Old Testament.
THESE BOOKS, BEGINNING WITH
Genesis and ending with Revelations,
(which, by the bye, is a book of riddles
that requires a revelation to explain it)
are, we are told, the word of God. It is,
therefore, proper for us to know who
told us so, that we may know what credit
to give to the report. The answer to this
question is, that nobody can tell, except
that we tell one another so. The case,
however, historically appears to be as
follows:
When

the

church

mythologists

established their system, they collected
all the writings they could find, and
managed them as they pleased. It is a
matter altogether of uncertainty to us
whether such of the writings as now
appear under the name of the Old and the
New Testament, are in the same state in
which those collectors say they found
them; or whether they added, altered,
abridged, or dressed them up.
Be this as it may, they decided by vote
which of the books out of the collection
they had made, should be the WORD OF
GOD, and which should not. They
rejected several; they voted others to be
doubtful, such as the books called the
Apocrypha;75 and those books which had

a majority of votes, were voted to be the
word of God. Had they voted otherwise,
all the people since calling themselves
Christians had believed otherwise; for
the belief of the one comes from the vote
of the other. Who the people were that
did all this, we know nothing of. They
call themselves by the general name of
the Church; and this is all we know of
the matter.
As we have no other external evidence
or authority for believing these books to
be the word of God, than what I have
mentioned, which is no evidence or
authority at all, I come, in the next place,
to examine the internal evidence
contained in the books themselves.

In the former part of this essay, I have
spoken of revelation. I now proceed
further with that subject, for the purpose
of applying it to the books in question.
Revelation is a communication of
something, which the person, to whom
that thing is revealed, did not know
before. For if I have done a thing, or
seen it done, it needs no revelation to
tell me I have done it, or seen it, nor to
enable me to tell it, or to write it.
Revelation, therefore, cannot be
applied to anything done upon earth of
which man is himself the actor or the
witness; and consequently all the
historical and anecdotal part of the
Bible, which is almost the whole of it, is

not within the meaning and compass of
the word revelation, and, therefore, is
not the word of God.
When Samson76 ran off with the gateposts of Gaza, if he ever did so, (and
whether he did or not is nothing to us,)
or when he visited his Delilah, or caught
his foxes, or did anything else, what has
revelation to do with these things? If
they were facts, he could tell them
himself; or his secretary, if he kept one,
could write them, if they were worth
either telling or writing; and if they were
fictions, revelation could not make them
true; and whether true or not, we are
neither the better nor the wiser for
knowing them.—When we contemplate

the immensity of that Being, who directs
and governs the incomprehensible
WHOLE, of which the utmost ken of
human sight can discover but a part, we
ought to feel shame at calling such paltry
stories the word of God.
As to the account of the creation, with
which the book of Genesis opens, it has
all the appearance of being a tradition
which the Israeliteshad among them
before they came into Egypt; and after
their departure from that country, they
put it at the head of their history, without
telling, as it is most probable that they
did not know, how they came by it. The
manner in which the account opens,
shews it to be traditionary. It begins

abruptly. It is nobody that speaks. It is
nobody that hears. It is addressed to
nobody. It has neither first, second, nor
third person. It has every criterion of
being a tradition. It has no voucher.
Moses does not take it upon himself by
introducing it with the formality that he
uses on other occasions, such as that of
saying, “The Lord spake unto Moses,
saying.”
Why it has been called the Mosaic
account of the creation, I am at a loss to
conceive. Moses, I believe, was too
good a judge of such subjects to put his
name to that account. He had been
educated among the Egyptians, who
were a people as well skilled in

science, and particularly in astronomy,
as any people of their day; and the
silence and caution that Moses observes,
in not authenticating the account, is a
good negative evidence that he neither
told it nor believed it.—The case is, that
every nation of people has been worldmakers, and the Israelites had as much
right to set up the trade of world-making
as any of the rest; and as Moses was not
an Israelite, he might not chuse to
contradict the tradition. The account,
however, is harmless; and this is more
than can be said for many other parts of
the Bible.
Whenever we read the obscene
stories, the voluptuous debaucheries, the

cruel and torturous executions, the
unrelenting vindictiveness, with which
more than half the Bible is filled, it
would be more consistent that we called
it the word of a demon, than the Word of
God. It is a history of wickedness, that
has served to corrupt and brutalize
mankind; and, for my own part, I
sincerely detest it, as I detest everything
that is cruel.
We scarcely meet with anything, a few
phrases excepted, but what deserves
either our abhorrence or our contempt,
till we come to the miscellaneous parts
of the Bible. In the anonymous
publications, the Psalms, and the Book
of Job, more particularly in the latter,

we find a great deal of elevated
sentiment reverentially expressed of the
power and benignity of the Almighty; but
they stand on no higher rank than many
other compositions on similar subjects,
as well before that time as since.
The Proverbs which are said to be
Solomon’s,77 though most probably a
collection, (because they discover a
knowledge of life, which his situation
excluded him from knowing) are an
instructive table of ethics. They are
inferior in keenness to the proverbs of
the Spaniards, and not more wise and
œconomical than those of the American
Franklin.78
All the remaining parts of the Bible,

generally known by the name of the
Prophets, are the works of the Jewish
poets and itinerant preachers, who
mixed poetry, anecdote, and devotion
together—and those works still retain
the air and stile of poetry, though in
translation.79
There is not, throughout the whole
book called the Bible, any word that
describes to us what we call a poet, nor
any word that describeswhat we call
poetry. The case is, that the word
prophet, to which later times have
affixed a new idea, was the Bible word
for poet, and the word prophesying
meant the art of making poetry. It also
meant the art of playing poetry to a tune

upon any instrument of music.
We read of prophesying with pipes,
tabrets, and horns—of prophesying with
harps, with psalteries, with cymbals, and
with every other instrument of music
then in fashion. Were we now to speak
of prophesying with a fiddle, or with a
pipe and tabor, the expression would
have no meaning, or would appear
ridiculous, and to some people
contemptuous, because we have changed
the meaning of the word.
We are told of Saul 80 being among the
prophets, and also that he prophesied;
but we are not told what they
prophesied, nor what he prophesied. The
case is, there was nothing to tell; for

these prophets were a company of
musicians and poets, and Saul joined in
the concert, and this was called
prophesying.
The account given of this affair in the
book called Samuel, is, that Saul met a
company of prophets; a whole company
of them! coming down with a psaltery, a
tabret, a pipe, and a harp, and that they
prophesied, and that he prophesied with
them. But it appears afterwards, that
Saul prophesied badly, that is, he
performed his part badly; for it is said
that an “evil spirit from God 81 came
upon Saul, and he prophesied.”
Now, were there no other passage in
the book called the Bible, than this, to

demonstrate to us that we have lost the
original meaning of the word prophesy,
and substituted another meaning in its
place, this alone would be sufficient; for
it is impossible to use and apply the
word prophesy, in the place it is here
used and applied, if we give to it the
sense which later times have affixed to
it. The manner in which it is here used
strips it of all religious meaning, and
shews that a man might then be a
prophet, or he might prophesy, as he
may now be a poet or a musician,
without any regard to the morality or the
immorality of his character. The word
was originally a term of science,
promiscuously applied to poetry and to
music, and not restricted to any subject

upon which poetry and music might be
exercised.
Deborah and Barak82 are called
prophets, not because they predicted
anything, but because they composed the
poem or song that bears their name, in
celebration of an act already done.
David83 is ranked among the prophets,
for he was a musician, and was also
reputed to be (though perhaps very
erroneously) the author of the Psalms.
But Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob 84 are not
called prophets; it does not appear from
any accounts we have, that they could
either sing, play music, or make poetry.
We are told of the greater and the
lesser prophets. They might as well tell

us of the greater and the lesser God; for
there cannot be degrees in prophesying
consistently with its modern sense. But
there are degrees in poetry, and
therefore the phrase is reconcilable to
the case, when we understand by it the
greater and the lesser poets.
It is altogether unnecessary, after this,
to offer any observations upon what
those men, stiled prophets, have written.
The axe goes at once to the root, by
shewing that the original meaning of the
word has been mistaken, and
consequently all the inferences that have
been drawn from those books, the
devotional respect that has been paid to
them, and the laboured commentaries

that have been written upon them, under
that mistaken meaning, are not worth
disputing about.—In many things,
however, the writings of the Jewish
poets deserve a better fate than that of
being bound up, as they now are, with
the trash that accompanies them, under
the abused name of the Word of God.
If we permit ourselves to conceive
right ideas of things, we must
necessarily affix the idea, not only of
unchangeableness, but of the utter
impossibility of any change taking place,
by any means or accidentwhatever, in
that which we would honour with the
name of the Word of God; and therefore
the Word of God cannot exist in any

written or human language.
The continually progressive change to
which the meaning of words is subject,
the want of an universal language which
renders translation necessary, the errors
to which translations are again subject,
the mistakes of copyists and printers,
together with the possibility of wilful
alteration, are of themselves evidences
that human language, whether in speech
or in print, cannot be the vehicle of the
Word of God.—The Word of God exists
in something else.
Did the book called the Bible excel in
purity of ideas and expression all the
books now extant in the world, I would
not take it for my rule of faith, as being

the Word of God; because the possibility
would nevertheless exist of my being
imposed upon. But when I see throughout
the greatest part of this book scarcely
anything but a history of the grossest
vices, and a collection of the most paltry
and contemptible tales, I cannot
dishonour my Creator by calling it by his
name.

CHAPTER VIII.
Of the New Testament.
THUS MUCH FOR THE Bible; I now
go on to the book called the New
Testament. The new Testament! that is,
the new Will, as if there could be two
wills of the Creator.
Had it been the object or the intention
of Jesus Christ to establish a new
religion, he would undoubtedly have
written the system himself, or procured
it to be written in his life time. But there
is no publication extant authenticated
with his name. All the books called the
New Testament were written after his

death. He was a Jew by birth and by
profession; and he was the son of God in
like manner that every other person is;
for the Creator is the Father of All.
The first four books, called Matthew,
Mark, Luke, and John, do not give a
history of the life of Jesus Christ, but
only detached anecdotes of him. It
appears from these books, that the whole
time of his being a preacher was not
more than eighteen months; and it was
only during this short time that those men
became acquainted with him. They make
mention of him at the age of twelve
years, sitting, they say, among the Jewish
doctors, asking and answering them
questions. As this was several years

before their acquaintance with him
began, it is most probable they had this
anecdote from his parents. From this
time there is no account of him for about
sixteen years. Where he lived, or how he
employed himself during this interval, is
not known. Most probably he was
working at his father’s trade, which was
that of a carpenter. It does not appear
that he had any school education, and the
probability is, that he could not write,
for his parents were extremely poor, as
appears from their not being able to pay
for a bed when he was born.
It is somewhat curious that the three
persons whose names are the most
universally recorded were of very

obscure parentage. Moses was a
foundling; Jesus Christ was born in a
stable; and Mahomet was a mule driver.
The first and the last of these men were
founders of different systems of religion;
but Jesus Christ founded no new system.
He called men to the practice of moral
virtues, and the belief of one God. The
great trait in his character is
philanthropy.
The manner in which he was
apprehended shews that he was not much
known at that time; and it shews also that
the meetings he then held with his
followers were in secret; and that he had
given over or suspended preaching
publicly. Judas 85 could no otherways

betray him than by giving information
where he was, and pointing him out to
the officers that went to arrest him; and
the reason for employing and paying
Judas to do this could arise only from
the causes already mentioned, that of his
not being much known, and living
concealed.
The idea of his concealment, not only
agrees very ill with his reputed divinity,
but associates with it something of
pusillanimity; and his being betrayed, or
in other words, his being apprehended,
on the information of one of his
followers, shews that he did not intend
to be apprehended, and consequently that
he did not intend to be crucified.

The Christian mythologists tell us that
Christ died for the sins of the world, and
that he came on purpose to die. Would it
not then have been the same if he had
died of a fever or of the small pox, of
old age, or of anything else?
The declaratory sentence which, they
say, was passed upon Adam, in case he
ate of the apple, was not, that thou shalt
surely be crucified, but, thou shalt
surely die. The sentence was death, and
not the manner of dying. Crucifixion,
therefore, or any other particular manner
of dying, made no part of the sentence
that Adam was to suffer, and
consequently, even upon their own
tactic, it could make no part of the

sentence that Christ was to suffer in the
room of Adam. A fever would have
done as well as a cross, if there was any
occasion for either.
This sentence of death, which, they tell
us, was thus passed upon Adam, must
either have meant dying naturally, that is,
ceasing to live, or have meant what these
mythologists call damnation; and
consequently, the act of dying on the part
of Jesus Christ, must, according to their
system, apply as a prevention to one or
other of these two things happening to
Adam and to us.
That it does not prevent our dying is
evident, because we all die; and if their
accounts of longevity be true, men die

faster since the crucifixion than before:
and with respect to the second
explanation, (including with it the
natural death of Jesus Christ as a
substitute for the eternal death or
damnation of all mankind,) it is
impertinently representing the Creator as
coming off, or revoking the sentence, by
a pun or a quibble upon the word death.
That manufacturer of quibbles, St.
Paul,86 if he wrote the books that bear
his name, has helped this quibble on by
making another quibble upon the word
Adam. He makes there to be two Adams;
the one who sins in fact, and suffers by
proxy; the other who sins by proxy, and
suffers in fact. A religion thus

interlarded with quibble, subterfuge, and
pun, has a tendency to instruct its
professors in the practice of these arts.
They acquire the habit without being
aware of the cause.
If Jesus Christ was the being which
those mythologists tell us he was, and
that he came into this world to suffer,
which is a word they sometimes use
instead of to die, the only real suffering
he could have endured would have been
to live. His existence here was a state of
exilement or transportation from heaven,
and the way back to his original country
was to die.—In fine, everything in this
strange system is the reverse of what it
pretends to be. It is the reverse of truth,

and I become so tired of examining into
its inconsistencies and absurdities, that I
hasten to the conclusion of it, in order to
proceed to something better.
How much, or what parts of the books
called the New Testament, were written
by the persons whose names they bear,
is what we can know nothing of, neither
are we certain in what language they
were originally written. The matters they
now contain may be classed under two
heads:
anecdote,
and
epistolary
correspondence.
The four books already mentioned,
Matthew, Mark, Luke, and John, are
altogether anecdotal. They relate events
after they had taken place. They tell what

Jesus Christ did and said, and what
others did and said to him; and in
several instances they relate the same
event
differently.
Revelation
is
necessarily out of the question with
respect to those books; not only because
of the disagreement of the writers, but
because revelation cannot be applied to
the relating of facts by the persons who
saw them done, nor to the relating or
recording of any discourse or
conversation by those who heard it. The
book called the Acts of the Apostles (an
anonymous work) belongs also to the
anecdotal part.
All the other parts of the New
Testament, except the book of enigmas,

called the Revelations, are a collection
of letters under the name of epistles; and
the forgery of letters has been such a
common practice in the world, that the
probability is at least equal, whether
they are genuine or forged. One thing,
however, is much less equivocal, which
is, that out of the matters contained in
those books, together with the assistance
of some old stories, the church has set up
a system of religion very contradictory
to the character of the person whose
name it bears. It has set up a religion of
pomp and of revenue in pretended
imitation of a person whose life was
humility and poverty.
The invention of a purgatory, and of

the releasing of souls therefrom, by
prayers, bought of the church with
money; the selling of pardons,
dispensations, and indulgences, are
revenue laws, without bearing that name
or carrying that appearance. But the case
nevertheless is, that those things derive
their origin from the proxysm of the
crucifixion, and the theory deduced
therefrom, which was, that one person
could stand in the place of another, and
could perform meritorious services for
him. The probability, therefore, is, that
the whole theory or doctrine of what is
called the redemption (which is said to
have been accomplished by the act of
one person in the room of another) was
originally fabricated on purpose to bring

forward and build all those secondary
and pecuniary redemptions upon; and
that the passages in the books upon
which the idea of theory of redemption
is built, have been manufactured and
fabricated for that purpose. Why are we
to give this church credit, when she tells
us that those books are genuine in every
part, any more than we give her credit
for everything else she has told us; or for
the miracles she says she has
performed? That she could fabricate
writings is certain, because she could
write; and the composition of the
writings in question, is of that kind that
anybody might do it; and that she did
fabricate them is not more inconsistent

with probability, than that she should tell
us, as she has done, that she could and
did work miracles.
Since, then, no external evidence can,
at this long distance of time, be
produced to prove whether the church
fabricated
the
doctrine
called
redemption or not, (for such evidence,
whether for or against, would be subject
to the same suspicion of being
fabricated,) the case can only be
referred to the internal evidence which
the thing carries of itself; and this
affords a very strong presumption of its
being a fabrication. For the internal
evidence is, that the theory or doctrine of
redemption has for its basis an idea of

pecuniary justice, and not that of moral
justice.
If I owe a person money, and cannot
pay him, and he threatens to put me in
prison, another person can take the debt
upon himself, and pay it for me. But if I
have committed a crime, every
circumstance of the case is changed.
Moral justice cannot take the innocent
for the guilty even if the innocent would
offer itself. To suppose justice to do
this, is to destroy the principle of its
existence, which is the thing itself. It is
then no longer justice. It is
indiscriminate revenge.
This single reflection will shew that
the doctrine of redemption is founded on

a mere pecuniary idea corresponding to
that of a debt which another person
might pay; and as this pecuniary idea
corresponds again with the system of
second redemptions, obtained through
the means of money given to the church
for pardons, the probability is that the
same persons fabricated both the one
and the other of those theories; and that,
in truth, there is no such thing as
redemption; that it is fabulous; and that
man stands in the same relative
condition with his Maker he ever did
stand, since man existed; and that it is
his greatest consolation to think so.
Let him believe this, and he will live
more consistently and morally, than by

any other system. It is by his being taught
to contemplate himself as an out-law, as
an out-cast, as a beggar, as a mumper, as
one thrown as it were on a dunghill, at
an immense distance from his Creator,
and who must make his approaches by
creeping, and cringing to intermediate
beings, that he conceives either a
contemptuous disregard for everything
under the name of religion, or becomes
indifferent, or turns what he calls
devout. In the latter case, he consumes
his life in grief, or the affectation of it.
His prayers are reproaches. His humility
is ingratitude. He calls himself a worm,
and the fertile earth a dunghill; and all
the blessings of life by the thankless
name of vanities. He despises the

choicest gift of God to man, the GIFT
OF REASON; and having endeavoured
to force upon himself the belief of a
system against which reason revolts, he
ungratefully calls it human reason, as if
man could give reason to himself.
Yet, with all this strange appearance
of humility, and this contempt for human
reason, he ventures into the boldest
presumptions. He finds fault with
everything. His selfishness is never
satisfied; his ingratitude is never at an
end. He takes on himself to direct the
Almighty what to do, even in the
government of the universe. He prays
dictatorially. When it is sunshine, he
prays for rain, and when it is rain, he

prays for sunshine. He follows the same
idea in everything that he prays for; for
what is the amount of all his prayers, but
an attempt to make the Almighty change
his mind, and act otherwise than he
does? It is as if he were to say—thou
knowest not so well as I.

CHAPTER IX.
In What the True Revelation Consists.
BUT SOME PERHAPS WILL say—Are
we to have no word of God—no
revelation? I answer yes. There is a
Word of God; there is a revelation.
THE WORD OF GOD IS THE
CREATION WE BEHOLD: And it is in
this word, which no human invention can
counterfeit or alter, that God speaketh
universally to man.
Human language is local and
changeable, and is therefore incapable
of being used as the means of
unchangeable and universal information.

The idea that God sent Jesus Christ to
publish, as they say, the glad tidings to
all nations, from one end of the earth
unto the other, is consistent only with the
ignorance of those who know nothing of
the extent of the world, and who
believed, as those world-saviours
believed, and continued to believe for
several centuries, (and that in
contradiction to the discoveries of
philosophers and the experience of
navigators,) that the earth was flat like a
trencher; and that a man might walk to
the end of it.
But how was Jesus Christ to make
anything known to all nations? He could
speak but one language, which was

Hebrew; and there are in the world
several hundred languages. Scarcely any
two nations speak the same language, or
understand each other; and as to
translations, every man who knows
anything of languages, knows that it is
impossible to translate from one
language into another, not only without
losing a great part of the original, but
frequently of mistaking the sense; and
besides all this, the art of printing was
wholly unknown at the time Christ lived.
It is always necessary that the means
that are to accomplish any end be equal
to the accomplishment of that end, or the
end cannot be accomplished. It is in this
that the difference between finite and

infinite power and wisdom discovers
itself. Man frequently fails in
accomplishing his end, from a natural
inability of the power to the purpose;
and frequently from the want of wisdom
to apply power properly. But it is
impossible for infinite power and
wisdom to fail as man faileth. The means
it useth are always equal to the end: but
human language, more especially as
there is not an universal language, is
incapable of being used as an universal
means of unchangeable and uniform
information; and therefore it is not the
means that God useth in manifesting
himself universally to man.
It is only in the CREATION that all

our ideas and conceptions of a word of
God can unite. The Creation speaketh an
universal language, independently of
human speech or human language,
multiplied and various as they be. It is
an ever existing original, which every
ma n can read. It cannot be forged; it
cannot be counterfeited; it cannot be lost;
it cannot be altered; it cannot be
suppressed. It does not depend upon the
will of man whether it shall be
published or not; it publishes itself from
one end of the earth to the other. It
preaches to all nations and to all worlds;
and this word of God reveals to man all
that is necessary for man to know of
God.

Do we want to contemplate his
power? We see it in the immensity of the
creation. Do we want to contemplate his
wisdom? We see it in the unchangeable
order by which the incomprehensible
Whole is governed. Do we want to
contemplate his munificence? We see it
in the abundance with which he fills the
earth. Do we want to contemplate his
mercy? We see it in his not withholding
that abundance even from the unthankful.
In fine, do we want to know what God
is? Search not the book called the
scripture, which any human hand might
make, but the scripture called the
Creation.

CHAPTER X.
Concerning God, and the Lights Cast
on His Existence and Attributes by the
Bible.
THE ONLY IDEA MAN can affix to the
name of God, is that of a first cause, the
cause
of
all
things.
And,
incomprehensibly difficult as it is for a
man to conceive what a first cause is, he
arrives at the belief of it, from the
tenfold greater difficulty of disbelieving
it. It is difficult beyond description to
conceive that space can have no end; but
it is more difficult to conceive an end. It
is difficult beyond the power of man to

conceive an eternal duration of what we
call time; but it is more impossible to
conceive a time when there shall be no
time.
In like manner of reasoning, everything
we behold carries in itself the internal
evidence that it did not make itself Every
man is an evidence to himself, that he
did not make himself; neither could his
father make himself, nor his grandfather,
nor any of his race; neither could any
tree, plant, or animal make itself; and it
is the conviction arising from this
evidence, that carries us on, as it were,
by necessity, to the belief of a first cause
eternally existing, of a nature totally
different to any material existence we

know of, and by the power of which all
things exist; and this first cause, man
calls God.
It is only by the exercise of reason, that
man can discover God. Take away that
reason, and he would be incapable of
understanding anything; and in this case
it would be just as consistent to read
even the book called the Bible to a horse
as to a man. How then is it that those
people pretend to reject reason?
Almost the only parts in the book
called the Bible, that convey to us any
idea of God, are some chapters in Job,
and the 19th Psalm; I recollect no other.
Those
parts
are
true deistical
compositions; for they treat of the Deity

through his works. They take the book of
Creation as the word of God; they refer
to no other book; and all the inferences
they make are drawn from that volume.
I insert in this place the 19th Psalm, as
paraphrased into English verse by
Addison.87 I recollect not the prose, and
where I write this I have not the
opportunity of seeing it:
The spacious firmament on high,
With all the blue etherial sky,
And spangled heavens, a shining
frame,
Their great original proclaim.
The unwearied sun, from day to
day,
Does his Creator’s power display,

And publishes to every land
The work of an Almighty hand.
Soon as the evening shades
prevail,
The moon takes up the wondrous
tale,
And nightly to the list’ning earth
Repeats the story of her birth;
Whilst all the stars that round her
burn,
And all the planets, in their turn,
Confirm the tidings as they roll,
And spread the truth from pole to
pole.
What though in solemn silence all
Move round this dark terrestrial
ball;
What though no real voice, nor

sound,
Amidst their radiant orbs be found,
In reason’s ear they all rejoice,
And utter forth a glorious voice,
Forever singing as they shine,
THE HAND THAT MADE US IS
DIVINE.
What more does man want to know,
than that the hand or power that made
these things is divine, is omnipotent? Let
him believe this, with the force it is
impossible to repel if he permits his
reason to act, and his rule of moral life
will follow of course.
The allusions in Job have all of them
the same tendency with this Psalm; that
of deducing or proving a truth that would

be otherwise unknown, from truths
already known.
I recollect not enough of the passages
in Job to insert them correctly; but there
is one that occurs to me that is
applicable to the subject I am speaking
upon. “Canst thou by searching find out
God; canst thou find out the Almighty to
perfection?”
I know not how the printers have
pointed this passage, for I keep no Bible;
but it contains two distinct questions that
admit of distinct answers.
First, Canst thou by searching find out
God? Yes. Because, in the first place, I
know I did not make myself, and yet I
have existence; and by searching into

the nature of other things, I find that no
other thing could make itself; and yet
millions of other things exist; therefore it
is, that I know, by positive conclusion
resulting from this search, that there is a
power superior to all those things, and
that power is God.
Secondly, Canst thou find out the
Almighty to perfection? No. Not only
because the power and wisdom He has
manifested in the structure of the
Creation that I behold is to me
incomprehensible; but because even this
manifestation, great as it is, is probably
but a small display of that immensity of
power and wisdom, by which millions
of other worlds, to me invisible by their

distance, were created and continue to
exist.
It is evident that both of these
questions were put to the reason of the
person to whom they are supposed to
have been addressed; and it is only by
admitting the first question to be
answered affirmatively, that the second
could follow. It would have been
unnecessary, and even absurd, to have
put a second question, more difficult
than the first, if the first question had
been answered negatively. The two
questions have different objects; the first
refers to the existence of God, the
second to his attributes. Reason can
discover the one, but it falls infinitely

short in discovering the whole of the
other.
I recollect not a single passage in all
the writings ascribed to the men called
apostles, that conveys any idea of what
God is. Those writings are chiefly
controversial; and the gloominess of the
subject they dwell upon, that of a man
dying in agony on a cross, is better
suited to the gloomy genius of a monk in
a cell, by whom it is not impossible they
were written, than to any man breathing
the open air of the Creation. The only
passage that occurs to me, that has any
reference to the works of God, by which
only his power and wisdom can be
known, is related to have been spoken

by Jesus Christ, as a remedy against
distrustful care. “Behold the lilies of the
field, they toil not, neither do they spin.”
This, however, is far inferior to the
allusions in Job and in the 19th Psalm;
but it is similar in idea, and the modesty
of the imagery is correspondent to the
modesty of the man.

CHAPTER XI.
Of the Theology of the Christians; and
the True Theology.
AS TO THE CHRISTIAN system of
faith, it appears to me as a species of
atheism; a sort of religious denial of
God. It professes to believe in a man
rather than in God. It is a compound
made up chiefly of man-ism with but
little deism, and is as near to atheism as
twilight is to darkness. It introduces
between man and his Maker an opaque
body, which it calls a redeemer, as the
moon introduces her opaque self
between the earth and the sun, and it

produces by this means a religious or an
irreligious eclipse of light. It has put the
whole orbit of reason into shade.
The effect of this obscurity has been
that of turning everything upside down,
and representing it in reverse; and
among the revolutions it has thus
magically produced, it has made a
revolution in Theology.
That which is now called natural
philosophy, embracing the whole circle
of science, of which astronomy occupies
the chief place, is the study of the works
of God, and of the power and wisdom of
God in his works, and is the true
theology.
As to the theology that is now studied

in its place, it is the study of human
opinions and of human fancies
concerning God. It is not the study of
God himself in the works that he has
made, but in the works or writings that
man has made; and it is not among the
least of the mischiefs that the Christian
system has done to the world, that it has
abandoned the original and beautiful
system of theology, like a beautiful
innocent, to distress and reproach, to
make room for the hag of superstition.
The Book of Job and the 19th Psalm,
which even the church admits to be more
ancient than the chronological order in
which they stand in the book called the
Bible,
are
theological
orations

conformable to the original system of
theology. The internal evidence of those
orations proves to a demonstration that
the study and contemplation of the works
of creation, and of the power and
wisdom of God revealed and manifested
in those works, made a great part of the
religious devotion of the times in which
they were written; and it was this
devotional study and contemplation that
led to the discovery of the principles
upon which what are now called
Sciences are established; and it is to the
discovery of these principles that almost
all the Arts that contribute to the
convenience of human life owe their
existence. Every principal art has some
science for its parent, though the person

who mechanically performs the work
does not always, and but very seldom,
perceive the connection.
It is a fraud of the Christian system to
call the sciences human inventions; it is
only the application of them that is
human. Every science has for its basis a
system of principles as fixed and
unalterable as those by which the
universe is regulated and governed. Man
cannot make principles, he can only
discover them.
For example: Every person who looks
at an almanack sees an account when an
eclipse will take place, and he sees also
that it never fails to take place according
to the account there given. This shews

that man is acquainted with the laws by
which the heavenly bodies move. But it
would be something worse than
ignorance, were any church on earth to
say that those laws are an human
invention.
It would also be ignorance, or
something worse, to say that the
scientific principles, by the aid of which
man is enabled to calculate and
foreknow when an eclipse will take
place, are an human invention. Man
cannot invent any thing that is eternal and
immutable; and the scientific principles
he employs for this purpose must, and
are, of necessity, as eternal and
immutable as the laws by which the

heavenly bodies move, or they could not
be used as they are to ascertain the time
when, and the manner how, an eclipse
will take place.
The scientific principles that man
employs to obtain the foreknowledge of
an eclipse, or of any thing else relating
to the motion of the heavenly bodies, are
contained chiefly in that part of science
that is called trigonometry, or the
properties of a triangle, which, when
applied to the study of the heavenly
bodies, is called astronomy; when
applied to direct the course of a ship on
the ocean, it is called navigation; when
applied to the construction of figures
drawn by a rule and compass, it is

called geometry; when applied to the
construction of plans of edifices, it is
called architecture; when applied to the
measurement of any portion of the
surface of the earth, it is called landsurveying. In fine, it is the soul of
science. It is an eternal truth: it contains
t h e mathematical demonstration of
which man speaks, and the extent of its
uses are unknown.
It may be said, that man can make or
draw a triangle, and therefore a triangle
is an human invention.
But the triangle, when drawn, is no
other than the image of the principle: it
is a delineation to the eye, and from
thence to the mind, of a principle that

would otherwise be imperceptible. The
triangle does not make the principle, any
more than a candle taken into a room that
was dark, makes the chairs and tables
that before were invisible. All the
properties
of a
triangle
exist
independently of the figure, and existed
before any triangle was drawn or thought
of by man. Man had no more to do in the
formation of those properties or
principles, than he had to do in making
the laws by which the heavenly bodies
move; and therefore the one must have
the same divine origin as the other.
In the same manner as, it may be said,
that man can make a triangle, so also,
may it be said, he can make the

mechanical instrument called a lever.
But the principle by which the lever
acts, is a thing distinct from the
instrument, and would exist if the
instrument did not; it attaches itself to the
instrument after it is made; the
instrument, therefore, can act no
otherwise than it does act; neither can all
the efforts of human invention make it act
otherwise. That which, in all such cases,
man calls the effect, is no other than the
principle itself rendered perceptible to
the senses.
Since, then, man cannot make
principles, from whence did he gain a
knowledge of them, so as to be able to
apply them, not only to things on earth,

but to ascertain the motion of bodies so
immensely distant from him as all the
heavenly bodies are? From whence, I
ask, could he gain that knowledge, but
from the study of the true theology?
It is the structure of the universe that
has taught this knowledge to man. That
structure is an ever-existing exhibition of
every principle upon which every part of
mathematical science is founded. The
offspring of this science is mechanics;
for mechanics is no other than the
principles
of
science
applied
practically. The man who proportions
the several parts of a mill uses the same
scientific principles as if he had the
power of constructing an universe, but as

he cannot give to matter that invisible
agency by which all the component parts
of the immense machine of the universe
have influence upon each other, and act
in motional unison together, without any
apparent contact, and to which man has
given the name of attraction, gravitation,
and repulsion, he supplies the place of
that agency by the humble imitation of
teeth and cogs. All the parts of man’s
microcosm must visibly touch. But could
he gain a knowledge of that agency, so
as to be able to apply it in practice, we
might then say that another canonical
book of the word of God had been
discovered.
If man could alter the properties of the

lever, so also could he alter the
properties of the triangle: for a lever
(taking that sort of lever which is called
a steel-yard, for the sake of explanation)
forms, when in motion, a triangle. The
line it descends from, (one point of that
line being in the fulcrum,) the line it
descends to, and the chord of the arc,
which the end of the lever describes in
the air, are the three sides of a triangle.
The other arm of the lever describes
also a triangle; and the corresponding
sides of those two triangles, calculated
scientifically,
or
measured
geometrically,—and also the sines,
tangents, and secants generated from the
angles, and geometrically measured,—
have the same proportions to each other

as the different weights have that will
balance each other on the lever, leaving
the weight of the lever out of the case.
It may also be said, that man can make
a wheel and axis; that he can put wheels
of different magnitudes together, and
produce a mill. Still the case comes
back to the same point, which is, that he
did not make the principle that gives the
wheels those powers. This principle is
as unalterable as in the former cases, or
rather it is the same principle under a
different appearance to the eye.
The power that two wheels of different
magnitudes have upon each other is in
the same proportion as if the semidiameter of the two wheels were joined

together and made into that kind of lever
I have described, suspended at the part
where the semi-diameters join; for the
two wheels, scientifically considered,
are no other than the two circles
generated by the motion of the compound
lever.
It is from the study of the true theology
that all our knowledge of science is
derived; and it is from that knowledge
that all the arts have originated.
The Almighty lecturer, by displaying
the principles of science in the structure
of the universe, has invited man to study
and to imitation. It is as if he had said to
the inhabitants of this globe that we call
ours, “I have made an earth for man to

dwell upon, and I have rendered the
starry heavens visible, to teach him
science and the arts. He can now
provide for his own comfort, AND
LEARN FROM MY MUNIFICENCE
TO ALL, TO BE KIND TO EACH
OTHER.”
Of what use is it, unless it be to teach
man something, that his eye is endowed
with the power of beholding, to an
incomprehensible distance, an immensity
of worlds revolving in the ocean of
space? Or of what use is it that this
immensity of worlds is visible to man?
What has man to do with the Pleiades,
with Orion, with Sirius, with the star he
calls the north star, with the moving orbs

he has named Saturn, Jupiter, Mars,
Venus, and Mercury, if no uses are to
follow from their being visible? A less
power of vision would have been
sufficient for man, if the immensity he
now possesses were given only to waste
itself, as it were, on an immense desert
of space glittering with shows.
It is only by contemplating what he
calls the starry heavens, as the book and
school of science, that he discovers any
use in their being visible to him, or any
advantage resulting from his immensity
of vision. But when he contemplates the
subject in this light, he sees an
additional motive for saying, that
nothing was made in vain; for in vain

would be this power of vision if it taught
man nothing....
Any person, who has made
observations on the state and progress of
the human mind, by observing his own,
cannot but have observed, that there are
two distinct classes of what are called
Thoughts; those that we produce in
ourselves by reflection and the act of
thinking, and those that bolt into the mind
of their own accord. I have always made
it a rule to treat those voluntary visitors
with civility, taking care to examine, as
well as I was able, if they were worth
entertaining; and it is from them I have
acquired almost all the knowledge that I
have. As to the learning that any person

gains from school education, it serves
only, like a small capital, to put him in
the way of beginning learning for himself
afterwards. Every person of learning is
finally his own teacher; the reason of
which is, that principles, being of a
distinct quality to circumstances, cannot
be impressed upon the memory; their
place of mental residence is the
understanding, and they are never so
lasting as when they begin by
conception. Thus much for the
introductory part.
From the time I was capable of
conceiving an idea, and acting upon it by
reflection, I either doubted the truth of
the christian system, or thought it to be a

strange affair; I scarcely knew which it
was: but I well remember, when about
seven or eight years of age, hearing a
sermon read by a relation of mine, who
was a great devotee of the church, upon
the subject of what is called Redemption
by the death of the Son of God. After
the sermon was ended, I went into the
garden, and as I was going down the
garden steps (for I perfectly recollect the
spot) I revolted at the recollection of
what I had heard, and thought to myself
that it was making God Almighty act like
a passionate man, that killed his son,
when he could not revenge himself any
other way; and as I was sure a man
would be hanged that did such a thing, I
could not see for what purpose they

preached such sermons. This was not
one of those kind of thoughts that had any
thing in it of childish levity; it was to me
a serious reflection, arising from the
idea I had that God was too good to do
such an action, and also too almighty to
be under any necessity of doing it. I
believe in the same manner to this
moment; and I moreover believe, that
any system of religion that has any thing
in it that shocks the mind of a child,
cannot be a true system.
It seems as if parents of the christian
profession were ashamed to tell their
children any thing about the principles of
their religion. They sometimes instruct
them in morals, and talk to them of the

goodness of what they call Providence;
for the Christian mythology has five
deities: there is God the Father, God the
Son, God the Holy Ghost, the God
Providence, and the Goddess Nature.
But the christian story of God the Father
putting his son to death, or employing
people to do it, (for that is the plain
language of the story,) cannot be told by
a parent to a child; and to tell him that it
was done to make mankind happier and
better, is making the story still worse; as
if mankind could be improved by the
example of murder; and to tell him that
all this is a mystery, is only making an
excuse for the incredibility of it.
How different is this to the pure and

simple profession of Deism!88 The true
deist has but one Deity; and his religion
consists in contemplating the power,
wisdom, and benignity of the Deity in his
works, and in endeavouring to imitate
him in every thing moral, scientifical,
and mechanical.
The religion that approaches the
nearest of all others to true Deism, in the
moral and benign part thereof, is that
professed by the quakers: but they have
contracted themselves too much by
leaving the works of God out of their
system. Though I reverence their
philanthropy, I can not help smiling at
the conceit, that if the taste of a quaker
could have been consulted at the

creation, what a silent and drab-colored
creation it would have been! Not a
flower would have blossomed its
gaieties, nor a bird been permitted to
sing.
Quitting these reflections, I proceed to
other matters. After I had made myself
master of the use of the globes, and of
the orrery, 89 and conceived an idea of
the infinity of space, and of the eternal
divisibility of matter, and obtained, at
least, a general knowledge of what was
called natural philosophy, I began to
compare, or, as I have before said, to
confront, the internal evidence those
things afford with the christian system of
faith.

Though it is not a direct article of the
christian system that this world that we
inhabit is the whole of the habitable
creation, yet it is so worked up
therewith, from what is called the
Mosaic account of the creation, the story
bf Eve and the apple, and the counterpart
of that story, the death of the Son of God,
that to believe otherwise, that is, to
believe that God created a plurality of
worlds, at least as numerous as what we
call stars, renders the christian system of
faith at once little and ridiculous; and
scatters it in the wind like feathers in the
air. The two beliefs can not be held
together in the same mind; and he who
thinks that he believes both, has thought

but little of either.
Though the belief of a plurality of
worlds was familiar to the ancients, it is
only within the last three centuries that
the extent and dimensions of this globe
that we inhabit have been ascertained.
Several vessels, following the tract of
the ocean, have sailed entirely round the
world, as a man may march in a circle,
and come round by the contrary side of
the circle to the spot he set out from. The
circular dimensions of our world, in the
widest part, as a man would measure the
widest round of an apple, or a ball, is
only twenty-five thousand and twenty
English miles, reckoning sixty-nine
miles and an half to an equatorial

degree, and may be sailed round in the
space of about three years.90
A world of this extent may, at first
thought, appear to us to be great; but if
we compare it with the immensity of
space in which it is suspended, like a
bubble or a balloon in the air, it is
infinitely less in proportion than the
smallest grain of sand is to the size of
the world, or the finest particle of dew
to the whole ocean, and is therefore but
small; and, as will be hereafter shewn,
is only one of a system of worlds, of
which the universal creation is
composed.
It is not difficult to gain some faint
idea of the immensity of space in which

this and all the other worlds are
suspended, if we follow a progression
of ideas. When we think of the size or
dimensions of a room, our ideas limit
themselves to the walls, and there they
stop. But when our eye, or our
imagination darts into space, that is,
when it looks upward into what we call
the open air, we cannot conceive any
walls or boundaries it can have; and if
for the sake of resting our ideas we
suppose a boundary, the question
immediately renews itself, and asks,
what is beyond that boundary? and in the
same manner, what beyond the next
boundary? and so on till the fatigued
imagination returns and says, there is no
end. Certainly, then, the Creator was not

pent for room when he made this world
no larger than it is; and we have to seek
the reason in something else.
If we take a survey of our own world,
or rather of this, of which the Creator
has given us the use as our portion in the
immense system of creation, we find
every part of it, the earth, the waters, and
the air that surround it, filled, and as it
were crouded with life, down from the
largest animals that we know of to the
smallest insects the naked eye can
behold, and from thence to others still
smaller, and totally invisible without the
assistance of the microscope. Every tree,
every plant, every leaf, serves not only
as an habitation, but as a world to some

numerous race, till animal existence
becomes so exceedingly refined, that the
effluvia of a blade of grass would be
food for thousands.
Since then no part of our earth is left
unoccupied, why is it to be supposed
that the immensity of space is a naked
void, lying in eternal waste? There is
room for millions of worlds as large or
larger than ours, and each of them
millions of miles apart from each other.
Having now arrived at this point, if we
carry our ideas only one thought further,
we shall see, perhaps, the true reason, at
least a very good reason for our
happiness, why the Creator, instead of
making one immense world, extending

over an immense quantity of space, has
preferred dividing that quantity of matter
into several distinct and separate
worlds, which we call planets, of which
our earth is one. But before I explain my
ideas upon this subject, it is necessary
(not for the sake of those that already
know, but for those who do not) to shew
what the system of the universe is.

CHAPTER XIV.
System of the Universe.
THAT PART OF THE universe that is
called the solar system (meaning the
system of worlds to which our earth
belongs, and of which Sol, or in English
language, the Sun, is the center) consists,
besides the Sun, of six distinct orbs, or
planets, or worlds, besides the
secondary bodies, called the satellites,
or moons, of which our earth has one
that attends her in her annual revolution
round the Sun, in like manner as the
other satellites or moons, attend the
planets or worlds to which they

severally belong, as may be seen by the
assistance of the telescope.
The Sun is the center round which
those six worlds or planets revolve at
different distances therefrom, and in
circles concentric to each other. Each
world keeps constantly in nearly the
same tract round the Sun, and continues
at the same time turning round itself, in
nearly an upright position, as a top turns
round itself when it is spinning on the
ground, and leans a little sideways.
It is this leaning of the earth (23½
degrees) that occasions summer and
winter, and the different length of days
and nights. If the earth turned round itself
in a position perpendicular to the plane

or level of the circle it moves in round
the Sun, as a top turns round when it
stands erect on the ground, the days and
nights would be always of the same
length, twelve hours day and twelve
hours night, and the season would be
uniformly the same throughout the year.
Every time that a planet (our earth for
example) turns round itself, it makes
what we call day and night; and every
time it goes entirely round the Sun, it
makes what we call a year, consequently
our world turns three hundred and sixtyfive times round itself, in going once
round the Sun91.
The names that the ancients gave to
those six worlds, and which are still

called by the same names, are Mercury,
Venus, this world that we call ours,
Mars, Jupiter, and Saturn. They appear
larger to the eye than the stars, being
many million miles nearer to our earth
than any of the stars are. The planet
Venus is that which is called the evening
star, and sometimes the morning star, as
she happens to set after, or rise before
the Sun, which in either case is never
more than three hours.
The Sun as before said being the
center, the planet or world nearest the
Sun is Mercury; his distance from the
Sun is thirty-four million miles, and he
moves round in a circle always at that
distance from the Sun, as a top may be

supposed to spin round in the tract in
which a horse goes in a mill. The second
world is Venus; she is fifty-seven
million miles distant from the Sun, and
consequently moves round in a circle
much greater than that of Mercury. The
third world is this that we inhabit, and
which is eighty-eight million miles
distant from the Sun, and consequently
moves round in a circle greater than that
of Venus. The fourth world is Mars; he
is distant from the sun one hundred and
thirty-four
million
miles,
and
consequently moves round in a circle
greater than that of our earth. The fifth is
Jupiter; he is distant from the Sun five
hundred and fifty-seven million miles,
and consequently moves round in a

circle greater than that of Mars. The
sixth world is Saturn; he is distant from
the Sun seven hundred and sixty-three
million miles, and consequently moves
round in a circle that surrounds the
circles or orbits of all the other worlds
or planets.
The space, therefore, in the air, or in
the immensity of space, that our solar
system takes up for the several worlds to
perform their revolutions in round the
Sun, is of the extent in a strait line of the
whole diameter of the orbit or circle in
which Saturn moves round the Sun,
which being double his distance from the
Sun, is fifteen hundred and twenty-six
million miles; and its circular extent is

nearly five thousand million; and its
globical content is almost three thousand
five hundred million times three
thousand five hundred million square
miles.92
But this, immense as it is, is only one
system of worlds. Beyond this, at a vast
distance into space, far beyond all
power of calculation, are the stars called
the fixed stars. They are called fixed,
because they have no revolutionary
motion, as the six worlds or planets have
that I have been describing. Those fixed
stars continue always at the same
distance from each other, and always in
the same place, as the Sun does in the
center of our system. The probability,

therefore, is, that each of those fixed
stars is also a Sun, round which another
system of worlds or planets, though too
remote for us to discover, performs its
revolutions, as our system of worlds
does round our central Sun.
By this easy progression of ideas, the
immensity of space will appear to us to
be filled with systems of worlds; and
that no part of space lies at waste, any
more than any part of our globe of earth
and water is left unoccupied.
Having thus endeavoured to convey, in
a familiar and easy manner, some idea of
the structure of the universe, I return to
explain what I before alluded to, namely,
the great benefits arising to man in

consequence of the Creator having made
a plurality of worlds, such as our system
is, consisting of a central Sun and six
worlds, besides satellites, in preference
to that of creating one world only of a
vast extent.

CHAPTER XV.
Advantages of the Existence of Many
Worlds in Each Solar System.
IT IS AN IDEA I have never lost sight
of, that all our knowledge of science is
derived from the revolutions (exhibited
to our eye and from thence to our
understanding) which those several
planets or worlds of which our system is
composed make in their circuit round the
Sun.
Had then the quantity of matter which
these six worlds contain been blended
into one solitary globe, the consequence
to us would have been, that either no

revolutionary motion would have
existed, or not a sufficiency of it to give
us the ideas and the knowledge of
science we now have; and it is from the
sciences that all the mechanical arts that
contribute so much to our earthly felicity
and comfort are derived.
As therefore the Creator made nothing
in vain, so also must it be believed that
he organized the structure of the universe
in the most advantageous manner for the
benefit of man; and as we see, and from
experience feel, the benefits we derive
from the structure of the universe,
formed as it is, which benefits we
should not have had the opportunity of
enjoying if the structure, so far as relates

to our system, had been a solitary globe,
we can discover at least one reason why
a plurality of worlds has been made,
and that reason calls forth the devotional
gratitude of man, as well as his
admiration.
But it is not to us, the inhabitants of
this globe, only, that the benefits arising
from a plurality of worlds are limited.
The inhabitants of each of the worlds of
which our system is composed, enjoy the
same opportunities of knowledge as we
do. They behold the revolutionary
motions of our earth, as we behold
theirs. All the planets revolve in sight of
each other; and, therefore, the same
universal school of science presents

itself to all.
Neither does the knowledge stop here.
The system of worlds next to us exhibits,
in its revolutions, the same principles
and school of science, to the inhabitants
of their system, as our system does to us,
and in like manner throughout the
immensity of space.
Our ideas, not only of the almightiness
of the Creator, but of his wisdom and his
beneficence, become enlarged in
proportion as we contemplate the extent
and the structure of the universe. The
solitary idea of a solitary world, rolling
or at rest in the immense ocean of space,
gives place to the cheerful idea of a
society of worlds, so happily contrived

as to administer, even by their motion,
instruction to man. We see our own earth
filled with abundance; but we forget to
consider how much of that abundance is
owing to the scientific knowledge the
vast machinery of the universe has
unfolded.

CHAPTER XVI.
Application of the Preceding to the
System of the Christians.
BUT, IN THE MIDST of those
reflections, what are we to think of the
christian system of faith that forms itself
upon the idea of only one world, and that
of no greater extent, as is before shewn,
than twenty-five thousand miles. An
extent which a man, walking at the rate
of three miles an hour for twelve hours
in the day, could he keep on in a circular
direction, would walk entirely round in
less than two years. Alas! what is this to
the mighty ocean of space, and the

almighty power of the Creator!
From whence then could arise the
solitary and strange conceit that the
Almighty, who had millions of worlds
equally dependent on his protection,
should quit the care of all the rest, and
come to die in our world, because, they
say, one man and one woman had eaten
an apple! And, on the other hand, are we
to suppose that every world in the
boundless creation had an Eve, an apple,
a serpent, and a redeemer? In this case,
the person who is irreverently called the
Son of God, and sometimes God himself,
would have nothing else to do than to
travel from world to world, in an
endless succession of death, with

scarcely a momentary interval of life.
It has been by rejecting the evidence,
that the word, or works of God in the
creation, affords to our senses, and the
action of our reason upon that evidence,
that so many wild and whimsical
systems of faith, and of religion, have
been fabricated and set up. There may be
many systems of religion that so far from
being morally bad are in many respects
morally good: but there can be but ONE
that is true; and that one necessarily
must, as it ever will, be in all things
consistent with the ever existing word of
God that we behold in his works. But
such is the strange construction of the
christian system of faith, that every

evidence the heavens affords to man,
either directly contradicts it or renders it
absurd.
It is possible to believe, and I always
feel pleasure in encouraging myself to
believe it, that there have been men in
the world who persuaded themselves
that what is called a pious fraud, might,
at least under particular circumstances,
be productive of some good. But the
fraud being once established, could not
afterwards be explained; for it is with a
pious fraud as with a bad action, it
begets a calamitous necessity of going
on.
The persons who first preached the
christian system of faith, and in some

measure combined with it the morality
preached by Jesus Christ, might
persuade themselves that it was better
than the heathen mythology that then
prevailed. From the first preachers the
fraud went on to the second, and to the
third, till the idea of its being a pious
fraud became lost in the belief of its
being true; and that belief became again
encouraged by the interest of those who
made a livelihood by preaching it.
But though such a belief might, by such
means, be rendered almost general
among the laity, it is next to impossible
to account for the continual persecution
carried on by the church, for several
hundred years, against the sciences, and

against the professors of science, if the
church had not some record or tradition
that it was originally no other than a
pious fraud, or did not foresee that it
could not be maintained against the
evidence that the structure of the
universe afforded.

CHAPTER XVII.
Of the Means Employed in All Time,
and Almost Universally, to Deceive the
Peoples.
HAVING THUS
SHEWN THE
irreconcileable inconsistencies between
the real word of God existing in the
universe, and that which is called the
word of God, as shewn to us in a printed
book that any man might make, I proceed
to speak of the three principal means that
have been employed in all ages, and
perhaps in all countries, to impose upon
mankind.
Those three means are Mystery,

Miracle, and Prophecy. The first two are
incompatible with true religion, and the
third ought always to be suspected.
With respect to Mystery, every thing
we behold is, in one sense, a mystery to
us. Our own existence is a mystery: the
whole vegetable world is a mystery. We
cannot account how it is that an acorn,
when put into the ground, is made to
develop itself and become an oak. We
know not how it is that the seed we sow
unfolds and multiplies itself, and returns
to us such an abundant interest for so
small a capital.
The fact however, as distinct from the
operating cause, is not a mystery,
because we see it; and we know also the

means we are to use, which is no other
than putting the seed in the ground. We
know, therefore, as much as is necessary
for us to know; and that part of the
operation that we do not know, and
which if we did, we could not perform,
the Creator takes upon himself and
performs it for us. We are, therefore,
better off than if we had been let into the
secret, and left to do it for ourselves.
But though every created thing is, in
this sense, a mystery, the word mystery
cannot be applied to moral truth, any
more than obscurity can be applied to
light. The God in whom we believe is a
God of moral truth, and not a God of
mystery or obscurity. Mystery is the

antagonist of truth. It is a fog of human
invention that obscures truth, and
represents it in distortion. Truth never
i nvel ops itself in mystery; and the
mystery in which it is at any time
enveloped, is the work of its antagonist,
and never of itself.
Religion, therefore, being the belief of
a God, and the practice of moral truth,
cannot have connection with mystery.
The belief of a God, so far from having
any thing of mystery in it, is of all beliefs
the most easy, because it arises to us, as
is before observed, out of necessity. And
the practice of moral truth, or, in other
words, a practical imitation of the moral
goodness of God, is no other than our

acting towards each other as he acts
benignly towards all. We cannot serve
God in the manner we serve those who
cannot do without such service; and,
therefore, the only idea we can have of
serving God, is that of contributing to the
happiness of the living creation that God
has made. This cannot be done by
retiring ourselves from the society of the
world, and spending a recluse life in
selfish devotion.
The very nature and design of religion,
if I may so express it, prove even to
demonstration that it must be free from
every
thing
of
mystery,
and
unincumbered with every thing that is
mysterious. Religion, considered as a

duty, is incumbent upon every living soul
alike, and, therefore, must be on a level
to the understanding and comprehension
of all. Man does not learn religion as he
learns the secrets and mysteries of a
trade. He learns the theory of religion by
reflection. It arises out of the action of
his own mind upon the things which he
sees, or upon what he may happen to
hear or to read, and the practice joins
itself thereto.
When men, whether from policy or
pious fraud, set up systems of religion
incompatible with the word or works of
God in the creation, and not only above
but repugnant to human comprehension,
they were under the necessity of

inventing or adopting a word that should
serve as a bar to all questions, inquiries
and speculations. The word mystery
answered this purpose, and thus it has
happened that religion, which is in itself
without mystery, has been corrupted into
a fog of mysteries.
A s mystery answered all general
pur poses, miracle followed as an
occasional auxiliary. The former served
to bewilder the mind, the latter to puzzle
the senses. The one was the lingo, the
other the legerdemain.
But before going further into this
subject, it will be proper to inquire what
is to be understood by a miracle.
In the same sense that every thing may

be said to be a mystery, so also may it
be said that every thing is a miracle, and
that no one thing is a greater miracle than
another. The elephant, though larger, is
not a greater miracle than a mite: nor a
mountain a greater miracle than an atom.
To an almighty power it is no more
difficult to make the one than the other,
and no more difficult to make a million
of worlds than to make one. Every thing,
therefore, is a miracle, in one sense;
whilst, in the other sense, there is no
such thing as a miracle. It is a miracle
when compared to our power, and to our
comprehension. It is not a miracle
compared to the power that performs it.
But as nothing in this description
conveys the idea that is affixed to the

word miracle, it is necessary to carry the
inquiry further.
Mankind
have
conceived
to
themselves certain laws, by which what
they call nature is supposed to act; and
that a miracle is something contrary to
the operation and effect of those laws.
But unless we know the whole extent of
those laws, and of what are commonly
called the powers of nature, we are not
able to judge whether any thing that may
appear to us wonderful or miraculous,
be within, or be beyond, or be contrary
to, her natural power of acting.
The ascension of a man several miles
high into the air, would have everything
in it that constitutes the idea of a

miracle, if it were not known that a
species of air can be generated several
times lighter than the common
atmospheric air, and yet possess
elasticity enough to prevent the balloon,
in which that light air is inclosed, from
being compressed into as many times
less bulk, by the common air that
surrounds it. In like manner, extracting
flashes or sparks of fire from the human
body, as visibly as from a steel struck
with a flint, and causing iron or steel to
move without any visible agent, would
also give the idea of a miracle, if we
were not acquainted with electricity and
magnetism; so also would many other
experiments in natural philosophy, to
those who are not acquainted with the

subject. The restoring persons to life
who are to appearance dead, as is
practised upon drowned persons, would
also be a miracle, if it were not known
that animation is capable of being
suspended without being extinct.
Besides these, there are performances
by slight of hand, and by persons acting
in concert, that have a miraculous
appearance, which, when known, are
thought nothing of. And, besides these,
there are mechanical and optical
deceptions. There is now an exhibition
in Paris of ghosts or spectres, which,
though it is not imposed upon the
spectators as a fact, has an astonishing
appearance. As, therefore, we know not

the extent to which either nature or art
can go, there is no criterion to determine
what a miracle is; and mankind, in
giving credit to appearances, under the
idea of their being miracles, are subject
to be continually imposed upon.
Since then appearances are so capable
of deceiving, and things not real have a
strong resemblance to things that are,
nothing can be more inconsistent than to
suppose that the Almighty would make
use of means, such as are called
miracles, that would subject the person
who performed them to the suspicion of
being an impostor, and the person who
related them to be suspected of lying,
and the doctrine intended to be

supported thereby to be suspected as a
fabulous invention.
Of all the modes of evidence that ever
were invented to obtain belief to any
system or opinion to which the name of
religion has been given, that of miracle,
however successful the imposition may
have been, is the most inconsistent. For,
in the first place, whenever recourse is
had to show, for the purpose of
procuring that belief (for a miracle,
under any idea of the word, is a show) it
implies a lameness or weakness in the
doctrine that is preached. And, in the
second place, it is degrading the
Almighty into the character of a showman, playing tricks to amuse and make

the people stare and wonder. It is also
the most equivocal sort of evidence that
can be set up; for the belief is not to
depend upon the thing called a miracle,
but upon the credit of the reporter, who
says that he saw it; and, therefore, the
thing, were it true, would have no better
chance of being believed than if it were
a lie.
Suppose I were to say, that when I sat
down to write this book, a hand
presented itself in the air, took up the
pen and wrote every word that is herein
written; would any body believe me?
Certainly they would not. Would they
believe me a whit the more if the thing
had been a fact? Certainly they would

not. Since then a real miracle, were it to
happen, would be subject to the same
fate as the falsehood, the inconsistency
becomes the greater of supposing the
Almighty would make use of means that
would not answer the purpose for which
they were intended, even if they were
real.
If we are to suppose a miracle to be
something so entirely out of the course of
what is called nature, that she must go
out of that course to accomplish it, and
we see an account given of such a
miracle by the person who said he saw
it, it raises a question in the mind very
easily decided, which is,—Is it more
probable that nature should go out of her

course, or that a man should tell a lie?
We have never seen, in our time, nature
go out of her course; but we have good
reason to believe that millions of lies
have been told in the same time; it is,
therefore, at least millions to one, that
the reporter of a miracle tells a lie.
The story of the whale swallowing
Jonah,93 though a whale is large enough
to do it, borders greatly on the
marvellous; but it would have
approached nearer to the idea of a
miracle, if Jonah had swallowed the
whale. In this, which may serve for all
cases of miracles, the matter would
decide itself as before stated, namely, Is
it more probable that a man should have

swallowed a whale, or told a lie?
But suppose that Jonah had really
swallowed the whale, and gone with it
in his belly to Nineveh, and to convince
the people that it was true have cast it up
in their sight, of the full length and size
of a whale, would they not have
believed him to have been the devil
instead of a prophet? or if the whale had
carried Jonah to Nineveh, and cast him
up in the same public manner, would
they not have believed the whale to have
been the devil, and Jonah one of his
imps?
The most extraordinary of all the
things called miracles, related in the
New Testament, is that of the devil

flying away with Jesus Christ, and
carrying him to the top of a high
mountain; and to the top of the highest
pinnacle of the temple, and showing him
and promising to him all the kingdoms
of the world. How happened it that he
did not discover America? or is it only
w i th kingdoms that his sooty highness
has any interest.
I have too much respect for the moral
character of Christ to believe that he told
this whale of a miracle himself: neither
is it easy to account for what purpose it
could have been fabricated, unless it
were to impose upon the connoisseurs of
miracles, as is sometimes practised upon
the connoisseurs of Queen Anne’s

farthings, and collectors of relics and
antiquities; or to render the belief of
miracles ridiculous, by outdoing
miracle, as Don Quixote94 outdid
chivalry; or to embarrass the belief of
miracles, by making it doubtful by what
power, whether of God or of the devil,
any thing called a miracle was
performed. It requires, however, a great
deal of faith in the devil to believe this
miracle.
In every point of view in which those
things called miracles can be placed and
considered, the reality of them is
improbable,
and
their
existence
unnecessary. They would not, as before
observed, answer any useful purpose,

even if they were true; for it is more
difficult to obtain belief to a miracle,
than to a principle evidently moral,
without any miracle. Moral principle
speaks universally for itself. Miracle
could be but a thing of the moment, and
seen but by a few; after this it requires a
transfer of faith from God to man to
believe a miracle upon man’s report.
Instead, therefore, of admitting the
recitals of miracles as evidence of any
system of religion being true, they ought
to be considered as symptoms of its
being fabulous. It is necessary to the full
and upright character of truth that it
rejects the crutch; and it is consistent
with the character of fable to seek the
aid that truth rejects. Thus much for

Mystery and Miracle.
As Mystery and Miracle took charge
of the past and the present, Prophecy
took charge of the future, and rounded
the tenses of faith. It was not sufficient to
know what had been done, hut what
would be done. The supposed prophet
was the supposed historian of times to
come; and if he happened, in shooting
with a long bow of a thousand years, to
strike within a thousand miles of a mark,
the ingenuity of posterity could make it
point-blank; and if he happened to be
directly wrong, it was only to suppose,
as in the case of Jonah and Nineveh, that
God had repented himself and changed
his mind. What a fool do fabulous

systems make of man!
It has been shewn, in a former part of
this work, that the original meaning of
the words prophet and prophesying has
been changed, and that a prophet, in the
sense of the word as now used, is a
creature of modern invention; and it is
owing to this change in the meaning of
the words, that the flights and metaphors
of the Jewish poets, and phrases and
expressions now rendered obscure by
our not being acquainted with the local
circumstances to which they applied at
the time they were used, have been
erected into prophecies, and made to
bend to explanations at the will and
whimsical conceits of sectaries,

expounders, and commentators. Every
thing unintelligible was prophetical, and
every thing insignificant was typical. A
blunder would have served for a
prophecy; and a dish-clout for a type.
If by a prophet we are to suppose a
man
to
whom
the
Almighty
communicated some event that would
take place in future, either there were
such men, or there were not. If there
were, it is consistent to believe that the
event so communicated would be told in
terms that could be understood, and not
related in such a loose and obscure
manner as to be out of the
comprehension of those that heard it, and
so equivocal as to fit almost any

circumstance
that
might
happen
afterwards. It is conceiving very
irreverently of the Almighty, to suppose
he would deal in this jesting manner
with mankind; yet all the things called
prophecies in the book called the Bible
come under this description.
But it is with Prophecy as it is with
Miracle. It could not answer the purpose
even if it were real. Those to whom a
prophecy should be told could not tell
whether the man prophesied or lied, or
whether it had been revealed to him, or
whether he conceited it; and if the thing
that he prophesied, or pretended to
prophesy, should happen, or some thing
like it, among the multitude of things that

are daily happening, nobody could again
know whether he foreknew it, or guessed
at it, or whether it was accidental. A
prophet, therefore, is a character useless
and unnecessary; and the safe side of the
case is to guard against being imposed
upon, by not giving credit to such
relations.
Upon the whole, Mystery, Miracle,
and Prophecy, are appendages that
belong to fabulous and not to true
religion. They are the means by which so
ma ny Lo heres! and Lo theres! have
been spread about the world, and
religion been made into a trade. The
success of one impostor gave
encouragement to another, and the

quieting salvo of doing some good by
keeping up a pious fraud protected them
from remorse.
RECAPITULATION.
HAVING NOW EXTENDED THE
subject to a greater length than I first
intended, I shall bring it to a close by
abstracting a summary from the whole.
First, That the idea or belief of a word
of God existing in print, or in writing, or
in speech, is inconsistent in itself for the
reasons already assigned. These
reasons, among many others, are the
want of an universal language; the
mutability of language; the errors to

which translations are subject; the
possibility of totally suppressing such a
word; the probability of altering it, or of
fabricating the whole, and imposing it
upon the world.
Secondly, That the Creation we behold
is the real and ever existing word of
God, in which we cannot be deceived. It
proclaimeth his power, it demonstrates
his wisdom, it manifests his goodness
and beneficence.
Thirdly, That the moral duty of man
consists in imitating the moral goodness
and beneficence of God manifested in
the creation towards all his creatures.
That seeing as we daily do the goodness
of God to all men, it is an example

calling upon all men to practise the same
towards each other; and, consequently,
that every thing of persecution and
revenge between man and man, and
every thing of cruelty to animals, is a
violation of moral duty.
I trouble not myself about the manner
of future existence. I content myself with
believing, even to positive conviction,
that the power that gave me existence is
able to continue it, in any form and
manner he pleases, either with or
without this body; and it appears more
probable to me that I shall continue to
exist hereafter than that I should have
had existence, as I now have, before that
existence began.

It is certain that, in one point, all
nations of the earth and all religions
agree. All believe in a God. The things
in which they disagree are the
redundancies annexed to that belief; and
therefore, if ever an universal religion
should prevail, it will not be believing
any thing new, but in getting rid of
redundancies, and believing as man
believed at first. Adam, if ever there
was such a man, was created a Deist; but
in the mean time, let every man follow,
as he has a right to do, the religion and
worship he prefers.

THE AGE OF REASON.

PART II.
Preface.

I HAVE MENTIONED IN the former
part of The Age of Reason that it had
long been my intention to publish my
thoughts upon Religion; but that I had
originally reserved it to a later period in
life, intending it to be the last work I
should undertake. The circumstances,
however, which existed in France in the
latter end of the year 1793, determined
me to delay it no longer. The just and
humane principles of the Revolution
which Philosophy had first diffused, had

been departed from. The Idea, always
dangerous to Society as it is derogatory
to the Almighty,—that priests could
forgive sins,—though it seemed to exist
no longer, had blunted the feelings of
humanity, and callously prepared men
for the commission of all crimes. The
intolerant spirit of church persecution
had transferred itself into politics; the
tribunals, stiled Revolutionary, supplied
the place of an Inquisition; and the
Guillotine of the Stake. I saw many of
my most intimate friends destroyed;
others daily carried to prison; and I had
reason to believe, and had also
intimations given me, that the same
danger was approaching myself

Under these disadvantages, I began the
former part of the Age of Reason; I had,
besides, neither Bible nor Testament to
refer to, though I was writing against
both; nor could I procure any;
notwithstanding which I have produced a
work that no Bible Believer, though
writing at his ease, and with a Library of
Church Books about him, can refute.
Towards the latter end of December of
that year, a motion was made and
carried, to exclude foreigners from the
Convention. There were but two,
Anacharsis Cloots95 and myself;and I
saw I was particularly pointed at by
Bourdon de l’Oise,96 in his speech on
that motion.

Conceiving, after this, that I had but a
few days of liberty, I sat down and
brought the work to a close as speedily
as possible; and I had not finished it
more than six hours, in the state it has
since appeared, before a guard came
there, about three in the morning, with an
order signed by the two Committees of
Public Safety and Surety General, for
putting me in arrestation as a foreigner,
and conveying me to the prison of the
Luxembourg. I contrived, in my way
there, to call on Joel Barlow, 97 and I put
the Manuscript of the work into his
hands, as more safe than in my
possession in prison; and not knowing
what might be the fate in France either of

the writer or the work, I addressed it to
the protection of the citizens of the
United States.
It is justice that I say, that the guard
who executed this order, and the
interpreter to the Committee of General
Surety, who accompanied them to
examine my papers, treated me not only
with civility, but with respect. The
keeper of the Luxembourg, Benoit, a man
of good heart, shewed to me every
friendship in his power, as did also all
his family, while he continued in that
station. He was removed from it, put into
arrestation, and carried before the
tribunal upon a malignant accusation, but
acquitted.

After I had been in Luxembourg about
three weeks, the Americans then in Paris
went in a body to the Convention, to
reclaim me as their countryman and
friend; but were answered by the
President, Vadier, who was also
President of the Committee of Surety
General, and had signed the order for my
arrestation, that I was born in England. I
heard no more, after this, from any
person out of the walls of the prison, till
the fall of Robespierre, on the 9th of
Thermidor—July 27, 1794.
About two months before this event, I
was seized with a fever that in its
progress had every symptom of
becoming mortal, and from the effects of

which I am not recovered. It was then
that I remembered with renewed
satisfaction, and congratulated myself
most sincerely, on having written the
former part of The Age of Reason . I had
then but little expectation of surviving,
and those about me had less. I know
therefore
by
experience
the
conscientious trial of my own principles.
I was then with three chamber
comrades: Joseph Vanheule of Bruges,
Charles Bastini, and Michael Robyns of
Louvain. The unceasing and anxious
attention of these three friends to me, by
night and day, I remember with gratitude
and mention with pleasure. It happened
that a physician (Dr. Graham) and a

surgeon, (Mr. Bond,) part of the suite of
General O’Hara, were then in the
Luxembourg: I ask not myself whether it
be convenient to them, as men under the
English Government, that I express to
them my thanks; but I should reproach
myself if I did not; and also to the
physician of the Luxembourg, Dr.
Markoski.
I have some reason to believe, because
I cannot discover any other, that this
illness preserved me in existence.
Among the papers of Robespierre98 that
were examined and reported upon to the
Convention by a Committee of Deputies,
is a note in the hand writing of
Robespierre, in the following words:

“Démander que
Thomas Paine
soit décrété
d‘accusation,
pour
l’intérêt de
l’Amérique
autant
que de la
France.”

Demand that
Thomas Paine
be decreed of
accusation, for
the
interest of
America, as well
as
of France.

From what cause it was that the
intention was not put in execution, I
know not, and cannot inform myself; and
therefore I ascribe it to impossibility, on
account of that illness.
The Convention, to repair as much as

lay in their power the injustice I had
sustained, invited me publickly and
unanimously to return into the
Convention, and which I accepted, to
shew I could bear an injury without
permitting it to injure my principles or
my disposition. It is not because right
principles have been violated, that they
are to be abandoned.
I have seen, since I have been at
liberty, several publications written,
some in America, and some in England,
as answers to the former part of “The
Age of Reason.” If the authors of these
can amuse themselves by so doing, I
shall not interrupt them. They may write
against the work, and against me, as

much as they please; they do me more
service than they intend, and I can have
no objection that they write on. They
will find, however, by this Second Part,
without its being written as an answer to
them, that they must return to their work,
and spin their cobweb over again. The
first is brushed away by accident.
They will now find that I have
furnished myself with a Bible and
Testament; and I can say also that I have
found them to be much worse books than
I had conceived. If I have erred in any
thing, in the former part of the Age of
Reason, it has been by speaking better of
some parts than they deserved.
I observe, that all my opponents resort,

more or less, to what they call Scripture
Evidence and Bible authority, to help
them out. They are so little masters of
the subject, as to confound a dispute
about authenticity with a dispute about
doctrines; I will, however, put them
right, that if they should be disposed to
write any more, they may know how to
begin.

THOMAS PAINE.
OCTOBER, 1795.

CHAPTER III.
Conclusion.
IN THE FORMER PART of The Age of
Reason I have spoken of the three
frauds, mystery, miracle, and prophecy;
and as I have seen nothing in any of the
answers to that work that in the least
affects what I have there said upon those
subjects, I shall not encumber this
Second Part with additions that are not
necessary.
I have spoken also in the same work
upon what is called revelation, and have
shewn the absurd misapplication of that
term to the books of the Old Testament

and the New; for certainly revelation is
out of the question in reciting any thing
of which man has been the actor or the
witness. That which man has done or
seen, needs no revelation to tell him he
has done it, or seen it—for he knows it
already—nor to enable him to tell it or
to write it. It is ignorance, or imposition,
to apply the term revelation in such
cases; yet the Bible and Testament are
classed under this fraudulent description
of being all revelation.
Revelation then, so far as the term has
relation between God and man, can only
be applied to something which God
reveals of his will to man; but though the
power of the Almighty to make such a

communication is necessarily admitted,
because to that power all things are
possible, yet, the thing so revealed (if
any thing ever was revealed, and which,
by the bye, it is impossible to prove) is
revelation to the person only to whom it
is made. His account of it to another is
not revelation; and whoever puts faith in
that account, puts it in the man from
whom the account comes; and that man
may have been deceived, or may have
dreamed it; or he may be an impostor
and may lie. There is no possible
criterion whereby to judge of the truth of
what he tells; for even the morality of it
would be no proof of revelation. In all
such cases, the proper answer should be,
“When it is revealed to me, I will

believe it to be revelation; but it is not
and cannot be incumbent upon me to
believe it to be revelation before;
neither is it proper that I should take the
word of man as the word of God, and
put man in the place of God.” This is the
manner in which I have spoken of
revelation in the former part of The Age
of Reason; and which, whilst it
reverentially admits revelation as a
possible thing, because, as before said,
to the Almighty all things are possible, it
prevents the imposition of one man upon
another, and precludes the wicked use of
pretended revelation.
But though, speaking for myself, I thus
admit the possibility of revelation, I

totally disbelieve that the Almighty ever
did communicate any thing to man, by
any mode of speech, in any language, or
by any kind of vision, or appearance, or
by any means which our senses are
capable of receiving, otherwise than by
the universal display of himself in the
works of the creation, and by that
repugnance we feel in ourselves to bad
actions, and disposition to good ones.
The most detestable wickedness, the
most horrid cruelties, and the greatest
miseries, that have afflicted the human
race, have had their origin in this thing
called revelation, or revealed religion. It
has been the most dishonourable belief
against the character of the divinity, the

most destructive to morality, and the
peace and happiness of man, that ever
was propagated since man began to
exist. It is better, far better, that we
admitted, if it were possible, a thousand
devils to roam at large, and to preach
publicly the doctrine of devils, if there
were any such, than that we permitted
one such impostor and monster as
Moses, Joshua, Samuel, and the Bible
prophets, to come with the pretended
word of God in his mouth, and have
credit among us.
Whence arose all the horrid
assassinations of whole nations of men,
women, and infants, with which the
Bible is filled; and the bloody

persecutions, and tortures unto death and
religious wars, that since that time have
laid Europe in blood and ashes; whence
arose they, but from this impious thing
called revealed religion, and this
monstrous belief that God has spoken to
man? The lies of the Bible have been the
cause of the one, and the lies of the
Testament [of] the other.
Some
Christians
pretend
that
Christianity was not established by the
sword; but of what period of time do
they speak? It was impossible that
twelve men could begin with the sword:
they had not the power; but no sooner
were the professors of Christianity
sufficiently powerful to employ the

sword than they did so, and the stake and
faggot too; and Mahomet could not do it
sooner. By the same spirit that Peter cut
off the ear of the high priest’s servant (if
the story be true) he would cut off his
head, and the head of his master, had he
been able. Besides this, Christianity
grounds itself originally upon the
[Hebrew] Bible, and the Bible was
established altogether by the sword, and
that in the worst use of it—not to terrify,
but to extirpate. The Jews made no
converts: they butchered all. The Bible
is the sire of the [New] Testament, and
both are called the word of God. The
Christians read both books; the ministers
preach from both books; and this thing
called Christianity is made up of both. It

is then false to say that Christianity was
not established by the sword.
The only sect that has not persecuted
are the Quakers; and the only reason that
can be given for it is, that they are rather
Deists than Christians. They do not
believe much about Jesus Christ, and
they call the scriptures a dead letter.
Had they called them by a worse name,
they had been nearer the truth.
It is incumbent on every man who
reverences the character of the Creator,
and who wishes to lessen the catalogue
of artificial miseries, and remove the
cause that has sown persecutions thick
among mankind, to expel all ideas of a
revealed religion as a dangerous heresy,

and an impious fraud. What is it that we
have learned from this pretended thing
called revealed religion? Nothing that is
useful to man, and every thing that is
dishonourable to his Maker. What is it
the Bible teaches us?—rapine, cruelty,
and murder. What is it the Testament
teaches us?—to believe that the
Almighty committed debauchery with a
woman engaged to be married; and the
belief of this debauchery is called faith.
As to the fragments of morality that are
irregularly and thinly scattered in those
books, they make no part of this
pretended thing, revealed religion. They
are the natural dictates of conscience,
and the bonds by which society is held

together, and without which it cannot
exist; and are nearly the same in all
religions, and in all societies. The
Testament teaches nothing new upon this
subject, and where it attempts to exceed,
it becomes mean and ridiculous. The
doctrine of not retaliating injuries is
much better expressed in Proverbs,
which is a collection as well from the
Gentiles as the Jews, than it is in the
Testament. It is there said, (xxv. 21) “If
thine enemy be hungry, give him bread
to eat; and if he be thirsty, give him
water to drink:”99 but when it is said, as
in the Testament, “If a man smite thee
on the right cheek, turn to him the
other also,” it is assassinating the

dignity of forbearance, and sinking man
into a spaniel.
Loving of enemies is another dogma of
feigned morality, and has besides no
meaning. It is incumbent on man, as a
moralist, that he does not revenge an
injury; and it is equally as good in a
political sense, for there is no end to
retaliation; each retaliates on the other,
and calls it justice: but to love in
proportion to the injury, if it could be
done, would be to offer a premium for a
crime. Besides, the word enemies is too
vague and general to be used in a moral
maxim, which ought always to be clear
and defined, like a proverb. If a man be
the enemy of another from mistake and

prejudice, as in the case of religious
opinions, and sometimes in politics, that
man is different to an enemy at heart
with a criminal intention; and it is
incumbent upon us, and it contributes
also to our own tranquillity, that we put
the best construction upon a thing that it
will bear. But even this erroneous
motive in him makes no motive for love
on the other part; and to say that we can
love voluntarily, and without a motive,
is morally and physically impossible.
Morality is injured by prescribing to it
duties that, in the first place, are
impossible to be performed, and if they
could be would be productive of evil;
or, as before said, be premiums for

crime. The maxim of doing as we would
be done unto does not include this
strange doctrine of loving enemies; for
no man expects to be loved himself for
his crime or for his enmity.
Those who preach this doctrine of
loving their enemies, are in general the
greatest persecutors, and they act
consistently by so doing; for the doctrine
is hypocritical, and it is natural that
hypocrisy should act the reverse of what
it preaches. For my own part, I disown
the doctrine, and consider it as a feigned
or fabulous morality; yet the man does
not exist that can say I have persecuted
him, or any man, or any set of men,
either in the American Revolution, or in

the French Revolution; or that I have, in
any case, returned evil for evil. But it is
not incumbent on man to reward a bad
action with a good one, or to return good
for evil; and wherever it is done, it is a
voluntary act, and not a duty. It is also
absurd to suppose that such doctrine can
make any part of a revealed religion. We
imitate the moral character of the
Creator by forbearing with each other,
for he forbears with all; but this doctrine
would imply that he loved man, not in
proportion as he was good, but as he
was bad.
If we consider the nature of our
condition here, we must see there is no
occasion for such a thing as revealed

religion. What is it we want to know?
Does not the creation, the universe we
behold, preach to us the existence of an
Almighty power, that governs and
regulates the whole? And is not the
evidence that this creation holds out to
our senses infinitely stronger than any
thing we can read in a book, that any
imposter might make and call the word
of God? As for morality, the knowledge
of it exists in every man’s conscience.
Here we are. The existence of an
Almighty
power
is
sufficiently
demonstrated to us, though we cannot
conceive, as it is impossible we should,
the nature and manner of its existence.
We cannot conceive how we came here

ourselves, and yet we know for a fact
that we are here. We must know also,
that the power that called us into being,
can if he please, and when he pleases,
call us to account for the manner in
which we have lived here; and therefore,
without seeking any other motive for the
belief, it is rational to believe that he
will, for we know beforehand that he
can. The probability or even possibility
of the thing is all that we ought to know;
for if we knew it as a fact, we should be
the mere slaves of terror; our belief
would have no merit, and our best
actions no virtue.
Deism then teaches us, without the
possibility of being deceived, all that is

necessary or proper to be known. The
creation is the Bible of the deist. He
there reads, in the hand-writing of the
Creator himself, the certainty of his
existence, and the immutability of his
power; and all other Bibles and
Testaments are to him forgeries. The
probability that we may be called to
account hereafter, will, to reflecting
minds, have the influence of belief; for it
is not our belief or disbelief that can
make or unmake the fact. As this is the
state we are in, and which it is proper
we should be in, as free agents, it is the
fool only, and not the philosopher, nor
even the prudent man, that will live as if
there were no God.

But the belief of a God is so weakened
by being mixed with the strange fable of
the Christian creed, and with the wild
adventures related in the Bible, and the
obscurity and obscene nonsense of the
Testament, that the mind of man is
bewildered as in a fog. Viewing all
these things in a confused mass, he
confounds fact with fable; and as he
cannot believe all, he feels a disposition
to reject all. But the belief of a God is a
belief distinct from all other things, and
ought not to be confounded with any. The
notion of a Trinity of Gods has
enfeebled the belief of one God. A
multiplication of beliefs acts as a
division of belief; and in proportion as

anything is divided, it is weakened.
Religion, by such means, becomes a
thing of form instead of fact; of notion
instead of principle: morality is
banished to make room for an imaginary
thing called faith, and this faith has its
origin in a supposed debauchery; a man
is preached instead of a God; an
execution is an object for gratitude; the
preachers daub themselves with the
blood, like a troop of assassins, and
pretend to admire the brilliancy it gives
them; they preach a humdrum sermon on
the merits of the execution; then praise
Jesus Christ for being executed, and
condemn the Jews for doing it.
A man, by hearing all this nonsense

lumped
and
preached
together,
confounds the God of the Creation with
the imagined God of the Christians, and
lives as if there were none.
Of all the systems of religion that ever
were invented, there is none more
derogatory to the Almighty, more
unedifying to man, more repugnant to
reason, and more contradictory in itself,
than this thing called Christianity. Too
absurd for belief, too impossible to
convince, and too inconsistent for
practice, it renders the heart torpid, or
produces only atheists and fanatics. As
an engine of power, it serves the
purpose of despotism; and as a means of
wealth, the avarice of priests; but so far

as respects the good of man in general, it
leads to nothing here or hereafter.
The only religion that has not been
invented, and that has in it every
evidence of divine originality, is pure
and simple deism. It must have been the
first and will probably be the last that
man believes. But pure and simple
deism does not answer the purpose of
despotic governments. They cannot lay
hold of religion as an engine but by
mixing it with human inventions, and
making their own authority a part;
neither does it answer the avarice of
priests, but by incorporating themselves
and their functions with it, and
becoming, like the government, a party

in the system. It is this that forms the
otherwise mysterious connection of
church and state; the church human, and
the state tyrannic.
Were a man impressed as fully and
strongly as he ought to be with the belief
of a God, his moral life would be
regulated by the force of belief; he
would stand in awe of God, and of
himself, and would not do the thing that
could not be concealed from either. To
give this belief the full opportunity of
force, it is necessary that it acts alone.
This is deism.
But when, according to the Christian
Trinitarian scheme, one part of God is
represented by a dying man, and another

part, called the Holy Ghost, by a flying
pigeon, it is impossible that belief can
attach itself to such wild conceits.100
It has been the scheme of the Christian
church, and of all the other invented
systems of religion, to hold man in
ignorance of the Creator, as it is of
government to hold him in ignorance of
his rights. The systems of the one are as
false as those of the other, and are
calculated for mutual support. The study
of theology as it stands in Christian
churches, is the study of nothing; it is
founded on nothing; it rests on no
principles; it proceeds by no authorities;
it has no data; it can demonstrate
nothing; and admits of no conclusion.

Not any thing can be studied as a science
without our being in possession of the
principles upon which it is founded; and
as this is not the case with Christian
theology, it is therefore the study of
nothing.
Instead then of studying theology, as is
now done, out of the Bible and
Testament, the meanings of which books
are always controverted, and the
authenticity of which is disproved, it is
necessary that we refer to the Bible of
the creation. The principles we discover
there are eternal, and of divine origin:
they are the foundation of all the science
that exists in the world, and must be the
foundation of theology.

We can know God only through his
works. We cannot have a conception of
any one attribute, but by following some
principle that leads to it. We have only a
confused idea of his power, if we have
not the means of comprehending
something of its immensity. We can have
no idea of his wisdom, but by knowing
the order and manner in which it acts.
The principles of science lead to this
knowledge; for the Creator of man is the
Creator of science, and it is through that
medium that man can see God, as it
were, face to face.
Could a man be placed in a situation,
and endowed with power of vision to
behold at one view, and to contemplate

deliberately, the structure of the
universe, to mark the movements of the
several planets, the cause of their
varying appearances, the unerring order
in which they revolve, even to the
remotest comet, their connection and
dependence on each other, and to know
the system of laws established by the
Creator, that governs and regulates the
whole; he would then conceive, far
beyond what any church theology can
teach him, the power, the wisdom, the
vastness, the munificence of the Creator.
He would then see that all the
knowledge man has of science, and that
all the mechanical arts by which he
renders his situation comfortable here,
are derived from that source: his mind,

exalted by the scene, and convinced by
the fact, would increase in gratitude as it
increased in knowledge: his religion or
his worship would become united with
his improvement as a man: any
employment he followed that had
connection with the principles of the
creation, —as everything of agriculture,
of science, and of the mechanical arts,
has,—would teach him more of God,
and of the gratitude he owes to him, than
any theological Christian sermon he now
hears. Great objects inspire great
thoughts; great munificence excites great
gratitude; but the grovelling tales and
doctrines of the Bible and the Testament
are fit only to excite contempt.

Though man cannot arrive, at least in
this life, at the actual scene I have
described, he can demonstrate it,
because he has knowledge of the
principles upon which the creation is
constructed. We know that the greatest
works can be represented in model, and
that the universe can be represented by
the same means. The same principles by
which we measure an inch or an acre of
ground will measure to millions in
extent. A circle of an inch diameter has
the same geometrical properties as a
circle that would circumscribe the
universe. The same properties of a
triangle that will demonstrate upon
paper the course of a ship, will do it on

the ocean; and, when applied to what are
called the heavenly bodies, will
ascertain to a minute the time of an
eclipse, though those bodies are millions
of miles distant from us. This knowledge
is of divine origin; and it is from the
Bible of the creation that man has
learned it, and not from the stupid Bible
of the church, that teaches man
nothing.101
All the knowledge man has of science
and of machinery, by the aid of which
his existence is rendered comfortable
upon earth, and without which he would
be
scarcely
distinguishable
in
appearance and condition from a
common animal, comes from the great

machine and structure of the universe.
The
constant
and
unwearied
observations of our ancestors upon the
movements and revolutions of the
heavenly bodies, in what are supposed
to have been the early ages of the world,
have brought this knowledge upon earth.
It is not Moses and the prophets, nor
Jesus Christ, nor his apostles, that have
done it. The Almighty is the great
mechanic of the creation, the first
philosopher, and original teacher of all
science. Let us then learn to reverence
our master, and not forget the labours of
our ancestors.
Had we, at this day, no knowledge of
machinery, and were it possible that man

could have a view, as I have before
described, of the structure and
machinery of the universe, he would
soon conceive the idea of constructing
some at least of the mechanical works
we now have; and the idea so conceived
would progressively advance in
practice. Or could a model of the
universe, such as is called an orrery, be
presented before him and put in motion,
his mind would arrive at the same idea.
Such an object and such a subject would,
whilst it improved him in knowledge
useful to himself as a man and a member
of society, as well as entertaining, afford
far better matter for impressing him with
a knowledge of, and a belief in the
Creator, and of the reverence and

gratitude that man owes to him, than the
stupid texts of the Bible and the
Testament, from which, be the talents of
the preacher what they may, only stupid
sermons can be preached. If man must
preach, let him preach something that is
edifying, and from the texts that are
known to be true.
The Bible of the creation is
inexhaustible in texts. Every part of
science, whether connected with the
geometry of the universe, with the
systems of animal and vegetable life, or
with the properties of inanimate matter,
is a text as well for devotion as for
philosophy—for gratitude, as for human
improvement. It will perhaps be said,

that if such a revolution in the system of
religion takes place, every preacher
ought to be a philosopher. Most
certainly, and every house of devotion a
school of science.
It has been by wandering from the
immutable laws of science, and the light
of reason, and setting up an invented
thing called “revealed religion,” that so
many wild and blasphemous conceits
have been formed of the Almighty. The
Jews have made him the assassin of the
human species, to make room for the
religion of the Jews. The Christians have
made him the murderer of himself, and
the founder of a new religion to
supersede and expel the Jewish religion.

And to find pretence and admission for
these things, they must have supposed his
power or his wisdom imperfect, or his
will changeable; and the changeableness
of the will is the imperfection of the
judgement. The philosopher knows that
the laws of the Creator have never
changed, with respect either to the
principles of science, or the properties
of matter. Why then is it to be supposed
they have changed with respect to man?
I here close the subject. I have shewn
in all the foregoing parts of this work
that the Bible and Testament are
impositions and forgeries; and I leave
the evidence I have produced in proof of
it to be refuted, if any one can do it; and

I leave the ideas that are suggested in the
conclusion of the work to rest on the
mind of the reader; certain as I am that
when opinions are free, either in matters
of government or religion, truth will
finally and powerfully prevail.
END OF “THE AGE OF REASON.”

AGRARIAN JUSTICE
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AGRARIAN JUSTICE,
OPPOSED TO
AGRARIAN LAW,
AND TO
AGRARIAN MONOPOLY.
BEING A PLAN FOR MELIORATING
THE CONDITION OF MAN,
BY CREATING IN EVERY NATION,
A NATIONAL FUND,

To Pay to every Person, when arrived at
the Age of

TWENTY-ONE YEARS, the Sum of
FIFTEEN
POUNDS Sterling, to enable HIM or
HER to begin
the World!
and also,

Ten Pounds Sterling per Annum during
life to every
Person now living of the Age of FIFTY
YEARS, and to
all others when they shall arrive at that
Age, to enable
them to live in Old Age without
Wretchedness, and
go decently out of the World.

AUTHOR’S INSCRIPTION.
To the Legislature and the
Executive Directory of the
French Republic.
THE PLAN CONTAINED IN this work
is not adapted for any particular country
alone: the principle on which it is based
is general. But as the rights of man are a
new study in this world, and one needing
protection from priestly imposture, and
the insolence of oppressions too long
established, I have thought it right to
place this little work under your
safeguard. When we reflect on the long

and dense night which France and all
Europe have remained plunged by their
governments and their priests, we must
feel less surprise than grief at the
bewilderment caused by the first burst of
light that dispels the darkness. The eye
accustomed to darkness can hardly bear
at first the broad daylight. It is by usage
the eye learns to see, and it is the same
in passing from any situation to its
opposite.
As we have not at one instant
renounced all our errors, we cannot at
one stroke acquire knowledge of all our
rights. France has had the honour of
adding to the word Liberty that of
Equality; and this word signifies

essentially a principal that admits of no
gradation in the things to which it
applies. But equality is often
misunderstood, often misapplied, and
often violated.
Liberty
and Property are words
expressing all those of our possessions
which are not of an intellectual nature.
There are two kinds of property. Firstly,
natural property, or that which comes to
us from the Creator of the universe,—
such as the earth, air, water. Secondly,
artificial or acquired property,—the
invention of men. In the latter equality is
impossible; for to distribute it equally it
would be necessary that all should have
contributed in the same proportion,

which can never be the case; and this
being the case, every individual would
hold on to his own property, as his right
share. Equality of natural property is the
subject of this little essay. Every
individual in the world is born therein
with legitimate claims on a certain kind
of property, or its equivalent.
The right of voting for persons charged
with the execution of the laws that
govern society is inherent in the word
Liberty, and constitutes the equality of
personal rights. But even if that right (of
voting) were inherent in property, which
I deny, the right of suffrage would still
belong to all equally, because, as I have
said, all individuals have legitimate

birthrights in a certain species of
property.
I have always considered the present
Constitution of the French Republic the
best organized system the human mind
has yet produced. But I hope my former
colleagues will not be offended if I warn
them of an error which has slipped into
its principle. Equality of the right of
suffrage is not maintained. This right is
in it connected with a condition on
which it ought not to depend; that is,
with a proportion of a certain tax called
“direct.” The dignity of suffrage is thus
lowered; and, in placing it in the scale
with an inferior thing, the enthusiasm that
right is capable of inspiring is

diminished. It is impossible to find any
equivalent counterpoise for the right of
suffrage, because it is alone worthy to be
its own basis, and cannot thrive as a
graft, or an appendage.
Since the Constitution was established
we have seen two conspiracies stranded,
—that of Babeuf,102 and that of some
obscure personages who decorate
themselves with the despicable name of
“royalists.” The defect in principle of
the Constitution was the origin of
Babeuf’s conspiracy. He availed himself
of the resentment caused by this flaw,
and instead of seeking a remedy by
legitimate and constitutional means, or
proposing some measure useful to

society, the conspirators did their best to
renew disorder and confusion, and
constituted themselves personally into a
Directory, which is formally destructive
of election and representation. They
were, in fine, extravagant enough to
suppose that society, occupied with its
domestic affairs, would blindly yield to
them a directorship usurped by violence.
The conspiracy of Babeuf was
followed in a few months by that of the
royalists, who foolishly flattered
themselves with the notion of doing great
things by feeble or foul means. They
counted on all the discontented, from
whatever cause, and tried to rouse, in
their turn, the class of people who had

been following the others. But these new
chiefs acted as if they thought society
had nothing more at heart than to
maintain courtiers, pensioners, and all
their train, under the contemptible title of
royalty. My little essay will disabuse
them, by showing that society is aiming
at a very different end,—maintaining
itself.
We all know or should know, that the
time during which a revolution is
proceeding is not the time when its
resulting advantages can be enjoyed. But
had Babeuf and his accomplices taken
into consideration the condition of
France under this constitution, and
compared it with what it was under the

tragical revolutionary government, and
during the execrable reign of Terror, the
rapidity of the alteration must have
appeared to them very striking and
astonishing. Famine has been replaced
by abundance, and by the well-founded
hope of a near and increasing prosperity.
As for the defect in the Constitution, I
am fully convinced that it will be
rectified constitutionally, and that this
step is indispensable; for so long as it
continues it will inspire the hopes and
furnish the means of conspirators; and
for the rest, it is regrettable that a
Constitution so wisely organized should
err so much in its principle. This fault
exposes it to other dangers which will

make themselves felt. Intriguing
candidates will go about among those
who have not the means to pay the direct
tax and pay it for them, on condition of
receiving their votes. Let us maintain
inviolably equality in the sacred right of
suffrage: public security can never have
a basis more solid. Salut et Fraternité.
Your former colleague,

THOMAS PAINE.

PREFACE.
THE FOLLOWING LITTLE PIECE was
written in the winter of 1795 and 96;

and, as I had not determined whether to
publish it during the present war, or to
wait till the commencement of a peace, it
has lain by me, without alteration or
addition, from the time it was written.
What has determined me to publish it
now is, a sermon preached by Watson,
Bishop of Llandaff. Some of my
Readers will recollect, that this Bishop
wrote a Book entitled An Apology for
the Bible, in answer to my Second Part
of the Age of Reason. I procured a copy
of his Book, and he may depend upon
hearing from me on that subject.
At the end of the Bishop’s Book is a
List of the Works he has written. Among
which is the sermon alluded to; it is

entitled: “The Wisdom and Goodness of
God, in having made both Rich and
Poor; with an Appendix, containing
Reflections on the Present State of
England and France.”
The error contained in this sermon
determined me to publish my
AGRARIAN JUSTICE. It is wrong to
say God made rich and poor; he made
only male and female; and he gave them
the earth for their inheritance....
Instead of preaching to encourage one
part of mankind in insolence ... it would
be better that Priests employed their time
to render the general condition of man
less miserable than it is. Practical
religion consists in doing good: and the

only way of serving God is, that of
endeavouring to make his creation
happy. All preaching that has not this for
its object is nonsense and hypocracy.
THOMAS PAINE.

AGRARIAN JUSTICE.
TO PRESERVE THE BENEFITS of
what is called civilized life, and remedy
at the same time the evil which it has
produced, ought to be considered as one
of the first objects of reformed
legislation.
Whether that state that is proudly,
perhaps erroneously, called civilization,

has most promoted or most injured the
general happiness of man, is a question
that may be strongly contested. On one
side, the spectator is dazzled by
splendid appearances; on the other, he is
shocked by extremes of wretchedness;
both of which it has erected. The most
affluent and the most miserable of the
human race are to be found in the
countries that are called civilized.
To understand what the state of society
ought to be, it is necessary to have some
idea of the natural and primitive state of
man; such as it is at this day among the
Indians of North America. There is not,
in that state, any of those spectacles of
human misery which poverty and want

present to our eyes in all the towns and
streets in Europe. Poverty, therefore, is a
thing created by that which is called
civilized life. It exists not in the natural
state. On the other hand, the natural state
is without those advantages which flow
from agriculture, arts, science, and
manufactures.
The life of an Indian is a continual
holiday, compared with the poor of
Europe; and, on the other hand it appears
to be abject when compared to the rich.
Civilization, therefore, or that which is
so called, has operated two ways: to
make one part of society more affluent,
and the other more wretched, than would
have been the lot of either in a natural

state.
It is always possible to go from the
natural to the civilized state, but it is
never possible to go from the civilized
to the natural state. The reason is, that
man in a natural state, subsisting by
hunting, requires ten times the quantity of
land to range over to procure himself
sustenance, than would support him in a
civilized state, where the earth is
cultivated. When, therefore, a country
becomes populous by the additional aids
of cultivation, art, and science, there is a
necessity of preserving things in that
state; because without it there cannot be
sustenance for more, perhaps, than a
tenth part of its inhabitants. The thing,

therefore, now to be done is to remedy
the evils and preserve the benefits that
have arisen to society by passing from
the natural to that which is called the
civilized state.
In taking the matter upon this ground,
the first principle of civilization ought to
have been, and ought still to be, that the
condition of every person born into the
world, after a state of civilization
commences, ought not to be worse than
if he had been born before that period.
But the fact is, that the condition of
millions, in every country in Europe, is
far worse than if they had been born
before civilization began, or had been
born among the Indians of North-

America at the present day. I will shew
how this fact has happened.
It is a position not to be controverted
that the earth, in its natural uncultivated
state was, and ever would have
continued to be, the common property of
the human race. In that state every man
would have been born to property. He
would have been a joint life proprietor
with the rest in the property of the soil,
and in all its natural productions,
vegetable and animal.
But the earth in its natural state, as
before said, is capable of supporting but
a small number of inhabitants compared
with what it is capable of doing in a
cultivated state. And as it is impossible

to separate the improvement made by
cultivation from the earth itself, upon
which that improvement is made, the
idea of landed property arose from that
inseparable connection; but it is
nevertheless true, that it is the value of
the improvement only, and not the earth
itself, that is individual property. Every
proprietor, therefore, of cultivated land,
owes to the community a ground-rent
(for I know of no better term to express
the idea) for the land which he holds;
and it is from this ground-rent that the
fund proposed in this plan is to issue.
It is deducible, as well from the nature
of the thing as from all the histories
transmitted to us, that the idea of landed

property commenced with cultivation,
and that there was no such thing as
landed property before that time. It could
not exist in the first state of man, that of
hunters. It did not exist in the second
state, that of shepherds: neither
Abraham, Isaac, Jacob, nor Job, so far
as the history of the Bible may be
credited in probable things, were
owners of land. Their property
consisted, as is always enumerated, in
flocks and herds, and they travelled with
them from place to place. The frequent
contentions at that time, about the use of
a well in the dry country of Arabia,
where those people lived, also shew that
there was no landed property. It was not
admitted that land could be claimed as

property.
There could be no such thing as landed
property originally. Man did not make
the earth, and, though he had a natural
right to occupy it, he had no right to
locate as his property in perpetuity any
part of it; neither did the creator of the
earth open a land-office, from whence
the first title-deeds should issue.
Whence then, arose the idea of landed
property? I answer as before, that when
cultivation began the idea of landed
property began with it, from the
impossibility
of
separating
the
improvement made by cultivation from
the earth itself, upon which that
improvement was made. The value of

the improvement so far exceeded the
value of the natural earth, at that time, as
to absorb it; till, in the end, the common
right of all became confounded into the
cultivated right of the individual. But
there are, nevertheless, distinct species
of rights, and will continue to be so long
as the earth endures.
It is only by tracing things to their
origin that we can gain rightful ideas of
them, and it is by gaining such ideas that
we discover the boundary that divides
right from wrong, and teaches every man
to know his own. I have entitled this
tract Agrarian Justice, to distinguish it
from Agrarian Law. Nothing could be
more unjust than Agrarian Law in a

country improved by cultivation; for
though every man, as an inhabitant of the
earth, is a joint proprietor of it in its
natural state, it does not follow that he is
a joint proprietor of cultivated earth.
The additional value made by
cultivation, after the system was
admitted, became the property of those
who did it, or who inherited it from
them, or who purchased it. It had
originally no owner. Whilst, therefore, I
advocate the right, and interest myself in
the hard case of all those who have been
thrown out of their natural inheritance by
the introduction of the system of landed
property, I equally defend the right of the
possessor to the part which is his.

Cultivation is at least one of the
greatest natural improvements ever made
by human invention. It has given to
created earth a tenfold value. But the
landed monopoly that began with it has
produced the greatest evil. It has
dispossessed more than half the
inhabitants of every nation of their
natural inheritance, without providing
for them, as ought to have been done, an
indemnification for that loss, and has
thereby created a species of poverty and
wretchedness that did not exist before.
In advocating the case of the persons
thus dispossessed, it is a right, and not a
charity, that I am pleading for. But it is
that kind of right which, being neglected

at first, could not be brought forward
afterwards till heaven had opened the
way by a revolution in the system of
government. Let us then do honour to
revolutions by justice, and give currency
to their principles by blessings.
Having thus in a few words, opened
the merits of the case, I shall now
proceed to the plan I have to propose,
which is,
To create a National Fund, out of
which there shall be paid to every
person, when arrived at the age of
twenty-one years, the sum of fifteen
pounds sterling, as a compensation in
part, for the loss of his or her natural
inheritance, by the introduction of the

system of landed property:
And also, the sum of ten pounds per
annum, during life, to every person now
living, of the age of fifty years, and to all
others as they shall arrive at that age.
Means by Which the Fund Is to be
Created.
I have already established the principle,
namely, that the earth, in its natural
uncultivated state was, and ever would
have continued to be, the common
property of the human race; that in that
state, every person would have been
born to property; and that the system of
landed property, by its inseparable

connection with cultivation, and with
what is called civilized life, has
absorbed the property of all those whom
it dispossessed, without providing, as
ought to have been done, an
indemnification for that loss.
The fault, however, is not in the
present possessors. No complaint is
intended, or ought to be alleged against
them, unless they adopt the crime by
opposing justice. The fault is in the
system, and it has stolen imperceptibly
upon the world, aided afterwards by the
agrarian law of the sword. But the fault
can be made to reform itself by
successive generations; and without
diminishing or deranging the property of

any of the present possessors, the
operation of the fund can yet commence,
and be in full activity, the first year of its
establishment, or soon after, as I shall
shew.
It is proposed that the payments, as
already stated, be made to every person,
rich or poor. It is best to make it so, to
prevent invidious distinctions. It is also
right it should be so, because it is in lieu
of the natural inheritance, which, as a
right, belongs to every man, over and
above the property he may have created,
or inherited from those who did. Such
persons as do not choose to receive it
can throw it into the common fund.
Taking it then for granted that no

person ought to be in a worse condition
when born under what is called a state
of civilization, than he would have been
had he been born in a state of nature, and
that civilization ought to have made, and
ought still to make, provision for that
purpose, it can only be done by
subtracting from property a portion
equal in value to the natural inheritance
it has absorbed.
Various methods may be proposed for
this purpose, but that which appears to
be the best (not only because it will
operate without deranging any present
possessors, or without interfering with
the collection of taxes or emprunts
necessary for the purposes of

government and the revolution, but
because it will be the least troublesome
and the most effectual, and also because
the subtraction will be made at a time
that best admits it) is at the moment that
property is passing by the death of one
person to the possession of another. In
this case, the bequeather gives nothing:
the receiver pays nothing. The only
matter to him is, that the monopoly of
natural inheritance, to which there never
was a right, begins to cease in his
person. A generous man would not wish
it to continue, and a just man will rejoice
to see it abolished.
My state of health prevents my making
sufficient inquiries with respect to the

doctrine of probabilities, whereon to
found calculations with such degrees of
certainty as they are capable of. What,
therefore, I offer on this head is more the
result of observation and reflection than
of received information; but I believe it
will be found to agree sufficiently with
fact.
In the first place, taking twenty-one
years as the epoch of maturity, all the
property of a nation, real and personal,
is always in the possession of persons
above that age. It is then necessary to
know, as a datum of calculation, the
average of years which persons above
that age will live. I take this average to
be about thirty years, for though many

persons will live forty, fifty, or sixty
years after the age of twenty-one years,
others will die much sooner, and some
in every year of that time.
Taking, then, thirty years as the
average of time, it will give, without any
material variation one way or other, the
average of time in which the whole
property or capital of a nation, or a sum
equal thereto, will have passed through
one entire revolution in descent, that is,
will have gone by deaths to new
possessors; for though, in many
instances, some parts of this capital will
remain forty, fifty, or sixty years in the
possession of one person, other parts
will have revolved two or three times

before those thirty years expire, which
will bring it to that average; for were
one half the capital of a nation to
revolve twice in thirty years, it would
produce the same fund as if the whole
revolved once.
Taking, then, thirty years as the
average of time in which the whole
capital of a nation, or a sum equal
thereto, will revolve once, the thirtieth
part thereof will be the sum that will
revolve every year, that is, will go by
deaths to new possessors; and this last
sum being thus known, and the ratio per
cent. to be subtracted from it determined,
it will give the annual amount or income
of the proposed fund, to be applied as

already mentioned.
In looking over the discourse of the
English minister, Pitt, 103 in his opening
of what is called in England the budget,
(the scheme of finance for the year 1796,)
I find an estimate of the national capital
of that country. As this estimate of a
national capital is prepared ready to my
hand, I take it as a datum to act upon.
When a calculation is made upon the
known capital of any nation, combined
with its population, it will serve as a
scale for any other nation, in proportion
as its capital and population be more or
less. I am the more disposed to take this
estimate of Mr. Pitt, for the purpose of
showing to that minister, upon his own

calculation, how much better money may
be employed than in wasting it, as he has
done, on the wild project of setting up
Bourbon kings. What, in the name of
heaven, are Bourbon kings to the people
of England? It is better that the people
have bread.
Mr. Pitt states the national capital of
England, real and personal, to be one
thousand three hundred millions sterling,
which is about one-fourth part of the
national capital of France, including
Belgia. The event of the last harvest in
each country proves that the soil of
France is more productive than that of
England, and that it can better support
twenty-four or twenty-five millions of

inhabitants than that of England can
seven or seven and a half millions.
The thirtieth part of this capital of
1,300,000,000l. is 43,333,333l. which is
the part that will revolve every year by
deaths in that country to new possessors;
and the sum that will annually revolve in
France in the proportion of four to one,
will be about one hundred and seventythree millions sterling. From this sum of
43,333,333l. annually revolving, is to be
subtracted the value of the natural
inheritance absorbed in it, which,
perhaps, in fair justice, cannot be taken
at less, and ought not to be taken for
more, than a tenth part.
It will always happen, that of the

property thus revolving by deaths every
year a part will descend in a direct line
to sons and daughters, and the other part
collaterally, and the proportion will be
found to be about three to one; that is,
about thirty millions of the above sum
will descend to direct heirs, and the
remaining sum of 13,333,333l. to more
distant relations, and in part to strangers.
Considering, then, that man is always
related to society, that relationship will
become comparatively greater in
proportion as the next of kin is more
distant, it is therefore consistent with
civilization to say that where there are
no direct heirs society shall be heir to a
part over and above the tenth part due to

society. If this additional part be from
five to ten or twelve per cent., in
proportion as the next of kin be nearer or
more remote, so as to average with the
escheats that may fall, which ought
always to go to society and not to the
government (an addition of ten per cent.
more), the produce from the annual sum
of 43,333,333l. will be:

Having thus arrived at the annual
amount of the proposed fund, I come, in
the next place, to speak of the population

proportioned to this fund, and to
compare it with the uses to which the
fund is to be applied.
The population (I mean that of
England) does not exceed seven millions
and a half, and the number of persons
above the age of fifty will in that case be
about four hundred thousand. There
would not, however, be more than that
number that would accept the proposed
ten pounds sterling per annum, though
they would be entitled to it. I have no
idea it would be accepted by many
persons who had a yearly income of two
or three hundred pounds sterling. But as
we often see instances of rich people
falling into sudden poverty, even at the

age of sixty, they would always have the
right of drawing all the arrears due to
them. Four millions, therefore, of the
above annual sum of 5,666,666l. will be
required for four hundred thousand aged
persons, at ten pounds sterling each.
I come now to speak of the persons
annually arriving at twenty-one years of
age. If all the persons who died were
above the age of twenty-one years, the
number of persons annually arriving at
that age, must be equal to the annual
number of deaths, to keep the population
stationary. But the greater part die under
the age of twenty-one, and therefore the
number of persons annually arriving at
twenty-one will be less than half the

number of deaths. The whole number of
deaths upon a population of seven
millions and an half will be about
220,000 annually. The number arriving
at twenty-one years of age will be about
100,000. The whole number of these will
not receive the proposed fifteen pounds,
for the reasons already mentioned,
though, as in the former case, they would
be entitled to it. Admitting then that a
tenth part declined receiving it, the
amount would stand thus:

There are, in every country, a number
of blind and lame persons, totally
incapable of earning a livelihood. But as
it will always happen that the greater
number of blind persons will be among
those who are above the age of fifty
years, they will be provided for in that
class. The remaining sum of 316,666l.
will provide for the lame and blind
under that age, at the same rate of 10l.
annually for each person.
Having now gone through all the
necessary calculations, and stated the
particulars of the plan, I shall conclude
with some observations.
It is not charity but a right, not bounty
but justice, that I am pleading for. The

present state of civilization is as odious
as it is unjust. It is absolutely the
opposite of what it should be, and it is
necessary that a revolution should be
made in it. The contrast of affluence and
wretchedness continually meeting and
offending the eye, is like dead and living
bodies chained together. Though I care
as little about riches, as any man, I am a
friend to riches because they are capable
of good. I care not how affluent some
may be, provided that none be miserable
in consequence of it. But it is impossible
to enjoy affluence with the felicity it is
capable of being enjoyed, whilst so
much misery is mingled in the scene. The
sight of the misery, and the unpleasant
sensations it suggests, which, though they

may be
suffocated
cannot be
extinguished, are a greater drawback
upon the felicity of affluence than the
proposed 10 per cent. upon property is
worth. He that would not give the one to
get rid of the other has no charity, even
for himself.
There are, in every country, some
magnificent charities established by
individuals. It is, however, but little that
any individual can do, when the whole
extent of the misery to be relieved is
considered. He may satisfy his
conscience, but not his heart. He may
give all that he has, and that all will
relieve but little. It is only by organizing
civilization upon such principles as to

act like a system of pullies, that the
whole weight of misery can be removed.
The plan here proposed will reach the
whole. It will immediately relieve and
take out of view three classes of
wretchedness—the blind, the lame, and
the aged poor; and it will furnish the
rising generation with means to prevent
their becoming poor; and it will do this
without deranging or interfering with any
national measures. To shew that this will
be the case, it is sufficient to observe
that the operation and effect of the plan
will, in all cases, be the same as if every
individual were voluntarily to make his
will and dispose of his property in the
manner here proposed.

But it is justice, and not charity, that is
the principle of the plan. In all great
cases it is necessary to have a principle
more universally active than charity;
and, with respect to justice, it ought not
to be left to the choice of detached
individuals whether they will do justice
or not. Considering then, the plan on the
ground of justice, it ought to be the act of
the whole, growing spontaneously out of
the principles of the revolution, and the
reputation of it ought to be national and
not individual.
A plan upon this principle would
benefit the revolution by the energy that
springs from the consciousness of
justice. It would multiply also the

national resources; for property, like
vegetation, increases by offsets. When a
young couple begin the world, the
difference is exceedingly great whether
they begin with nothing or with fifteen
pounds a piece. With this aid they could
buy a cow, and implements to cultivate a
few acres of land; and instead of
becoming burdens upon society, which
is always the case where children are
produced faster than they can be fed,
would be put in the way of becoming
useful and profitable citizens. The
national domains also would sell the
better if pecuniary aids were provided
to cultivate them in small lots.
It is the practice of what has unjustly

obtained the name of civilization (and
the practice merits not to be called either
charity or policy) to make some
provision for persons becoming poor
and wretched only at the time they
become so. Would it not, even as a
matter of economy, be far better to adopt
means to prevent their becoming poor?
This can best be done by making every
person when arrived at the age of
twenty-one years an inheritor of
something to begin with. The rugged face
of society, chequered with the extremes
of affluence and want, proves that some
extraordinary violence has been
committed upon it, and calls on justice
for redress. The great mass of the poor
in all countries are become an hereditary

race, and it is next to impossible for
them to get out of that state of
themselves. It ought also to be observed
that this mass increases in all countries
that are called civilized. More persons
fall annually into it than get out of it.
Though in a plan of which justice and
humanity are the foundation-principles,
interest ought not to be admitted into the
calculation, yet it is always of advantage
to the establishment of any plan to shew
that it is beneficial as a matter of
interest. The success of any proposed
plan submitted to public consideration
must finally depend on the numbers
interested in supporting it, united with
the justice of its principles.

The plan here proposed will benefit
all, without injuring any. It will
consolidate the interest of the Republic
with that of the individual. To the
numerous class dispossessed of their
natural inheritance by the system of
landed property it will be an act of
national justice. To persons dying
possessed of moderate fortunes it will
operate as a tontine to their children,
more beneficial than the sum of money
paid into the fund: and it will give to the
accumulation of riches a degree of
security that none of the old governments
of Europe, now tottering on their
foundations, can give.
I do not suppose that more than one

family in ten, in any of the countries of
Europe, has, when the head of the family
dies, a clear property left of five
hundred pounds sterling. To all such the
plan is advantageous. That property
would pay fifty pounds into the fund, and
if there were only two children under
age they would receive fifteen pounds
each, (thirty pounds,) on coming of age,
and be entitled to ten pounds a-year after
fifty. It is from the overgrown
acquisition of property that the fund will
support itself; and I know that the
possessors of such property in England,
though they would eventually be
benefited by the protection of nine-tenths
of it, will exclaim against the plan. But
without entering into any inquiry how

they came by that property, let them
recollect that they have been the
advocates of this war, and that Mr. Pitt
has already laid on more new taxes to be
raised annually upon the people of
England, and that for supporting the
despotism of Austria and the Bourbons
against the liberties of France, than
would pay annually all the sums
proposed in this plan.
I have made the calculations stated in
this plan, upon what is called personal,
as well as upon landed property. The
reason for making it upon land is already
explained; and the reason for taking
personal property into the calculation is
equally well founded though on a

different principle. Land, as before said,
is the free gift of the Creator in common
to the human race. Personal property is
t h e effect ofsociety; and it is as
impossible for an individual to acquire
personal property without the aid of
society, as it is for him to make land
originally. Separate an individual from
society, and give him an island or a
continent to possess, and he cannot
acquire personal property. He cannot be
rich. So inseparably are the means
connected with the end, in all cases, that
where the former do not exist the latter
cannot be obtained. All accumulation,
therefore, of personal property, beyond
what a man’s own hands produce, is
derived to him by living in society; and

he owes on every principle of justice, of
gratitude, and of civilization, a part of
that accumulation back again to society
from whence the whole came. This is
putting the matter on a general principle,
and perhaps it is best to do so; for if we
examine the case minutely it will be
found that the accumulation of personal
property is, in many instances, the effect
of paying too little for the labour that
produced it; the consequence of which
is, that the working band perishes in old
age, and the employer abounds in
affluence. It is, perhaps, impossible to
proportion exactly the price of labour to
the profits it produces; and it will also
be said, as an apology for the injustice,

that were a workman to receive an
increase of wages daily he would not
save it against old age, nor be much
better for it in the interim. Make, then,
society the treasurer to guard it for him
in a common fund; for it is no reason,
that because he might not make a good
use of it for himself, another should take
it.
The state of civilization that has
prevailed throughout Europe, is as unjust
in its principle, as it is horrid in its
effects; and it is the consciousness of
this, and the apprehension that such a
state cannot continue when once
investigation begins in any country, that
makes the possessors of property dread

every idea of a revolution. It is the
hazard and not the principle of
revolutions that retards their progress.
This being the case, it is necessary as
well for the protection of property, as
for the sake of justice and humanity, to
form a system that, whilst it preserves
one part of society from wretchedness,
shall secure the other from depredation.
The superstitious awe, the enslaving
reverence, that formerly surrounded
affluence, is passing away in all
countries, and leaving the possessor of
property to the convulsion of accidents.
When wealth and splendour, instead of
fascinating the
multitude,
excite
emotions of disgust; when, instead of

drawing forth admiration, it is beheld as
an insult upon wretchedness; when the
ostentatious appearance it makes serves
to call the right of it in question, the case
of property becomes critical, and it is
only in a system of justice that the
possessor can contemplate security.
To remove the danger, it is necessary
to remove the antipathies, and this can
only be done by making property
productive of a national blessing,
extending to every individual. When the
riches of one man above another shall
increase the national fund in the same
proportion; when it shall be seen that the
prosperity of that fund depends on the
prosperity of individuals; when the more

riches a man acquires, the better it shall
be for the general mass; it is then that
antipathies will cease, and property be
placed on the permanent basis of
national interest and protection.
I have no property in France to
become subject to the plan I propose.
What I have, which is not much, is in the
United States of America. But I will pay
one hundred pounds sterling towards this
fund in France, the instant it shall be
established; and I will pay the same sum
in England, whenever a similar
establishment shall take place in that
country.
A revolution in the state of civilization
is the necessary companion of

revolutions in the system of government.
If a revolution in any country be from
bad to good, or from good to bad, the
state of what is called civilization in that
country, must be made conformable
thereto, to give that revolution effect.
Despotic government supports itself by
abject civilization, in which debasement
of the human mind, and wretchedness in
the mass of the people, are the chief
criterions. Such governments consider
man merely as an animal; that the
exercise of intellectual faculty is not his
privilege; that he has nothing to do
with the laws but to obey them;104 and
they politically depend more upon
breaking the spirit of the people by

poverty, than they fear enraging it by
desperation.
It is a revolution in the state of
civilization that will give perfection to
the revolution of France. Already the
conviction
that
government
by
representation is the true system of
government is spreading itself fast in the
world. The reasonableness of it can be
seen by all. The justness of it makes
itself felt even by its opposers. But when
a system of civilization, growing out of
that system of government, shall be so
organized that not a man or woman born
in the Republic but shall inherit some
means of beginning the world, and see
before them the certainty of escaping the

miseries that under other governments
accompany old age, the revolution of
France will have an advocate and an
ally in the heart of all nations.
An army of principles will penetrate
where an army of soldiers cannot; it will
succeed where diplomatic management
would fail: it is neither the Rhine, the
Channel, nor the Ocean that can arrest its
progress: it will march on the horizon of
the world, and it will conquer.
Means for Carrying the Proposed Plan
into Execution, and to Render It at the
Same Time Conductive to the Public
Interest.

I. Each canton shall elect in its
primary assemblies, three persons,
as commissioners for that canton,
who shall take cognizance, and
keep a register of all matters
happening
in
that
canton,
conformable to the charter that
shall be established by law for
carrying this plan into execution.
II. The law shall fix the manner in
which the property of deceased
persons shall be ascertained.
III. When the amount of the property
of any deceased person shall be
ascertained, the principal heir to
that property, or the eldest of the
co-heirs, if of lawful age, or if

under age the person authorized by
the will of the deceased to
represent him or them, shall give
bond to the commissioners of the
canton to pay the said tenth part
thereof in four equal quarterly
payments, within the space of one
year or sooner, at the choice of the
payers. One half of the whole
property shall remain as a security
until the bond be paid off.
IV. The bond shall be registered in
the office of the commissioners of
the canton, and the original bonds
shall be deposited in the national
bank at Paris. The bank shall
publish every quarter of a year the
amount of the bonds in its

possession, and also the bonds that
shall have been paid off, or what
parts thereof, since the last
quarterly publication.
V. The national bank shall issue bank
notes upon the security of the
bonds in its possession. The notes
so issued, shall be applied to pay
the pensions of aged persons, and
the compensations to persons
arriving at twenty-one years of
age. It is both reasonable and
generous to suppose, that persons
not under immediate necessity,
will suspend their right of drawing
on the fund, until it acquire, as it
will do, a greater degree of ability.

In this case, it is proposed, that an
honorary register be kept, in each
canton, of the names of the persons
thus suspending that right, at least
during the present war.
VI. As the inheritors of property
must always take up their bonds in
four quarterly payments, or sooner
if they choose, there will always
be numeraire [cash] arriving at the
bank after the expiration of the first
quarter, to exchange for the bank
notes that shall be brought in.
VII. The bank notes being thus put in
circulation, upon the best of all
possible security, that of actual
property, to more than four times
the amount of the bonds upon

which the notes are issued, and
w i t h numéraire
continually
arriving at the bank to exchange or
pay them off whenever they shall
be presented for that purpose, they
will acquire a permanent value in
all parts of the Republic. They can
therefore be received in payment
of taxes, or emprunts equal to
numéraire,
because
the
government can always receive
numeraire for them at the bank.
VIII. It will be necessary that the
payments of the ten per cent. be
made in numeraire for the first
year from the establishment of the
plan. But after the expiration of the

first year, the inheritors of property
may pay ten per cent. either in bank
notes issued upon the fund, or in
numeraire. If the payments be in
numeraire, it will lie as a deposit
at the bank, to be exchanged for a
quantity of notes equal to that
amount; and if in notes issued upon
the fund, it will cause a demand
upon the fund, equal thereto; and
thus the operation of the plan will
create means to carry itself into
execution.
THOMAS PAINE.
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LETTER NO. ONE
AFTER AN ABSENCE OF almost

fifteen years, I am again returned to the
country in whose dangers I bore my
share, and to whose greatness I
contributed my part.
When I sailed for Europe, in the spring
Of 1787, it was my intention to return to
America the next year, and enjoy in
retirement the esteem of my friends, and
the repose I was entitled to. I had stood
out the storm of one revolution, and had
no wish to embark in another. But other
scenes and other circumstances than
those of contemplated ease were allotted
to me. The French revolution was
beginning to germinate when I arrived in
France. The principles of it were good,
they were copied from America, and the

men who conducted it were honest. But
the fury of faction soon extinguished the
one, and sent the other to the scaffold. Of
those who began that revolution, I am
almost the only survivor, and that
through a thousand dangers. I owe this
not to the prayers of priests, nor to the
piety of hypocrites, but to the continued
protection of Providence.
But while I beheld with pleasure the
dawn of liberty rising in Europe, I saw
with regret the lustre of it fading in
America. In less than two years from the
time of my departure some distant
symptoms painfully suggested the idea
that the principles of the revolution were
expiring on the soil that produced them. I

received at that time a letter from a
female literary correspondent, and in my
answer to her, I expressed my fears on
that head.
I now know from the information I
obtain upon the spot, that the
impressions that then distressed me, for I
was proud of America, were but too
well founded. She was turning her back
on her own glory, and making hasty
strides in the retrograde path of
oblivion. But a spark from the altar of
Seventy-six,
unextinguished
and
unextinguishable through the long night
of error, is again lighting up, in every
part of the Union, the genuine name of
rational liberty.

As the French revolution advanced, it
fixed the attention of the world, and
drew from the pensioned pen of Edmund
Burke a furious attack. This brought me
once more on the public theatre of
politics, and occasioned the pamphlet
Rights of Man. It had the greatest run of
any work ever published in the English
language. The number of copies
circulated in England, Scotland, and
Ireland, besides translations into foreign
languages, was between four and five
hundred thousand. The principles of that
work were the same as those in Common
Sense, and the effects would have been
the same in England as that had
produced in America, could the vote of

the nation been quietly taken, or had
equal opportunities of consulting or
acting existed. The only difference
between the two works was, that the one
was adapted to the local circumstances
of England, and the other to those of
America. As to myself, I acted in both
cases alike; I relinquished to the people
of England, as I had done to those of
America, all profits from the work. My
reward existed in the ambition to do
good, and the independent happiness of
my own mind.
But a faction, acting in disguise, was
rising in America; they had lost sight of
first principles. They were beginning to
contemplate government as a profitable

monopoly, and the people as hereditary
property. It is, therefore, no wonder that
the Rights of Man was attacked by that
faction, and its author continually
abused. But let them go on; give them
rope enough and they will put an end to
their own insignificance. There is too
much common sense and independence
in America to be long the dupe of any
faction, foreign or domestic.
But, in the midst of the freedom we
enjoy, the licentiousness of the papers
called Federal, (and I know not why they
are called so, for they are in their
principles anti-federal and despotic,) is
a dishonour to the character of the
country, and an injury to its reputation

and importance abroad. They represent
the whole people of America as destitute
of public principle and private manners.
As to any injury they can do at home to
those whom they abuse, or service they
can render to those who employ them, it
is to be set down to the account of noisy
nothingness. It is on themselves the
disgrace recoils, for the reflection easily
presents itself to every thinking mind,
that those who abuse liberty when they
possess it would abuse power could
they obtain it; and, therefore, they may
as well take as a general motto, for all
such papers, We and our patrons are
not fit to be trusted with power.
There is in America, more than in any

other country, a large body of people
who attend quietly to their farms, or
follow their several occupations; who
pay no regard to the clamours of
anonymous scribblers, who think for
themselves, and judge of government,
not by the fury of newspaper writers, but
by the prudent frugality of its measures,
and the encouragement it gives to the
improvement and prosperity of the
country; and who, acting on their own
judgment, never come forward in an
election but on some important occasion.
When this body moves, all the little
barkings of scribbling and witless curs
pass for nothing. To say to this
independent description of men, “You
must turn out such and such persons at

the next election, for they have taken off
a great many taxes, and lessened the
expenses of government, they have
dismissed my son, or my brother, or
myself, from a lucrative office, in which
there was nothing to do”—is to show the
cloven foot of faction, and preach the
language of ill-disguised mortification.
In every part of the Union, this faction is
in the agonies of death, and in proportion
as its fate approaches, gnashes its teeth
and struggles. My arrival has struck it as
with an hydrophobia, it is like the sight
of water to canine madness.
As this letter is intended to announce
my arrival to my friends, and to my
enemies if I have any, for I ought to have

none in America, and as introductory to
others that will occasionally follow, I
shall close it by detailing the line of
conduct I shall pursue.
I have no occasion to ask, and do not
intend to accept, any place or office in
the government. There is none it could
give me that would be any ways equal to
the profits I could make as an author, for
I have an established fame in the literary
world, could I reconcile it to my
principles to make money by my politics
or religion. I must be in every thing what
I have ever been, a disinterested
volunteer; my proper sphere of action is
on the common floor of citizenship, and
to honest men I give my hand and my

heart freely.
I have some manuscript works to
publish, of which I shall give proper
notice, and some mechanical affairs to
bring forward, that will employ all my
leisure time. I shall continue these letters
as I see occasion, and as to the low party
prints that choose to abuse me, they are
welcome; I shall not descend to answer
them. I have been too much used to such
common stuff to take any notice of it.
The government of England honoured me
with a thousand martyrdoms, by burning
me in effigy in every town in that
country, and their hirelings in America
may do the same.

THOMAS PAINE.

CITY OF WASHINGTON.

LETTER NO. TWO
As THE AFFAIRS OF the country to
which I am returned are of more
importance to the world, and to me, than
of that I have lately left, (for it is through
the new world the old must be
regenerated, if regenerated at all,) I shall
not take up the time of the reader with an
account of scenes that have passed in
France, many of which are painful to
remember and horrid to relate, but come

at once to the circumstances in which I
find America on my arrival.
Fourteen years, and something more,
have produced a change, at least among
a part of the people, and I ask myself
what it is? I meet or hear of thousands of
my former connexions, who are men of
the same principles and friendships as
when I left them. But a nondescript race,
and of equivocal generation, assuming
the name of Federalist ,—a name that
describes no character of principle good
or bad, and may equally be applied to
either,—has since started up with the
rapidity of a mushroom, and like a
mushroom is withering on its rootless
stalk. Are those men federalized to

support the liberties of their country or
to overturn them? To add to its fair fame
or riot on its spoils? The name contains
no defined idea. It is like John Adams’s
definition of a Republic, in his letter to
Mr. Wythe of Virginia. 105 It is, says he,
an empire of laws and not of men. But
as laws may be bad as well as good, an
empire of laws may be the best of all
governments or the worst of all
tyrannies. But John Adams is a man of
paradoxical heresies, and consequently
of a bewildered mind. He wrote a book
entitled, “A Defence of the American
Constitutions,” and the principles of it
are an attack upon them. But the book is
descendedto the tomb of forgetfulness,

and the best fortune that can attend its
author is quietly to follow its fate. John
was not born for immortality. But, to
return to Federalism.
In the history of parties and the names
they assume, it often happens that they
finish by the direct contrary principles
with which they profess to begin, and
thus it has happened with Federalism.
During the time of the old Congress,
and prior to the establishment of the
federal government, the continental belt
was too loosely buckled. The several
states were united in name but not in
fact, and that nominal union had neither
centre nor circle. The laws of one state
frequently interferred
with,
and

sometimes opposed, those of another.
Commerce between state and state was
without protection, and confidence
without a point to rest on. The condition
the country was then in, was aptly
described by Pelatiah Webster, 106 when
he said, “thirteen staves and ne’er a
hoop will not make a barrel.”
If, then, by Federalist is to be
understood one who was for cementing
the Union by a general government
operating equally over all the States, in
all matters that embraced the common
interest, and to which the authority of the
States severally was not adequate, for no
one State can make laws to bind another;
if, I say, by a Federalist is meant a

person of this description, (and this is
the origin of the name,) I ought to stand
first on the list of Federalists, for the
proposition for establishing a general
government over the Union, came
originally from me in 1783, in a written
Memorial to Chancellor Livingston, then
Secretary for Foreign Affairs to
Congress, Robert Morris, Minister of
Finance, and his associate, Gouverneur
Morris,107 all of whom are now living;
and we had a dinner and conference at
Robert Morris’s on the subject. The
occasion was as follows:
Congress had proposed a duty of five
per cent. on imported articles, the money
to be applied as a fund towards paying

the interest of loans to be borrowed in
Holland. The resolve was sent to the
several States to be enacted into a law.
Rhode Island absolutely refused. I was
at the trouble of a journey to Rhode
Island to reason with them on the
subject. Some other of the States enacted
it with alterations, each one as it
pleased. Virginia adopted it, and
afterwards repealed it, and the affair
came to nothing.
It was then visible, at least to me, that
either Congress must frame the laws
necessary for the Union, and send them
to the several States to be enregistered
without any alteration, which would in
itself appear like usurpation on one part

and passive obedience on the other, or
some method must be devised to
accomplish the
same
end
by
constitutional principles; and the
proposition I made in the memorial was,
t o add a continental legislature to
Congress, to be elected by the several
States. The proposition met the full
approbation of the gentlemen to whom it
was addressed, and the conversation
turned on the manner of bringing it
forward. Gouverneur Morris, in walking
with me after dinner, wished me to
throw out the idea in the newspaper; I
replied, that I did not like to be always
the proposer of new things, that it would
have too assuming an appearance; and
besides, that I did not think the country

was quite wrong enough to be put right.
I remember giving the same reason to
Dr. Rush108 at Philadelphia, and to
General Gates,109 at whose quarters I
spent a day on my return from Rhode
Island; and I suppose they will
remember it, because the observation
seemed to strike them.
But the embarrassments increasing, as
they necessarily must from the want of a
better cemented union, the State of
Virginia proposed holding a commercial
convention, and that Convention, which
was not sufficiently numerous, proposed
that another convention, with more
extensive and better defined powers,
should be held at Philadelphia, May

10,1787.
When the plan of the Federal
Government, formed by this Convention,
was proposed and submitted to the
consideration of the several States, it
was strongly objected to in each of them.
But the objections were not on antifederal grounds, but on constitutional
points. Many were shocked at the idea of
placing what is called Executive Power
in the hands of a single individual. To
them it had too much the form and
appearance of a military government, or
a despotic one. Others objected that the
powers given to a president were too
great, and that in the hands of an
ambitious and designing man it might

grow into tyranny, as it did in England
under Oliver Cromwell,110 and as it has
since done in France. A Republic must
not only be so in its principles, but in its
forms. The Executive part of the Federal
government was made for a man, and
those who consented, against their
judgment, to place Executive Power in
the hands of a single individual, reposed
more on the supposed moderation of the
person they had in view, than on the
wisdom of the measure itself.
Two
considerations,
however,
overcame all objections. The one was,
the absolute necessity of a Federal
Government. The other, the rational
reflection, that as government in

America
is
founded
on
the
representative system any error in the
first essay could be reformed by the
same quiet and rational process by
which the Constitution was formed, and
that either by the generation then living,
or by those who were to succeed. If ever
America lose sight of this principle, she
will no longer be the land of liberty.
The father will become the assassin of
the rights of the son, and his descendants
be a race of slaves.
As many thousands who were minors
are grown up to manhood since the name
o f Federalist began, it became
necessary, for their information, to go
back and show the origin of the name,

which is now no longer what it
originally was; but it was the more
necessary to do this, in order to bring
forward, in the open face of day, the
apostacy of those who first called
themselves Federalists.
To them it served as a cloak for
treason, a mask for tyranny. Scarcely
were they placed in the seat of power
and office, than Federalism was to be
destroyed, and the representative system
of government, the pride and glory of
America, and the palladium of her
liberties, was to be overthrown and
abolished. The next generation was not
to be free. The son was to bend his neck
beneath the father’s foot, and live,

deprived of his rights, under hereditary
control. Among the men of this apostate
description, is to be ranked the expresident John Adams. It has been the
political career of this man to begin with
hypocrisy, proceed with arrogance, and
finish in contempt. May such be the fate
of all such characters.
I have had doubts of John Adams ever
since the year 1776. In a conversation
with me at that time, concerning the
pamphlet Common Sense, he censured it
because it attacked the English form of
government. John was for independence
because he expected to be made great by
it; but it was not difficult to perceive, for
the surliness of his temper makes him an

awkward hypocrite, that his head was as
full of kings, queens, and knaves, as a
pack of cards. But John has lost deal.
When a man has a concealed project in
his brain that he wants to bring forward,
and fears will not succeed, he begins
with it as physicians do by suspected
poison, try it first on an animal; if it
agree with the stomach of the animal, he
makes further experiments, and this was
the way John took. His brain was
teeming with projects to overturn the
liberties of America, and the
representative system of government,
and he began by hinting it in little
companies. The secretary of John Jay, an
excellent painter and a poor politician,

told me, in presence of another
American, Daniel Parker, that in a
company where himself was present,
John Adams talked of making the
government hereditary, and that as Mr.
Washington had no children, it should be
made hereditary in the family of Lund
Washington. John had not impudence
enough to propose himself in the first
instance, as the old French Normandy
baron did, who offered to come over to
be king of America, and if Congress did
not accept his offer, that they would give
him thirty thousand pounds for the
generosity of it; but John, like a mole,
was grubbing his way to it under ground.
He knew that Lund Washington was
unknown, for nobody had heard of him,

and that as the president had no children
to succeed him, the vice-president had,
and if the treason had succeeded, and the
hint with it, the goldsmith might be sent
for to take measure of the head of John
or of his son for a golden wig. In this
case, the good people of Boston might
have for a king the man they have
rejected
as
a
delegate.
The
representative system is fatal to
ambition.
Knowing, as I do, the consummate
vanity of John Adams, and the
shallowness of his judgment, I can easily
picture to myself that when he arrived at
the Federal City he was strutting in the
pomp of his imagination before the

presidential house, or in the audience
hall, and exulting in the language of
Nebuchadnezzar,111 “Is not this great
Babylon, that I have built for the honour
of my Majesty!” But in that unfortunate
hour, or soon after, John, like
Nebuchadnezzar, was driven from
among men, and fled with the speed of a
post-horse.
Some of John Adams’s loyal subjects,
I see, have been to present him with an
address on his birthday; but the language
they use is too tame for the occasion.
Birthday addresses, like birthday odes,
should not creep along like mildrops
down a cabbage leaf, but roll in a torrent
of poetical metaphor. I will give them a

specimen for the next year. Here it is—
When an Ant, in travelling over the
globe, lift up its foot, and put it again on
the ground, it shakes the earth to its
centre: but when YOU, the mighty Ant of
the East, was born, &c. &c. &c., the
centre jumped upon the surface.
This, gentlemen, is the proper style of
addresses from well-bred ants to the
monarch of the ant hills; and as I never
take pay for preaching, praying, politics,
or poetry, I make you a present of it.
Some people talk of impeaching John
Adams; but I am for softer measures. I
would keep him to make fun of He will
then answer one of the ends for which he
was born, and he ought to be thankful

that I am arrived to take his part. I voted
in earnest to save the life of one
unfortunate king, and I now vote in jest
to save another. It is my fate to be
always plagued with fools. But to return
to Federalism and apostacy.
The plan of the leaders of the faction
was to overthrow the liberties of the
new world, and place government on the
corrupt system of the old. They wanted
to hold their power by a more lasting
tenure than the choice of their
constituents. It is impossible to account
for their conduct and the measures they
adopted on any other ground. But to
accomplish that object, a standing army
and a prodigal revenue must be raised;

and to obtain these, pretences must be
invented to deceive. Alarms of dangers
that did not exist even in imagination, but
in the direct spirit of lying, were spread
abroad. Apostacy stalked through the
land in the garb of patriotism, and the
torch of treason blinded for a while the
flame of liberty.
For what purpose could an army of
twenty-five thousand men be wanted? A
single reflection might have taught the
most credulous that while the war raged
between France and England, neither
could spare a man to invade America.
For what purpose, then, could it be
wanted? The case carries its own
explanation. It was wanted for the

purpose of destroying the representative
system, for it could be employed for no
other. Are these men Federalists? If they
are, they are federalized to deceive and
to destroy.
The rage against Dr. Logan’s 112
patriotic and voluntary mission to
France was excited by the shame they
felt at the detection of the false alarms
they had circulated. As to the opposition
given by the remnant of the faction to the
repeal of the taxes laid on during the
former administration, it is easily
accounted for. The repeal of those taxes
was a sentence of condemnation on those
who laid them on, and in the opposition
they gave in that repeal, they are to be

considered in the light of criminals
standing on their defence, and the
country has passed judgment upon them.

THOMAS PAINE.

CITY
OF
LOVETT’S HOTEL,

WASHINGTON,

Nov. 19, 1802.

LETTER NO. THREE
To ELECT, AND TO reject, is the
prerogative of a free people.
Since

the

establishment

of

Independence, no period has arrived that
so decidedly proves the excellence of
the representative system of government,
and its superiority over every other, as
the time we now live in. Had America
been cursed with John Adams’s
hereditary Monarchy, or Alexander
Hamilton’s Senate for life, she must
have sought, in the doubtful contest of
civil war, what she now obtains by the
expression of public will. An appeal to
elections decides better than an appeal
to the sword.
The Reign of Terror that raged in
America during the latter end of the
Washington administration, and the
whole of that of Adams, is enveloped in

mystery to me. That there were men in
the government hostile to the
representative system, was once their
boast, though it is now their overthrow,
and therefore the fact is established
against them. But that so large a mass of
the people should become the dupes of
those who were loading them with taxes
in order to load them with chains, and
deprive them of the right of election, can
be ascribed only to that species of
wildfire rage, lighted up by falsehood,
that not only acts without reflection, but
is too impetuous to make any.
There is a general and striking
difference between the genuine effects of
truth itself, and the effects of falsehood

believed to be truth. Truth is naturally
benign; but falsehood believed to be
truth is always furious. The former
delights in serenity, is mild and
persuasive, and seeks not the auxiliary
aid of invention. The latter sticks at
nothing. It has naturally no morals. Every
lie is welcome that suits its purpose. It is
the innate character of the thing to act in
this manner, and the criterion by which it
may be known, whether in politics or
religion. When any thing is attempted to
be supported by lying, it is presumptive
evidence that the thing so supported is a
lie also. The stock on which a lie can be
grafted must be of the same species as
the graft.

What is become of the mighty clamour
of French invasion, and the cry that our
country is in danger, and taxes and
armies must be raised to defend it? The
danger is fled with the faction that
created it, and what is worst of all, the
money is fled too. It is I only that have
committed the hostility of invasion, and
all the artillery of popguns are prepared
for action. Poor fellows, how they foam!
They set half their own partisans in
laughter; for among ridiculous things
nothing is more ridiculous than
ridiculous rage. But I hope they will not
leave off. I shall lose half my greatness
when they cease to lie.
So far as respects myself, I have

reason to believe, and a right to say, that
the leaders of the Reign of Terror in
America and the leaders of the Reign of
Terror in France, during the time of
Robespierre, were in character the same
sort of men; or how is it to be accounted
for, that I was persecuted by both at the
same time? When I was voted out of the
French Convention, the reason assigned
for it was, that I was a foreigner. When
Robespierre had me seized in the night,
and imprisoned in the Luxembourg,
(where I remained eleven months,) he
assigned no reason for it. But when he
proposed bringing me to the tribunal,
which was like sending me at once to the
scaffold, he then assigned a reason, and
the reason was, for the interests of

America as well as of France. “Pour
les interests de l’Amérique autant que
de la France. ” The words are in his
own hand-writing, and reported to the
Convention by the committee appointed
to examine his papers, and are printed in
their report, with this reflection added to
them, “Why Thomas Paine more than
another? Because he contributed to the
liberty of both worlds.”
There must have been a coalition in
sentiment, if not in fact, between the
Terrorists of America and the Terrorists
of France, and Robespierre must have
known it, or he could not have had the
idea of putting America into the bill of
accusation against me. Yet these men,

these Terrorists of the new world, who
were waiting in the devotion of their
hearts for the joyful news of my
destruction, are the same banditti who
are now bellowing in all the hacknied
language of hacknied hypocrisy, about
humanity, and piety, and often about
something they call infidelity, and they
finish with the chorus of Crucify him,
crucify him. I am become so famous
among them, they cannot eat or drink
without me. I serve them as a standing
dish, and they cannot make up a bill of
fare if I am not in it.
But there is one dish, and that the
choicest of all, that they have not
presented on the table, and it is time they

should. They have not yet accused
Providence of Infidelity. Yet according
to their outrageous piety, she must be as
bad as Thomas Paine; she has protected
him in all his dangers, patronized him in
all his undertakings, encouraged him in
all his ways, and rewarded him at last
by bringing him in safety and in health to
the Promised Land. This is more than
she did by the Jews, the chosen people,
that they tell us she brought out of the
land of Egypt, and out of the house of
bondage; for they all died in the
wilderness, and Moses too.
I was one of the nine members that
composed the first Committee of
Constitution. Six of them have been

destroyed. Sieyès113 and myself have
survived—he by bending with the times,
and I by not bending. The other survivor
joined Robespierre, he was seized and
imprisoned in his turn, and sentenced to
transportation. He has since apologized
to me for having signed the warrant, by
saying he felt himself in danger and was
obliged to do it.
Herault Sechelles, an acquaintance of
Mr. Jefferson, and a good patriot, was
m y suppléant as member of the
Committee of Constitution, that is, he
was to supply my place, if I had not
accepted or had resigned, being next in
number of votes to me. He was
imprisoned in the Luxembourg with me,

was taken to the tribunal and the
guillotine, and I, his principal, was left.
There were two foreigners in the
Convention, Anarcharsis Clootz114 and
myself. We were both put out of the
Convention by the same vote, arrested
by the same order, and carried to prison
together the same night. He was taken to
the guillotine, and I was again left. Joel
Barlow115 was with us when we went to
prison.
Joseph Lebon, one of the vilest
characters that ever existed, and who
made the streets of Arras run with blood,
was my suppléant, as member of the
Convention for the department of the Pas
de Calais. When I was put out of the

Convention he came and took my place.
When I was liberated from prison and
voted again into the Convention, he was
sent to the same prison and took my
place there, and he was sent to the
guillotine instead of me. He supplied my
place all the way through.
One hundred and sixty-eight persons
were taken out of the Luxembourg in one
night, and a hundred and sixty of them
guillotined next day, of which I now
know I was to have been one; and the
manner I escaped that fate is curious,
and has all the appearance of accident.
The room in which I was lodged was
on the ground floor, and one of a long
range of rooms under a gallery, and the

door of it opened outward and flat
against the wall; so that when it was
open the inside of the door appeared
outward, and the contrary when it was
shut. I had three comrades, fellow
prisoners with me, Joseph Vanhuele, of
Bruges, since President of the
Municipality of that town, Michael
Rubyns, and Charles Bastini of Louvain.
When persons by scores and by
hundreds were to be taken out of the
prison for the guillotine it was always
done in the night, and those who
performed that office had a private mark
or signal, by which they knew what
rooms to go to, and what number to take.
We, as I have stated, were four, and the

door of our room was marked,
unobserved by us, with that number in
chalk; but it happened, if happening is a
proper word, that the mark was put on
when the door was open, and flat against
the wall, and thereby came on the inside
when we shut it at night, and the
destroying angel passed by it. A few
days after this, Robespierre fell, and Mr.
Monroe 116 arrived and reclaimed me,
and invited me to his house.
During the whole of my imprisonment,
prior to the fall of Robespierre, there
was no time when I could think my life
worth twenty-four hours, and my mind
was made up to meet its fate. The
Americans in Paris went in a body to the

Convention to reclaim me, but without
success. There was no party among them
with respect to me. My only hope then
rested on the government of America,
that it would remember me. But the icy
heart of ingratitude, in whatever man it
be placed, has neither feeling nor sense
of honour. The letter of Mr. Jefferson
has served to wipe away the reproach,
and done justice to the mass of the
people of America.
When a party was forming, in the latter
end of 1777, and beginning of 1778, of
which John Adams was one, to remove
Mr. Washington from the command of
the army on the complaint that he did
nothing, I wrote the fifth number of the

Crisis, and published it at Lancaster,
(Congress then being at Yorktown, in
Pennsylvania,) to ward off that
meditated blow; for though I well knew
that the black times of ’76 were the
natural consequence of his want of
military judgment in the choice of
positions into which the army was put
about New York and New Jersey, I
could see no possible advantage, and
nothing but mischief,that could arise by
distracting the army into parties, which
would have been the case had the motion
gone on.
General [Charles] Lee, who with a
sarcastic genius joined a great fund of
military knowledge, was perfectly right

when he said “We have no business on
islands, and in the bottom of bogs,
where the enemy, by the aid of its ships,
can bring its whole force against a part
of ours and shut it up.” This had like to
have been the case at New York, and it
was the case at Fort Washington, and
would have been the case at Fort Lee if
General [Nathaniel] Greene had not
moved instantly off on the first news of
the enemy’s approach. I was with
Greene through the whole of that affair,
and know it perfectly.
But though I came forward in defence
of Mr. Washington when he was
attacked, and made the best that could be
made of a series of blunders that had

nearly ruined the country, he left me to
perish when I was in prison. But as I
told him of it in his life-time, I should
not now bring it up if the ignorant
impertinence of some of the Federal
papers, who are pushing Mr. Washington
forward as their stalking horse, did not
make it necessary.
That gentleman did not perform his
part in the Revolution better, nor with
more honour, than I did mine, and the
one part was as necessary as the other.
He accepted as a present, (though he
was already rich,) a hundred thousand
acres of land in America, and left me to
occupy six foot of earth in France. I
wish, for his own reputation, he had

acted with more justice. But it was
always known of Mr. Washington, by
those who best knew him, that he was of
such an icy and death-like constitution,
that he neither loved his friends nor
hated his enemies. But, be this as it may,
I see no reason that a difference between
Mr. Washington and me should be made
a theme of discord with other people.
There are those who may see merit in
both, without making themselves
partisans of either, and with this
reflection I close the subject.
As to the hypocritical abuse thrown
out by the Federalists on other subjects, I
recommend to them the observance of a
commandment that existed before either

Christian or Jew existed:
Thou shalt make a covenant with
thy senses:
With thine eye, that it behold no
evil,
With thine ear, that it hear no evil,
With thy tongue, that it speak no
evil,
With thy hands, that they commit no
evil.
If the Federalists will follow this
commandment, they will leave off lying.

THOMAS PAINE.

FEDERAL
HOTEL,

CITY,

LOVETT’S

Nov. 26,1802.

LETTER NO. FOUR
As CONGRESS IS ON the point of
meeting, the public papers will
necessarily be occupied with the debates
of the ensuing session, and as, in
consequence of my long absence from
America, my private affairs require my
attendance, (for it is necessary I do this,
or I could not preserve, as I do, my
independence,) I shall close my address
to the public with this letter.

I congratulate them on the success of
the late elections, and that with the
additional confidence, that while honest
men are chosen and wise measures
pursued, neither the treason of apostacy,
masked under the name of Federalism, of
which I have spoken in my second letter,
nor the intrigues of foreign emissaries,
acting in concert with that mask, can
prevail.
As to the licentiousness of the papers
calling themselves Federal, a name that
apostacy has taken, it can hurt nobody
but the party or the persons who support
such papers. There is naturally a
wholesome pride in the public mind that
revolts at open vulgarity. It feels itself

dishonoured even by hearing it, as a
chaste woman feels dishonour by
hearing obscenity she cannot avoid. It
can smile at wit, or be diverted with
strokes of satirical humour, but it detests
t h e blackguard. The same sense of
propriety that governs in private
companies, governs in public life. If a
man in company runs his wit upon
another, it may draw a smile from some
persons present, but as soon as he turns a
blackguard in his language the company
gives him up; and it is the same in public
life. The event of the late election shows
this to be true; for in proportion as those
papers have become more and more
vulgar and abusive, the elections have
gone more and more against the party

they support, or that supports them. Their
predecessor, Porcupine [Cobbett117]
had wit—these scribblers have none.
But as soon as his blackguardism (for it
is the proper name of it) outran his wit,
he was abandoned by every body but the
English Minister who protected him.
The Spanish proverb says, “there
never was a cover large enough to hide
itself”; and the proverb applies to the
case of those papers and the shattered
remnant of the faction that supports them.
The falsehoods they fabricate, and the
abuse they circulate, is a cover to hide
something from being seen, but it is not
large enough to hide itself. It is as a tub
thrown out to the whale to prevent its

attacking and sinking the vessel. They
want to draw the attention of the public
from thinking about, or inquiring into, the
measures of the late administration, and
the reason why so much public money
was raised and expended; and so far as a
lie today, and a new one tomorrow, will
answer this purpose, it answers theirs. It
is nothing to them whether they be
believed or not, for if the negative
purpose be answered the main point is
answered, to them.
He that picks your pocket always tries
to make you look another way. “Look,”
says he, “at yon man t’other side the
street—what a nose he has got? Lord,
yonder is a chimney on fire!—Do you

see yon man going along in the
salamander great coat? That is the very
man that stole one of Jupiter’s satellites,
and sold it to a countryman for a gold
watch, and it set his breeches on fire!”
Now the man that has his hand in your
pocket, does not care a farthing whether
you believe what he says or not. All his
aim is to prevent your looking at him;
and this is the case with the remnant of
the Federal faction. The leaders of it
have imposed upon the country, and they
want to turn the attention of it from the
subject.
In taking up any public matter, I have
never made it a consideration, and never
will, whether it be popular or unpopular;

but whether it be right or wrong. The
right will always become the popular, if
it has courage to show itself, and the
shortest way is always a straight line. I
despise expedients, they are the gutterhole of politics, and the sink where
reputation dies. In the present case, as in
every other, I cannot be accused of using
any; and I have no doubt but thousands
will hereafter be ready to say, as
Gouverneur Morris said to me, after
having abused me pretty handsomely in
Congress for the opposition I gave the
fraudulent demand of Silas Deane118 of
two thousand pounds sterling: “Well, we
were all duped, and I among the rest!”
Were the late administration to be

called upon to give reasons for the
expence it put the country to, it can give
none. The danger of an invasion was a
bubble that served as a cover to raise
taxes and armies to be employed on
some other purpose. But if the people of
America believed it true, the
cheerfulness with which they supported
those measures and paid those taxes is
an evidence of their patriotism; and if
they supposed me their enemy, though in
that supposition they did me injustice, it
was not injustice in them. He that acts as
he believes, though he may act wrong, is
not conscious of wrong.
But though there was no danger, no
thanks are due to the late administration

for it. They sought to blow up a flame
between the two countries; and so intent
were they upon this, that they went out of
their way to accomplish it. In a letter
which the Secretary of State, Timothy
Pickering, wrote to Mr. Skipwith, the
American Consul at Paris, be broke off
from the official subject of his letter, to
thank God in very exulting language,
that the Russians had cut the French
army to pieces. Mr. Skipwith, after
showing me the letter, very prudently
concealed it.
It was the injudicious and wicked
acrimony of this letter, and some other
like conduct of the then Secretary of
State, that occasioned me, in a letter to a

friend in the government, to say, that if
there was any official business to be
done in France, till a regular Minister
could be appointed, it could not be
trusted to a more proper person than Mr.
Skipwith. “He is,” said I, “an honest
man, and will do business, and that
with good manners to the government
he is commissioned to act with. A
faculty which that BEAR, Timothy
Pickering, wanted, and which the
B E A R of that BEAR, John Adams,
never possessed.”
In another letter to the same friend, in
1797, and which was put unsealed under
cover to Colonel Burr119 I expressed a
satisfaction that Mr. Jefferson, since he

was not president, had accepted the vice
presidency; “for,” said I, “John Adams
has such a talent for blundering and
offending, it will be necessary to keep
an eye over him.” He has now
sufficiently proved, that though I have
not the spirit of prophecy, I have the gift
of judging right. And all the world
knows, for it cannot help knowing, that
to judge rightly and to write clearly, and
that upon all sorts of subjects, to be able
to command thought and as it were to
play with it at pleasure, and be always
master of one’s temper in writing, is the
faculty only of a serene mind, and the
attribute of a happy and philosophical
temperament. The scribblers, who know
me not, and who fill their papers with

paragraphs about me, besides their want
of talents, drink too many slings and
drains in a morning to have any chance
with me. But, poor fellows, they must do
something for the little pittance they get
from their employers. This is my
apology for them.
My anxiety to get back to America was
great for many years. It is the country of
my heart, and the place of my political
and literary birth. It was the American
revolution that made me an author, and
forced into action the mind that had been
dormant, and had no wish for public life,
nor has it now. By the accounts I
received, she appeared to me to be going
wrong, and that some meditated treason

against her liberties lurked at the bottom
of her government. I heard that my
friends were oppressed, and I longed to
take my stand among them, and if other
times to try men’s souls were to arrive,
that I might bear my share. But my efforts
to return were ineffectual.
As soon as Mr. Monroe had made a
good standing with the French
government, for the conduct of his
predecessor [Morris] had made his
reception as Minister difficult, he
wanted to send despatches to his own
government by a person to whom he
could confide a verbal communication,
and he fixed his choice on me. He then
applied to the Committee of Public

Safety for a passport; but as I had been
voted again into the Convention, it was
only the Convention that could give the
passport; and as an application to them
for that purpose, would have made my
going publicly known, I was obliged to
sustain the disappointment, and Mr.
Monroe to lose the opportunity.
When that gentleman left France to
return to America, I was to have gone
with him. It was fortunate I did not. The
vessel he sailed in was visited by a
British frigate, that searched every part
of it, and down to the hold, for Thomas
Paine. I then went, the same year, to
embark at Havre. But several British
frigates were cruizing in sight of the port

who knew I was there, and I had to
return again to Paris. Seeing myself thus
cut off from every opportunity that was
in my power to command, I wrote to Mr.
Jefferson, that, if the fate of the election
should put him in the chair of the
presidency, and he should have occasion
to send a frigate to France, he would
give me the opportunity of returning by
it, which he did. But I declined coming
by the Maryland, the vessel that was
offered me, and waited for the frigate
that was to bring the new Minister, Mr.
Chancellor Livingston, to France. But
that frigate was ordered round to the
Mediterranean; and as at that time the
war was over, and the British cruisers
called in, I could come any way. I then

agreed to come with Commodore Barney
in a vessel be had engaged. It was again
fortunate I did not, for the vessel sank at
sea, and the people were preserved in
the boat.
Had half the number of evils befallen
me that the number of dangers amount to
through which I have been preserved,
there are those who would ascribe it to
the wrath of heaven; why then do they
not ascribe my preservation to the
protecting favour of heaven? Even in my
worldly concerns I have been blessed.
The little property I left in America, and
which I cared nothing about, not even to
receive the rent of it, has been increasing
in the value of its capital more than eight

hundred dollars every year, for the
fourteen years and more that I have been
absent from it. I am now in my
circumstances independent; and my
economy makes me rich. As to my
health, it is perfectly good, and I leave
the world to judge of the stature of my
mind. I am in every instance a living
contradiction
to
the
mortified
Federalists.
In my publications, I follow the rule I
began with in Common Sense, that is, to
consult nobody, nor to let any body see
what I write till it appears publicly.
Were I to do otherwise, the case would
be, that between the timidity of some,
who are so afraid of doing wrong that

they never do right, the puny judgment of
others, and the despicable craft of
preferring expedient to right, as if the
world was a world of babies in leading
strings, I should get forward with
nothing. My path is a right line, as
straight and clear to me as a ray of light.
The boldness (if they will have it to be
so) with which I speak on any subject, is
a compliment to the judgment of the
reader. It is like saying to him, I treat
you as a man and not as a child. With
respect to any worldly object, as it is
impossible to discover any in me,
therefore what I do, and my manner of
doing it, ought to be ascribed to a good
motive.

In a great affair, where the happiness
of man is at stake, I love to work for
nothing; and so fully am I under the
influence of this principle, that I should
lose the spirit, the pleasure, and the
pride of it, were I conscious that I
looked for reward; and with this
declaration, I take my leave for the
present.

THOMAS PAINE.

FEDERAL
HOTEL,
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LETTER NO. FIVE
IT IS ALWAYS THE interest of a far
greater part of the nation to have a thing
right than to have it wrong; and
therefore, in a country whose
government is founded on the system of
election and representation, the fate of
every party is decided by its principles.
As this system is the only form and
principle of government by which liberty
can be preserved, and the only one that
can embrace all the varieties of a great
extent of country, it necessarily follows,
that to have the representation real, the
election must be real; and that where the
election is a fiction, the representation is

a fiction also. Like will always produce
like.
A great deal has been said and written
concerning the conduct of Mr. Burr,
during the late contest, in the federal
legislature, whether Mr. Jefferson or Mr.
Burr should be declared President of the
United States. Mr. Burr has been
accused of intriguing to obtain the
Presidency. Whether this charge be
substantiated or not makes little or no
part of the purport of this letter. There is
a point of much higher importance to
attend to than any thing that relates to the
individual Mr. Burr: for the great point
is not whether Mr. Burr has intrigued,
but whether the legislature has intrigued

with him.
Mr. Ogden, a relation of one of the
senators of New Jersey of the same
name, and of the party assuming the style
of Federalists, has written a letter
published in the New York papers,
signed with his name, the purport of
which is to exculpate Mr. Burr from the
charges brought against him. In this letter
he says:
“When about to return from
Washington, two or three members of
Congress of the federal party spoke to
me of their views, as to the election of a
president, desiring me to converse with
Colonel Burr on the subject, and to
ascertain whether he would enter into

terms. On my return to New York I
called
on Colonel
Burr,
and
communicated the above to him. He
explicitly declined the explanation, and
did neither propose nor agree to any
terms.”
How nearly is human cunning allied to
folly! The animals to whom nature has
given the faculty we call cunning, know
always when to use it, and use it wisely;
but when man descends to cunning, he
blunders and betrays.
Mr. Ogden’s letter is intended to
exculpate Mr. Burr from the charge of
intriguing to obtain the presidency; and
the letter that he (Ogden) writes for this
purpose is direct evidence against his

party in Congress, that they intrigued
with Burr to obtain him for President,
and employed him (Ogden) for the
purpose. To save Aaron, he betrays
Moses, and then turns informer against
the Golden Calf120
It is but of little importance to the
world to know if Mr. Burr listened to an
intriguing proposal, but it is of great
importance to the constituents to know if
their representatives in Congress made
one. The ear can commit no crime, but
the tongue may; and therefore the right
policy is to drop Mr. Burr, as being only
the hearer, and direct the whole charge
against the Federal faction in Congress
as the active original culprit, or, if the

priests will have scripture for it, as the
serpent that beguiled Eve.
The plot of the intrigue was to make
Mr. Burr President, on the private
condition of his agreeing to, and entering
into, terms with them, that is, with the
proposers. Had then the election been
made, the country, knowing nothing of
this private and illegal transaction,
would have supposed, for who could
have supposed otherwise, that it had a
President according to the forms,
principles, and intention of the
constitution. No such thing. Every form,
principle, and intention of the
constitution would have been violated;
and instead of a President, it would have

had a mute, a sort of image, hand-bound
and tongue-tied, the dupe and slave of a
party, placed on the theatre of the United
States, and acting the farce of President.
It is of little importance, in a
constitutional sense, to know what the
terms to be proposed might be, because
any terms other than those which the
constitution prescribes to a President are
criminal. Neither do I see how Mr. Burr,
or any other person put in the same
condition, could have taken the oath
prescribed by the constitution to a
President, which is, “I do solemnly
swear (or affirm,) that I will faithfully
execute the office of President of the
United States, and will to the best of my

ability preserve, protect, and defend
the Constitution of the United States.”
How, I ask, could such a person have
taken such an oath, knowing at the same
time that he had entered into the
Presidency on terms unknown in the
Constitution, and private, and which
would deprive him of the freedom and
power of acting as President of the
United States, agreeably to his
constitutional oath?
Mr. Burr, by not agreeing to terms, has
escaped the danger to which they
exposed him, and the perjury that would
have followed, and also the punishment
annexed thereto. Had he accepted the
Presidency on terms unknown in the

constitution, and private, and had the
transaction
afterwards
transpired,
(which it most probably would, for
roguery is a thing difficult to conceal,) it
would have produced a sensation in the
country too violent to be quieted, and too
just to be resisted; and in any case the
election must have been void.
But what are we to think of those
members of Congress, who having taken
an oath of the same constitutional import
as the oath of the President, violate that
oath by tampering to obtain a President
on private conditions. If this is not
sedition against the constitution and the
country, it is difficult to define what
sedition in a representative can be.

Say not that this statement of the case
is the effect of personal or party
resentment. No. It is the effect of sincere
concern that such corruption, of which
this is but a sample, should, in the space
of a few years, have crept into a country
that had the fairest opportunity that
Providence ever gave, within the
knowledge of history, of making itself an
illustrious example to the world.
What the terms were, or were to be, it
is probable we never shall know; or
what is more probable, that feigned
ones, if any, will be given. But from the
conduct of the party since that time we
may conclude, that no taxes would have
been taken off, that the clamour for war

would have been kept up, new expences
incurred, and taxes and offices increased
in consequence; and, among the articles
of a private nature, that the leaders in
this seditious traffic were to stipulate
with the mock President for lucrative
appointments for themselves.
But if the plotters against the
Constitution understood their business;
and they had been plotting long enough
to be masters of it, a single article would
have comprehended every thing, which
i s , That the President (thus made)
should be governed in all cases
whatsoever by a private junto
appointed by themselves. They could
then, through the medium of a mock

President, have negatived all bills which
their party in Congress could not have
opposed with success, and reduced
representation to a nullity.
The country has been imposed upon,
and the real culprits are but few; and as
it is necessary for the peace, harmony,
and honour of the Union, to separate the
deceiver from the deceived, the betrayer
from the betrayed, that men who once
were friends, and that in the worst of
times, should be friends again, it is
necessary, as a beginning, that this dark
business be brought to full investigation.
Ogden’s letter is direct evidence of the
fact of tampering to obtain a conditional
President. He knows the two or three

members of Congress that commissioned
him, and they know who commissioned
them.
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LETTER NO. SIX
RELIGION AND WAR IS the cry of the
Federalists; Morality and Peace the
voice of Republicans. The union of

Morality and Peace is congenial; but that
of Religion and War is a paradox, and
the solution of it is hypocrisy.
The leaders of the Federalists have no
judgment; their plans no consistency of
parts; and want of consistency is the
natural consequence of want of
principle.
They exhibit to the world the curious
spectacle of an Opposition without a
cause, and conduct without system.
Were they, as doctors, to prescribe
medicine as they practise politics, they
would poison their patients with
destructive compounds.
There are not two things more opposed
to each other than War and Religion; and

yet, in the double game those leaders
have to play, the one is necessarily the
theme of their politics, and the other the
text of their sermons. The week-day
orator of Mars, and the Sunday preacher
of Federal Grace, play like gamblers
into each other’s hands, and this they
call Religion.
Though hypocrisy can counterfeit
every virtue, and become the associate
of every vice, it requires a great
dexterity of craft to give it the power of
deceiving. A painted sun may glisten, but
it cannot warm. For hypocrisy to
personate virtue successfully it must
know and feel what virtue is, and as it
cannot long do this, it cannot long

deceive. When an orator foaming for
War breathes forth in another sentence a
plaintive piety of words, he may as well
write HYPOCRISY on his front.
The late attempt of the Federal leaders
in Congress (for they acted without the
knowledge of their constituents) to
plunge the country into War, merits not
only reproach but indignation. It was
madness, conceived in ignorance and
acted in wickedness. The head and the
heart went partners in the crime.
A neglect of punctuality in the
performance of a treaty is made a cause
of war by the Barbary powers, and of
remonstrance and explanation by
civilized powers. The Mahometans of

Barbary negociate by the sword—they
seize first, and expostulate afterwards;
and the federal leaders have been
labouring to barbarize the United States
by adopting the practice of the Barbary
States, and this they call honnour. Let
their honour and their hypocrisy go weep
together, for both are defeated. Their
present Administration is too moral for
hypocrites, and too economical for
public spendthrifts.
A man the least acquainted with
diplomatic affairs must know that a
neglect in punctuality is not one of the
legal causes of war, unless that neglect
be confirmed by a refusal to perform;
and even then it depends upon

circumstances connected with it. The
world would be in continual quarrels
and war, and commerce be annihilated,
if Algerine policy was the law of
nations. And were America, instead of
becoming an example to the old world of
good and moral government and civil
manners, or, if they like it better, of
gentlemanly conduct towards other
nations, to set up the character of ruffian,
that of word and blow, and the blow
first, and thereby give the example of
pulling down the little that civilization
has gained upon barbarism, her
Independence, instead of being an
honour and a blessing, would become a
curse upon the world and upon herself.

The conduct of the Barbary powers,
though unjust in principle, is suited to
their
prejudices,
situation,
and
circumstances. The crusades of the
church to exterminate them fixed in their
minds the unobliterated belief that every
Christian power was their mortal enemy.
Their religious prejudices, therefore,
suggest the policy, which their situation
and circumstances protect them in. As a
people, they are neither commercial nor
agricultural, they neither import nor
export, have no property floating on the
seas, nor ships and cargoes in the ports
of foreign nations. No retaliation,
therefore, can be acted upon them, and
they sin secure from punishment.

But this is not the case with the United
States. If she sins as a Barbary power,
she must answer for it as a Civilized
one. Her commerce is continually
passing on the seas exposed to capture,
and her ships and cargoes in foreign
ports to detention and reprisal. An act of
War committed by her in the Mississippi
would produce a War against the
commerce of the Atlantic States, and the
latter would have to curse the policy that
provoked the former. In every point,
therefore, in which the character and
interest of the United States be
considered, it would ill become her to
set an example contrary to the policy and
custom of Civilized powers, and

practised only by the Barbary powers,
that of striking before she expostulates.
But can any man, calling himself a
Legislator, and supposed by his
constituents to know something of his
duty, be so ignorant as to imagine that
seizing on New Orleans would finish the
affair or even contribute towards it? On
the contrary it would have made it
worse. The treaty right of deposite at
New Orleans, and the right of the
navigation of the Mississippi into the
Gulph of Mexico, are distant things.
New Orleans is more than an hundred
miles in the country from the mouth of
the river, and, as a place of deposite, is
of no value if the mouth of the river be

shut, which either France or Spain could
do, and which our possession of New
Orleans could neither prevent or
remove. New Orleans in our possession,
by an act of hostility, would have
become a blockaded port, and
consequently of no value to the western
people as a place of deposite. Since,
therefore, an interruption had arisen to
the commerce of the western states, and
until the matter could be brought to a fair
explanation, it was of less injury to have
the port shut and the river open, than to
have the river shut and the port in our
possession.
That New Orleans could be taken
required no stretch of policy to plan, nor

spirit of enterprize to effect. It was like
marching behind a man to knock him
down: and the dastardly slyness of such
an attack would have stained the fame of
the United States. Where there is no
danger cowards are bold, and Captain
Bobadils121 are to be found in the Senate
as well as on the stage. Even
Gouverneur, on such a march, dare have
shown a leg.
The people of the western country to
whom the Mississippi serves as an
inland sea to their commerce, must be
supposed
to
understand
the
circumstances of that commerce better
than a man who is a stranger to it; and as
they have shown no approbation of the

war-whoop measures of the Federal
senators, it becomes presumptive
evidence they disapprove them. This is a
new mortification for those war-whoop
politicians; for the case is, that finding
themselves losing ground and withering
away in the Atlantic States, they laid
hold of the affair of New Orleans in the
vain hope of rooting and reinforcing
themselves in the western States; and
they did this without perceiving that it
was one of those ill judged hypocritical
expedients in politics, that whether it
succeeded or failed the event would be
the same. Had their motion [that of Ross
and Morris] succeeded, it would have
endangered the commerce of the Atlantic
States and ruined their reputation there;

and on the other hand the attempt to make
a tool of the western people was so
badly concealed as to extinguish all
credit with them.
But hypocrisy is a vice of sanguine
constitution. It flatters and promises
itself every thing; and it has yet to learn,
with respect to moral and political
reputation, it is less dangerous to offend
than to deceive.
To the measures of administration,
supported by the firmness and integrity
of the majority in Congress, the United
States owe, as far as human means are
concerned, the preservation of peace,
and of national honour. The confidence
which the western people reposed in the

government and their representatives is
rewarded with success. They are
reinstated in their rights with the least
possible loss of time; and their harmony
with the people of New Orleans, so
necessary to the prosperity of the United
States, which would have been broken,
and the seeds of discord sown in its
place, had hostilities been preferred to
accommodation, remains unimpaired.
Have the Federal ministers of the church
meditated on these matters? and laying
aside, as they ought to do, their
electioneering and vindictive prayers
and sermons, returned thanks that peace
is preserved, and commerce, without the
stain of blood?

In the pleasing contemplation of this
state of things the mind, by comparison,
carries itself back to those days of
uproar and extravagance that marked the
career of the former administration, and
decides, by the unstudied impulse of its
own feelings, that something must then
have been wrong. Why was it, that
America, formed for happiness, and
remote by situation and circumstances
from the troubles and tumults of the
European world, became plunged into
its vortex and contaminated with its
crimes? The answer is easy. Those who
were then at the head of affairs were
apostates from the principles of the
revolution. Raised to an elevation they

had not a right to expect, nor judgment to
conduct, they became like feathers in the
air, and blown about by every puff of
passion or conceit.
Candour would find some apology for
their conduct if want of judgment was
their only defect. But error and crime,
though often alike in their features, are
distant in their characters and in their
origin. The one has its source in the
weakness of the head, the other in the
hardness of the heart, and the coalition
of the two, describes the former
Administration.122
Had no injurious consequences arisen
from the conduct of that Administration,
it might have passed for error or

imbecility, and been permitted to die and
be forgotten. The grave is kind to
innocent offence. But even innocence,
when it is a cause of injury, ought to
undergo an enquiry.
The country, during the time of the
former Administration, was kept in
continual agitation and alarm; and that no
investigation might be made into its
conduct, it entrenched itself within a
magic circle of terror, and called it a
SEDITION
LAW.
Violent
and
mysterious in its measures and arrogant
in its manners, it affected to disdain
information, and insulted the principles
that raised it from obscurity. John
Adams and Timothy Pickering were men

whom nothing but the accidents of the
times rendered visible on the political
horizon. Elevation turned their heads,
and public indignation hath cast them to
the ground. But an inquiry into the
conduct and measures of that
Administration
is
nevertheless
necessary.
The country was put to great expense.
Loans, taxes, and standing armies
became the standing order of the day.
The militia, said Secretary Pickering,
are not to be depended upon, and fifty
thousand men must be raised. For what?
No cause to justify such measures has
yet appeared. No discovery of such a
cause has yet been made. The pretended

Sedition Law shut up the sources of
investigation, and the precipitate flight
of John Adams closed the scene. But the
matter ought not to sleep here.
It is not to gratify resentment, or
encourage it in others, that I enter upon
this subject. It is not in the power of man
to accuse me of a persecuting spirit. But
some explanation ought to be had. The
motives and objects respecting the
extraordinary and expensive measures of
the former Administration ought to be
known. The Sedition Law, that shield of
the moment, prevented it then, and
justice demands it now. If the public
have been imposed upon, it is proper
they should know it; for where judgment

is to act, or a choice is to be made,
knowledge is first necessary. The
conciliation of parties, if it does not
grow out of explanation, partakes of the
character of collusion or indifference.
There has been guilt somewhere; and it
is better to fix it where it belongs, and
separate the deceiver from the deceived,
than that suspicion, the bane of society,
should range at large, and sour the
public mind. The military measures that
were proposed and carrying on during
the former administration, could not
have for their object the defence of the
country against invasion. This is a case
that decides itself; for it is self evident,
that while the war raged in Europe,

neither France nor England could spare
a man to send to America. The object,
therefore, must be something at home,
and that something was the overthrow of
the representative system of government,
for it could be nothing else. But the
plotters got into confusion and became
enemies to each other. Adams hated and
was jealous of Hamilton, and Hamilton
hated and despised both Adams and
Washington. Surly Timothy stood aloof,
as he did at the affair of Lexington, and
the part that fell to the public was to pay
the expense.
But ought a people who, but a few
years ago, were fighting the battles of the
world, for liberty had no home but here,

ought such a people to stand quietly by
and see that liberty undermined by
apostacy and overthrown by intrigue?
Let the tombs of the slain recall their
recollection, and the forethought of what
their children are to be revive and fix in
their hearts the love of liberty.
If the former administration can justify
its conduct, give it the opportunity. The
manner in which John Adams
disappeared from the government
renders an inquiry the more necessary.
He gave some account of himself, lame
and confused as it was, to certain
eastern wise men who came to pay
homage to him on his birthday. But if he
thought it necessary to do this, ought he

not to have rendered an account to the
public. They had a right to expect it of
him. In that teteà-tête account, he says,
“Some measures were the effect of
imperious necessity, much against my
inclination.” What measures does Mr.
Adams mean, and what is the imperious
necessity to which he alludes? “Others
(says he) were measures of the
Legislature, which, although approved
when passed, were never previously
proposed or recommended by me.” What
measures, it may be asked, were those,
for the public have a right to know the
conduct of their representatives? “Some
(says he) left to my discretion were
never executed, because no necessity for
them, in my judgment, ever occurred.”

What does this dark apology, mixed
with accusation, amount to, but to
increase and confirm the suspicion that
something was wrong? Administration
only was possessed of foreign official
information, and it was only upon that in
formation communicated by him publicly
or privately, or to Congress, that
Congress could act; and it is not in the
power of Mr. Adams to show, from the
condition of the belligerent powers, that
any imperious necessity called for the
warlike and expensive measures of his
Administration.
What the correspondence between
Administration and Rufus King123 in
London, or Quincy Adams in Holland, or

Berlin,124 might be, is but little known.
The public papers have told us that the
former became cup-bearer from the
London underwriters to Captain
Truxtun125, or which, as Minister from a
neutral nation, he ought to have been
censured. It is, however, a feature that
marks the politics of the Minister, and
hints at the character of the
correspondence.
I know that it is the opinion of several
members of both houses of Congress,
that an enquiry, with respect to the
conduct of the late Administration, ought
to be gone into. The convulsed state into
which the country has been thrown will
be best settled by a full and fair

exposition of the conduct of that
Administration, and the causes and
object of that conduct. To be deceived,
or to remain deceived, can be the
interest of no man who seeks the public
good; and it is the deceiver only, or one
interested in the deception, that can wish
to preclude enquiry.
The suspicion against the late
Administration is, that it was plotting to
overturn the representative system of
government, and that it spread alarms of
invasions that had no foundation, as a
pretence for raising and establishing a
military force as the means of
accomplishing that object.
The law, called the Sedition Law,

enacted, that if any person should write,
or publish, or cause to be written or
published, any libel [without defining
what a libel is] against the Government
of the United States, or either house of
congress, or against the President, he
should be punished by a fine not
exceeding two thousand dollars, and by
imprisonment not exceeding two years.
But it is a much greater crime for a
president to plot against a Constitution
and the liberties of the people, than for
an individual to plot against a President;
and consequently, John Adams is
accountable to the public for his
conduct, as the individuals under his
administration were to the sedition law.

The object, however, of an enquiry, in
this case, is not to punish, but to satisfy;
and to shew, by example, to future
administrations, that an abuse of power
and trust, however disguised by
appearances, or rendered plausible by
pretence, is one time or other to be
accounted for.
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INSPIRED BY THOMAS
PAINE AND HIS
WRITINGS
History is to ascribe the American Revolution to
Thomas Paine.

—John Adams

Thomas Paine had a galvanizing impact
on pre-Revolutionary America. Before
Common Sense was published, many
residents of the colonies were unsure
whether independence from Britain was
in their best interests. The clarity and
energy of Paine’s landmark tract, one of

the best-selling texts of the eighteenth
century, turned the tide of public opinion
toward revolution. The impact of
Common Sense, coupled with Paine’s
intellectual relationship with many of
America’s founding fathers, led John
Adams, who wrote bitterly about Paine
at times, to deliver the oft-quoted
epigram that history would ascribe the
Revolution
to
this
incendiary
pamphleteer. Thomas Edison elaborated
on this sentiment in 1925, remarking that
Paine “was the equal of Washington in
making American liberty possible.
Where Washington performed Paine
devised and wrote. The deeds of one in
the Weld were matched by the deeds of
the other with his pen” (from “The

Philosophy of Paine”). Where General
Washington was the hero of the sword,
Thomas Paine was the originator of
ideas.
Paine’s work has several other
distinctions. His “African Slavery in
America” (1775) was among the earliest
abolitionist writings in the colonies,
while his series of essays collectively
c a l l e d The American Crisis (17761783) frequently receives credit for
introducing the name “the United States
of America.” And the U.S. Social
Security
Administration
praises
Agrarian Justice (1797) for including the
first proposal for benefits to the elderly
in the United States.

Nonetheless, the great radical’s legacy
has been troubled at best. This is in great
part due to the anticlerical opinions
expressed in The Age of Reason (1794),
which Paine wrote after a lifetime of
witnessing religion’s abuse at the hands
of politics and the church. The treatise
earned the author countless enemies
beyond those who disagreed with his
political views. For numerous people,
The Age of Reason overshadowed
Paine’s valuable service on behalf of
American liberty. Many of his
ideological opponents stooped to the
lowest forms of slander in their attempts
to discredit Paine and his notions of
freedom: Hostile newspaper articles and

vicious, so-called biographies by
George Chalmers (writing in 1791 as
Francis Oldys) and James Cheetham
(published
1809)
were
widely
circulated.
Partially because of these spurious
biographies, the public for whom Paine
had striven to advocate believed him to
be a drunk, philanderer, tyrant, and thief,
and he was dismissed during his later
years, and after his death. The author,
who retained none of the profits from his
publications—he donated the proceeds
to the American Revolution and other
causes—died penniless and alone in
New York City in 1809. Memories of
Paine were not fond. A popular nursery

rhyme appeared:
Poor Tom Paine! There he lies:
Nobody laughs and nobody cries.
Where he has gone or how he fares
Nobody knows and nobody cares.
And English poet Lord Byron,
referring to a fervent Paine admirer who
wished to transfer the author’s remains
to England, wrote in 1820:
In digging up your bones, Tom
Paine,
Will Cobbett has done well;
You visit him on earth again,
He’ll visit you in hell.
Most famously, Theodore Roosevelt,
largely ignorant of Paine’s contributions,

dismissed the author as a “filthy little
atheist” in his 1891 biography of
Gouverneur Morris. This invidious tag
sticks to Paine even today. The midnineteenth century, however, also saw
some of the first balanced assessments
of Paine to appear after his death. But it
was the next century that would embrace
Thomas Paine and his nuanced history,
in the form of new scholarship, renewed
publication of Paine’s writing, and, most
interestingly, original plays written in
the hopes of humanizing “Poor Tom
Paine.”

Twentieth-Century Accounts
of Thomas Paine

In the twentieth century, many writers
presented more historically accurate
estimations of Paine, including several
interesting dramas based on the author’s
life. The best-selling novel Citizen Tom
Paine (1943), by Howard Fast, a
prominent American communist who
was jailed for three months during the
dark days of McCarthyism, presents
Paine as a hothead idealist who has
trouble getting along in society due to his
brashness and refusal to accept the status
quo. Eschewing the elaborate attention
to setting that can bog down a historical
novel,
Fast’s
energetic
work
successfully imparts the vitality and
urgency of Paine’s life and message. The

book also sensitively describes the inner
torments that shaped Paine’s irascible
character. Where some ultimately
positive portrayals of Paine shy away
from the dark elements of the patriot’s
life—his drinking, his repellent personal
hygiene—Fast’s book portrays the ugly
side of the Common Sense author.
Featuring the founding fathers as
supporting
characters, Citizen Tom
Paine deftly portrays both the American
and the French Revolutions through
Paine’s unique point of view.
Fast took up the topic of Paine again
for his 1986 play bearing the same title.
But Fast’s stage adaptation of Citizen
Tom Paine benefits from wisdom

garnered from more than four decades of
experience. “I didn’t write it from the
book at all,” Fast told the Washington
Post in 1985. “There’s almost half a
century between then and now. When I
was writing the novel I was 23 and a
revolutionary. Now I’m 71 and someone
who’s been a revolutionary. The play is
about how a revolution destroys its
makers.”
Other plays inspired by Paine include
Joseph Lewis’s The Tragic Patriot
(1954), a production in five acts that
follows the author’s adventures in
France. Using direct quotations from
Paine’s writings for some of its
dialogue, the play traces Paine’s arrival
in France, his imprisonment, and his

rescue by James Monroe. The play ends
as Paine returns to America, but not
before he denounces Napoleon for
betraying the ideals of the French
Revolution. The Tragic Patriot packs in
as much historical detail as possible,
featuring many very long monologues,
real letters quoted verbatim, and a final
script totaling more than 200 pages.
A more experimental play, Paul
Foster’s Tom Paine (1967) introduces a
character known as “Tom Paine’s
Reputation” in addition to the real Tom
Paine. The innovative production calls
for audience participation, extended
improvisation on the part of the actors,
and surreal set pieces such as turtles

with candles on their backs. Paine at
thirty-seven appears on stage alongside
Paine at sixteen and Paine on his
deathbed. The author’s entire life takes
shape through the aggregation of these
animated selves.
Jack Shepherd’s In Lambeth (1989)
speculates about the relationship
between Paine and another great
eighteenth-century thinker, the poet
William Blake. Set in Blake’s garden in
Lambeth (near London), the play features
the dramatic counterpoints between the
practicality of Paine and the divine
visions of Blake as they discuss the
French Revolution. Shepherd’s preface
states that he based the play on Blake’s
idea that “opposition is true friendship.”

In a dramatic highlight of the play, the
poet asks Paine, in regard to revolution,
“How can you be sure you have not torn
down one form of tyranny only to
replace it with another?” Paine replies,
“ Yo u can’t be sure.... You have to
dedicate yourself to the idea, to the hope
that society can be changed for the
better.” The play ends with Blake urging
his friend to flee England to save his
life.

COMMENTS &
QUESTIONS
In this section, we aim to provide the
reader with an array of perspectives on
the text, as well as questions that
challenge those perspectives. The
commentary has been culled from
sources as diverse as reviews
contemporaneous with the work, letters
written by the author, literary criticism
of later generations, and appreciations
written throughout the work’s history.
Following the commentary, a series of
questions seeks to filter Thomas
Paine’s Common Sense and Other
Writings through a variety of points of

view and bring about a richer
understanding of these enduring works.

Comments
GEORGE WASHINGTON
A few more of such flaming arguments,
as were exhibited at Falmouth and
Norfolk, added to the sound doctrine and
unanswerable reasoning contained in the
pamphlet Common Sense, will not leave
numbers at a loss to decide upon the
propriety of a separation.
—from a letter to Joseph Reed (January
31, 1776)

ABIGAIL ADAMS
I am charmed by the Sentiments of
Common Sense; and wonder how an
honest Heart, one who wishes the
welfare of their country, and the
happiness of posterity can hesitate one
moment at adopting them; I want to know
how those Sentiments are received in
Congress? I dare say there would be no
difficulty in procuring a vote and
instructions from all the Assemblies in
New England for independency. I most
sincerely wish that now in the Lucky
Minuet it might be done.
—from a letter to John Adams (March 2,
1776)

GEORGE WASHINGTON
Can nothing be done in our Assembly for
poor Paine? Must the merits, and
Services of Common Sense continue to
glide down the stream of time,
unrewarded by this Country? His
writings certainly have had a powerful
effect on the public mind; ought they not
then to meet an adequate return? He is
poor! he is chagrined! and almost, if not
altogether, in despair of relief. New
York it is true, not the least distressed,
nor best able State in the Union, has
done something for him. This kind of
provision he prefers to an allowance
from Congress; he has reasons for it,
which to him are conclusive, and such I

think as would have weight on others.
His views are moderate; a decent
independency is, I believe, all he aims
at. Should he not obtain this? If you think
so, I am sure you will not only move the
matter, but give it your support.
—from a letter to James Madison (June
12, 1784)

JAMES MADISON
Should exertions of genius which have
been everywhere admired, and in
America unanimously acknowledged,
not save the author from indigence &
distress, the loss of national character
will hardly be balanced by the savings at

the Treasury.
—from a letter to George Washington
(August 12, 1784)

BENJAMIN FRANKLIN
Be assured, my dear friend, that instead
of repenting that I was your introducer
into America, I value myself on the share
I had in procuring for it the acquisition
of so useful and valuable a citizen.
—from a letter to Thomas Paine
(September 27, 1785)

THOMAS JEFFERSON
Mr. Paine’s answer to Burke will be a

refreshing shower to their minds. It
would bring England itself to reason and
revolution if it was permitted to be read
there.
—from a letter to Benjamin Vaughan
(May 11, 1791)

THOMAS PAINE
And as to you, Sir, treacherous in
private friendship (for so you have been
to me, and that in the day of danger) and
a hypocrite in public life, the world will
be puzzled to decide whether you are an
apostate or an impostor; whether you
have abandoned good principles, or
whether you ever had any.

—from a letter to George Washington
(July 30, 1796)

JAMES MONROE
The citizens of the United States can
never look back to the aera of their own
revolution, without remembering, with
those of other distinguished Patriots, the
name of Thomas Paine. The services
which he rendered them in their struggle
for liberty have made an impression of
gratitude which will never be erased,
whilst they continue to merit the
character of a just and generous people.
He is now in prison, languishing under a
disease, and which must be increased by

his confinement. Permit me then, to call
your attention to his situation, and to
require that you will hasten his trial in
case there be any charge against him,
and if there be none, that you will cause
him to be set at liberty.
— fr o m Letter to the Committee of
General Surety (November I, 1794)

SAMUEL ADAMS
I have frequently with pleasure reflected
on your services to my native and your
adopted country. Your Common Sense,
and
your Crisis,
unquestionably
awakened the public mind, and led the
people loudly to call for a declaration of

our national independence. I therefore
esteemed you as a warm friend to the
liberty and lasting welfare of the human
race. But when I heard you had turned
your mind to a defence of infidelity, I
felt myself much astonished and more
grieved, that you had attempted a
measure so injurious to the feelings and
so repugnant to the true interest of so
great a part of the citizens of the United
States. The people of New England, if
you will allow me to use a Scripture
phrase, are fast returning to their first
love. Will you excite among them the
spirit of angry controversy at a time
when they are hastening to amity and
peace? I am told that some of our
newspapers have announced your

intention to publish an additional
pamphlet upon the principles of your
Age of Reason. Do you think that your
pen, or the pen of any other man, can
unchristianize the mass of our citizens,
or have you hopes of converting a few of
them to assist you in so bad a cause? We
ought to think ourselves happy in the
enjoyment of opinion, without the danger
of persecution by civil or ecclesiastical
law. Our friend, the President of the
United States, has been calumniated for
his liberal sentiments by men who have
attributed that liberality to a latent
design to promote the cause of infidelity.
This, and all other slanders, have been
made without the least shadow of proof

Neither religion nor liberty can long
subsist in the tumult of altercation, and
amidst the noise and violence of faction.
Felix qui cautus. Adieu.
—from a letter to Thomas Paine
(November 30,1802)

JAMES CHEETHAM
As a literary work, Common Sense,
energetically as it promoted the cause of
independence, has no merit. Defective in
arrangement, inelegant in diction, here
and there a sentence excepted; with no
profundity of argument, no felicity of
remark, no extent of research, no
classical allusion, nor comprehension of

thought, it is fugitive in nature, and
cannot be appealed to as authority on the
subject of government. Its distinguishing
characteristics are boldness and zeal;
low
sarcasm
and
deep-rooted
malevolence. It owed its unprecedented
popularity, on the one hand, to the
British cabinet, which sought to triumph
by bare-faced force instead of generous
measures; and, on the other, to the manly
spirit of the colonists, which, though
often depressed, could not be conquered.
— fr o m The Life of Thomas Paine
(1809)

THOMAS CLIO

RICKMAN
T he Life by Cheetham is so palpably
written to distort, disfigure, mislead, and
vilify, and does this so bunglingly, that it
defeats its own purposes, and becomes
entertaining from the excess of its
laboured and studied defamation....
It is true that on his return [to America]
i n 1802, he received great attention from
many of those who remembered the
mighty influence of his writings in the
gloomy period of the Revolution; and
from others who had since embraced his
principles; but these attentions were not,
by many, long continued.
Thousands, who had formerly looked

up to Mr. Paine as the principal founder
of the Republic, had imbibed a strong
dislike to him on account of his religious
principles; and thousands more, who
were opposed to his political principles,
seized hold of the mean and dastardly
expedient of attacking those principles
through religious feelings and prejudices
of the people. The vilest calumnies were
constantly veiled against him in the
public papers, and the weak minded
were afraid to encounter the popular
prejudice.
The letter he wrote to General
Washington also estranged him from
many of his old friends, and has been to
his adversaries a fruitful theme of
virulent accusation, and a foundation on

which to erect a charge of ingratitude
and intemperance. It must certainly be
confessed that his naturally warm
feelings, which could ill brook any
slight, particularly where he was
conscious he so little deserved it, appear
to have led him to form a somewhat
precipitated judgment of the conduct of
the American president, with regard to
his (Mr. Paine’s) imprisonment in
France, and to attribute to design and
wilful neglect what was probably only
the result of inattention or perhaps
misinformation; and under the influence
of this incorrect impression he seems to
have indulged, rather too hastily,
suspicions of Washington’s political

conduct with respect to England. But
surely some little allowance should be
made for the circumstances under which
he wrote; just escaped from the horrors
of a prison where he had been for
several months confined under the
sanguinary reign of Robespierre, when
death strode incessantly through its cells,
and the guillotine floated in the blood of
its wretched inhabitants; and if, with the
recollection of these scenes of terror
fresh in his memory, and impressed with
the idea that it was by Washington’s
neglect that his life had been thus
endangered, he may have been betrayed
into a style of severity which was
perhaps not quite warranted, we can
only lament, without attaching blame to

either, that any thing jarring should have
occurred between two men who were
both staunch supporters of the cause of
freedom, and thus have given the
enemies of liberty occasion to triumph
because its advocates were not more
than mortal....
Paine was not one of the great men
who live amid great events, and forward
and share their splendour; he created
them; and, in this point of view, he was a
very superior character to Washington....
Mr. Paine having ever in his mind the
services he had rendered the United
States, of whose independence he was
the principal author and means, it cannot
be matter of wonder that he was deeply

hurt and affected at not being recognized
and treated by the Americans as he
deserved, and as his labours for their
benefit merited.
— fr o m The Life of Thomas Paine
(1819)

RALPH WALDO
EMERSON
Each man too is a tyrant in tendency,
because he would impose his idea on
others; and their trick is their natural
defence. Jesus would absorb the race;
but Tom Paine or the coarsest
blasphemer helps humanity by resisting
this exuberance of power.

—from Essays, Second Series (1844)

ELKANAH WATSON
In ‘75 or ’76, I was present, at
Providence, Rhode Island, in a social
assembly of most of the prominent
leaders of the State. I recollect, that the
subject of independence was cautiously
introduced by an ardent Whig; and the
thought seemed to excite the abhorrence
of the whole circle.
A few weeks after, Paine’s Common
Sense appeared, and passed through the
continent, like an electric spark. It
everywhere flashed conviction; and
aroused a determined spirit, which

resulted in the Declaration of
Independence, upon the 4th of July
ensuing. The name of Paine was
precious to every Whig heart, and had
resounded throughout Europe.
— f r o m Men and Times of the
Revolution; or, Memoirs of Elkanah
Watson, Including His Journals of
Travels in Europe and America, from
the Year 1777 to 1842, and His
Correspondence with Public Men, and
Reminiscences and Incidents of the
American Revolution (1856)

ROBERT G. INGERSOLL
In my judgment, Thomas Paine was the

best political writer that ever lived.
“What he wrote was pure nature, and his
soul and his pen ever went together.”
Ceremony, pageantry, and all the
paraphernalia of power, had no effect
upon him. He examined into the why and
wherefore of things. He was perfectly
radical in his mode of thought. Nothing
short of the bed-rock satisfied him. His
enthusiasm for what he believed to be
right knew no bounds. During all the
dark scenes of the Revolution, never for
one moment did he despair. Year after
year his brave words were ringing
through the land, and by the bivouac
fires the weary soldiers read the
inspiring words of Common Sense,
filled with ideas sharper than their

swords, and consecrated themselves
anew to the cause of Freedom.
—from Gods and Other Lectures (1874)

Questions
1.

Is Paine’s opposition to
institutional religion of a piece
with his other ideas? Or does it
seem to you a quirk, an irrational
prejudice, or something personal?
2. What in these writings by Paine—
which ideas, which arguments—
should be brought to bear on the
current American political scene?
Do you see anything in Paine’s
approach to liberty, government,

and rights that we can learn from
today?
3. “Its disgusting characteristics are
boldness and zeal; low sarcasm
and deep-rooted malevolence,”
said James Cheetham of Common
Sense. Does anything in Common
Sense’s ideas or the way it’s
written disgust you? Where do you
think Cheetham was coming from?
4. “Reason” was an important word
to Paine. To endorse Reason in
Paine’s time implied a belief that a
national government should be
formed by reason and observation
—that Reason should rule, rather
than tradition, habit, heredity,
religious faith, or wealth. Do you

see any flaws or negative
consequences in such faith in
Reason? In the broad area of
governance, are there any limits to
Reason’s positive effects?
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1
Dr. Ames, Baxter, Durham, [John]
Locke,
Carmichael,
[Francis]
Hutcheson,
Montesquieu,
and
Blackstone, Wallace, etc., etc. Bishop of
Gloucester [Author’s note].
2
Richard Baxter, seventeenth-century
English nonconformist minister.
3
Self-murderer.
4
Gideon was a great military leader of
the Old Testament; Samuel was the first
great Hebrew prophet.

5
Biblical king of Judah and Israel.
6
French Norman leader who conquered
England in 1066.
7
Noble families struggling for control of
the English throne in the so-called Wars
of the Roses (1455-1487).
8
Henry Pelham,

prime minister of England

from 1743 to 1754.
9
Electorate in Germany whose ruling
family provided kings of England

starting with George I in 1714.
10
Eastern Massachusetts city then suffering
from the closing of its port by Great
Britain in 1774.
11
Reference to losses in the Battle of
Bunker Hill (1775).
12
Thomas Anello, otherwise Massanello,
a fisherman of Naples, who after
spiriting up his countrymen in the public
market place, against the oppression of
the Spaniards, to whom the place was
then subject, prompted them to revolt,
and in the space of a day became King

[Author’s note].
13
Those who would fully understand of
what great consequence a large and
equal representation is to a state, should
read Burgh’s Political Disquisitions
[Author’s note].
14
‘Thou hast tasted of prosperity and
adversity; thou knowest what it is to be
banished thy native country, to be overruled as well as to rule, and set upon the
throne; and being oppressed thou hast
reason to know now hateful the
oppressor is both to God and man: If
after
all
these
warnings
and

advertisements, thou dost not turn unto
the Lord with all thy heart, but forget him
who remembered thee in thy distress,
and give up thyself to follow lust and
vanity, surely great will be thy
condemnation. —Against which snare,
as well as the temptation of those who
may or do feed thee, and prompt thee to
evil, the most excellent and prevalent
remedy will be, to apply thyself to that
light of Christ which shineth in thy
conscience and which neither can, nor
will flatter thee, nor suffer thee to be at
ease in thy sins.’ Barclay’s Address to
Charles II [Author’s note].
15
The present winter is worth an age, if

rightly employed; but, if lost or
neglected, the whole continent will
partake of the evil; and there is no
punishment that man does not deserve,
be he who, or what, or where he will,
that may be the means of sacrificing a
season so precious and useful.—
[Author’s note]—a citation from his
“Common Sense.”
16
Sir William Howe (1729-1814),
commander of British troops in America
until 1778.
17
Line from Parliament’s Declaratory Act
of 1766 asserting authority over the

American colonies.
18
Thomas Gage (1721-1787), last royal
governor of Massachusetts.
19
Charles
Cornwallis
(1735-1805),
English general who surrendered in
October 1781 to George Washington at
Yorktown, in the last major battle of the
American Revolution.
20
“These are the times that try men’s
souls,” The Crisis No. i. published
December, 1776 [Author’s note].
21

That the revolution began at the exact
period of time best fitted to the purpose,
is sufficiently proved by the event.—But
the great hinge on which the whole
machine turned, is the Union of the
States: and this union was naturally
produced by the inability of any one
state to support itself against any foreign
enemy without the assistance of the rest.
Had the states severally been less able
than they were when the war began, their
united strength would not have been
equal to the undertaking, and they must in
all human probability have failed.—
And, on the other hand, had they
severally been more able, they might not
have seen, or, what is more, might not

have felt, the necessity of uniting: and,
either by attempting to stand alone or in
small confederacies, would have been
separately conquered.
Now, as we cannot see a time (and
many years must pass away before it can
arrive) when the strength of any one
state, or several united, can be equal to
the whole of the present United States,
and as we have seen the extreme
difficulty of collectively prosecuting the
war to a successful issue, and preserving
our national importance in the world,
therefore, from the experience we have
had, and the knowledge we have gained,
we must, unless we make a waste of
wisdom, be strongly impressed with the

advantage, as well as the necessity of
strengthening that happy union which had
been our salvation, and without which
we should have been a ruined people.
While I was writing this note, I cast
my eye on the pamphlet, Common Sense,
from which I shall make an extract, as it
exactly applies to the case. It is as
follows:
22
The main and uniform maxim of the
judges is, the greater the truth the greater
the libel [Author’s note].
23
Richard Price (1723-1791), Unitarian
minister, moral philosopher, and

political activist.
24
Charles Gravier, comte de Vergennes
(1717-1787), minister of foreign affairs
under Louis XVI; Vergennes signed,
with Benjamin Franklin, France’s
alliance with the Americans in the
American Revolution, and later assisted
in negotiating the Treaty of Paris (1783).
25
Famous royal prison (now demolished)
in the center of Paris and despised
symbol of absolutism; a crowd seized it
on July 14, 1789, in the early months of
the French Revolution.
26

Since writing the above, two other
places occur in Mr. Burke’s pamphlet in
which the name of the Bastille is
mentioned, but in the same manner. In the
one he introduces it in a sort of obscure
question, and asks: “Will any ministers
who now serve such a king, with but a
decent appearance of respect, cordially
obey the orders of those whom but the
other day, in his name, they had
committed to the Bastille?” In the other
the taking it is mentioned as implying
criminality in the French guards, who
assisted in demolishing it. “They have
not,” says he, “forgot the taking the
king’s castles at Paris.” This is Mr.
Burke, who pretends to write on

constitutional freedom [Author’s note].
27
References to The Pilgrim’s Progress, a
prose allegory by the English writer and
preacher John Bunyan (1628-1688); it
was published in two parts, in 1678 and
1684.
28
Victor Claude, prince de Broglie (17571794), president of the Constituent
Assembly (1791) and adjutant general of
the French Revolutionary army.
29
It is a practice in some parts of the
country, when two travellers have but
one horse, which, like the national purse,

will not carry double, that the one
mounts and rides two or three miles
ahead, and then ties the horse to a gate
and walks on. When the second traveller
arrives he takes the horse, rides on, and
passes his companion a mile or two, and
ties again, and so on—Ride and tie
[Author’s note].
30
See “Estimate of the Comparative
Strength of Great Britain,” by G.
Chalmers [Author’s note].
31
See “Administration of the Finances of
France,” vol. iii., by M. Neckar
[Author’s note].

32
“Administration of the Finances of
France,” vol. iii [Author’s note].
33
“Whether the English commerce does
not bring in money, or whether the
government sends it out after it is
brought in, is a matter which the parties
concerned can best explain; but that the
deficiency exists, is not in the power of
either to disprove. While Dr. Price, Mr.
Eden, (now Auckland,) Mr. Chalmers,
and others, were debating whether the
quantity of money in England was
greater or less than at the Revolution, the
circumstance was not adverted to, that
since the Revolution, there cannot have

been less than four hundred millions
sterling imported into Europe; and
therefore the quantity in England ought at
least to have been four times greater than
it was at the Revolution, to be on a
proportion with Europe. What England
is now doing by paper, is what she
would have been able to do by solid
money, if gold and silver had come into
the nation in the proportion it ought, or
had not been sent out; and she is
endeavoring to restore by paper, the
balance she has lost by money. It is
certain, that the gold and silver which
arrive annually in the register-ships to
Spain and Portugal, do not remain in
those countries. Taking the value half in
gold and half in silver, it is about four

hundred tons annually; and from the
number of ships and galloons employed
in the trade of bringing those metals from
South-America to Portugal and Spain,
the quantity sufficiently proves itself,
without referring to the registers.
In the situation England now is, it is
impossible she can increase in money.
High taxes not only lessen the property
of the individuals, but they lessen also
the money capital of the nation, by
inducing smuggling, which can only be
carried on by gold and silver. By the
politics which the British Government
have carried on with the Inland Powers
of Germany and the Continent, it has
made an enemy of all the Maritime

Powers, and is therefore obliged to keep
up a large navy; but though the navy is
built in England, the naval stores must be
purchased from abroad, and that from
countries where the greatest part must be
paid for in gold and silver. Some
fallacious rumours have been set afloat
in England to induce a belief in money,
and, among
others, that of the French refugees
bringing great quantities. The idea is
ridiculous. The general part of the
money in France is silver; and it would
take upwards of twenty of the largest
broad wheel wagons, with ten horses
each, to remove one million sterling of
silver. Is it then to be supposed, that a

few people fleeing on horse-back or in
post-chaises, in a secret manner, and
having the French Custom-House to
pass, and the sea to cross, could bring
even a sufficiency for their own
expences?
When millions of money are spoken of,
it should be recollected, that such sums
can only accumulate in a country by
slow degrees, and a long procession of
time. The most frugal system that
England could now adopt, would not
recover in a century the balance she has
lost in money since the commencement
of the Hanover succession. She is
seventy millions behind France, and she
must be in some considerable proportion

behind every country in Europe, because
the returns of the English mint do not
shew an increase of money, while the
registers of Lisbon and Cadiz shew an
European increase of between three and
four hundred millions sterling [Author’s
note].
34
Ancient Greek mathematician, physicist,
and inventor (c.287-212 B.C.).
35
German mercenary hired by the British
to serve with their forces during the
American Revolution.
36
That part of America which is generally

called New-England, including NewHampshire, Massachusetts, RhodeIsland, and Connecticut, is peopled
chiefly by English descendants. In the
state of New-York about half are Dutch,
the rest English, Scotch, and Irish. In
New-Jersey a mixture of English and
Dutch, with some Scotch and Irish. In
Pennsylvania about one third are
English, another Germans, and the
remainder Scotch and Irish, with some
Swedes. The States to the southward
have a greater proportion of English than
the middle States, but in all of them there
is a mixture; and besides those
enumerated, there are a considerable
number of French, and some few of all
the European nations, lying on the coast.

The
most
numerous
religious
denomination are the Presbyterians; but
no one sect is established above another,
and all men are equally citizens
[Author’s note].
37
In 1066 William I of Normandy, known
as William the Conqueror (1027?1087), invaded England and became its
king.
38
Reputedly introduced in England by
William of Normandy as a means of
political repression.
39
Place to play faro, a gambling card

game.
40
Emmanuel Joseph Sieyès (1748-1836),
French Revolutionary leader and radical
pamphleteer.
41
Two rebellions attempting to restore the
exiled Stuart line to the English throne.
42
When Charles II of Spain (1665-1700)
died
childless,
Europe
became
embroiled in the War of the Spanish
Succession (1701-1714) to determine
whether the throne should go to France
or Austria.

43
Two renowned ancient Greeks: Homer
(approx. ninth century B.C.) was an epic
poet to whom the Iliad and the Odyssey
are attributed; Euclid (flourished c.300
B.C.) was a geometrician.
44
Athens was a city-state in ancient
Greece.
45
For a character of aristocracy, the reader
is referred to Rights of Man, Part I.
[Author’s note].
46
Chief magistrate of the Dutch republic,

and a German prince entitled to elect the
Holy Roman Emperor.
47
Samuel Johnson (1709-1784), English
lexicographer, poet, and essayist.
48
The “Great Charter” (1215) the English
barons forced King John to sign, limiting
royal power by law.
49
Paine refers to the kings from the houses
of Plantagenet, Lancaster, York, Tudor,
and Stuart who ruled after the Magna
Charta was signed.
50

Charles I was beheaded in 1649 during
the Puritan Revolution; James II was
deposed in 1688.
51
England deposed James II in favor of his
nephew and son-in-law William of
Orange.
52
Sir Robert Walpole (1676-1745),
regarded as England’s first prime
minister; he was very powerful during
the reigns of George I and II.
53
The whole amount of the assessed taxes
of France, for the present year, is three

hundred millions of francs, which is
twelve millions and a half sterling; and
the incidental taxes are estimated at
three millions, making in the whole
fifteen millions and a half; which among
twenty-four millions of people, is not
quite thirteen shillings per head. France
has lessened her taxes since the
revolution, nearly nine millions sterling
annually. Before the revolution, the city
of Paris paid a duty of upwards of thirty
per cent. on all articles brought into the
city. This tax was collected at the city
gates. It was taken off on the first of last
May, and the gates taken down [Author’s
note].
54

What was called the livre rouge, or the
red book, in France, was not exactly
similar to the court calender in England;
but it sufficiently showed how a great
part of the taxes was lavished [Author’s
note].
55
Personification of England,
bullheaded but kind farmer.

as

a

56
In England the improvements in
agriculture, useful arts, manufactures,
and commerce, have been made in
opposition to the genius of its
government, which is that of following
precedents. It is from the enterprise and

industry of the individuals, and their
numerous associations, in which, tritely
speaking, government is neither pillow
nor bolster, that these improvements
have proceeded. No man thought about
government, or who was in, or who was
out, when he was planning or executing
those things; and all he had to hope, with
respect to government, was, that it
would let him alone. Three or four very
silly ministerial newspapers are
continually offending against the spirit of
national improvement, by ascribing it to
a minister. They may with as much truth
ascribe this book to a minister [Author’s
note].
57

With respect to the two houses, of which
the English parliament is composed, they
appear to be effectually influenced into
one, and, as a legislature, to have no
temper of its own. The minister,
whoever he at any time may be, touches
it as with an opium wand, and it sleeps
obedience.
But if we look at the distinct abilities
of the two houses, the difference will
appear so great, as to show the
inconsistency of placing power where
there can be no certainty of the judgment
to use it. Wretched as the state of
representation is in England, it is
manhood compared with what is called
the house of Lords; and so little is this

nick-named house regarded, that the
people scarcely inquire at any time what
it is doing. It appears also to be most
under influence, and the furthest
removed from the general interest of the
nation. In the debate on engaging in the
Russian and Turkish war, the majority in
the house of peers in favor of it was
upwards of ninety, when in the other
house; which was more than double its
numbers, the majority was sixty-three.
The proceedings on Mr. Fox’s bill,
respecting the rights of juries, merits
also to be noticed. The persons called
the peers were not the objects of that
bill. They are already in possession of
more privileges than that bill gave to

others. They are their own jury, and if
any one of that house were prosecuted
for a libel, he would not suffer, even
upon conviction, for the first offence.
Such inequality in laws ought not to exist
in any country. The French constitution
says, that the law is the same to every
individual, whether to protect or to
punish. All are equal in its sight
[Author’s note].
58
As to the state of representation in
England, it is too absurd to be reasoned
upon. Almost all the represented parts
are decreasing in population, and the
unrepresented parts are increasing. A
general convention of the nation is

necessary to take the whole form of
government into consideration [Author’s
note].
59
It is related that in the canton of Berne,
in Switzerland, it has been customary,
from time immemorial, to keep a bear at
the public expense, and the people had
been taught to believe, that if they had
not a bear they should all be undone. It
happened some years ago that the bear,
then in being, was taken sick, and died
too suddenly to have his place
immediately supplied with another.
During this interregnum the people
discovered that the corn grew, and the
vintage flourished, and the sun and moon

continued to rise and set, and everything
went on the same as before, and taking
courage from these circumstances, they
resolved not to keep any more bears; for,
said they, “a bear is a very voracious
expensive animal, and we were obliged
to pull out his claws, lest he should hurt
the citizens.” The story of the bear of
Berne was related in some of the French
newspapers, at the time of the flight of
Louis XVI., and the application of it to
monarchy could not be mistaken in
France; but it seems that the aristocracy
of Berne applied it to themselves, and
have since prohibited the reading of
French newspapers [Author’s note].
60

Jonathan Swift (1667-1745), English
satirist and political writer.
61
It is scarcely possible to touch on any
subject, that will not suggest an allusion
to some corruption in governments. The
simile of “fortifications,” unfortunately
involves with it a circumstance, which is
directly in point with the matter above
alluded to.
Among the numerous instances of
abuse which have been acted or
protected by governments, ancient or
modern, there is not a greater than that of
quartering a man and his heirs upon the
public, to be maintained at his expence.

Humanity dictates a provision for the
poor; but by what right, moral or
political, does any government assume
to say, that the person called the Duke of
Richmond, shall be maintained by the
public? Yet, if common report is true,
not a beggar in London can purchase his
wretched pittance of coal, without
paying towards the civil list of the Duke
of Richmond. Were the whole produce
of this imposition but a shilling a year,
the iniquitous principle would be still
the same; but when it amounts, as it is
said to do, to no less than twenty
thousand pounds per annum, the enormity
is too serious to be permitted to remain.
This is one of the effects of monarchy

and aristocracy.
In stating this case I am led by no
personal dislike. Though I think it mean
in any man to live upon the public, the
vice originates in the government; and so
general is it become, that whether the
parties are in the ministry or in the
opposition, it makes no difference: they
are sure of the guarantee of each other
[Author’s note].
62
“The final argument of kings”; a resort to
force; motto engraved on Louis XIV’s
cannon.
63
In America the increase of commerce is

greater in proportion than in England. It
is, at this time, at least one half more
than at any period prior to the
revolution. The greatest number of
vessels cleared out of the port of
Philadelphia, before the commencement
of the war, was between eight and nine
hundred. In the year 1788, the number
was upwards of twelve hundred. As the
State of Pennsylvania is estimated at an
eighth part of the United States in
population, the whole number of vessels
must now be nearly ten thousand
[Author’s note].
64
Army pensioners in the Royal Hospital,
London.

65
Restoration of the English monarchy in
1660, on the accession of Charles II
(1630-1685).
66
The tax on beer brewed for sale, from
which the aristocracy are exempt, is
almost one million more than the present
commutation tax, being by the returns of
1788, 1,666,I52l.—and, consequently,
they ought to take on themselves the
amount of the commutation tax, as they
are already exempted from one which is
almost a million greater [Author’s note].
67
See the Reports on the Corn Trade

[Author’s note].
68
When inquiries are made into the
condition of the poor, various degrees of
distress will most probably be found, to
render
a
different
arrangement
preferable to that which is already
proposed. Widows with families will be
in greater want than where there are
husbands living. There is also a
difference in the expence of living in
different counties: and more so in fuel.
Suppose
then
fifty
extraordinary cases, at the

thousand

This arrangement amounts to the same
sum as stated in p. 489, including the
250.000l, for education; but it provides
(including the aged people) for four
hundred and four thousand families,
which is almost one third of all the
families in England [Author’s note].
69
I know it is the opinion of many of the
most enlightened characters in France
(there always will be those who see
further into events than others,) not only

among the general mass of citizens, but
of many of the principal members of the
former National Assembly, that the
monarchical plan will not continue many
years in that country. They have found
out, that as wisdom cannot be made
hereditary, power ought not; and that, for
a man to merit a million sterling a year
from a nation, he ought to have a mind
capable of comprehending from an atom
to a universe, which, if he had, he would
be above receiving the pay. But they
wished not to appear to lead the nation
faster than its own reason and interest
dictated. In all the conversations where I
have been present upon this subject, the
idea always was, that when such a time,

from the general opinion of the nation,
shall arrive, that the honourable and
liberal method would be, to make a
handsome present in fee simple to the
person, whoever he may be, that shall
then be in the monarchical office, and for
him to retire to the enjoyment of private
life, possessing his share of general
rights and privileges, and to be no more
accountable to the public for his time
and his conduct than any other citizen
[Author’s note].
70
Plundering like that of the pirates of
Algeria.
71

Richard Watson (1737-1816), who
wrote a famous answer to Paine’s Age of
Reason in 1796.
72
It is, however, necessary to except the
declaration which says that God visits
the sins of the fathers upon the
children. This is contrary to every
principle of moral justice [Author’s
note].
73
Statue of a multi-breasted virgin goddess
adorning a lavish temple in Turkey that
subsequently was rededicated to the
Virgin Mary.
74

One of the twelve apostles; called
“Doubting Thomas” because he doubted
Jesus’ resurrection; see the Bible, John
20:24-29.
75
Greek for “hidden”; books included in
the Greek Septuagint and Latin Vulgate
versions of the Bible, but not in many
other versions.
76
Biblical Israelite of great strength whose
feats are recorded in the Bible; see
Judges 13-16.
77
Biblical king of Israel.

78
Benjamin
Franklin
(1706-1790),
publisher of Poor Richard’s Almanack
(1732-1757).
79
As there are many readers who do not
see that a composition is poetry, unless
it be in rhyme, it is for their information
that I add this note.
Poetry consists principally in two
things—imagery and composition. The
composition of poetry differs from that
of prose in the manner of mixing long
and short syllables together. Take a long
syllable out of a line of poetry and put a
short one in the room of it, or put a long

syllable where a short one should be,
and that line will lose its poetical
harmony. It will have an effect upon the
line like that of misplacing a note in a
song.
The imagery in those books called the
Prophets appertains altogether to poetry.
It is fictitious, and often extravagant, and
not admissible in any other kind of
writing than poetry.
To shew that these writings are
composed in poetical numbers, I will
take ten syllables, as they stand in the
book, and make a line of the same
number of syllables, (heroic measure)
that shall rhyme with the last word. It
will then be seen that the composition of

those books is poetical measure. The
instance I shall first produce is from
Isaiah:—
“Hear, O ye heavens, and give
ear, 0 earth!”
’T is God himself that calls
attention forth.
Another instance I shall quote is from
the mournful Jeremiah, to which I shall
add two other lines, for the purpose of
carrying out the figure, and shewing the
intention of the poet.
“O, that mine head were waters
and mine eyes”
Were fountains flowing like the
liquid skies;
Then would I give the mighty flood

release
And weep a deluge for the human
race [Author’s note].
80
Biblical king of Israel.
81
As those men who call themselves
divines and commentators are very fond
of puzzling one another, I leave them to
contest the meaning of the first part of
the phrase, that of an evil spirit of God.
I keep to my text. I keep to the meaning
of the word prophesy [Author’s note].
82
Deborah was a Hebrew judge; Barak, a
warrior, was her most important ally in

combating the Canaanites; see the Bible,
Judges 4-5.
83
Biblical king of Israel, reputed author of
the Psalms.
84
Abraham was the first patriarch of the
Hebrew people; Isaac was his son and
Jacob his grandson.
85
Judas Iscariot, one of the twelve
apostles; after betraying Jesus, he
hanged himself.
86
Paul (originally Saul) of Tarsus, early

Christian leader.
87
Joseph Addison ( 1672 1719), English poet
and essayist.
88
Popular eighteenth-century faith that
emphasized reason and design in
creation.
89
As this book may fall into the hands of
persons who do not know what an orrery
is, it is for their information I add this
note, as the name gives no idea of the
uses of the thing. The orrery has its name
from the person who invented it. It is a
machinery of clock-work, representing

the universe in miniature: and in which
the revolution of the earth round itself
and round the sun, the revolution of the
moon round the earth, the revolution of
the planets round the sun, their relative
distances from the sun, as the center of
the whole system, their relative
distances from each other, and their
different magnitudes, are represented as
they really exist in what we call the
heavens [Author’s note].
90
Allowing a ship to sail, on an average,
three miles in an hour, she would sail
entirely round the world in less than one
year, if she could sail in a direct circle,
but she is obliged to follow the course of

the ocean [Author’s note].
91
Those who supposed that the Sun went
round the earth every 24 hours made the
same mistake in idea that a cook would
do in fact, that should make the fire go
round the meat, instead of the meat
turning round itself towards the fire
[Author’s note].
92
If it should be asked, how can man know
these things? I have one plain answer to
give, which is, that man knows how to
calculate an eclipse, and also how to
calculate to a minute of time when the
planet Venus, in making her revolutions

round the Sun, will come in a strait line
between our earth and the Sun, and will
appear to us about the size of a large pea
passing across the face of the Sun. This
happens but twice in about a hundred
years, at the distance of about eight years
from each other, and has happened twice
in our time, both of which were foreknown by calculation. It can also be
known when they will happen again for
a thousand years to come, or to any other
portion of time. As therefore, man could
not be able to do these things if he did
not understand the solar system, and the
manner in which the revolutions of the
several planets or worlds are
performed, the fact of calculating an
eclipse, or a transit of Venus, is a proof

in point that the knowledge exists; and as
to a few thousand, or even a few million
miles, more or less, it makes scarcely
any sensible difference in such immense
distances [Author’s note].
93
Son of the prophet Amittai, Jonah
allegedly was swallowed by a fish; see
the Bible, 2 Kings 14:25, and Jonah 1-2.
94
Title character in the novel by Miguel de
Cervantes (1547-1616).
95
Jean-Baptiste du Val-de-Grâce, baron
de Cloots (1755-1794), Prussian
participant in the French Revolution.

96
François-Louis Bourdon (1758-1798),
French Revolutionary leader.
97
Barlow (1754-1812) was an American
poet and diplomat.
98
Maximilien François Marie Isidore de
Robespierre (1758-1794), leader of the
Jacobins in the French Revolution.
99
According to what is called Christ’s
sermon on the mount, in the book of
Matthew, where, among some other
[and] good things, a great deal of this

feigned morality is introduced, it is there
expressly said, that the doctrine of
forbearance, or of not retaliating
injuries, was not any part of the
doctrine of the Jews; but as this
doctrine is found in “Proverbs,” it must,
according to that statement, have been
copied from the Gentiles, from whom
Christ had learned it. Those men whom
Jewish and Christian idolators have
abusively called heathen, had much
better and clearer ideas of justice and
morality than are to be found in the Old
Testament, so far as it is Jewish, or in
the New. The answer of Solon on the
question, “Which is the most perfect
popular government,” has never been
exceeded by any man since his time, as

containing a maxim of political morality.
“That,” says he, “where the least injury
done to the meanest individual, is
considered as an insult on the whole
constitution.” Solon lived about 500
years before Christ [Author’s note].
100
The book called the book of Matthew,
says, (iii. 16,) that the Holy Ghost
descended in the shape of a dove. It
might as well have said a goose; the
creatures are equally harmless, and the
one is as much a nonsensical lie as the
other. Acts, ii. 2,3, says, that it
descended in a mighty rushing wind, in
the shape of cloven tongues: perhaps it
was cloven feet. Such absurd stuff is fit

only for tales of witches and wizards
[Author’s note].
101
The Bible-makers have undertaken to
give us, in the first chapter of Genesis,
an account of the creation; and in doing
this they have demonstrated nothing but
their ignorance. They make there to have
been three days and three nights,
evenings and mornings, before there was
any sun; when it is the presence or
absence of the sun that is the cause of
day and night—and what is called his
rising and setting, that of morning and
evening. Besides, it is a puerile and
pitiful idea, to suppose the Almighty to
say, “Let there be light.” It is the

imperative manner of speaking that a
conjuror uses when he says to his cups
and balls, Presto, be gone—and most
probably has been taken from it, as
Moses and his rod is a conjuror and his
wand. Longinus calls this expression the
sublime; and by the same rule the
conjuror is sublime too; for the manner
of speaking is expressively and
grammatically the same. When authors
and critics talk of the sublime, they see
not how nearly it borders on the
ridiculous. The sublime of the critics,
like some parts of Edmund Burke’s
sublime and beautiful, is like a windmill
just visible in a fog, which imagination
might distort into a flying mountain, or
an archangel, or a flock of wild geese

[Author’s note].
102
François-Noël Babeuf (also known as
Gracchus Babeuf; 1760-1797), radical
French Revolutionary leader.
103
William Pitt, first earl of Chatham
(1708-1778),
a
great
British
parliamentary leader.
104
Expression of Horsley, an English
bishop, in the English parliament
[Author’s note].
105
George Wythe (1726-1806), American

Revolutionary leader and Virginia jurist.
106
Congregational minister and author of
economic pamphlets (1726-1795).
107
American Revolutionary leader and
prominent Federalist (1752-1816).
108
Benjamin Rush (1745-1813), physician,
essayist, and leader in American
Revolution.
109
Horatio Gates (1728-1806), British
officer who became an American in the
Revolutionary War.

110
Cromwell
(1599-1658)
was
a
parliamentary general in the English
Civil War (1642-1648) who became
lord protector of England.
111
King of Babylonia (ruled c.605-562
B.C.; died 562 B.C.) who destroyed
Jerusalem in 586 B.C. He is mentioned
in numerous books of the Old Testament.
112
George Logan (1753-1821), Quaker
physician who initiated a personal
diplomatic mission to France in 1798.
113

Emmanuel Joseph Sieyès (1748-1836),
French Revolutionary leader and radical
pamphleteer; see Rights of Man, p. 194.
114
That is, Anacharsis Cloots: JeanBaptiste du Val-de-Grace, baron de
Cloots
(1755-1794),
Prussian
participant in the French Revolution; see
The Age of Reason, P. 307.
115
Barlow (1754-1812) was an American
poet and diplomat; see The Age of
Reason, p. 308.
116
James Monroe (1758-1831), fifth
president of the United States, who,

while he was the American minister to
France in 1794, befriended Paine.
117
Reference to “Peter Porcupine,” the
English wit and political essayist
William Cobbett (1763-1835).
118
Deane (1737-1789) was a Continental
Congressman and diplomat involved in
controversial foreign loans.
119
Aaron Burr (1756-1836); U.S. vice
president (1801-1805), famous for
shooting Alexander Hamilton in a duel.
120

See the Bible, Exodus 32.
121
Spanish soldier Francisco de Bobadilla
(died 1502) sent to Santo Domingo by
Ferdinand and Isabella of Spain on
reports
of
dissension
between
Christopher Columbus and other
Spaniards; Bobadilla returned Columbus
to Spain in chains but he was later freed
to make his fourth and final voyage for
the Spanish monarchs.
122
Reference to the administration of John
Adams (1735-1826), who served as
second U.S. president from 1797 to
1801.

123
King (1755 -1827) was American minister
to Great Britain from 1796 to 1803.
124
John Quincy Adams ( 1767-1848), the
sixth U.S. president, was appointed
minister to the Netherlands in 1794 and
later promoted to the Berlin Legation.
125
Thomas Truxtun (1755-1822), American
naval officer.

